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Executive summary
Refining NZ is proposing to dredge the entrance to Whangarei Harbour to enable Suezmax ships which currently visit the Marsden Point Refinery partially loaded - to carry greater loads while safely
transiting to and from the Refinery. They have assembled an expert team to characterise the
existing environment, identify possible dredged channel configurations, dredge methodologies and
disposal options and then to consider the potential effects of these various options.
This report summarises key aspects on the dredging and disposal methodologies for the material
required be dredged from the entrance channel. This assessment supports the Assessment of
Environmental Effects and is part of a suite of technical reports that assess the actual and potential
effects of the applications.

Setting
The refinery is situated on Marsden Point at the entrance to Whangarei Harbour which is located at
the northern end of Bream Bay. The harbour is accessed through a natural tidal inlet which varies
from 15 to 32 m at its deepest point.
The harbour is relatively shallow due to extensive intertidal flats. The harbour is accessed through a
relatively narrow tidal inlet which is around 680 m wide and 32 m at its deepest point. The inlet is
bounded by Tertiary volcanic rocks on the northern side and a Holocene prograded sandy barrier
spit on the southern side, which forms Marsden Point. Several bays indent the northern shoreline of
the lower harbour, the largest of which is Parua Bay. The inlet channel separates a large ebb tide
delta that extends seaward to around the 20 m depth contour. Mair Bank is situated on the
northern side of the channel, largely within the intertidal and subaerial portion of the southern ebb
tide delta. Snake Bank and McDonald Bank are the two main flood-tidal deltas located within the
harbour inlet embayment.
The existing channel can be divided into three areas, the inner (including the berthing jetty pocket to
the eastern extent of Mair Bank), the middle (between the end of Mair Bank and the southern end
of Home Point) and the outer channel.

Proposed channel
The preferred channel alignment has evolved through the design process taking into account
navigational safety, potential changes to the hydrodynamic system and environmental
considerations and will provide for unrestricted design vessel access except in extreme wave climate
or swell events (i.e. accessible for 98% of the time). The channel avoids rock substrates so dredging
methods such as blasting are not required.
The proposed channel depths vary from 19.0 m below Chart Datum (CD) at the entrance to the
channel, to 16.5 m below CD at the berth area with -17.9 m CD at the berth pocket. These depths
include a sedimentation allowance of 0.5 m for the mid and outer parts of the channel, 0.3 m for the
inner part of the channel and 0.37 m for the berthing pocket.

Capital and maintenance dredging material and volumes
Dredging of the channel is within the predominantly fine to medium sand layer that overlies
predominantly clay and silts and bedrock situated well below the base of the channel and are not
affected by the proposal. The main areas for dredging are the outer channel and the berth pocket.
In the remaining areas only targeted dredging is required. The estimated capital dredge volume is
up to 3,700,000 m3 for the preferred channel configuration and the area of the channel extent is
1.44 km2.
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Relatively low rates of sedimentation is expected to occur within areas of the dredged channel with
annual average sedimentation rates expected to be between 56,000 and 122,000 m3/yr.
Maintenance dredging may need to occur every 2 to 5 years in the berth pocket area to maintain
navigable draft around the jetty dolphins as well as at localised areas along the channel such as
adjacent to Busby Head and at sections of the right hand side of the channel in the mid-section.
Assuming uniform distribution of sedimentation within the outer section, the 0.5 m sedimentation
allowance could be reached in the order of 5 to 20 years of the completion of the capital dredging.
Maintenance dredging will be placed in either of the marine disposal areas, or be used for beneficial
land based disposal.

Proposed marine disposal areas
Refining NZ seeks some operational flexibility in the volume of material to be disposed at specific
locations. Two marine disposal areas are proposed. Area 3-2 is situated approximately 45 m below
Chart Datum to the south east of the channel within Bream Bay and Area 1-2 is situated on the outer
part of the ebb tide shoal. Area 1-2 is included to provide a means of maintaining a sediment
transport pathway to the coast. Accordingly, it is anticipated that up to 97.5% of capital dredging is
to be placed in Area 3-2, between 2.5% and 5% is placed in Area 1-2 with the option to dispose of
some proportion of the dredged material to land (subject to separately obtaining any authorisations
for that disposal, if required). Flexibility is also sought in respect of maintenance dredging, with the
ability sought to place dredged material either within Area 3-2 or Area 1-2, or to land (again subject
to separately obtaining any necessary authorisations).
Area 3-2 has been conservatively sized to enable all capital and maintenance dredging to be placed
within the area for the duration of the maximum consent period allowed (35 years) without having
adverse effects either on the surrounding ecology or the hydrodynamics (tides, waves and currents)
operating in this area. Disposal Area 1-2 is sufficiently large to enable different locations to be
targeted for the placement of maintenance dredging as required both to retain sand within the
littoral system and to promote onshore sediment movement.

Dredging method
While ultimately the final selection of the dredging methodology proposed will be made by the
dredging companies tendering for the campaign, based on a combination of factors it is likely that a
small to medium sized Trailing Suction Hopper Dredger (TSHD) will be used for the majority of the
dredging campaign possibly augmented with a backhoe dredger (BHD) with an associated barge or a
Cutter Suction Dredge (CSD) for the localised dredging work in the vicinity of the berth pocket and
the upper channel dredging. The size of the TSHD vessel to complete this work based on hopper
capacity is likely to be between 1,800 m3 and 8,500 m3. These are characterised as small to medium
dredge vessels.
The capital dredge campaign will depend on the vessel size and the location where dredged
sediment will be placed. However, taking into account the range of likely possibilities, the capital
dredge programme is likely to last up to 6 months. During the capital dredge campaign the main
dredge vessels will be accompanied by smaller launches for completing survey work and transferring
crew. A tug may also be utilised for towing small barges of sand from the BHD operation.
Maintenance dredging is likely to require similar dredging plant although the vessel size may well be
smaller than that used for the capital dredging and have a shorter programme.
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Introduction

Refining NZ (RNZ) refinery is situated on Marsden Point at the entrance to Whangarei Harbour which
is located at the northern end of Bream Bay. The harbour is accessed through a natural tidal inlet
which varies from 15 to 32 m at its deepest point.
RNZ is investigating options of dredging the entrance to their site at Marsden Point to allow existing
vessels to have larger cargoes while safely transiting to and from the Marsden Point refinery. They
have assembled an expert team to characterise the existing environment, identify possible dredged
channel configurations, dredge methodologies and disposal options and then to consider the
potential effects of these various options.

1.1

Background

Crude shipments are currently brought to site via smaller fully loaded Aframax ships and larger,
partially loaded, Suezmax ships. Suezmax ships are partially loaded in order to clear the shallower
parts of the tidal inlet. Refining NZ are looking to increase the amount loaded to reduce shipping
costs and improve efficiency. This will help sustain Refining NZ's overall competitiveness with
overseas refineries and long term sustainability of its business. Preliminary option studies that
considered alternative approaches such as ship to ship transfer, a deep water Single Point Mooring
system and deepening of the access channel have indicated the preferred option is to carry out
targeted dredging of the channel to enable more fully laden existing Suezmax vessels to reach the
terminal (Poten & Partners, 2016).
A comprehensive range of high level studies and investigations have been carried out by the team on
dredge channel alternatives to better understand and characterise the existing environment and to
identify possible dredge and disposal options. This was followed by more detailed studies,
investigations and analysis to refine understanding of how these options would affect the
environment and to develop more preferred options.
After consideration of tide and wave conditions, navigation safety and manoeuvrability for a range
of possible channel configuration alternatives, three channel options that provided safe all tide and
98% of wave condition access were shortlisted for more detailed assessment. Following that
detailed assessment, the preferred option both in terms of navigation safety and overall
environmental effects is Option 4-2. This option limits the majority of dredging to the outer reaches
seaward of Home Point, with targeted dredging at selected areas in the mid and upper parts of the
channel and at the berth.
A similar exercise was used to evaluate potential areas to place the dredged sediments. A range of
adjacent and distant deep-water (greater than 60 m water depth), intermediate water depth (30 to
60 m) and shallower water depth disposal areas were considered together with land based disposal
options. Two disposal options are preferred, being a site at around 45 m water depth (Area 3-2),
and the placement of sediment on the ebb delta (Area 1-2) in water depth of between 7 and 15 m
below Chart Datum. It is anticipated that up to 97.5% of capital dredging is to be placed in Area 3-2,
between 2.5% and 5% is placed in Area 1-2 with some dredging disposed of to land. Maintenance
dredging may be placed in either Area 3-2, Area 1-2 or to land, depending on the requirements and
results on monitoring.
A plan of the area dredged and the location of the marine disposal areas is included in Drawing 01.
This drawing includes areas of significance in the vicinity of the work areas.
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1.2

Report layout

As part of the technical studies being carried out, Chancery Green (on behalf of Refining NZ)
commissioned Tonkin + Taylor Ltd (T+T) to report on the dredging and disposal methodologies for
the material required to be dredged from the entrance channel (refer Drawing 30488-01). This
report summarises key aspects from the various technical reports prepared by the expert team, and
in particular the following which are included as appendices to this synthesis report:
RHDHV (2016a) Dredging methodology assessment – technical memo. Ref.
M&APA102N006D04; prepared by Royal HaskoningDHV for Chancery Green on behalf of
Refining NZ, 10 August 2016 (included as Appendix A).
RHDHV (2016c) Dredging control measures – technical memo. Ref. M&APA1028N008D03;
prepared by Royal HaskoningDHV for Chancery Green on behalf of Refining NZ, 2 December
2016 (included as Appendix A).
RHDHV (2016b) Shipping channel – concept design report. Ref. M&APA1-28R002D05;
prepared by Royal HaskoningDHV for Chancery Green on behalf of Refining NZ, 5 June 2016
(included as Appendix B).
T+T (2016) Memo on side slope stability assessment, 3 August 2016 (Appendix C).
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Project description

2.1

Channel alignment and dimensions

The preferred channel alignment has evolved through the design process taking into account
navigational safety, potential changes to the hydrodynamic system and environmental
considerations and will provide for unrestricted design vessel access except in extreme wave climate
or swell events. The process included avoiding potentially rocky outcrops at Home Point to exclude
the requirement of blasting or clearing of rock outcrops. The technical assessments are summarised
in RHDHV (2016a and 2016b).
The key characteristics of the channel are:
Alignment – refer Drawing 01 and Drawing PA1028/MA/1123 rev A in Appendix A.
Widths (excluding batter slopes) – base channel widths have been developed using PIANC guidelines
(RHDHV, 2016b, Appendix B) and vary from 210 m to 280 m, with the channels widening at the
bends in the channel.
Depths – the depths vary from 19.0 m below Chart Datum (CD) at the entrance to the channel to
16.5 m below CD at the berth area and 17.9 m below CD at the berth pocket (refer Figure 2-1 and
Drawing PA1028/MA/1123 rev A in Appendix B). These depths include a sedimentation allowance of
0.5 m (for the mid and outer parts of the channel) and 0.3 m (for the inner part of the channel).

Figure 2-1 Channel design depths for Option 4-2 (Source: RHDHV, 2016b)

Side slopes – 1V:4H for all channel slopes and a stepped slope at the berth area with a bench at 4.2
m CD (refer T+T Technical Memo, Appendix C).
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2.1.1

Capital dredging

The estimated capital dredge volume, inclusive of 0.3 m over-dredge allowance is 3,620,200 m3 for
the preferred channel configuration (refer Table 2-1). It is noted that these are maximum volumes
for the maximum desired channel depth. The main areas for dredging are the outer channel and the
berth pocket/dolphin mooring area. In the remaining areas only targeted dredging is required. The
total footprint of proposed channel area is 3.9 km 2 and the area of the channel dredging is 1.44 km2.
The majority of the dredging (more than 95%) occurs below the 15 CD depth contour.
Table 2-1 Capital dredge volumes with and without over dredge allowance (Source: RHK_DHV
Drawing PA1028/MA/1123 rev C)
Location

Dredge volume to design level
(m3)

Dredge volume including overdredge (m3)

Inner section - Beth pocket (Area
A1)

132,000

153,000

Inner section - Turning circle
(Area B)

294,400

397,500

Inner Section - Port Buoy 14 A
(Area C)

34,900

43,400

Mid section - Starboard Buoy No.
11 (Area D)

49,900

57,200

Outer channel from Port Buoy
No. 10 to No. 6 (Area E)

750,700

851,500

Outer channel from Port Buoy
No. 6 to end of channel (Area F)

1,900,500

2,117,600

TOTAL

3,162,400

3,620,200

Inner section - Dolphin (Area 2)

2.1.2

Maintenance dredging

Maintenance dredging is to be expected, particularly within the first few years following the capital
dredging exercise as side slopes settle, with lower sedimentation rates occurring after this initial
period. The main areas for maintenance dredging to occur is in the vicinity of the berth pocket due
to sand transported from the ebb delta over Mair Bank and at the outer section of the channel
where the majority of capital dredging has occurred. In the outer channel average annual
sedimentation rates are predicted to be within the range of 42,000 to 95,000 m3 per annum
(rounded up to 50,000 to 100,000 m3 per annum to take into account uncertainty, MSL (2016)). This
sediment could be distributed reasonably evenly along the channel although slightly greater
deposition was observed in the model along the northern edge of the channel. In the berth pocket
the volume of sedimentation to manage is based on sand transported over Mair Bank from the
southern part of the ebb tide delta (expected to be around 8,000 to 15,000 m3 per annum along the
entire bank and of this volume, between 3,000 to 6,000 m3 per annum within the berth pocket and
dolphin area). There will also be sediment deposition along the tidal channel due to slight
reductions in tidal flows at certain locations (estimated to be between 6,000 and 12,000 m 3 per
annum). Therefore, the average annual rate of sedimentation is assessed to be between 56,000 and
122,000 m3 per annum (i.e. between 1.5 and 3.4% of the capital dredge volume) with the main areas
of focus expected to be the berth pocket and the outer section of the channel.
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A breakdown of the likely range of sedimentation for each of the areas is set out in Table 2-2 and
described in the sections below.
Table 2-2 Estimate of range of possible annual sedimentation rates
Annual sedimentation rate (m3/year)
Area

Location

Lower bound

Upper bound

Berth Pocket (A1)

600

1,200

Dolphin Area (A2)

2,400

4,800

B

Turning circle

3,000

6,000

C

Port Buoy 14 A – Calliope Bank

3,000

6,000

D

Starboard Buoy No. 11 – Ebb tide shoal

5,000

9,000

E

Outer Channel - Port Buoy 10 to 6

7,500

20,000

F

Outer Channel - Port Buoy 6 to end

34,500

75,000

TOTAL

56,000

122,000

A

2.1.2.1

Berth pocket and dolphin area (Area A)

This area is currently experiencing wave driven overwash of sand from the ebb tide delta. The
proposed dredging is unlikely to change the overwash process or volume, but will change where the
overwashed sand will settle out. We expect it will result in accretion occurring within the dredged
area both due to lateral movement of sand moving over Mair Bank and down the cut slope as well as
from sedimentation of the shelf around the dolphins at -4.3 m CD and the berth pocket due to a
slight reduction in tidal currents. The recent dredging around the mooring dolphin will help refine
ongoing maintenance dredging, but annual infill volumes of around 3,000 m 3 to 6,000 m3 has been
estimated based on the analysis of historic data and it is anticipated that as much as 80% of the
annual sedimentation will be by overwash that will largely be within the shelf around the dolphins
(Area A2) with the remaining volume by tidal current driven transport along the channel affecting
the berth pocket (Area A1).
This area is likely to require ongoing maintenance dredging every two to five years. The dolphin area
and the shallower parts of the channel slope could be done using a smaller barge mounted hydraulic
excavator although the deeper parts of the channel will require different plant. However, if
dredging within the dolphin area is effective there is possible that reduced accumulation will occur in
the Berth Pocket, but still this area will experience sedimentation due to sediment transport along
the channel. The dolphin area may be require dredging on a two yearly basis over the initial period
(assumed to be 6 years), but the frequency of dredging may be reduced to three yearly over time. It
is anticipated that the berth pocket will also require two yearly dredging over the first six years, but
that maintenance dredging may reduce to five yearly thereafter.
2.1.2.2

Turning circle shoal (Area B)

There is a relatively small area of the channel floor that appears to be formed from a lag deposit of
coarser sediment and shell downstream of the narrowest part of the channel. Sedimentation of this
area is therefore due to the reduction in tidal velocity causing larger particles to settle out. This is
illustrated by modelling of a range of fair weather and combined storm and fair weather events and
the relatively small difference in accretion between these two events. Figure 7.30 to 7.32 of MSL,
2017 show accretion rates in the order of 10 to 15 cm suggesting ongoing maintenance dredging of
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this entire area every 2 years in the short term (assumed 6 years from the initial dredge) reducing to
5 yearly over the longer term. Due to the depth and location of the sedimentation, this is likely to
require a TSHD or cutter suction dredge.
2.1.2.3

Localised corners in Area C and D

The modelling carried out by MSL show the corner area adjacent to Starboard Buoy No. 11 (Area C)
to have very minor levels of sedimentation and erosion. It is likely that this location may adjust over
the first six years. However, it is anticipated the entire area will require some maintenance dredging
with dredging frequencies of every two years, to frequencies in the order of 5 yearly after this initial
adjustment period.
The edge of the channel in the vicinity of Port Buoy 14A and 12C (Area D) is more dynamic as a result
of being part of the ebb tide shoal with overwash and along channel edge transport. Dredging of
this entire area is likely to be ongoing every 2 years for the first six years and reduce to a 3 yearly
frequency thereafter.
2.1.2.4

Outer channel from Port Buoy No. 10 to No. 6 (Area E)

Modelling carried out by MSL (2017) show that sedimentation is more likely along the northern half
of the channel and the a 100 m wide strip along the north-eastern edge of the channel and lower
part of the side slope (i.e. 75 m of the channel floor and 25 m of the lower side slope) may need to
be dredged 2 yearly. This means around 40% to 80% of the optimistic dredge volume (i.e. around
4,000 to 8,000 m3) could be required every 2 years for the first six years. After this initial period, the
remaining channel floor may require dredging, but with larger volumes every five years.
2.1.2.5

Outer channel from Port Buoy No. 6 to the end of the channel (Area F)

Modelling by MSL (2017) show this area to have more uniform sedimentation across the channel
floor but still with slightly greater levels of sedimentation along the north-eastern edge. A similar
100 m wide strip as described in the previous section may require 2 yearly dredging over the first
size year period (i.e. a smaller volume of around 8,000 m3 to 16,000 m3), with the full channel area
dredged every 5 to 10 years.

2.2

Marine disposal areas

Marine disposal areas are shown on Drawing 30488-01. Flexibility in the volume of material to be
disposed at specific locations is sought in this application. It is anticipated that up to 97.5% of capital
dredging is to be placed in Area 3-2, between 2.5% and 5% is placed in Area 1-2 with some dredging
disposed of to land. These volumes are similar to the volume dredged above the 10 m depth
contour. Maintenance dredging may be placed in either Area 3-2, Area 1-2 or to land, depending on
the requirements and results on monitoring.
Area 3-2 has been conservatively sized to provide for 100% of all capital and maintenance dredging.
The area of placement in Area 3-2, is 2.5 km 2, although a maximum area of 5.75 km 2 which defines
the outer boundary of where placed sediment may settle over time. Area 3-2 is situated 45 m below
Chart Datum to the south east of the channel.
If the sediment is uniformly distributed, the average height of the placement mound after the capital
dredging has occurred will be approximately 1.5 m. However, it is possible that targeted disposal
could occur within the larger disposal area resulting in maximum placement heights for both capital
and maintenance dredging of not more than 4 m. That equates to less than 9% of the water depth.
The maximum height is conservative and based on the following assumptions:
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the upper rate of predicted annual sedimentation;
all maintenance dredging being placed in this area; and
no settlement or loss of material from this area occurs over time.
Some sediment (2.5 to 5%) is proposed to be placed in the nearshore known as Area 1-2. Area 1-2 is
a 2.5 km2 area of seabed situated on the southern end of the ebb tidal delta in water depth of
between 7 and 15 m Chart Datum. Area 1- 2 is designed to enable placed sediment to be slowly
transported landward during higher energy wave events to maintain sediment volumes on the ebb
delta. It is also sufficiently large to enable different locations to be targeted for the placement of
maintenance dredging. If the dredged sediment is placed uniformly in this area the average depth
would be around 0.06 m. However, it is more likely that there would be a smaller area targeted
within this larger area during each dredge campaign, with average placement depths of around 0.6
m (i.e. covering an area of around 250,000 m2 or 10% of the total placement area).
Both marine disposal areas comprise sand of a similar composition to the channel area to be
dredged. Land based locations may also be used to dispose of some of the capital dredging although
this will only be undertaken where there is a demand by others, and they have the necessary
environmental authorisations (including resource consents) in place to enable the use.
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3

Physical characteristics of the dredge and disposal area

A series of investigations have been carried out as part of this study to augment historic
investigations of the channel area and its environs (RHDHV, 2016a).

3.1

Materials to be dredged in the entrance channel

Dredging of the channel is within the predominantly fine to medium sand layer that overlies
predominantly clay and silts and bedrock situated well below the base of the channel. Based on an
analysis of sediment chemistry the dredged sediment is clean with most potential contaminant
levels either below detection or within the lower range of acceptable guidance criteria (Coffey,
2016). Table 3-1 shows the volumes of sediment to be dredged and Table 3-2 shows the proportion
of silts and clays based on total volumes for each location based on the anticipated volumes to be
dredged for the preferred access channel configuration.
Table 3-1 Volume of material (cubic metres, m3) to be dredged by average sediment classification
Location

Fine
Sand

Medium
Sand

Gravels
(shells)

Total

3,000

8,000

81,200

29,000

75,000

484,900

10,000

15,000

100,200

643,000

185,000

144,000

1,028,100

327,000

1,227,000

104,000

227,000

1,942,900

468,000

2,257,000

331,000

469,000

3,637,300

Clays

Silt

Berth pocket

200

3,000

8,000

49,000

Inner channel

4,900

24,000

78,000

274,000

Mid channel

200

2,000

9,000

64,000

Outer channel (3.5 to 5.5 km)

3,100

17,000

36,000

Outer channel (5.5km to end)

1,900

56,000

Total

10,300

102,000

Coarse
Sand

Table 3-2 Percentage of silt and clays for each dredged area based on total volume
Location

Percentage of silt and clays

Berth pocket

3.9%

Inner channel

6.0%

Mid channel

2.2%

Outer channel (3.5 to 5.5 km)

2.0%

Outer channel (5.5km to end)

3.0%

3.2

Seabed characteristics at the disposal areas

3.2.1

Area 3-2

Area 3-2 is situated in 45 m water depth to the south-east of the channel (refer Drawing 30488 01
and Figure 3-1). The seabed in this area comprises predominantly fine to medium sands with some
areas of silt and shell deposits (refer). Figure 3-2 shows a comparison of the sediment gradings
within the dredged channel and in the vicinity of Area 3-2 showing that the sediments dredged
within the channel are very similar to the sediments on the seabed of Area 3-2.
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Figure 3-1 Sediment sampling within Bream Bay with the Site 1-2 (red box) and Site 3-2 (blue box) showing proposed disposal areas
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Table 3-3 Sediment grading (percent passing) in the vicinity of Area 3-2
Site ID

Clays

Silt

Fine Sand

Medium
Sand

Coarse Sand

Gravels
(shells)

<0.002 mm

0.063

.30 mm

.63 mm

2 mm

25 mm

11-3.2

3%

14%

72%

87.34%

91%

100%

12-3.2

6%

27%

62%

81%

93%

100%

13-3.2

6%

8%

13%

40%

78%

100%

14-3.2

0%

1%

10%

54%

97%

100%

15-3.2

0%

6%

22%

65%

95%

100%

16-3.2

0%

2%

12%

57%

89%

100%

Minimum

0

1%

10%

40

78

100%

Average

3

10%

32

64

91

100%

Maximum

6

27%

72

87

97

100%

Figure 3-2 Comparison of Area 3-2 grading envelope with channel grading showing channel sediments similarly
graded to the seabed sediment in Area 3-2

3.2.2

Area 1-2

Area 1-2 is situated on the south-eastern edge of the ebb delta (refer Drawing 30488 01 and Figure
3-1) comprises predominantly fine to medium sands with no significant portions of clays and silts
(refer Table 3-4). This is to be expected due to the open coast wave climate that acts on this
location. Figure 3-3 shows a comparison of the sediment gradings within the dredged channel and
in the vicinity of disposal area 1-2. It shows that the dredged material is typically slightly coarser
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with a higher proportion of shell than the Area 1-2 and less fine sands. This is optimal in terms of
potential issues of turbidity during placement (i.e. less fines) and provides a good match for the
beach sands along the coastal edge which tends to be coarser than the sands on the ebb tide delta.
Table 3-4 Sediment grading (percent passing) in the vicinity of Area 1-2
Clays

Silt

Fine Sand

Medium
Sand

Coarse Sand

Gravels
(shells)

<0.002 mm

0.063

.30 mm

.63 mm

2 mm

25 mm

DA1A04

0.0%

3.2%

57.7%

99.1%

100.0%

100%

DA1A05

0.0%

3.0%

56.7%

98.9%

100.0%

100%

DA1A06

0.0%

4.0%

59.8%

99.1%

100.0%

100%

DA1A07

0.0%

3.3%

56.1%

98.6%

100.0%

100%

DA1A08

0.0%

4.2%

60.1%

99.1%

100.0%

100%

DA1A09

0.0%

4.5%

52.7%

95.9%

100.0%

100%

Minimum

0.0%

3.0%

52.7%

95.9%

100.0%

100.0%

Average

0.0%

3.7%

57.2%

98.5%

100.0%

100.0%

Maximum

0.0%

4.5%

60.1%

99.1%

100.0%

100.0%

Percent passing (%)

Site ID

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0.001

0.01

0.1

1

10

100

Sediment size (mm)
Ch 5500 to end, min

Ch 5500 to end, avg

Ch550 to end, max

Ch 3500 to 5500, min

Ch 3500 to 5500, avg

Ch 3500 to 5500, max

Ch 2000 to 3500, min

Ch 2000 to 3500, avg

Ch 2000 to 3500, max

Ch 0 to 2000, min

Ch 0 to 2000, avg

Ch 0 to 2000, max

Berth, min

Berth, avg

Berth, max

Disposal 1.2, max

Disposal 1.2, min

Figure 3-3 Comparison of sediment gradings within the dredge channel area and the sediments gradings in the
vicinity of A 1 -2 showing the channel sediments to be slightly coarser and with more shell content
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4

Meteorological and sea-state conditions

Meteorological conditions for this area have been assessed by MetOcean Solutions Ltd (2017) and
summarised by RHDHV (refer technical memo, Appendix A). The local environment is characterised
by relatively low wind speeds, low to moderate wave heights and moderate tidal currents within the
confines of the channel.
Typically calm conditions exist (winds less than 2 m/s) more than 90% of the time and moderate to
low wave climate (sea and swell wave heights less than 1 m) occur for more than 90% of the time at
the entrance to the channel. Within the mid and upper parts of the channel wave heights are less
than 0.6 m 99% of the time. Peak tidal velocities reach 2 to 2.5 knots over the length of the channel
with localised areas receiving velocities of up to 3 knots.
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5

Dredging equipment selection and dredging methods

5.1

Dredge equipment

Royal HaskoningDHV describe a range of possible dredging equipment and their characteristics and
control measures (refer technical memos in Appendix A). While the final selection of the dredging
methodology will be made by the dredging company commissioned for the campaign, it is expected
that a Trailing Suction Hopper Dredger (TSHD) do the majority of the dredging campaign, particularly
for the outer channel area, with possibly augmented with a backhoe dredger (BHD) or a Cutter
Suction Dredge (CSD) for the localised dredging work in the vicinity of the berth pocket and the
inner/mid channel dredging, with the BHD likely to be the preferred option for the jetty pocket due
to the vicinity of marine structures and the greater control that can be applied with the BHD.
The size of the TSHD vessel to complete this work based on hopper capacity is likely to be between
1,800 m3 and 8,500 m3. These are characterised as small to medium dredge vessels and they would
be fitted with green valves to reduce air content in the overflow discharge pipe which reduces
turbidity at the water surface and increases the speed of settlement to the seabed (RHDHV, 2016).
A larger THSD (i.e. around 11,000 m3) is possible if one was already undertaking dredging in New
Zealand, but is unlikely to be mobilised specifically for this project due to high mobilization costs.
Based on the meteorological conditions set out in the previous section, it is likely that the medium
TSHD would only be constrained from operation around 1% of the time due to large waves and could
operate with all wind and tidal current conditions (RHDHV, 2016a). A small TSHD would have a
slightly greater downtime (2%) due to some peak tide conditions. There would be less downtime
due to meteorological or hydrodynamic conditions with any dredge type in the mid and inner
channel area.

5.2

Dredging cycle

5.2.1

TSHD discharging to marine disposal areas

A production cycle for a TSHD comprises four consecutive operations:
Loading
Sailing with full load
Unloading
Sailing empty after discharge.
The base operational condition for this area is for 24 hours per day seven days per week.
5.2.1.1

Loading

The time required to fill the hopper and the resulting volume of sediment in the hopper depends on
the sediment parameters and dredge depth. To optimise the dredging cycle it is preferable to work
with controlled overflow. This means that the TSHD will continue dredging with excess water
flowing out of the hopper back to the sea via an outlet at the bottom of the hull (the keel). A green
valve will be used to reduce air bubbles within the discharge both to reduce the potential for
turbidity and to increase the speed of settlement of the dynamic plume.
At this location the presence of predominantly medium and fine sands with low silt contents (less
than 6%) both increases the operational efficiency of filling and significantly reduces the extent of
turbid plumes during dredging and placement of sediment in the disposal areas.
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5.2.1.2

Sailing with full load

When the loading of the vessel is complete the vessel will proceed to the disposal area where its
load will be deposited. During sailing the watertight bottom doors of the hopper remain closed. The
distance from Busby Point to the centre of Area 3-2 is around 7 km and it is around 4.5 km to the
berthing jetty. The distance to Area 1-2 is around 3 km (refer Drawing 30488-01).
5.2.1.3

Unloading

When the TSHD reaches the marine disposal area it reduces speed and manoeuvres itself via GPS to
the allocated area where the load can be discharged. When the vessel is at the correct location the
dredge-master opens the bottom doors and the sediment drops out of the hopper.
If the TSHD it is to take material for land based disposal it would sail to a wharf area (say at North
Port) and be unloaded by an onboard slurry pump or by hydraulic excavator.
5.2.1.4

Sailing empty

When the hopper is empty the dredge-master closes the bottom doors. The vessel then sails back to
the dredging areas and the cycle repeats until the channel is dredged to the required levels.
5.2.1.5

Production rates

Production times and rates for the range of TSHD have been developed by RHDHV (Appendix B). The
cycle time ranges from 110 to 180 minutes resulting in between 55 and 90 operations per week
taking into account weather and operational allowance. The total duration for this activity is around
6 months.

5.2.2

BHD

The BHD is specifically required for dredging around the berthing area and would not be used for the
main dredging activity. The dredged material would either be placed in a barge for marine disposal
or taken ashore for land based disposal).
A production cycle for a BHD comprises four consecutive operations:
Loading to an adjacent barge
Sailing with full load
Unloading
Sailing empty after discharge.
The base operational condition for this area is for works to occur during daylight hours, seven days
per week (i.e. around 70 hours per week excluding weather delays but taking into account 30% berth
occupancy).
5.2.2.1

Loading

The capacity of this form of dredging depends on the bucket capacity, the water depth and the size
of the adjacent barge. Typical bucket capacity ranges from 4 to 11.0 m3.
5.2.2.2

Sailing with full load

Due to typically smaller split hull barges being used in this operation (typical barge capacity in the
order of 500 m3 to 1,000 m3), sailing time will be slower and operational conditions more limited.
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5.2.2.3

Remaining cycle

The remaining cycle is similar to that described for the TSHD.
5.2.2.4

Production rates

Production times and rates for the BHD have been developed by RHDHV (Appendix B). In general
backhoe dredgers have efficiencies of between 60 and 65% without weather delays. This gives
dredging rates of around 300 to 500 m3/hr and two barge sailings per day (i.e. up to 2,000 m3/day).
Based on this production rate it would take 2 to 3 months to complete the dredging in the berth
pocket area.

5.2.3

CSD

A CSD can discharge into a barge moored adjacent to the works or through a discharge pipeline that
transports the sediment as a slurry to the proposed disposal area. It is less efficient that a TSHD in
channel dredging as its position needs to be fixed. Therefore it is only likely to be considered for the
dredging around the berthing pocket and in the inner and mid-channel areas, or for maintenance
dredging. For the berth pocket dredging the use of the CSD would need to be carefully managed to
avoid damage to the marine infrastructure.
5.2.3.1

Production cycle

A production cycle for a CSD is the same as the TSHD if a barge is to be used for disposal and the
barge is fitted with a green valve. If it uses a discharge pipe it can run continuously, although some
down time would be expected if the discharge location needs to be changed. If the CSD is used for
the berth pocket area it is likely that a slurry pipeline would be used to discharge the sediment to
land.
5.2.3.2

Production rates

Production rates for a CSD are less than a TSHD as the vessel has a fixed position while operating.
However, it has a greater production rate than that of a BHD.

5.2.4

Support vessels for the dredging operation

There are a range of ancillary vessels to support a dredging operation. These include:
Survey vessels to complete hydrographic survey of the dredged areas. These are typically
small craft (around 9 to 11 m in length) and will be present within the vicinity of the project
area (channel and disposal areas) for the duration of the project.
Crew boat for the transfer of crew members and project staff between the dredger and shore.
This typically is a small launch 8 to 15 m in length. This could average 4 trips per day.
A tug for towing the bottom dump barge to the disposal location that could make 2 trips per
day.
All support vessels will generally sail within the shipping channel, but due to the shallower draft of
these vessels they can go outside the channel if shipping traffic is present.
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6

Environmental considerations

Environmental impacts, safety concerns and management measures have been summarised in
RHDHV’s technical memos (Appendix A).

6.1

Turbidity

As identified in Table 3-1 the dredge area has a low proportion of silts and clays (on average around
3.1% and a maximum of 6%). This reduces the likelihood of turbidity due to the reasonable fall
velocity of sand particles compared to clays and silts.
The technical memo in Appendix A on dredge control measures set out a set of dredging control
measures for each type of dredging plant considered and the dredge programme will include
appropriate responses should localised areas with higher silt be encountered.
For the TSHD the use of a green valve for the discharge and avoiding shallow areas is the most
efficient way of further reducing the risk for turbidity with a TSHD. If these management techniques
are insufficient to reduce the risk of turbidity affecting areas of significance, dredging during
particular stages of the tide where currents are directed away from sensitive areas is another
alternative. However, the results of the plume modelling showed that the plumes did not disperse
to the adjacent beaches, sand banks or marine management areas (MetOcean, 2016), therefore all
tide dredging is likely to be feasible in all areas.
For the CSD the use of a green valve for the discharge and avoiding shallow areas is the most
efficient way of further reducing the risk for turbidity. Improvements can also be made at the cutter
head and by limiting the speed of the operation.
For the backhoe operation around the jetty and wharf area the risk of turbidity can be limited by a
closed grab or by reducing the speed of the bucket through the water and by careful operation to
maintain a level bucket. The volume of solids within the bucket tend to be very high and this,
combined with the high proportion of clean sands, limits the potential risk of plume discharge.
However, if these management techniques are insufficient to reduce the risk of turbidity affecting
areas of significance, dredging during favourable tidal conditions (e.g. on a slack tide; maximum high
or low) or on an ebb tide may be an additional management technique where currents are directed
away from sensitive areas.

6.2

Spills and emissions

Spills and emissions are typically managed through appropriate management plans that should also
include emergency management procedures.

6.3

Noise

Noise can be created by the excavation process, vessel operation and during the depositing of
dredged material. Terrestrial and underwater noise effects have been assessed and are reported
separately (Styles Group, 2016a, b).
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7

Applicability

This report has been prepared for the exclusive use of our client ChanceryGreen for Refining NZ,
with respect to the particular brief given to us and it may not be relied upon in other contexts or for
any other purpose, or by any person other than our client, without our prior written agreement. We
understand and agree that Refining New Zealand will submit this report in support of an application
for resource consent and that the consent authority and third parties (stakeholders, submitters and
interested parties) will rely on this report for the purpose of assessing that application.
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Appendix A:

Royal HaskoningDHV Technical memos

Dredging methodology assessment
Dredging control measures

Technical Memo
Haskoning Australia PTY Ltd.
Maritime & Aviation
To:
From:
Date:
Copy:
Our reference:
Classification:

Refining NZ, Attn: Dave Martin
Richard Mocke, Justin Cross
11 August 2016
Chancery Green, Attn: Chris Simmons
Ryder Consulting, Attn: Gavin Kemble
M&APA1028N006D06
Open

Subject:

Dredging Methodology Assessment

1

Introduction

Royal HaskoningDHV (RHDHV) is assisting RefiningNZ (RNZ) in regards to channel design, dredging
and disposal aspects for the proposed deepening of the Marsden Point channel to facilitate deeper draft
vessels to access its wharf facility. To support the environmental assessment process, RHDHV has
been commissioned to undertake an assessment of possible dredging methodologies for the proposed
capital dredging works and future maintenance dredging campaigns.
This technical note describes the pros and cons of various alternative dredging methodologies for
consideration by key stakeholders and will be used as input into a multi-criteria analysis (MCA) which will
be prepared by others.
Documents previously prepared for this project, and which have been used as input for this assessment,
are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Referenced RHDHV reports
Reference

Dated

Title

RHDHV (2015);
151026_PA1028_RevB

26 Oct 2015

Review of Geophysical Study and Recommended
Additional Studies

RHDHV (2016a);
PA1028_N_004_v13.01.16

13 Jan 2016

RefiningNZ Dredging – Concept Channel Options,
Dredging Footprints and Indicative Cost Estimates

RHDHV (2016b);
M&APA1028R002D04

05 Feb 2016

Shipping Channel –
Concept Design Report

RHDHV (2016c);
M&APA1028N005D01

06 Apr 2016

Dredge Input Parameters for Hydrodynamic Modelling of
Plumes – RefiningNZ

Note: A complete list of references is provided at the end of this report.

A company of Royal HaskoningDHV

2

Site Conditions

2.1

Subsurface Conditions

The following site investigations and reports have been used to develop an understanding of the
subsurface conditions:
•
•
•
•
•

Boreholes from 2009 Hawthorn Geddes report: Geotechnical Investigation and Report on Future
Dredging at the Entrance to Whangarei Harbour;
Boreholes from 1992 Beca Carter Hollings and Ferner report: Geotechnical Investigation,
Proposed Marsden Point Port Development;
Boreholes from 1984 Tonkin Taylor report: New Zealand Refining Company Limited Jetty
Dolphin Upgrading Soils Investigations;
MES 2015 report: Marine Geophysical Investigations; and
Geotechnical factual report on vibrocoring investigation from 2016 Tonkin Taylor report: Marsden
Point Refinery- Crude Freight project.

Sub-bottom profiling undertaken as part of the marine geophysical investigation (MES, 2015) was used
to identify three main subsurface geological layers, those being:
•

•
•

Unit 1 – Silty and sandy layer that extends from the seafloor to the top of Unit 2. This unit
ranges from 0.0m to 23.3m thick and the base of this unit ranges from -8.3m to -38.9m Chart
Datum (CD).
Unit 2 – Predominantly clayey and silty layer with complex depositional and erosional features
such as infilled palaeochannels. This unit extends from the base of unit 1 to the top of unit 3.
Unit 3 – Interpreted as bedrock with the top of this unit being very irregular in level and outcrops
in numerous locations. The top of this unit ranges from -4.5m to -61.5m CD.

A total of 26 vibrocores was undertaken in early 2016 (T+T, 2016). Samples were collected for
geotechnical laboratory testing and environmental testing. An assessment of the suitability of disposing
the dredged material offshore, based on the results of the environmental testing, is being undertaken by
others. However, for the purpose of this dredge methodology assessment, it is assumed that the
material will be suitable for offshore disposal.
The target depth for each vibrocore was based on the design dredge depth (refer Section 4) plus 0.5m
allowance for over-dredge. In the majority of cases, the target depth was achieved (at 20 out of 26 test
locations).
A general description of the materials encountered is provided in Table 2.
Table 2: General subsurface conditions (T+T, 2016)
Site area

Crude Jetty

Turning Basin

Inner Chanel

Outer Channel

Fine SAND, some
Shelly medium to
Shelly fine to medium
Fine to medium SAND,
Typical subsurface
medium sand and shell, coarse SAND, minor
SAND, some coarse
some shells (broken),
conditions
trace silt, grey, well
fine sand, light grey, sand, grey to dark grey,
dark grey, well graded
graded
well graded
well graded
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2.2

Wind Data

Wind data was obtained from MetOcean Solutions who provided an annual wind rose and
seasonal/annual wind speed exceedance probabilities based on hindcast and measured wind speeds at
nd
st
Marsden Point. The measured data covers the period 2 September 2009 to 1 May 2015 (MetOcean
Solution, 2015); refer Figure 1 and Table 3.

Figure 1: Annual Wind Rose at Marsden Point (MetOcean Solutions, 2015)

Table 3: Seasonal/annual Wind Speed Exceedance Probabilities for Marsden Point (MetOcean Solutions, 2015)

Note: 1m/s ≈ 2 knots.
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2.3

Wave Data

Wave data was provided by OMC International from the ‘Alpha’ Waverider buoy located near the centre
of Reach 1 (refer Figure 2).

Figure 2: Channel Design Reaches

The various percentiles for swell and sea height have been transformed to several locations along the
proposed approach channel using the wave attenuation factors provided by OMC International, refer
Table 4.
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Table 4: Various Percentile Wave Conditions
Location

Sea Height
(Hs, m)

Swell Height
(Hs, m)

Reach 1 (centre)
[1.0]

50% = 0.22
80% = 0.48
90% = 0.73
99% = 1.55

50% = 0.43
80% = 0.75
90% = 1.05
99% = 2.40

Reach 2 (centre)
[0.80]

50% = 0.18
80% = 0.38
90% = 0.58
99% = 1.24

50% = 0.34
80% = 0.60
90% = 0.84
99% = 1.92

Reach 3 (centre)
[0.36]

50% = 0.08
80% = 0.17
90% = 0.26
99% = 0.56

50% = 0.15
80% = 0.27
90% = 0.38
99% = 0.86

Reach 4, 5 & 6
(centre)
[0.24]

50% = 0.05
80% = 0.12
90% = 0.18
99% = 0.37

50% = 0.10
80% = 0.18
90% = 0.25
99% = 0.58

2.4

Sea Period
(Tp, sec)

50% = 6.67
80% = 6.90
90% = 6.90
99% = 6.90

Swell Period
(Tp, sec)

50% = 10.53
80% = 20.00
90% = 22.22
99% = 22.22

Current Data

ADCP tidal current data was surveyed and then analysed by Ross Vennell (Department of Marine
Science, University of Otago) and was used to characterise the longitudinal and cross currents within
each channel Design Reach (RHDHV, 2016b). Plots showing the current vectors at 3-hourly time steps
for a typical spring tide are presented in Figure 3.
The highest current velocities are generally observed midway between high tide and low tide, with
velocities reaching 2 to 2.5 knots over the length of channel analysed and 2.5 to 3.0 knots in the vicinity
of Home Point some 3 hours after high tide.
The various percentiles for current velocity have been provided by OMC International (OMC), refer Table
5.
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Figure 3: Current vectors at 3-hourly time steps (spring tide) (Source: R. Vennell, 2015)
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Table 5: Predicted current velocity at time ship passes for transit Fairway to Berth (OMC International, 2015)
Percentile: Current Velocity (knots)
Location
1

10

20

50

80

90

99

Reach 1

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Reach 2

0.22

0.22

0.25

0.29

0.32

0.32

0.32

Reach 3

0.93

0.94

1.03

1.22

1.34

1.34

1.34

Reach 4

1.20

1.22

1.33

1.58

1.74

1.74

1.74

Reach 5

1.04

1.06

1.16

1.39

1.54

1.54

1.54

Reach 6

1.06

1.07

1.18

1.41

1.57

1.57

1.57

Note: Ship at Fairway approximately 1 hour before HW
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3

Channel Alignment

The preferred channel alignment from a navigational safety perspective has evolved through the design
process with various options considered (RHDHV, 2016b). The channel options have been refined in
accordance with PIANC geometry requirements and feedback received from desktop simulation studies.
The three (3) channel alignment options that have been carried forward for further evaluation are Option
2, Option 4-2, and Option 5. A comparison of the mid-channel alignment past Home Point for these
options is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Comparison of mid-channel alignment past Home Point for Design ‘Option 2’ (left), Design ‘Option 4-2’
(centre), and Design ‘Option 5’ (right)

The three channel alignments are being further assessed.
Based on the results of the geophysical study for the nominated channel design, it is anticipated that only
Unit 1 (silty and sandy layer) will be encountered in channel options 2 and 4-2 as part of the dredging
works (RHDHV, 2015). Channel option 5 passes closer to Home Point and the dredging requirements
for this channel option includes the need to remove large boulders and (possibly) a solid rock outcrop.
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4

Channel Depth

The proposed channel depth is a function of design vessel draught and operational limits. The design
vessel draught that has been adopted for this project is 16.6m. To provide adequate access to the wharf
facility under a wide range of conditions, the channel is being designed to allow for 98% accessibility.
For the purposes of the concept channel design (and the estimation of dredging volumes), a siltation
allowance of 0.5m and 0.3m has been added to the declared depths for the outer and inner harbour
areas respectively (RHDHV, 2016b) with the outer harbour is defined as the area offshore of Buoy 5 /
Buoy 8. It is expected that the outer channel will be subject to greater rates of sedimentation, due to
being located in a more exposed climate (RHDHV, 2016b).
The declared depth plus siltation allowance is referred to as the ’Dredging Design Level’ – being the
target (minimum) level for dredging, refer Figure 5.

Figure 5: Channel design depths for 98% access channel
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5

Dredge Volumes

For the purposes of calculating dredge volumes, each of the channel options being considered has been
divided into an inner, mid, and outer channel section (refer Appendix A). The dredge quantities for each
channel option and each channel section are presented in Table 6 (excluding over-dredge) and Table 7
(including over-dredge).
Table 6: Dredge volumes for the alternative channel options being considered (excluding over-dredging)
Drawing number

1

PA1028/MA/1123 RevA

PA1028/MA/1203 RevA

PA1028/MA/1302 RevA

Design volumes (m )

Option 4-2

Option 2

Option 5

Inner section

476,000

456,000

508,000

Mid section

50,000

8,000

21,000

Outer section

2,652,000

2,689,000

2,627,000

TOTAL

3,177,000

3,153,000

3,156,000

3

Source: RHDHV, 2016a
Note: 1. The Option 5 volumes are based on this drawing but for a pro-rata increase for the design 98% access

Table 7: Dredge volumes for the alternative channel options being considered (including over-dredging)
Drawing number

1

PA1028/MA/1123 RevA

PA1028/MA/1203 RevA

PA1028/MA/1302 RevA

Design volumes (m )

Option 4-2

Option 2

Option 5

Inner section

610,000

588,000

631,000

Mid section

57,000

10,000

25,000

Outer section

2,971,000

3,016,000

2,943,000

TOTAL

3,638,000

3,614,000

3,599,000

3

Source: RHDHV, 2016a
Note: 1. The Option 5 volumes are based on this drawing but for a pro-rata increase for the design 98% access

The approximate length of each channel section is as follows:
Inner section:
Mid section:
Outer section:

2.4km
1.2km
4.7km
3

It is noted that within the inner section, there is a volume of approximately 72,000m (excluding overdredging) that will be dredged around the jetty structure (i.e. the berth pocket).
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6

Beneficial Reuse and Dredge Disposal Site Options

Beneficial reuse refers to dredged material that is used for social, economic or environmental benefits.
Examples of beneficial reuse include:
•
•
•
•
•

Creating wetlands / environmental habitats;
Land reclamation;
Beach nourishment (particularly in the case of coastal erosion);
Use as a construction material; and
Land rehabilitation

The adjacent Northport facility has already identified the need for additional fill for its current and planned
port expansion and is in discussion with RNZ in this regard. Hence, for the purposes of the dredge
methodology assessment, the following three broad dredge disposal options are considered:
1) All of the dredged material is disposed at an offshore disposal site (Base Case)
3
2) A small portion of the dredged material (≈200,000m ) in the vicinity of the Marsden Point berthing
area is pumped into the existing Northport reclamation to fill in existing low lying areas and the
remaining material is disposed at an offshore disposal site (Alternative 1);
3
3) A greater amount of material is dredged and pumped (≈700,000m ) to expand the existing
Northport reclamation area (in line with their current approved resource consents) and the
remainder of the material disposed offshore (Alternative 2); and
For the purposes of this study it is assumed that the disposal site will be within 10km of the project site.
The offshore disposal sites currently being considered are:
•
•
•

Disposal site 1.2 located in around 20m water depth and about 3km (and adjacent to) the centre
of the outer channel;
Disposal site 2.2 located in around 25m water depth and about 6km south of the centre of the
outer channel (around buoy No 4), where the majority of dredge material will be derived; and
Disposal site 3.2 located in around 40m water depth and about 7km south east from the centre
of the outer channel.

The Northport reclamation site is situated approximately 8.5km upstream from the centre of the outer
channel (where the majority of dredging will occur). Refer to indicative locations for the disposal sites on
Figure 6.
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~ 8.5 km

~ 3 km

~ 6 km

~ 7 km

Figure 6: Dredge disposal site options (indicative only and not to scale)
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7

Dredging Equipment Options

Dredgers can generally be classified as hydraulic or mechanical.
With a hydraulic dredger, the dredged material is pumped in a slurry form from the dredge face directly to
the discharge site or to a temporary storage (e.g. hopper). Examples of hydraulic dredgers include
Trailing Suction Hopper Dredgers (TSHD) and Cutter Suction Dredgers (CSD).
With a mechanical dredger, the material being dredged is collected in a bucket or grab and then placed
directly into the discharge site, or more commonly into a temporary storage. The temporary storage is
then used to transport the material to a discharge site, or the temporary storage will stay on site and the
material is then re-handled (e.g. pumped through a pipeline or transported away using a truck or a
barge). An example of a mechanical dredger is a Backhoe Dredger (BHD).
The use of a TSHD, CSD and/or BHD accounts for the vast majority of dredging projects.
When developing a dredging methodology for a project the contractor will generally take the following
into consideration:
• Site conditions, such as waves, will impact differently on the various types of dredging equipment
being considered;
• Required dredging depth;
• Nature and quantity of material to be dredged;
• Destination of dredged material;
• Site constraints, such as navigation limitations; and
• Availability of dredging equipment.
This section describes the types of dredging plant and equipment most commonly used for dredging
projects, and assesses the suitability of each for use on the Project.

7.1

Trailing Suction Hopper Dredger (TSHD)

Trailing suction hopper dredgers (TSHDs), or “trailers”, are self-propelled ships with hoppers (dredged
material storage internal to the hull). They have articulated dredging pipes, or “drag-arms”, that extend to
the sea bottom. They dredge while underway, trailing at low speeds, refer Figure 7.
The drag-head (refer Figure 8) can be either passive or active. In the case of the passive drag-head, no
additional power is applied at the head and material to be excavated is scoured by hydraulic flow induced
by the suction at the drag-head. The active drag-head uses power to drive cutting teeth or high-pressure
water jets to excavate the material and to aid in forming the solid/water slurry.
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Figure 7: Trailing Suction Hopper Dredger (TSHD) (Source: IHC (Artists impression))

Figure 8: Typical TSHD drag-head (Source: Dredge Yard, 2016)

The weight of the drag system ensures that contact is maintained with the seabed in both passive and
active drag-heads. The flow generated by the dredge pumps on vessel entrains the disturbed material
and allows the material to be transported hydraulically as slurry through the suction lines, the centrifugal
pump and into the hopper, where the solids settle out and the material is retained for transport and
subsequent placement. Some of the finer fractions of the dredged material will overflow with the excess
water from the hopper (subject to environmental controls, if relevant) and these fines will fall back to the
seabed again.
The dredged material is transported in the hopper to a disposal site remote from the work site. The
material is discharged either through doors or valves or, in the case of a split-hulled vessel, out of the
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bottom when the hull is longitudinally split. Alternatively, material may be pumped from the hoppers
through discharge lines to shore-based placement sites with or without the use of booster pumps, or
“rain-bowed” directly on to the site, refer Figure 9.

Figure 9: Example of ‘rain-bowed’ discharge (Source: DredgePoint, 2016)
3

TSHDs, or trailers, range in size from approximately 1,000m hopper capacity to approximately 40,000m
hopper capacity. Production rates, and also mobilisation and demobilisation costs, generally increase
with increasing hopper size, as does the daily cost of operating the trailer. Large trailers are therefore
generally only deployed on very large dredging projects. The size of trailer deployed also depends on
the water depth at which the dredging is to be undertaken. Small trailers can operate in water depths of
around 7m whilst many of the larger trailers can operate in depths of up to 60m. Few are designed to
dredge at depths of more than 100m.

3

TSHD's are suitable for the effective dredging of granular materials such as sand, silt and clayish
material. Generally, TSHD's are not suitable for dredging rock material, although the removal of coral
has been carried out using a drag-head equipped with ripper teeth.

7.2

Cutter Suction Dredger (CSD)

CSDs or “cutters”, belong to the type of stationary hydraulic dredgers that use centrifugal pumps as their
main means of lifting and transporting dredged material. The pumps produce the flow required to lift the
material from the bed and, via the pumping head, to transport solid / water slurry through a pipeline from
the dredger to a discharge point. Some of the larger dredgers are self-propelled for moving between
sites. CSD operations are referred to as stationary in that they are not sailing whilst dredging, refer
Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Cutter Suction Dredger (CSD)
Source: IADC, 2016

Cutter suction dredgers use rotating mechanical devices (cutter heads) that are mounted ahead of the
suction head to disaggregate material (refer Figure 11). The cutters excavate the material and break it
into pieces, which are then drawn into the suction pipe as solid/water slurry and pumped to the surface.

Figure 11: Typical cutter heads
Source: IADC, 2016 (left) Damen, 2016 (right)

The suction pipes are mounted on a frame called a ladder. By the use of a submerged pump mounted
on the ladder, these dredgers can work effectively at depths approaching 30m or more in special cases.
CSDs are characterised by high production rates and the ability to effectively dig silts, clays, sand,
gravel, cobbles, and fractured and, in some circumstances, rock (generally non-igneous types, e.g.
sandstones and limestones). They work in a stationary mode, normally using spuds at the rear and
lateral anchors.
They can either discharge into barges or, more usually, through discharge pipelines to the local
placement site. By using booster pumps at intervals along the discharge lines, they can transport and
place materials at considerable distances from the work site.
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Sea-going barges to transport the dredged material are often self-propelled and, in some cases, tugs or
tenders are used to tow or push the transport barges. The material is unloaded from the barges at the
dump site by being released through the bottom either through cable or hydraulically operated doors, or
in the case of split-hulled barges by splitting the barge longitudinally. Sometimes the barges are
unloaded using hydraulic pumps or mechanical equipment.
In the case that material is discharged from the CSD directly to an onshore disposal site, there are
essentially three main types of pipeline for transporting material/slurry mixtures:
•
•
•

Floating pipelines;
Submerged or “sinker” lines; and
Onshore lines.

Floating pipelines may either be formed of steel pipes supported at regular intervals by buoyancy units or
surrounded by a buoyant case, or be composed of pipes made of a buoyant material. In all cases the
pipeline has to be formed in such a way that it is sufficiently flexible to accommodate the movement
caused by waves and currents. This may be achieved by making the pipe itself flexible, by inserting ball
joints in the line at regular intervals, or by adding lengths of flexible pressure hose. All floating pipelines
are made in a modular fashion and are connected together by bolts or quick coupling devices.
Submerged pipelines are made by welding a number of pipes together into a long string. They are
floated into place, full of air, and then sunk in the desired location by flooding the pipe. Flanged
connections or ball-joints are provided at each end of the line to enable floating or onshore lines to be
connected.
Onshore lines consist of relatively short lengths of standard pipe, bolted together. Various devices are
incorporated in the line so that it can be moved, to extend it or to switch the flow into different sections of
the discharge area. The line may also be equipped with manual or hydraulically operated valves, Ypieces and bends of different angles.
For material discharged onshore, once the solid / water mix is discharged on site, the water is drained off
back into the sea though a system of internal bunds, weir boxes and dewatering channels. Bulldozers
are typically used to move and spread the material around from the end of the pipe. Often, in the case of
a solid / water mix containing very fine material, the fines are required to settle first in a stilling basin
before the excess water can be channelled back to sea.
Not all cutter suction dredgers are suitable for the dredging of rock material and, in general terms there
are three main criteria to be considered. These are:
•
•
•

The cutter head;
Installed power; and
Mass inertia.

Most of the cutter heads commonly in use for soils are of the "crown" type with the main body formed in a
cast steel alloy. The types of cutter are typically plain bladed cutters for weak materials such as sand
and clay or serrated blade cutters for stiff clays and dense sands. However for rock dredging, the cutters
require being of heavy construction and are typically larger in diameter then conventional cutters. The
cutting blades incorporate integral sockets for the mounting of a variety of replaceable teeth. The shape
of the blades is designed to maintain the maximum number of teeth in contact with the rock face
regardless of dredging depth. The teeth may range from a chisel form for weaker rock to a pick point
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form for stronger rock masses. The teeth are made from a highly wear resistant alloy steel and are
usually attached by means of a single sprung pin to reduce the time needed to replace the teeth.
Despite the wear resistant teeth, it is common that all teeth need to be replaced at regular intervals, and
depending on the rock properties this might be as frequent as every half hour.
Equally important is the installed cutting and pumping power on board the cutter suction dredger. A high
power electrical or hydraulic engine is required to rotate the cutter head. After the rock is broken up by
the cutter head underwater, the rock pieces, typically with a maximum size of about 30cm, are
transported to the surface through the suction pipe. This is achieved through the use of a high power
pump attached to the ladder. Additional pumping power is also provided on the cutter suction dredger to
discharge the solid / water slurry through the pipeline away from the dredger to the discharge site.
Sufficient mass inertia is also required to prevent the cutter head from bouncing off the rock face. A
large and heavy duty ladder is, therefore, required in combination with strong lateral anchor winches.
Since the CSD operates from a fixed location and requires the use of a mooring spread, including anchor
chains, CSD operations can lead to navigation hazards if inappropriately notified / lit.
CSDs are generally not suitable for dredging in close proximity to fixed structures leading to a risk of
damage to the structure and/or the dredger. There may be exceptions to this, such as the use of a small
CSD around a mooring dolphin, but this requires that the Contractor take additional care to prevent
damage to the dolphin. For this reason it requires calm environmental conditions.

7.3

Backhoe Dredger (BHD)

BHDs are mechanical dredgers consisting of an excavator mounted on a dredging pontoon. The word
backhoe refers to the action of the shovel which digs by drawing earth backwards, rather than scooping
material with a forward action like a bulldozer.
BHDs are generally suited to soils made of an unconsolidated, heterogeneous mixture of clay, sand,
pebbles, cobble and boulders. BHDs are also suitable for dredging fragmented or soft rock. Since BHDs
can generate a reasonable cutting force, they are suitable for a variety of soils that contain stones, such
as heavy clay, blasted rock, and soils thought to contain fractured rocks, boulders or rubble.
Removal of unweathered unfractured igneous rock is beyond the capability of BHDs (and CSDs). In this
case, the only option that could be considered is drilling, blasting and excavation of the material to
achieve the required channel depths and/or widths.
To ensure stability and counter the large digging forces of the BHD, the pontoon is anchored and its
position maintained by spud poles, refer Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Backhoe Dredger (BHD)
Source: IADC, 2016

The dredging depth that can be achieved depends on the size and reach of the excavator. Figure 13
shows a 100t excavator with a downward reach of approximately 14m (left) and a 150t excavator with a
downward reach of approximately 18m (right).

Figure 13: Typical longreach excavators
Source: Coastwide Civil, 2016

The current maximum depth that can be achieved with the largest BHDs is approximately 25m to 30m.
All BHDs, regardless of size, have a similar dredging cycle:
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1. The bucket is lowered into the water;
2. The bucket is filled by dragging it through the material to be dredged. During this process the
bucket is also tilted to prevent dredged material from falling out of the bucket;
3. The bucket is lifted out of the water;
4. The excavator swivels and dumps the contents of the bucket into a barge (refer Figure 14); and
5. The excavator swivels back and the process starts again.

Figure 14: BHD discharging into a barge
Source: IADC, 2016

In order to achieve maximum effectiveness at each setup location, the excavator is positioned so that it
can operate in an arch around the end of the pontoon, as shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15.

Figure 15: Effective dredge area of a BHD (Source: Vlasblom, 2003)

Most BHDs are equipped with accurate positioning systems in order to be able to dredge precise
underwater profiles.
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Some pontoons, and particularly those used for very large BHDs, may be self-propelled, but the majority
will need to be towed or transported to the work site.
It is noted that, as with the CSD, the BHD operates from a fixed location. The BHD will use spuds for
stability and the use of lateral anchors is not necessarily required. BHD operations can lead to
navigation hazards when operating within a confined channel, however this would be to a lesser extent
when compared to CSD operations.
The production rates that can be achieved with a BHD generally depend on the following factors:
•

Work methods, such as:
o BHDs can be used to dredge material alongside a fixed structure, such as a quay wall,
but the production rate may be affected by the need for additional care to prevent
damage to the structure / BHD;
o Size of the bucket used;
o Number and size of barges being used; and
o Dredge disposal requirements.

•

Working conditions, such as:
o Location of the dredge site;
o Currents and waves; and
o Presence of other vessels.

•

Materials to be dredged, such as:
o Type of material being dredged;
o Hardness and strength of material being dredged; and
o Presence of vegetation or debris.

7.4

Limiting Working Conditions

The limiting working conditions for the various types of dredging equipment being considered are
presented in Table 8.
Table 8: Limiting working conditions for dredgers
Small
TSHD

Medium/
Large
TSHD

Small
CSD

Medium/
Large
CSD

Small
BHD

Medium/
Large
BHD

Wind (knots)

< 25

< 40

< 20

< 20

< 20

< 25

Waves Hmax (m)

< 2.0

< 3.5

< 1.0

< 1.5

< 1.5

< 2.0

Currents Vmax
(knots)

< 3.0

< 5.0

< 2.0

< 2.0

< 3.0

< 4.0

Based on the environmental conditions presented in Section 2, the following limiting conditions will apply:
•

Wind
o
o

> 25 knots
> 20 knots

≈ 2% occurrence
≈ 4% occurrence
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•

•

Waves
o > 1.0m (Reach 1)
o > 1.5m (Reach 1)
o > 1.0m (Reach 2)
o > 1.5m (Reach 2)
Currents
o > 1.5knots (Reach 4)
o > 1.5knots (Reach 5)
o > 1.5knots (Reach 6)
o 2.0 – 2.5 knots
o 2.5 – 3.0 knots

≈ 11% occurrence
≈ 6% occurrence
≈ 8% occurrence
≈ 4% 0ccurrence
≈ 60% occurrence
≈ 30% occurrence
≈ 34% occurrence
Peak velocities throughout channel
Peak velocities around Home Point / Reach 4

Therefore potential downtime in terms of percentage occurrence is presented in Table 9
Table 9: Potential downtime as a percentage occurrence

Wind (knots)
Waves Hmax (m)
Currents Vmax
(knots)
Ranking

Small
TSHD

Medium/
Large
TSHD

Small
CSD

Medium/
Large
CSD

Small
BHD

Medium/
Large
BHD

2%

-

4%

4%

4%

2%

< 1%

< 1%

11% (R1)
8% (R2)

6% (R1)
4% (R2)

6% (R1)
4% (R2)

< 1%

Peak period
(R4)

-

Peak period
(All)

Peak period
(All)

Peak period
(R4)

-

3

1

6

=4

=4

2

Notes:
‘R1’, ‘R2’ and ‘R4’ refer to Reach 1, Reach 2 and Reach 4 respectively.
‘All’ refers to the full length of the channel, i.e. Reaches 1 to 6.
‘Peak period’ refers to the part of the tidal cycle during which the maximum current velocities occur (i.e. HW +3hrs).
‘-’ indicates negligible downtime expected

It should be noted that the downtime percentages noted in Table 9 are specifically for periods in which the
dredging equipment is in place and operating. CSDs and BHDs require to be moved from time to time to
cover the areas to be dredged and, in the process, can be extremely vulnerable to the prevailing
conditions at the time whilst being moved. During these periods, the working conditions can be limited to
the ability of the tugs and/or its own ability to move from location to location and then reset its
anchors/spuds to allow it to continue to work.
The implication of this is that as the support tugs are likely to have limiting operating conditions even
lower than those noted in Table 10, CSDs and BHDs may have to wait until it is possible for tug operations
to re-commence, thereby significantly affecting production and, hence, increasing the cost of dredging
operations.
THSDs would not be affected in this manner and can continue to operate up to the specified limiting
working conditions.
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8

Examples of Potentially Available Dredging Equipment

The following Table 11, Table 12 and Table 13 provide details of typical dredging equipment that could be
used on this project.
Table 11: Details of TSHDs that could potentially be used for the dredging works
TSHD 1

TSHD 2

TSHD

TSHD 4

Brage R

Brisbane

Balder R

Volvox Asia

Hopper capacity (m )

2,150

2,900

6,000

10,834

Length (Loa, m)

89.6

84.1

111.3

133.9

Breadth (B, m)

13.6

16.0

19.4

26.0

Draught unloaded (TU, m)

3.47

3.0

3.7

6.0

Draught loaded (TL, m)

5.69

6.25

7.0

9.47

Main engines (kW)

1492

1850

5,970

12,120

Speed empty (knots)

9.0

13

15

15

Speed loaded (knots)

7.5

11

14

14

Crew

7

13

13

13

Built

1996

2001

2011

1999

Rohde Nielsen

Port of Brisbane

Rohde Nielsen

Van Oord

NSW,
Australia

Queensland,
Australia

NSW,
Australia

Red Sea,
Middle East

Name
3

Owner
To be mobilised from
1

1

Best estimate / home base

Table 12: Details of CSDs that could potentially be used for the dredging works
CSD 1

CSD 2

CSD 3

Eastern Aurora

Kotuku

Nu Bounty

Length (Loa, m)

116

23.8

41.3

Breadth (B, m)

14.9

7.0

10

Draught (T, m)

2.1

1.5

2.0

Max dredge depth (m)

27.0

18.5

22.0

Total power installed (kW)

7426

623

1500

9.0

6.0

-

-

-

1994 (2011)

-

-

Hall Contracting

Heron Construction

Neumann Contractors

Queensland, Australia

Auckland, NZ

Queensland, Australia

Name

Speed (knots)
Crew

2

Built
Owner
To be mobilised from
1

1

Best estimate / home base

2

Year rebuilt
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Table 13: Details of BHDs that could potentially be used for the dredging works
BHD 1

BHD 2

BHD 3

Gunger R

Machiavelli

Simson

52.6 x 15.3 x 3.4

53.0 x 15.0

66.9 x 23.0 x 4.3

3

3

3

5.4 to 11.0

4.0 to 5.7

15 to 40

Max dredge depth (m)

22

-

26

Crew

9

-

-

Built

-

2005

-

Rohde Nielsen

Heron Construction

Van Oord

Queensland, Australia

Auckland, NZ

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Name
Pontoon dimensions (m)
Spuds (no.)
3

Bucket capacity (m )

Owner
To be mobilised from
1

1

Best estimate / home base

2

Year rebuilt

Actual availability of dredging equipment will need to be checked with the various dredging contractors
once the dredging commencement date has been confirmed.
Technical specifications for each of the dredgers presented in the tables above have been included in
Appendix B.
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9

Environmental Impacts, Safety Concerns and Management Measures

To properly understand the potential environmental impacts and safety concerns, it is necessary to think
of dredging operations as consisting of four phases: excavation, lifting, transportation and placement.
Excavation is the physical removal of sediment from the seabed and can be done using hydraulic forces
and/or mechanical forces.
Lifting is the vertical transport of the dredged material from the seabed to the water surface. Once again,
this can be achieved using hydraulic means or mechanical means.
Transportation is the process of transferring the dredged material from the excavation site to the
placement site.
Placement of the dredged material at the designated site can be either placed underwater or onshore.
This section describes some of the main environmental impacts and safety concerns that need to be
taken into consideration when assessing dredging methodology options.

9.1

Turbidity

Turbidity is the cloudiness caused by sediment in suspension and is a measure of the light transmission
properties of water. This cloudiness produces a temporary visual / amenity impact. Turbidity can also
result in reduced photosynthesis in marine flora, with associated reduction in habitat productivity. In
extreme cases it can lead to fatalities in marine fauna and flora.
Suspended sediment concentrations are sometimes erroneously described as turbidity. It is important to
note that a high concentration of sand in suspension can have a very low turbidity whilst a low
concentration of fine silt or clay in suspension can have a very high turbidity. Therefore, in order to
determine whether turbidity is likely to be a concern, the composition of material to be dredged needs to
be properly understood.
Turbidity is measured by shining a light through the water and is reported in nephelometric turbidity units
(NTU). Examples of turbidity samples are presented in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Turbidity samples (numbers indicate NTU)
Source: USGS, 2016
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Options for controlling turbidity include operational controls and engineered controls. Operational
controls are measures taken by the dredger operator to reduce the impacts during dredging. These can
include:
•
•
•

Reducing the dredging rate;
Changing dredging operations based on site conditions (such as tide, currents, etc.); and
Modifying dredging operations (e.g. depth of the cutter head in the case of a CSD operation).

Engineered controls include:
•
•
•

Coffer dams;
Turbidity (silt) curtains; and
Air bubble curtains.

With respect to engineered controls, the coffer dam solution adds considerable additional cost and is not
practical if dredged material is to be transported to an offshore disposal site. Air bubble curtains are less
reliable than the other options and are better suited to sites where the turbidity levels are expected to be
low. The most common engineered solution is, therefore, the use of a turbidity curtain.
The use of a turbidity curtain to cordon off a large area is not a practical solution for this project as it
would have an impact on the use of the navigation channel. It might be useful next to the marine reserve
areas, however it should be noted that turbidity curtains are not suitable for sites that have large currents.
Any requirements for controlling turbidity over a large area would, therefore, need to be implemented
through operational controls.
A comparison of the turbidity generating potential of each of the dredgers being considered, and the
measures that can be implemented to reduce turbidity, are presented below.

9.1.1

TSHD

TSHDs cause turbidity as a result of the intake bypass, overflow, and turbulence from the ships propeller.
The bypass system, or lean mixture overboard system (LMOS), is used to prevent water being
discharged into the hopper when the sediment concentration is low (e.g. start and end of a dredging run).
Overflowing starts when the solid/water mixture reaches the overflow weir and typically continues until
the hopper is sufficiently loaded with sediment. Modern TSHDs discharge the overflow at keel level
rather than at water level and make use of a ‘Green valve’ to prevent air entrainment in the overflow. By
preventing air entrainment and discharging the overflow as low as possible, the released overflow
mixture will settle to the seabed in as efficient manner as possible. Other methods for reducing turbidity
include releasing excess water close to the drag-head or reusing it as jet water in the drag-heads. It is
important to note that restrictions placed on the overflow can result in reduced production rates (i.e.
longer overall dredge time) and higher costs.
With respect to the turbulence generated by the ships propeller, the effect is greatest in shallow water.
Means to reduce turbidity in shallow water include careful navigation (i.e. staying away from shallow
water to the greatest extent practicable).
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9.1.2

CSD

The cutting action of the cutter-head dislodges sediment along the seabed and is a potential cause of
turbidity. Most of the material thrown into suspension at the cutter-head is however captured by the
suction pipe within the cutter-head. Since this turbidity is generated at seabed level, it has less of an
impact within the water column than turbidity generated at the water surface level.
The exception to this is where the CSD is cutting into (sedimentary) rock materials using its cutter teeth.
In this case the grinding of the rock face can produce a significant amount of fine plumes which the
suction pipe may not be able to capture effectively, especially if operating in areas of higher water
currents. As a result, such operations can generate significant turbidity plumes.
Turbidity can be reduced by limiting the swing speed and revolutions of the cutter-head. This will,
however, lead to reduced efficiency of the dredging process.
In the event that the material dredged using a CSD is to be pumped into barges, as opposed to pumping
the material through a pipeline, another potential cause of turbidity is the overflow from the barge.
Measures to reduce overflow include filling the barge to a lesser extent. This will, however, lead to
reduced dredging efficiency as less material is placed in each barge.

9.1.3

BHD

BHD operations can result in relatively high turbidity when dredging silts and fine sands where a
significant amount of material can be lost as the bucket is lifted through the water column. Measures to
prevent losses include limiting the hoisting speed, but this negatively impacts on the production rates.
Since BHD operations are undertaken at a fixed location, the impact is generally limited to the vicinity of
the dredging operation. Also, the use of a silt curtain (where possible) is often a practical solution when
using a BHD and it is therefore generally easier to control turbidity with BHD operations when compared
to CSD and TSHD operations.

9.1.4

Summary

Typically, CSDs generate the least turbidity, and are comparable with TSHDs when used without
overflow (except in the case of rock dredging). TSHDs used with overflow and BHDs have a high
potential for generating turbidity, however, it is generally easiest to control turbidity with a BHD operation.
When placing dredged material at an offshore disposal site, and assuming the same process is used
when comparing all three dredging processes (i.e. placed using a barge), dredged material that has been
fluidised tends to result in increased turbidity. This is due to the fluidising action of hydraulic dredgers
(TSHD and CSD) resulting in sediments that take longer to consolidate than material that has been
dredged mechanically (BHD) and, therefore, a higher likelihood of turbidity at the placement site.
A ranking of the various dredger types against potential for generating turbidity is provided in Table 14.
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Table 14: Dredger relative ranking based on potential to generate, and control, turbidity
TSHD

CSD

BHD

2

3

Dredge location, with mitigation measures

2

1

2

3

1

2

Disposal site

2

2

1

4

Dredge location, no mitigation measures

3

3

Note: The lower the ranking the better (i.e. best score possible = 1)
1
No overflow permitted.
2
Including the use of silt curtains
3
Assuming no rock is encountered, otherwise greater potential to generate turbidity
4
Mechanically dredged material has slightly lower potential for generating turbidity than hydraulically dredged material

9.2

Sedimentation

Sedimentation refers to the process of sediment settling onto the seabed. Sedimentation can lead to the
smothering of benthic communities, such as corals and seagrasses.
Due to the fact that it is a relatively small percentage of the dredged material that results in sedimentation
at the dredge site and essentially all of the dredged material results in sedimentation at the disposal site,
sedimentation is generally more of a concern at the disposal site than at the dredge site. Sedimentation
at the disposal site will occur where the dredged material is disposed and can also occur at adjacent
sites if there are currents present.
Sediment plume dispersion modelling is, therefore, required to determine potential sedimentation
impacts. In the event that sedimentation is a risk that needs to be mitigated, a possible option includes
the placing of material using a tremie, as shown in Figure 17., albeit that this is not practical for all
disposal operations (e.g. deeper sites, higher currents/waves, will affect production).

Figure 17: Placement using a barge with a tremie
Source: PIANC, 2008

9.3

Using Currents to Manage Dredging Impacts

Dredging operations can be coordinated according to tidal currents in order to minimise environmental
impacts.
Turbidity is positively affected by currents in that the currents disperse the sediment that is in suspension
allowing more light to penetrate to the seabed. Sedimentation is, however, negatively affected by
currents in that it can lead to negative impacts on areas outside the dredge disposal site.
In order to determine whether environmental benefits can be achieved from coordinating dredging
operations according to tidal currents, the following assessments are required:
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•
•

Likelihood of turbidity considering the material that will be dredged and compared against
baseline monitoring, and
Assess the areas around the proposed dredge disposal site and the risk that sedimentation
would pose to these areas.

It is also worth noting that dredging operations coordinated around tidal currents inevitably lead to a
longer dredging program. It is, therefore, important that the potential benefits of a coordinated dredging
campaign are assessed against the impacts of a prolonged dredging program. Refer also the following
section.

9.4

Spill Risk and Exhaust Emissions

Potential environmental impacts that are not directly related to dredging, but associated with the
presence of a dredger include spills of oil and fuel and exhaust emissions. The longer the duration of the
dredging works, the greater the risk of a spill and the greater the amount of exhaust emissions. It is
noted, however, that dredging operations have improved over the years with respect to environmental
awareness and that the risk of an oil or fuel spill is considered unlikely with modern professional dredging
operations.
Any management plan that involves extending the project duration will create additional environmental
impacts due to increased fuel consumption, exhaust emissions, prolonged disturbance, etc. The net
benefit of any proposed management plan, therefore, requires careful assessment.

9.5

Noise

Dredging equipment, like any other type of construction equipment, emits noise. Dredger noise at the
source can be reduced by isolation of exhaust systems and by keeping engine room doors shut. There
is very little difference in the noise created by TSHD, CSD and BHD operations. The exception to this
being where blasting is also required, however then the noise is attributed to blasting operations and not
to the actual dredger.
Cases where dredgers have been identified as being particularly noisy are mainly due to mechanical
noises (e.g. the chain drive of a bucket dredger, which is an older style of dredger no longer generally
used).
The sound produced during dredging operations is largely influenced by the material type that is being
dredged. The harder or more consolidated a material is, the more energy the dredger will need to apply
and this translates into increased noise. The main sources of noise for each of the three types of
dredging equipment being considered is presented in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Potential sources of noise on dredgers
Source: WODA, 2013

A number of studies have been undertaken to determine the sound levels generated during dredging
operations. Some of the results that have been published (or referenced) in various papers are
presented in Table 15.
Table 15: Typical sound levels associated with dredging works
Dredger Type

Distance from Dredger (m)

Sound (dB)

Frequency (Hz)

Source

CSD

1

172 – 185

100 – 500

1

CSD

Unknown

100 – 110

70 – 1000

1

TSHD

Unknown

120 – 140

70 – 1000

1

TSHD

1

179 (peak)

Unknown

1

TSHD

Unknown

186 – 188

100 – 500

1

BHD

Unknown

179

315 (peak)

2

Unknown

163

20 – 80

2

BHD
1

USACE, 2015

2

WODA, 2013

It is important to note that the measurements presented in Table 15 are not standardised and that not all
of the sound sources presented in Figure 18 have been captured. It is, therefore, not possible to draw
any direct comparisons. However the results do indicate that each of the three dredging equipment
being considered are likely to produce sounds that are of the same order of magnitude. The conclusion
therefore is that all three should be considered equal when assessing likely impact due to noise.
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The sound levels generated by dredging should also be taken in context of other biological and
manmade sound sources which may exist at the time of the works, CEDA (2011) provides a number of
these, as shown in Table 15, which places the dredging operations at source levels lower than, for
example, harbour porpoise clicks and large vessel shipping operations.
Table 16: An overview of biological and manmade sound sources listed in decreasing order of source levels at 1m
(CEDA, 2011).

9.6

Navigation Risk

Dredging operations present a potential navigation risk, particularly when working in existing navigable
waterways.
TSHD operations present a similar threat to normal shipping, in that the vessel is sailing whilst dredging.
It is, therefore, relatively easy for a vessel to avoid passing a TSHD in high risk sections of the channel
(e.g. channel bends) by timing its approach. The vessel that wants to pass could also wait for the TSHD
to complete a filling cycle and to leave the channel before proceeding through the channel. This may
result in a relatively short delay, but ensures safe navigation.
The CSD and BHD operations require that the equipment drops one or more spuds and may also require
anchor lines, particularly in the case of a CSD, to be deployed. This creates a fixed obstacle in the
navigation channel that other vessels need to navigate past. Waiting for the dredger to move may not be
a practical solution as the dredger may stay in one area for an entire day (or longer). CSD and BHD
operations generally also require the use of barges, which present additional navigation hazards.
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There are numerous steps that can be taken to reduce navigation hazard risk, including:
•
•
•
•

9.7

Issue notice to mariners regarding dredging operations;
Additional temporary navigation aids;
Ensuring dredging plant is included in local vessel traffic service (VTS) monitoring; and
Adequate lighting at night.

Constrained Working Space

Sometimes it is necessary for dredging works to be undertaken at a site that has a constrained working
space available. An example is: dredging alongside a quay or jetty structure.
TSHDs are not suitable for dredging in a constrained working space. The TSHD needs to be able to
manoeuvre safely and therefore a safe distance between the dredger and the structure must be
maintained. The recommended horizontal tolerance for a TSHD is 2.0 to 2.5m (in general).
CSDs are a better option when dredging in a constrained working space and have a recommended
horizontal tolerance of 0.5m (in general). The use of a CSD to carry out dredging alongside a quay or
jetty structure is however not considered normal practice and, therefore, not generally recommended.
BHDs provide the best solution when dredging in a constrained working space and have a recommended
horizontal tolerance of 0.25m (in general). BHDs are therefore commonly used for carrying out
maintenance dredging alongside a quay or jetty.
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10 Indicative Dredging Costs and Dredging Program
For the purposes of estimating costs and dredge duration, the following volumes have been assumed:
Berth pocket:
Inner section:
Mid section:
Outer section:

3

82,000m
3
461,000m
3
54,000m
3
2,812,000m

These volumes include 50% of the overdredge volume (see Table 6 and Table 7).
Based on the volumes presented above, an indicative cost estimate and dredging program has been
determined for the following scenarios (for the Option 4-2 channel design):
Base Case Scenarios
3
3
A1)
Dredging is undertaken using a BHD (5m bucket) and a TSHD (2,900m hopper). The BHD is
used to dredge the material at the berth pocket and the TSHD is used to dredge the rest. All
dredged material is disposed at the offshore disposal site. The material dredged using the BHD
is disposed of using barges. The offshore disposal site is assumed to be within 10km of the
project site.
3
A2)
As per scenario A1, except TSHD has a 6,000m hopper capacity.
3
A3)
As per scenario A1, except TSHD has a 11,000m hopper capacity.
Reclamation Scenarios
3
3
B1)
Dredging is undertaken using a BHD (5m bucket) and a TSHD (2,900m hopper). The BHD is
used to dredge the material at the berth pocket and the TSHD is used to dredge the rest. All
3
material dredged from the inner and mid sections (597,000m ) is to be placed in NorthPort’s
consented Berth 4 reclamation. Actual reclamation volumes to be confirmed should this
consented reclamation option be progressed.
3
All material dredged in the outer section (2,812,000m ) is to be disposed at the offshore disposal
site. The material dredged using the BHD is disposed of using barges. The offshore disposal
site is assumed to be within 10km of the project site.
3
B2)
As per scenario B1, except TSHD has a 6,000m hopper capacity.
3
B3)
As per scenario B1, except TSHD has a 11,000m hopper capacity.
The indicative dredging cost and program for each scenario, as presented in Table 17 and Table 18, are
rough order of magnitude (ROM) numbers. These costs are not intended for budgeting purposes, but
rather as an indication of how the various scenarios compare in terms of cost. Likewise the durations
presented should not be used for developing a project program, but instead used as an indication of how
the various scenarios compare in terms of duration.
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Table 17: Indicative production rates and dredging costs – offshore disposal options
Scenario

Dredging Equipment

Disposal Scenario

Indicative Cost
(NZ$)

Program
(weeks)

1

A1

3

BHD + TSHD (2,900m )

All offshore

Mob/demob : 3.5 million

2

Dredging: 33.5 million

22

Total: 37.0 million

24

1

A2

3

BHD + TSHD (6,000m )

All offshore

Mob/demob : 4.0million

2

Dredging: 32.0 million

16

Total: 36.0 million

18

2

A3

3

BHD + TSHD (11,000m )

All offshore

Mob/demob : 15.0 million

5

Dredging: 29.0 million

7

Total: 44.0 million

12

1

Based on mobilisation from Brisbane, Australia
Based on mobilisation of TSHD from Middle East
3
Program duration for ‘mob/demob’ is for mobilisation only.
2

Table 18: Indicative production rates and dredging costs – reclamation and offshore disposal options
Scenario

Dredging Equipment

Disposal Scenario

Indicative Cost
(NZ$)

Program
(weeks)

1

B1

3

BHD + TSHD (2,900m )

Reclamation & offshore

Mob/demob : 3.5 million

2

Dredging: 35.5 million

24

Total: 39 million

26

1

B2

3

BHD + TSHD (6,000m )

Reclamation & offshore

Mob/demob : 4.0million

2

Dredging: 32.5 million

16

Total: 36.5 million

18

2

B3

3

BHD + TSHD (11,000m )

Reclamation & offshore

Mob/demob : 15.0 million

6

Dredging: 31.0 million

8

Total: 46.0 million

14

1

Based on mobilisation from Brisbane, Australia
Based on mobilisation of TSHD from Middle East
3
Program duration for ‘mob/demob’ is for mobilisation only.
2

Notes:
3
1.
The indicative costs presented above are based on a total dredge volume of approximately 3.4Mm (i.e.
including 50% over dredge).
2.
Scenarios B1, B2 and B3 exclude mobilising / demobilising of pipelines and other landside reclamation costs.
3.
The base assumptions used in determining the costs and dredge durations are as follows:
i) 24-hour dredging operations
ii) Dredging is carried out during all tidal conditions

The estimated dredge cycle for each of the scenarios presented above is provided in Table 19.
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Table 19: Dredging cycle for each scenario considered
Dredger &
Hopper
Capacity

Cycle time to offshore disposal site (min)

Cycle time to reclamation site (min)

Inner section

Mid section

Outer section

Inner section

Mid section

TSHD
Brisbane
3
(2,900m )

L = 54
T = 10
S = 37
D = 10
R = 31
T = 142

L = 54
T = 10
S = 31
D = 10
R = 27
T = 132

L = 54
T = 10
S = 19
D = 10
R = 17
T = 110

L = 54
T = 10
S=8
D = 119
R=6
T = 196

L = 54
T = 10
S = 14
D = 119
R = 11
T = 208

TSHD
Balder R
3
(6,000m )

L = 113
T = 10
S = 29
D = 10
R = 27
T = 189

L = 113
T = 10
S = 24
D = 10
R = 23
T = 180

L = 113
T = 10
S = 15
D = 10
R = 14
T = 162

L = 113
T = 10
S=6
D = 78
R=5
T = 212

L = 113
T = 10
S = 10
D = 78
R=9
T = 220

TSHD
Volvox Asia
3
(11,000m )

L = 82
T = 10
S = 29
D = 10
R = 27
T = 158

L = 82
T = 10
S = 24
D = 10
R = 23
T = 149

L = 82
T = 10
S = 15
D = 10
R = 14
T = 131

L = 82
T = 10
S=6
D = 116
R=5
T = 219

L = 82
T = 10
S = 10
D = 116
R = 10
T = 228

L = loading / dredging, T = turning, S = sailing (full), D = dumping / discharge, R = returning (empty), T = total

It is noted that although the TSHD Volvox Asia has a larger hopper capacity than the TSHD Balder R, the
loading / dredging time is shorter due to the larger diameter dredge pipes and higher production rate.
See also alternative dredge and disposal scenarios presented in Appendix C.
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11 Overall Assessment
This technical note has presented several alternate methodologies for executing the dredging works.
The dredging plant considered includes Trailing Suction Hopper Dredger (TSHD), Cutter Suction
Dredger (CSD), and Backhoe Dredger (BHD). Each of the dredging plant considered has been
assessed in terms of operational constraints, environmental constraints, and economic and program
considerations. Table 20 provides a summary of the assessment carried out in the form of a proposed
relative ranking (the lower the ranking, the better the option being considered).
Table 20: Assessment of alternatives – Relative ranking
Assessment Criteria

TSHD

CSD

BHD

Capable of dredging all material expected along:
-

Shipping channel – Option 2

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Shipping channel – Option 4-2

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Shipping channel – Option 5 (Inner channel)

Yes

Yes

Yes

1

2

-

Shipping channel – Option 5 (Mid channel)

No

No

Possibly

-

Shipping channel – Option 5 (Outer channel)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Suitable for dredging berth pocket (i.e. working within a constrained
area)

No

Possibly

Yes

3

Ranking with respect to potential downtime due to wind, waves and
current
-

Small dredging plant

3

6

=4

-

Medium to large dredging plant

1

=4

2

4

Potential to generate turbidity:
-

At the dredge location (no mitigation measures)

3

2

5

3

-

At the dredge location (with mitigation measures)

2

2

5

1

-

At the disposal site

2

2

1

6

Expected noise:
-

Channel Options 2 and 4-2

1

1

1

-

Channel Option 5 (rock excavation / drilling and blasting
may be required)

3

3

3

Potential navigation risk to other vessel

1

3

2

Relative cost

1

2

6

Relative program (i.e. overall duration of dredging works)

1

1

7

Notes:
The lower the ranking the better (i.e. best score possible = 1)
1
Option 5 includes the removal of large boulders and rock at Home Point which the TSHD cannot remove.
2
The CSD would not be able to remove the large boulders. It may be able to remove the rock, provided that it is not of excessive
strength (typically less than 50 MPa)
3
The BHD can remove the boulders but may not be able to remove the rock unless it is weathered, and/or fractured and/or prior
drilling and blasting
4
The need for relocating in adverse conditions can make this option worse than using a small TSHD
5
Assuming no rock is encountered, otherwise greater potential to generate turbidity
6
Mechanically dredged material has slightly lower potential for generating turbidity than hydraulically dredged material
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Based on the assessment presented in this report, the use of a TSHD to dredge the shipping channel
and the use of a BHD to dredge the berth pocket is considered to be the preferred dredging
methodology. This assessment is applicable to Channel Options 2 and 4-2.
In the event that Channel Option 5 is adopted, a TSHD will not be suitable for removing the boulders and
dredging the harder material found near Home Point. This material would need to be removed using a
BHD, with the possibility of drilling and blasting should any solid rock prove too difficult to remove with
the BHD alone.
Should dredge material be required to fill the Northport reclamation area, there are means for both the
TSHD and BHD to undertake this work, however, the most efficient method for doing this type of work
would be to use a CSD.
Hence, the ultimate dredging methodology is very sensitive to: the quantity and type of material to be
dredged; the location and nature of the disposal site; and any working limiting conditions of the site
(waves, currents, ship draft, etc.).
This report has focused on the technical aspects associated with the dredging works. It is acknowledged
that there are additional factors, such as a more extensive review of environmental impacts, which would
need to be taken into consideration when selecting the preferred dredge methodology.
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Appendix A – Channel Design Option Drawings

Drawing No

Rev

Title

Subtitle

PA1028/MA/1123 A

Channel Design Option 4-2, Dredge
Footprint

16.6m Draft Vessel, 98% Access, 1V:4H
Channel Batter

PA1028/MA/1203 A

Channel Design Option 2, Dredge
Footprint

16.6m Draft Vessel, 98% Access, 1V:4H
Channel Batter

PA1028/MA/1302 A

Channel Design Realignment

Option 5 Dredge Footprint

M&APA1028N006D06
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BRAGE R

Brage R working in Gijon, Spain, dredging in total 3,080.000 m3 of which 1.930.000 m3 was precision works ﬁlling caissons

BRAGE R
The Brage R is a very efficient gravel dredger able to screen the material on the winning
area, bringing only the highest quality ashore.
The very square hopper of the Brage R also gives an advantage and high efficiency in
maintenance dredging as the material will settle well, why lesser over flow will occur.
This is appreciated as an environmental management tool.
The hopper load is discharged by pumping either over the bow using the rainbow method
or through a pipe line more than 1500 meter long or by dumping using the 18 bottom
doors.
The Brage R has for its size an impressive dredging depth of 45 m which makes her a
very attractive tool on smaller jobs with demanding dredging depths. These demands are
often seen on harbour development projects as well as shallow water beach nourishment
projects.
The Brage R is equipped with the latest technology for navigation and dredging.

45 m
Principal Dimensions
Gross tonnage

2176

GT

Length overall

89.59

m

Breadth

13.60

m

Draught loaded

5.69

m

Draught unloaded

3.47

m

Hopper capacity

2150

m3

Main engines

1492

kW

Bow thruster

Nordic mythology

Brage is the god of poetry. He plays
the harp all day and is greatly admired
for his inspiration and eloquence with
words. He is
very wise and
silver-tongued.
Brage is the son
of Odin, and he
is married to
Idun, the keeper
of the golden
apples of youth.

235

kW

Pump ashore power

1230

kW

Total installed power

4480

kW

Speed empty

9.0

Knots

Speed Loaded

7.5

Knots

Crew
Flag
Class

7
Dutch
Germanischer Lloyd

ROHDE NIELSEN A/S • Nyhavn 20 • DK-1051 Copenhagen K.
Phone +45 33 91 25 07 • Fax +45 33 91 25 14 • E-mail: mail@rohde-nielsen.dk • www.rohde-nielsen.dk

Mailing Address: Locked Bag 1818, Wynnum, Qld 4178, Australia.

9:44 AM

Port Office, Sandpiper Avenue, Fisherman Islands, Queensland, Australia.
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The world stops for business at the Port of Brisbane

29517

Page 1

UNEARTH
AUSTRALIA’S
MOST ADVANCED

DREDGER
TECHNICALLY SUPERIOR. FULLY EQUIPPED.
ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE. AUSTRALIAN MADE
AND OWNED. COMMISSIONED MARCH 2001.
The “Brisbane” is one of the world’s best equipped dredging
vessels with the most advanced technology on board. A
trailer hopper suction dredger, it is the only one of its kind in
Australia and has won several engineering excellence awards.
The "Brisbane" is wholly Australian built, owned and operated
by the Port of Brisbane Corporation, and is suited to
performing capital and maintenance dredging, in accordance
with latest environmental standards.
The Port of Brisbane Corporation also provides consultancy
and engineering services to ensure smooth running of your
dredging project in the areas of:
• Environmental management
• Land reclamation
• Construction of embankments
• Hydrographic surveys
• Hydraulic & geotechnical engineering
• Port operational management
• Port Construction (wharf/terminal design/construction)
Additional specialised dredges are also available.
The Corporation also sells hydrographic and navigation
systems that can be used in conjunction with dredging
programmes.

FOR FAST AND EFFICIENT

C O V E R AG E
OF YOUR NEXT DREDGING PROJECT CALL

61 7 3258 4761

29517

9/4/02

9:45 AM
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THE LATEST
TECHNOLOGY
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
The trailer hopper suction dredger “Brisbane” is an impressive
hi-tech vessel owned and operated by the Port of Brisbane
Corporation and commissioned in 2001. The dredger is
available to carry out development and maintenance works
anywhere in Australia, and is also capable of operating in
international waters.
The dredger is equipped with the latest state of the
art dredge automation control and navigation systems. The
hopper capacity is 2,900m3 and dredge material can be
pumped ashore or disposed of at sea through bottom dump
valves.
The pumping system consists of 2 x 750kw Warman pumps,
capable of pumping dredge material at least 1500 metres from
the mooring location. The shore disposal operation can be at
berth or from a mooring through a floating pipeline.
Environmentally, the vessel is also at the leading edge with
features including a low turbidity hopper loading system
and under keel discharge of overflow waters through an
anti-turbidity valve. The hopper can also be pumped dry to
maximise efficiency in the non-overflow dredging mode.

THE “BRISBANE” SPECIFICATIONS
Type of vessel:

Twin screw trailing hopper suction dredger

Classification:

Lloyd’s Register +100 A1 +LMC UMS TM
Hopper Dredger

Owner:

Port of Brisbane Corporation

Designer/builder:

NQEA Australia

Length overall:

84.10 metres

Length, waterline:

81.70 metres

Beam:

16.00 metres

Draft:

(maximum) 6.25 metres (minimum) 3.0 metres

Displacement:

5,890 tonnes at 5.50 metres draft

Main engines:

2 x Caterpillar 3606 DITA @ 1850kw

Propulsion:

2 x variable pitch propellers with nozzles

Bow thruster:

1 x 310kw

Dredge pumps:

2 x Warman 28/24 @ 750kw each

Jet water pumps:

2 x Warman 10/8 @ 310kw each

Dredging depth:

25 metres

Hopper capacity:

2,900m3

Maximum cargo:

4206 tonnes

Maximum speed:

13 knots

Maximum speed,
fully loaded:

11 knots

Discharge:

Pump ashore by bow coupling or
bottom dump

Crewing:

13

BALDER R and NJORD R

ROHDE NIELSEN A/S • Nyhavn 20 • DK-1051 Copenhagen K.
Phone +45 33 91 25 07 • Fax +45 33 91 25 14 • E-mail: mail@rohde-nielsen.dk • www.rohde-nielsen.dk

The first generation of the RN-6000 Master Class

BALDER R and NJORD R
The first generation of the RN-6000 Master Class.

The new Rohde Nielsen vessels are slender split hopper suction
trailers built for operating worldwide. Probably the biggest and
most versatile split hopper suction trailers ever built!
The load can be dumped quicker by split rather than by single hull
dredgers, whether it is material from maintenance dredging in sands,
sticky clay or other types of soil characteristics. When placing a load
of sand for shoreface nourishment, this can be done very precisely and
with high compaction by split dumping, which is a method required
more and more.
The new buildings are state of the art vessels, specially designed for
operation in shallow waters, ideal both for the maintenance of fairways
and harbours, beach replenishment and land reclamation projects.
In order to optimize capital dredging, and especially maintenance
dredging, a trailer dredger with two dredge pipes is often a must.
Our new vessels are equipped as two dredgers in one with double

loading and discharge pumping systems which can work in parallel
or in series. Together with onboard crane facilities and fully equipped
workshops, standing time is minimised, which is vital when working
world wide and in areas where land support facilities are often not
available. With very high efficiency, relativly low energy consumption
and very high number of workable days, the vessels will outperform
the competition.
Each of the two dredge pipes has an inner diameter of 700 mm which in
total gives a volume area equal to one pipe of 990 mm.This compares
more than favourably with similar dredgers of equal volume capacity.
Specially designed heavy-duty drag heads are available for hard soil.
The hopper load can be discharged by backpumping to the sea bed
or into a trench through the suction pipe, over the bow as rainbowing
approximately 150 m or through the bow connection to a pipe line of
ND600/700/800ø up to a distance of approximately 4 km.

The design has been produced based on some 40 years of practical
experience combined with the most up to date dredging technology
and environmental requirements. The improved hydrodynamic design
with a relatively slim hull gives a fuel reduction of 20% compared
with a standard wide body single hull dredger and all engines will fulfil
the latest IMO and TIER2-standards. The rudder-propellers and the
hopper sealing can be exchanged afloat. No dry docking is required. If
in dry dock our newly developed hopper sealing can also be exchanged
without splitting the hulls.

51at m
35/54 m
45o

Technical data
Gross tonnage
5189 GT
Length overall
111,30 m
Breadth
19,40 m
Draught loaded
7,00 m
Draught unloaded
3,70 m
Hopper capacity:
6000 m3
Main engines:
2 x 2985 kW
Bow thruster:
2 x 450 kW
Pump ashore power: 2 x 2117 kW
Total installed power:
10504 kW
Speed empty:
15,3 kn
Speed loaded:
14,0 kn
Crew:
7-14
Flag:
Danish
Class:
Bureau Veritas

With a powerful bow thruster and two rudder-propellers the vessels are
extremely manoeuvrable allowing dynamic positioning.

All equipment is delivered with the technology of the future from leading
suppliers within the dredging industry and to the highest standard and
quality.
In 1989 Rohde Nielsen A/S invented the first one-man-operated bridge
with the Viking R. To optimize this feature, the accommodation and
bridge are placed aft, giving maximum 360º view over the entire vessel
and surroundings. The bridge wings are closed giving protected and
optimal working conditions under the various climatic environments
envisaged.

All the vessels in Rohde Nielsen A/S
fleet have names from the Nordic
Mythology, where the Vikings of Scandinavia had ocean going ships, which
were fast, long and slender.
The Danish sea faring tradition was
founded by the Vikings who were known
to be skilled and fearless sea farers.
Balder: The wisest of all gods.
Considered the god of light, joy,
spring and beauty. The tiny silver
horseman is said to be Balder as
warrior.
Njord: Frigg’s brother. God of sea,
weather, wind and fire, and therefore very
close to the fishermen and sea farers.
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Volvox Asia  Trailing suction hopper dredgers  Equipment | Dredging Database
Contact

Home » Equipment » Volvox Asia

FAQ

Log in/Create account

Search

Home

Equipment

Owners

Shipyards

Suppliers

Buy & Sell

Ports

Webshop

Volvox Asia
Feedback

Anything wrong or missing on this page?
Please let us know!
Please don't use this for jobapplications
or promoting your company: we will
delete your messages

Name:
Email:
Name and/or email are *not* required.

Send Feedback

Send us your pictures

General properties
IMO number: 9174737
MMSI number: 244517000
Callsign: PFBG
Vessel type: TSHD
Flag: NL
Owner: Van Oord NV
Manager: Van Oord NV
Built in: 1998
Shipyard: Hyundai Heavy Industries Co. Ltd.
Yard number: 812
Physical properties
Length (OA): 133.93 m
Length (BP): 127 m
Width: 26.04 m
Depth: 11 m
Draft (loaded): 9.47 m
Engine specs: MAN B&W 3240, 4stroke , 18 cyl's, 720 rpm
Speed (loaded): 15 knts
Total power: 21453 kW
Hopper volume: 10834 m³
Dredging depth: 35 m
Suction pipe diameter: 1.1 m
Number of dredging pipes: 2
Page review
Status: Active
Last Updated
2 years 31 weeks ago
History
Timeframe

Equipment

Manager

Review

1998  2002

Goryo Ho No 5

HEC  Hyundai Engineering & Construction Co Ltd

original build

2002

Volvox Asia

Van Oord Nederland BV

sold and renamed

About this equipment
Extended dredging pipe installation is removed during drydocking 2009. Max. dredging depth is 35 m.
Images

Technical files and datasheets
Files are available for users with a professional account.

https://www.dredgepoint.org/dredgingdatabase/equipment/volvoxasia
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EASTERN AURORA
IHC CUTTER SUCTION DREDGE (1994—Rebuild 2011 Class GL)

SPECIFICATIONS
Power

7,426kW Total Installed

Ladder Pump
Deck Pumps x 2

IHC 1,752kW
IHC 3,816kW

Cutter

1107kW

Pipe

700mm dia. Suction
750mm dia. Delivery

Length OA
Hull Length
Beam

116m
80.6m
14.9 metres

Dredging Parameters

27m @ 38 degrees

Maximum Pumping Distance

7,000m (sand and silty materials)

Anchors

2—Anchor Booms plus spud carriage

EASTERN AURORA– GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

3/21/2016

Kotuku | Heron Construction Co Ltd.
ABOUT US

CONTACT US

+64 (09) 299 9767

info@heronconstruction.co.nz

Home > Equipment > Kotuku

KOTUKU
1200m3 Barges | Backhoe Combi | Beaver | Combi | Ex 700 Longreach | Kaheru & Karaha | Kaiwea | Kimahia | Kotuku | Kurutai | Machiavelli |
Mesenge | Pacific Way | Pugmill | Rua | WH 761 & WH 762 | White Pointer | ZX 330

Cutter Suction Dredge

Length: 23.8m
Width: 7m
Draught: 1.5m
Weight: 80 tonnes
Pump size: 12/10FG ladder pump
Pump type: Warman Sand & Gravel
Pump Drive: Hydraulic – Rexroth A2FM
1000
Suction size: 300mm
Discharge size: 350m
Main Engine: Cummins KTA19 M1 (600hp)
Auxiliary engine: Cummins 6BTA M1 (235hp)
Normal Dredge Depth 16.5m
Maximum dredge depth: 18.5m
Cutter: VOSTA 5 Blade RH
Positioning: Spuds or X tree winches.

ABOUT US
Heron Construction is a family owned and
operated marine construction company that
specialises in using backhoe dredgers for marine
dredging. Established in 1964, our team has
been providing construction companies with a
quality dredging service for over 45 years.
FIND OUT MORE ABOUT OUR TEAM

PROJECTS

As Heron celebrates
50 years of
operation, it can
look back on a
wide range of

CONTACT US
+64 (09) 299 9767
info@heronconstruction.co.nz
Heron Construction Co Ltd.
PO Box 72561
Papakura 2244
New Zealand

successful projects.
Home

Back to top

Sitemap

http://www.heronconstruction.co.nz/Equipment/Kotuku.html

Website Designed by Zeald © Copyright 2015 Heron Construction Co Ltd.. All rights reserved.
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VESSEL PROFILE
Vessel Name:

Nu Bounty

25128QE
Trading Name: DRG007

VESSEL PROFILE

Registration Number:

Length .............................................................................. 41.30m
USL Class .................................................................................. 2E
Builder....................................................... Neumann Equipment
Nominal Production Rate: ........................................... 650m3/hr
Total Horsepower: ......................................................... 1,950 hp
Horsepower on Pumps: ................................................. 1,400 hp
Pipeline Diameter: .......................................................... 450 mm
Maximum Digging Depth: ............................................22 metres
Hull Material ........................................................................ Steel
Superstructure Material ...................................Steel/Aluminium
Gross Weight ............................................................ 240 Tonnes

Nu Bounty

NEUMANN CONTRACTORS – Nuban Street, Currumbin, Qld. 4223 PO Box 8, Currumbin, Qld. 4223
Ph: (07) 5589 2746

Fax: (07) 5589 2775

Email: neumann.contractors@neumann.com.au

Website: www.neumanncontractors.com.au

VESSEL PROFILE
Vessel Name:

Nu Bounty

25128QE
Trading Name: DRG007

Registration Number:

VESSEL PROFILE

Length (in shortened configuation) .................................... 35.1m
USL Class ...................................................... 2E (Smooth Waters)
Owners Name ........................................... Neumann Contractors
Owners Address ....................Nuban Street, Currumbin Qld 4223
Homeport............................................... Currumbin, Queensland
Builder........................................................ Neumann Equipment
Nominal Production Rate: ............................................ 650m3/hr
Total Horsepower: .......................................................... 1,950 hp
Horsepower on Pumps: .................................................. 1,400 hp
Pipeline Diameter: ........................................................... 450 mm
Maximum Digging Depth: ............................................. 15 metres
Hull Material ......................................................................... Steel
Superstructure Material .................................... Steel/Aluminium
Gross Weight ............................................................. 220 Tonnes
Ship Type................................................ Dredge – Non-Propelled
Hull/Deck Colour.......................................................... Grey/Grey
Supestructure Colour.................................. White with Blue Trim

NEUMANN CONTRACTORS – Nuban Street, Currumbin, Qld. 4223 PO Box 8, Currumbin, Qld. 4223
Ph: (07) 5589 2746

Fax: (07) 5589 2775

Email: neumann.contractors@neumann.com.au

Website: www.neumanncontractors.com.au

GUNGNER R

Gungner R deepening a navigation channel in the Port of Rio, Brazil.

FREJA R
The Freja R has a unique construction with its split hull function.
The hopper splits easily in shallow water to 30º and thereby unloads the cargo in
a very exact, quick and highly economic way.
With its two trailing suction pipes, the Freja R is able to dredge at depth from 4,5 m
to 25 m which can be extended further to even greater depths, if required.
The Freja R is using the latest technology for remote controls positioning and
dredging operations, and having a crew with many years of experience in

The Gungner R is a very powerful heavy-duty Backhoe Aquadigger

Pontoon Characteristics:
Dimensions:
Classification:
Spuds:
Basic length:
Lifting capacity:
Max. working depth:
Miscellaneous:

52,55 m x 15,25 m x 3,35 m
Bureau Veritas, B.V. International Tonnage Certificate
Bureau Veritas B.V. International Load Line Certificate
3 stabilizing spuds with a diameter of 1.70 m, square built of special steel.
28,60 m
Approx. 204 ton per spud
Approx. 22.00 m (depending on excavator equipment)
- Spud carrier: stroke 7.00 m by hydraulic winch
- Spud control system: Fully computerized, automatic tide and levelling control
- Accommodation for 9 persons
- Built-in fuel tanks: 126 m3 capacity
- Auxiliary hoist crane: 18,1 ton & 3 m / 12,2 ton & 6 m / 2,5 ton & 15 m
- Air-conditioning
- For tropical conditions +40°C and heating for winter conditions -25°C

Excavator Characteristics:
Make:
Engine:
Hydraulic:
Equipment:
Monoblocs:
Sticks:
Bucket:
Miscellaneous:

The spear relates to the tooth system on
the buckets improving digging performance when penetrating hard compacted
soil and rock.

Nordic mythology
Nordic
mythology
The one-eyed God of war and

Freja is the most beautiful of
death, Odin is the King of all
all
goddesses.
Nordic
Gods. Odin has a divine
She
is anamed
fertilityGungner. Gungner’s
spear
goddess,
critical offering
attack launches a powerful
prosperity
to the
long range
lightning strike and
community
as
pierces everything
well
as in
it touches.
In one strike
marriage.
it can defeat
a whole army.

Komatsu PC 3000A Aquadigger, flexible mount
25 m
Cummins KTTA 38, 940 kW at 1,800 rpm (1082kW at peak load)
3 variable displacement axial piston pumps, flow 3 x 900 l/m, max. pressure 310 bar
For working depth up to 22 m
14 m
7,1 m and 11 m
5,4 m3 up to 11 m3 SAE
Principal
Dimensions
- Excavator mounted with special heavy duty rubber shock absorbing system
- High placed large cab (2,2 m width, 3,7 m length)
- “Bucket Position Indicator” and additional dredging equipment
Gross
tonnage
1875
- Full
control from excavator cabin
of spud movement andGT
shifting of barges alongsisde
Last
dredging
kinematics
Length overall
75.08
m
- Sealed attachment bearings
Breadth
m
- Seawater proofed installations14.00
Fire
fighting
system
Draught loaded
5.20
m
- Xenon lights
Draught unloaded
2.72
m

Excavator Position Monitor:

Hopper capacity
1961
- IHC systems B.V.
- XPM-NG
Main
engines (New Generation) 2x1066
- Automatic steering - Swing limitation
Bow
thruster limitation - Pontoon damage
185
- Outreach
limitation

Environment:

- Profile/depth
dredging
Pump
ashore power

2x950

m3
kW
kW
kW

- EnviroLogic,
3046 Hydraulic Fluid
Total
installed power
3511
kW
- Biodegradable, non-hazardous ISO 46 grade
Speed
empty
10
Knots
- Hydraulic fluid
- Engine
oil management system (minimizing
of oil disposal)
Speed
Loaded
8.5
Knots
- Sewage treatment installation
Crew
7
- IAPP, certification
- Low noise certification (Komatsu PC 3000A)
Flag
Danish

Extra EquipmentClass
On request:

Germanischer Lloyd
- Longer boom and stick for dredging deeper than -22,0 m
- Hydraulic hammer for rock breaking

ROHDE NIELSEN A/S • Nyhavn 20 • DK-1051 Copenhagen K.
Phone +45 33 91 25 07 • Fax +45 33 91 25 14 • E-mail: mail@rohde-nielsen.dk • www.rohde-nielsen.dk

Specification Sheet: Machiavelli

Machiavelli loading 750m3 hopper barge.

SeaTools dredging monitor.

NAME
TYPE
OFFICAL NUMBER
PORT OF REGISTRY
YEAR BUILT
CLASS
OPERATORS
GROSS TONNAGE
DISPLACEMENT
OVERALL LENGTH
BREADTH

Machiavelli
De Donge ‘D’ Type Backhoe Dredge
876411
Auckland New Zealand
2005
Bureau Veritas
Heron Construction Company Ltd
684 tonne
1,200 tonne
53.0m
15.0m

EXCAVATOR
MONOBLOC LENGTH
DIPPER LENGTHS & BUCKET SIZES

Liebherr P994
16.0m
5.6m and 5.7m3
8.0m and 4.5m3 and 4.0m3
9.5m and 4.5m3 and 4.0m3
DipMate by Seatools
Twin Trimble 5800 RTK GPS
Two @ 30m long x 60 tonne each
One @ 30m long x 60 tonne in carrier
7.5m
780 tonnes

DREDGING CONTROL
POSITION CONTROL
AFT SPUDS
FORWARD SPUD
SPUD CARRIER STROKE
JACKUP CAPACITY

Specification Sheet: Kurutai

CALL SIGN
OFFICAL NUMBER
IMO NUMBER
PORT OF REGISTRY
YEAR BUILT/PLACE
CLASS
OPERATORS
GROSS TONNAGE
NETT
DISPLACEMENT
OVERALL LENGTH
BREADTH
MAX. DRAFT
MAIN ENGINES
POWER
AUXILLARIES
PROPELLORS
NOZZLES
BOLLARD PULL
TOWING SPECIFICATIONS

SATCOM
RADIO TELEPHONE
VHF RADIO TELEPHONE
2182 WATCH RECEIVER
EPIRB
RADAR TRANSPONDER
RADAR
GPS
PLOTTER
ECHO SOUNDER
AUTO PILOT

ZMA 2815
875798
9038921
Auckland
1991, Auckland, New Zealand
MNZ, NZ Safe Ship Management
Heron Construction Company Ltd
199
94
312
23.46m
8.0m
3.8m
2 x Detroit 16V 149 TI
2560 hp
1 x Cummins, 1 x Detroit 6V71
Twin screw, 4 blade Kaplan type
Fixed, Kort each with single rudder
30 tonnes
Tow winch 80 tonne brake capacity
Tow wire – 730m x 48mm dia, fitted with tandem
tow link.
ELECTRONICS
Furuno Saturn C Felcom 15 & PP-510
Furuno FS1550 – 15
Sailor RT 2048
Sailor RT 501
Kannad 406 FH Auto
Kannad Rescuer
Furuno
Furuno GP 50
Furuno GP 1610CF
Furuno LS 6100
FAP 330

Specification Sheet: WH 761 and WH 762

Empty hopper being pushed to Machiavelli.

TYPE
MARITIME NEW ZEALAND NUMBER
YEAR BUILT/PLACE
CLASS
OPERATORS
GROSS TONNAGE
LENGTH BETWEEN PERPENDICULARS
LENGTH OVERALL
BREADTH MOULDED
BREADTH MAX
DRAFT LOADED
DRAFT LIGHTSHIPS
DISPLACEMENT LIGHTSHIPS
LOAD DEADWEIGHT
HOPPER CAPACITY
HOPPER DIMENSIONS AT COAMING
HOPPER BOTTOM OPENING

28 tonne boulder loaded into hopper with Machiavelli.

Non propelled split hopper barge
WH 761: 124434, WH 762: 124435
1970, Carrington NSW
MNZ, NZ Safe Barge Certificate
Heron Construction Company Ltd
630
55.8m
59.4m
10.97m
11.04m
3.5m
1.3m
439 tonne
1400 tonne
765 m3
31.24m x 7.47m
2.4m (max)

Equipment

Backhoe dredger
Goliath / Simson

Dredging and Marine Contractors

Principal particulars

Goliath / Simson
Name

Goliath / Simson

Total power installed

4,126 kW

Type

Backhoe dredger Backacter 1100

Engine capacity excavator

3,800 kW

Classification

Bureau Veritas, I X Hull • Mach, Special Service/

Installed propulsion power

1,000 kW - Only for self-manoeuvring

Dipperdredger Assisted propulsion,

at dredging site

unrestricted navigation
Year of construction

2008 / 2009

Dimensions

Length overall

66.85 m

Breadth overall

23.04 m

Moulded depth

4.25 m

Contact

Draught summer

3.25 m

Van Oord

Tonnage

1,674 GT - 502 NT

Excavator type

Backacter 1100

Grab capacity

15 m , 20 m , 25 m and 40 m

The Netherlands

Maximum dredging depth

26 m

T +31 88 8260000

3

3009 AN Rotterdam
3

3

F +31 88 8265010
E info@vanoord.com
I www.vanoord.com

August 2015

3

PO Box 8574

Appendix C – Alternative Dredging and Disposal Scenarios
In addition to the dredging and disposal scenarios presented in Section 10, a number of alternative
scenarios have also been assessed. This section provides a summary of all the scenarios considered
during the course of the project.
Round 1
An indicative cost estimate and dredging program has been determined for the following scenarios (for
the Option 4-2 channel design):
A1)

A2)

A3)

B1)
B2)
B3)
B4)

All dredging is undertaken with a TSHD and the dredged material disposed at an offshore
disposal through bottom-dumping from the TSHD. The offshore disposal site is assumed to be
within 10km of the project site.
All dredging is undertaken with a TSHD. A relatively minor portion of the dredged material
3
(200,000m ) is pumped to an onshore reclamation and the remainder disposed at the offshore
disposal site through bottom-dumping from the TSHD.
3
All dredging is undertaken with a TSHD. A large portion of the dredged material (700,000m ) is
pumped to an onshore reclamation and the remainder disposed at the offshore disposal site
through bottom-dumping from the TSHD.
Scenario B1 and A1 are identical
All dredging is undertaken with a CSD and the dredged material disposed at the offshore
disposal site using barges with bottom-dumping.
All dredging is undertaken with a BHD and the dredged material disposed at the offshore
disposal site using barges with bottom-dumping.
Dredging is undertaken using a BHD and a TSHD. The BHD is used to dredge the material
3
around the berth (approximately 72,000m ) and the TSHD is used to dredge the rest. All
dredged material is disposed at the offshore disposal site. The material dredged using the BHD
is disposed of using barges.

The indicative dredging cost and program for each scenario, as presented in Table 21 and Table 22, are
rough order of magnitude (ROM) numbers. These costs are not intended for budgeting purposes, but
rather as an indication of how the various scenarios compare in terms of cost. Likewise the durations
presented should not be used for developing a project program, but instead used as an indication of how
the various scenarios compare in terms of duration.

M&APA1028N006D06
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Table 21: Indicative production rates and dredging costs – alternative disposal options
Scenario

Dredging Equipment
3

A1

TSHD (2,900m

A2

TSHD (2,900m )

A3

TSHD (2,900m )

Disposal Scenario

Indicative Cost
(NZ$)

Program (weeks)

All offshore

NZ$ 29 million

21

NZ$ 30 million

22

NZ$ 31 million

24

3

200,000m to reclamation
Remainder offshore

3

3

700,000m to reclamation
Remainder offshore

3

Table 22: Indicative production rates and dredging costs – alternative dredging equipment options
Scenario

Dredging Equipment

Disposal Scenario

Indicative Cost
(NZ$)

Program (weeks)

B1

TSHD (2,900m )

3

All offshore

NZ$ 29 million

21

B2

CSD (3,350kW)

All offshore

NZ$ 48 million

19

B3

BHD (5m )

All offshore

NZS 192 million

135

B4

3

All offshore

NZ$ 34 million

21

3

3

BHD (5m ) + TSHD (2,900m )

Notes:
3
1.
The indicative costs presented above are based on a total dredge volume of approximately 3.2Mm
(i.e. excluding any overdredge allowances).
3
2.
The over-dredge volume is estimated to be approximately 450,000m and would add 10% to 14% to the costs
and program duration presented in Table 21 and Table 22. The actual volume dredged is likely to be
somewhere between the design dredge volume and the over-dredge volume.
3.
Scenarios A2 and A3 exclude the reclamation costs. It is estimated that the reclamation costs will be
3
approximately NZ$ 1 million for mobilising / demobilising pipelines and a landside cost of NZ$ 9/m .
4.
Although Scenario A1 / B1 provides the lowest cost, there are practical limitations with regard to dredging
around the berth using a TSHD. Scenario B4 would, therefore, be best to deliver the requirements of the
dredging campaign as it includes dredging around the berth.
5.
The program duration excludes mobilisation/demobilisation.
6.
The dredging duration for the CSD operation is slightly shorter than the TSHD operation. The reason for this
being that the CSD is continuously dredging and loading barges, whilst the TSHD has breaks in dredging in
order to travel to the dredge disposal site. A slightly larger TSHD (or slightly smaller CSD) could result in the
TSHD dredging program being shorter than the CSD dredging program.
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Round 2
An indicative cost estimate and dredging program has been determined for the following scenarios (for
the Option 4-2 channel design):
A1)

A2)

A3)

All dredging is undertaken with a TSHD and the dredged material disposed at an offshore
disposal through bottom-dumping from the TSHD. The offshore disposal site is assumed to be
within 10km of the project site.
All dredging is undertaken with a TSHD and the dredged material disposed at an offshore
disposal through bottom-dumping from the TSHD. The offshore disposal site is ‘F5.1’ and is
approximately 125km from the project site.
All dredging is undertaken with a TSHD and the dredged material disposed at an offshore
disposal through bottom-dumping from the TSHD. The offshore disposal site is ‘F2.1’ and is
approximately 160km from the project site.

Figure 19: Alternative dredge disposal sites

The indicative dredging cost and program for each scenario, as presented in Table 23, are rough order of
magnitude (ROM) numbers. These costs are not intended for budgeting purposes, but rather as an
indication of how the various scenarios compare in terms of cost. Likewise, the durations presented
should not be used for developing a project program, but instead used as an indication of how the
various scenarios compare in terms of duration.
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Table 23: Indicative production rates and dredging costs – alternative disposal options
Scenario

Disposal Scenario

Indicative Cost
(NZ$)

Program (weeks)

3

≈ 10km

NZ$ 29 million

21

3

≈ 125km

NZ$ 177 million

135

3

≈ 160km

NZ$ 222 million

170

Dredging Equipment

A1

TSHD (2,900m )

A2

TSHD (2,900m )

A3

TSHD (2,900m )

Notes:
3
1.
The indicative costs presented above are based on a total dredge volume of approximately 3.2Mm
(i.e. excluding any overdredge allowance).
3
2.
The over-dredge volume is estimated to be approximately 450,000m and would add 10% to 14% to the costs
and program duration presented in Table 23. The actual volume dredged is likely to be somewhere between
the design dredge volume and the over-dredge volume.
3.
The program duration excludes mobilisation/demobilisation.
4.
Dredge disposal sites F5.1 and F2.1 require the dredger to sail through open waters for a larger percentage
of the time. There is therefore a higher risk of downtime / delay due to wave conditions. As an example, an
increase in downtime / delay of 5% would result in the following additional costs and program extensions:
Disposal site F5.1: Additional NZ$ 8 million and additional 7 weeks; and
Disposal site F2.1: Additional NZ$ 10 million and additional 9 weeks.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Refining NZ (RNZ) is exploring the possibility of undertaking dredging of the Whangarei Harbour entrance
to enable fully laden Suezmax vessels to access and berth at the Crude Jetty, located at the RNZ refinery
at Marsden Point.
Royal HaskoningDHV (RHDHV) has been engaged by RNZ to investigate the design of a navigation
channel (and associated dredging requirements) to provide high water access for fully laden Suezmax
tankers to the Crude Jetty. This investigation involved the following key tasks:
•

preliminary assessment of required channel widths based on international best practice guidelines
(PIANC, 2014);

•

facilitation of a Channel Design Workshop with a number of stakeholders responsible for the safe
management, operation and navigation of the Whangarei Harbour waterways and port facilities,
including representatives from RNZ, Northport, NorthTugz and the Whangarei Harbour Master;

•

development and documentation of concept design alignment options for testing in desktop
simulation studies;

•

completion of two rounds of desktop simulation studies;

•

assessment of channel design options in close consultation with Workshop stakeholders;

•

selection of preferred channel design option(s);

•

full bridge simulation study; and

•

proposed installation of new, and reconfiguration of some existing, aids to navigation.

It should be noted that whilst the focus of the investigation was the provision of high water navigation
access for fully laden Suezmax vessels, other smaller vessels such as Aframax and Logships were also
considered as part the desktop simulation studies.
th

A Channel Design Workshop was held on 17 April 2015, during which preliminary PIANC channel design
widths and several alternate channel alignments were presented by RHDHV and discussed with
representatives from Refining NZ, NorthTugz, Northport and the Harbour Master. As an outcome of the
Channel Design Workshop, the Option 2 and Option 4 channel alignments were selected for further
refinement and desktop simulation.
An early version of Channel design Option 2 is shown schematically on Figure E1 and aimed to increase
the distance between changes in channel alignment through the critical Home Point stretch to 1.3km
within the existing fairway (although this straight section would be altered and reduced after curved bend
geometry was subsequently taken into account). This alignment falls within the existing marked channel
noting that, in some locations, the existing marked channel (that is the water area within the existing
buoys) was wider than the minimum channel width that would be required for the design vessel(s).
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Channel Option 2

Figure E1: Channel Design ‘Option 2’ (delineated in red)

Channel design Option 4 was also identified during the Channel Design Workshop and is shown
schematically in Figure E2. The principal benefits achieved by the Option 4 alignment are:
•

the simplification of the channel route into three (3) main headings (from five (5) heading changes
in Option 2), by creating a single bend from Buoy 14 to Buoy 16;

•

the reduction of the number of bends (to two only) that need to be navigated by vessels;

•

increasing the distance between changes in channel alignment, particularly through the critical
Home Point stretch (from ~0.9km to ~1.6km taken from centre to centre of the bends); and,

•

maximising the use of the existing leads on the fairway approach channel (which required the
channel to lie outside the existing fairway around Buoy No 8).

As discussed below, channel design Option 4 was subsequently refined in accordance with PIANC
geometry requirements and feedback received from the desktop simulation studies.
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Channel Option 4

Figure E2: Channel Design ‘Option 4’ (delineated in red)
1

To the extent possible , these alternative navigation channel alignments were designed in accordance
with the PIANC guidelines (PIANC, 2014) to provide high water access for fully laden Suezmax vessels.
These alignments were tested in two rounds of a Desktop Simulation Study.
Round 1 of the Desktop Simulation Study was used to validate two different channel designs (denoted as
Option 2 and Option 4) and to investigate berthing and tug utilisations and emergency response measures
in the new channel designs.
During the final stages of the first round of the Desktop Simulation Study discussions were held between
the simulation team and the NorthTugz pilots, Tugmasters and the Harbour Master around concerns over
Bend No. 2. This resulted in some minor refinement of Bend No. 2 and the development of the Option 4-1
alignment (see Section 3.5.1).

1
The PIANC guidelines provide recommendations regarding minimum channel bend radius. Meeting these recommendations was
not possible throughout the full extent of the channel due to existing site constraints.
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Following the development of the new channel alignment associated with Option 4-1, the pilots maintained
some concern regarding Bend No. 2 as the radius of 580m was less than the PIANC recommendation of
1370m.
To address this issue more effectively, Option 4-1 was further modified prior to the second round of the
Desktop Simulation Study (refer Section 4.2) in order to accommodate a gentler bend with an 800m
radius at this location. This was achieved through the slight re-adjustment of the existing buoys,
specifically Buoy 14 which was moved to the north-west. In addition, the north-south (N-S) channel
alignment was moved (32m) to the east so that the eastern toe line of the channel lined up with the
existing position of Buoy 7. This modified channel alignment is referred to as Option 4-2 (see Section
3.5.2).

Figure E3: Channel Design ‘Option 4-2’ (delineated in red), with inset showing the gentler 800m radius bend
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The resultant channel design, Option 4-2, provided several benefits in addition to those listed for Option 4,
including:
• widening of the bend around Buoy 14;
• reduction in dredging of the area adjacent to Mair Bank (Buoys 12/14); and
• improvement of navigation in the vicinity of the Home Point rock outcrop.
In addition to the channel alignment Option 4 modifications, an additional channel alignment (Option 5)
was developed as an alternative to avoid any dredging adjacent to Buoys 12/14 along Mair Bank. The
Option 5 channel alignment involved a movement of the N-S channel alignment further to the east, but
requires dredging in the vicinity of Home Point. This new channel alignment also requires the relocation of
the existing No 7 and No 12 buoys.

Figure E4: Channel Design ‘Option 5’ (delineated in red), with inset showing less sea room alongside buoy 9 as indicated by the
yellow shading along the eastern side of the channel
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In the second round of simulation the two additional channels designs (Option 4-2 and Option 5) were
validated. Additional berthing simulation was done to investigate a new berth pocket and further
emergency response measures were tested in the two new additional channel designs.
Participants in the simulations included Bruce Goodchild of Be-Software, RNZ, RHDHV, NorthTugz pilots
and Tugmasters and the Harbour Master. The Desktop Simulation Study facilitated the testing of
alternative channel alignments and navigation marker configurations under a wide range of different
operating conditions, including:
•

different design vessel types (Suezmax and Logships);

•

loaded, partially loaded and ballasted vessels;

•

average to limiting environmental conditions (e.g. wind, waves);

•

day and night transits;

•

different states of the tide;

•

different tug configurations;

•

arrivals, departures and berthing; and,

•

emergency scenarios (e.g. loss of rudder control, loss of engine power and complete vessel
blackout).

The simulations also included a number of runs that would be outside of the current operating parameters
of the port (e.g. full ebb tide departures of Suezmax vessels).
Although transits through the Option 2, Option 4-2 and Option 5 channel alignment were completed
successfully by the pilots, the outcome of the Desktop Simulation Study indicated that the Option 4-2
channel alignment was the preferred channel alignment from a navigation perspective.
Figure E5 illustrates the channel centreline alignments for Option 2, Option 4-2 and Option 5.
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Figure E5: Comparison of mid-channel alignment past Home Point for Design ‘Option 2’ (left), Design ‘Option 4-2’ (middle) and
Design ‘Option 5’ (right)

Whilst Option 2 is considered adequate, the need to incorporate channel bends within the existing marked
channel meant that this option resulted in the requirement to execute an “S-Bend” manoeuvre past the
critical Home Point stretch, which is considered to represent a navigation hazard amongst all pilots. By
allowing the channel to slightly encroach outside the existing marked channel for Option 4-2, a longer
straight section was possible at this critical location and, hence, was considered to be more favourable
from a navigational perspective by the pilots.
Whilst Option 5 also provided a straight section similar to Option 4-2, this option was least favoured as it
effectively reduced the sea room available in the approach to the rocky outcrop at Home Point from the
north; Pilots generally avoid navigating in close proximity to Home Point on departures by staying as far
west as possible within the existing channel when executing the turn around Buoy 14.
Therefore Option 4-2 was deemed the preferred channel alignment from a navigational perspective,
followed by Option 2 and with Option 5 being the least preferred.
The Option 2, Option 4-2 and Option 5 channel alignments are documented on drawings: PA1028-MA1201 Revision D, PA1028-MA-1121 Revision M and PA1028-MA-1301 Revision A respectively.
Following completion of the Desktop Simulation Study, some minor refinement of the channel design was
undertaken that included the following:
•

addition of lead lights along the N-S aligned sections of the Option 4-2 channel;

•

minor revision of channel widths and bend geometry to accommodate a revised Suezmax design
vessel with length overall (LOA) = 276m and beam (B) = 50m;

•

addition of a ‘dolphin pocket’ behind the eastern end of the proposed berth pocket for lineboat
access; and

•

minor adjustments to buoy locations.
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The above refinements are incorporated within the final drawings presented with this report (PA1028-MA1121 Revision M and PA1028-MA-1123 Revision C).
This was followed by a full bridge simulation study undertaken at the Marine Simulation Centre of the New
Zealand Maritime School (Auckland). The study was required to validate the Desktop Simulation Study for
the proposed expansion of the port to receive deeper draft Suezmax Oil Tankers having a length overall
(LOA) of 276m, beam of 50m, and draft of 16.6m.
The full bridge simulation study focussed on the two preferred channel designs, namely Option 2 and
Option 4-2. The key findings from the study were as follows:
•

The results of the two earlier portable and remote link simulation studies were validated;

•

The Option 4-2 channel design is preferred by the pilots due to providing safer manoeuvring
through critical sections of the approach channel;

•

Minimal realignment of existing navigational buoys is considered necessary;

•

An improvement in the existing leading sector light and buoy lights will be necessary to properly
indicate navigable water in the approach channel from the fairway buoy to buoys 3/6;

•

Existing tugs provide adequate towage under normal operations and we understand emergency
capability is to be further reviewed given increased ship displacement; and

•

The proposed channel design alignments will potentially assist in an emergency scenario by
providing more sea room.

The aids to navigation (AtoN) have been assessed as part of this channel design process and the
following modifications proposed:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Eight (8) of the existing buoys will need to be relocated to accommodate the reconfigured channel
alignment;
Two (2) additional channel marker buoys (being one (1) starboard buoy and one (1) port buoy) will
be installed at -17.7m RL;
The fairway buoy will be moved to be aligned with the starboard channel markers and installed at
-25.0m RL;
Due to the rock outcrop, and therefore potential navigational hazard in the vicinity of Home Point,
it is proposed that a West Cardinal Beacon be installed 175m north of buoy no. 7 at -15.8m RL;
An improved Port Entry Light (PEL) is proposed. The proposed improvement is to remove the
upper portion of the day shape on the forward lead light and to install a day and night light. The
proposed changes to the PEL will be addressed by Northport;
The existing (rear) lead light marking the offshore approach channel was considered to be too
insensitive by the pilots and this was demonstrated in all the simulations. The sectors of the main
lead should adequately show the navigation limits of the new channel and be bright enough to
support operations in adverse environmental conditions; and
A set of lead lights is to be established in Taurikura Bay to assist with the night time navigation of
arriving Suezmax Tankers and other vessels.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Refining NZ (RNZ) is exploring the possibility of undertaking dredging of the Whangarei Harbour entrance
to enable fully laden Suezmax vessels to access and berth at the Crude Jetty, located at the RNZ refinery
at Marsden Point.
Navigation of vessels to the RNZ refinery is currently facilitated through a completely buoyed and lit
channel, 5 nautical miles long, and leading from the Fairway Buoy offshore to Marsden Point within
Whangarei Harbour. The approach to Marsden Point has a shallowest depth of 14.7 metres below Chart
Datum between the Fairway Buoy and No 1 buoy.
From a navigational perspective, the most important buoys are as illustrated on Figure 1, those being:
•

Fairway Buoy: The outermost buoy for approaching and departing ships; approach alignment
marked by leading beacons;

•

Buoy No. 6: Adjacent to Busby Head which forms the outermost land extent; change in channel
alignment;

•

Buoy No. 7: Adjacent to Home Point, which is considered a ‘pinch point’ in the channel; change in
channel alignment;

•

Buoy No. 14: Adjacent to Mair Bank area; change in channel alignment; and,

•

Snake Bank Beacon: Adjacent to Marsden Point; alignment marked by leading beacons.

Between Fairway Buoy and Snake Bank Beacon, there are currently five (5) channel alignments with two
of those alignments (the inner and outer-most of the above) marked by leading beacons.

Figure 1: Existing navigation channel alignments

Royal HaskoningDHV (RHDHV) has been engaged by RNZ to investigate the design of a navigation
channel (and associated dredging requirements) to provide high water access for fully laden Suezmax
tankers to the Crude Jetty. This investigation involved the following key tasks:
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•

preliminary assessment of required channel widths based on international best practice guidelines
(PIANC, 2014);

•

facilitation of a Channel Design Workshop with representatives from RNZ, Northport, NorthTugz
and the Whangarei Harbour Master;

•

development and documentation of concept design alignment options for testing in a Desktop
Simulation Study;

•

completion of two rounds of a Desktop Simulation Study;

•

assessment of channel design options in close consultation with key stakeholders;

•

selection of a preferred channel design option(s);

•

full bridge simulation study; and

•

proposed installation of new, and reconfiguration of some existing, aids to navigation.

This report documents the channel design development and outcomes of the above tasks and comprises
the following sections:
•

Introduction (Section 1);

•

Basis of Design (Section 2);

•

Options Assessment (Section 3);

•

Desktop Simulation Study (Section 4);

•

Further Design Refinement (Section 5);

•

Full Bridge Simulation Study (Section 6);

•

Aids to Navigation (Section 7);

•

Summary and Recommendations (Section 8); and,

•

References (Section 9).

Design alignments, considered as part of the investigation, are attached in the Drawings section of the
report and the following information is contained within Appendices:
•

Preliminary Channel Width Assessment – Technical Memorandum (Appendix A);

•

PIANC Channel Design Calculations (Appendix B);

•

Desktop Simulation Study Report (Appendix C);

•

Taurikura Bay Leads Report (Appendix D);

•

Revised PIANC Channel Design Calculations (Appendix E); and

•

Full Bridge Simulation Study Report (Appendix F).
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2

BASIS OF DESIGN

2.1

Approach

The PIANC guidelines are an industry recognised standard for the design of navigational channels, as
documented within Harbour Approach Channels – Design Guidelines (PIANC, 2014). For channel width,
the PIANC procedure involves the determination of the vessel beam multiplier factor for each channel
reach, taking into consideration a range of navigation, metocean and channel conditions.
PIANC also provides guidance on channel lengths and alignments, including the following:
•

where possible, the recommended distance between successive bends should be greater than
five (5) times the overall ship length (LOA) of the design vessel;

•

where possible, the recommended bend radius for a Tanker vessel should be five (5) times the
LOA of the design vessel (PIANC recommend the same multiplier for a Very Large Crude Carrier
(VLCC) or a Small Tanker); and,

•

additional channel width should be provided around bends to accommodate the Drift Angle
(dependent on the bend radius and ship length) and response time of the ship handler (i.e. pilot).

It should be noted that the PIANC approach is suitable for the concept design phase of a project and is
subject to refinement by fast-time and/or real-time ship manoeuvring simulation (‘full-bridge’ simulation) to
ground truth the proposed channel geometry and layout of navigation aids. A desktop simulation has
been used to compare various channel design options and a ‘full bridge’ simulation to assess the
preferred channel design.

2.2

Input Data

The main inputs into the PIANC assessment are summarised below and comprise:
•

channel design reaches;

•

channel alignment;

•

channel design levels;

•

design vessel;

•

vessel speed profile;

•

wind data;

•

wave data;

•

tidal current data;

•

water level;

•

aids to navigation;

•

bottom surface condition;

•

channel slope; and,

•

vessel passing (i.e. one-way or two-way).
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2.2.1

Channel Design Reaches

For the purposes of the PIANC assessment, the existing channel was divided into six (6) reaches that
correspond to changes in the alignment of the channel and degree of exposure. These are shown below
(refer Figure 2) and comprise:
•

Reach 1 – Fairway Buoy to Buoy 1/2;

•

Reach 2 – Buoy 1/2 to Buoy 3/6;

•

Reach 3 – Buoy 3/6 to Buoy 7;

•

Reach 4 – Buoy 7 to Buoy 14;

•

Reach 5 – Buoy 14 to Buoy 16; and,

•

Reach 6 – Buoy 16 to Buoy 17.

CHANNEL DESIGN REACHES

Figure 2: Channel Design Reaches
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2.2.2

Channel Alignment

Several alternate channel alignment concepts were identified as part of the Channel Design Workshop
th
held on 17 April 2015 and are denoted as Option 1, 2, 3 and 4. Channel alignment Option 5 was
identified as part of a subsequent options assessment process. The features of these alignments and
those that were selected for further conceptual design and assessment in the Desktop Simulation Study
(refer Section 4) are discussed in Section 3.

2.2.3

Channel Design Levels

OMC developed vertical profiles at 100m spacing for different accessibility levels as part of their channel
optimisation assessment (OMC, 2015a). This study considered the design for two channel access options
(95% accessibility and 98% accessibility). The 98% access channel design for a 16.8m draft was used as
a basis to prepare a stepped profile which may represent how the channel would be dredged in practice
(refer Figure 3).
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Figure 3: 16.8m Vessel Draft Channel Design Profile
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The ‘OMC 98% Dynamic Under Keel Clearance (DUKC) Access Channel Level’ represents the minimum
depth required to safely accommodate the proposed design ship draft under operational conditions. The
OMC profile has been approximated with a series of steps referred to as the ‘Declared Depth Profile’ and
would typically be referred to as the channel ‘Declared Depth’ (e.g. as shown on nautical charts).
However, an additional allowance is required to account for the potential future siltation of the channel
between planned maintenance dredging campaigns. For relatively well protected and low siltation
environments, an allowance of 0.2-0.3m is normally allowed. For very exposed and high siltation
environments, an allowance of 0.5-1.0m+ may be more applicable. If specific sections of a channel are
subject to siltation, then some localised measures may also be appropriate (e.g. greater siltation
allowance at those sections, flatter batter slopes, dredging a ‘hole’ or ‘trench’ that the siltation can fall into,
etc.) to ensure that any particular section of a channel does not become a future channel ‘bottleneck’.
Siltation to a level that is above the declared depth of one particular section of a channel can lead to the
entire channel being restricted (de-rated) to a lesser draft vessel (with operational and economic
consequences); hence this is a significant consideration for all shipping channels.
For the purposes of the concept channel design (and the estimation of dredging volumes) a siltation
allowance of 0.5m and 0.3m has been added to the declared depths for the outer and inner harbour areas
respectively. The outer harbour is defined as the area offshore of Buoy 5 / Buoy 8. Generally, it would be
expected that the outer channel will be subject to greater rates of sedimentation due to being located in a
more exposed climate and for the inner channel, visa versa. The declared depth plus siltation allowance
would normally be referred to as the ’Dredging Design Level’. The ‘Dredging Design Level’ is the target
(or minimum) level for dredging.
The sedimentation allowances of 0.5m and 0.3m have subsequently been compared against the results of
hydrodynamic and morphological numerical modelling undertaken by MetOcean Solutions (2016) and
found to be suitable in terms of annual sedimentation allowance.
Finally, an allowance needs to be made for potential over-dredging, which is dredging below the required
Dredging Design Level. Again, this can vary depending on a number of factors, including: type of
dredging plant used, type of material being dredged, and metocean conditions during dredging. For the
dredging of sand materials (as expected at this site), a typical allowance of 0.3m is allowed and has been
used for this study. Typically, a dredging contractor would not be paid for over-dredged quantities (in
order to discourage and minimise any over-dredging). However, this additional dredging volume would
need to be taken into consideration in, for example, determining capacity of spoil grounds.
It should be noted that later Under Keel Clearance (UKC) design refinements by OMC (2015b) resulted in:
1. a slight reduction of the design vessel draft from 16.8m to 16.6m based on an understanding of
the fleet of vessels that would be most likely to call at the port; and
2. the requirement to adopt the ‘OMC 98% DUKC Access Channel Level’ as the basis for the vertical
design profile to avoid excessive delays by vessels accessing the port due to adverse weather
conditions.
These minor modifications affected the design depths but did not have any impact on the PIANC design
requirements for the channel and bend sizing, geometry and channel alignments.
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2.2.4

Design Vessel

The adopted design vessel initially corresponded to that used for the OMC channel optimisation
assessment for a ‘16.8m vessel draft’ (OMC, 2015a). Relevant specifications of this design vessel
comprised:
•

Vessel type: Suezmax Tanker;

•

159,057 Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT);

•

Beam (B) = 48m;

•

Length overall (LOA) = 274m;

•

Length between perpendiculars (LBP) = 264m; and

•

Summer Draft (T) = 17.02m.

[Note: further into the channel design process, the design vessel draft was reduced to 16.6m, the beam
increased to 50m and the LOA increased to 276m, at the request of RNZ, on the basis of their data base
of Suezmax vessels. This is addressed in Section 5.

2.2.5

Vessel Speed Profile

The vessel speed profile (refer Figure 4) was provided by OMC and was used in their channel
optimisation assessment (OMC, 2015a). The ‘average’ speed profile was adopted for use in the channel
width assessment.

Figure 4: Vessel Speed Profiles (OMC, 2015a)
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2.2.6

Wind Data

Wind data was obtained from MetOcean Solutions who provided an annual wind rose and
seasonal/annual wind speed exceedance probabilities (refer Figure 5 and Table 1 respectively) based on
nd
st
measured wind speeds at Marsden Point from 2 September 2009 to 1 May 2015.

Figure 5: Annual Wind Rose at Marsden Point (MetOcean Solutions, 2015)

Table 1: Seasonal/annual Wind Speed Exceedance Probabilities for Marsden Point (MetOcean Solutions, 2015)
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2.2.7

Wave Data

Wave data was provided by OMC from the ‘Alpha’ Waverider buoy located near the centre of Reach 1
(refer Figure 2 for location). The 1% exceedance probability swell and sea height was transformed to the
centre of each channel Design Reach using the wave attenuation factors provided by OMC, which are
summarised in Table 2. The 1% exceedance probability wave period for swell and sea was reported by
OMC to be 22.22 seconds and 6.9 seconds respectively.
Table 2: 1% Exceedance Probability Wave Conditions
Location

Wave Attenuation Factor

Swell Height (Hs, m)

Sea Height (Hs, m)

Reach 1 (centre)

1

2.4

1.55

Reach 2 (centre)

0.8

1.9

1.2

Reach 3 (centre)

0.36

0.9

0.6

Reach 4 (centre)

0.24

0.6

0.4

Reach 5 (centre)

0.24

0.6

0.4

Reach 6 (centre)

0.24

0.6

0.4

It is noted that wave modelling has been undertaken by MetOcean Solutions (2016) to assess the impact
of the dredged channel on coastal/estuary processes. The anticipated effects of the channel deepening
on the wave climate are reported to be as follows:
•

“The effect on the mean significant wave height fields is likely to be very subtle and does not
exceed 2 cm. During storm events, these changes in the significant wave height fields may reach
20 cm in discrete locations.

•

The offshore extent of the deepened channel modifies the refraction pattern of waves at the delta
entrance. Enhanced refraction occurring along the eastern margin of the deepened channel is
predicted to increase wave height at Busby Head and offshore of Smugglers Bay up to a
maximum of 10 and 15 cm respectively.

•

Conversely, a minor decrease of wave height (1 – 2 cm on average) is expected along sections of
Ruakaka Beach, while the maximum increase is 2 cm. Note that modifications of the wave
refraction at the distal margin of the channel may generate a zone to the north of the river mouth
characterised by a slight increase of the wave height (up to a 5 cm maximum).

•

Changes in wave height over Mair Bank are not expected to exceed 2 cm”.

Any changes in wave characteristics as a result of dredging associated with the Crude Shipping Project
are not expected to materially impact on the conclusions of this report.

2.2.8

Tidal Current Data

ADCP tidal current data was collected and analysed by Ross Vennell (Department of Marine Science,
University of Otago). This analysed data was used to characterise the longitudinal and cross currents
within each channel Design Reach. The data was collected over a spring tide period with a 2.5m range
th
st
from 18 May to 21 May 2015. The plots of current velocity vectors were reviewed to determine the
maximum current velocities (and corresponding directions) for a period of 1 hour either side of high water,
which corresponds to the proposed transit window for the Suezmax design vessel. The magnitude of
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longitudinal and cross currents was determined from the heading of the proposed Option 4 and Option 2
channel alignments (refer Section 3) relative to the direction of the current vectors.
The longitudinal and cross current velocities determined for each Design Reach along the Option 4
channel alignment are summarised in Table 3 and Table 4, which correspond to ebb tide (1 hour after
high water) and flood tide (1 hour before high water) respectively. The maximum ebb or flood tide
longitudinal and cross currents were selected for the PIANC channel width assessment.
Table 3: Option 4 Ebb Current Velocities at High Water +1 hour
Channel
Alignment

Maximum
Current
Velocity

Cross
Current

(knots)

Worst
Direction
Cross
Currents
(deg. from N)

Longitudinal
Current

(knots)

Worst
Direction
Longitudinal
Currents
(deg. from N)

(deg. from N)
Reach 1

141

0.4

141

0.0

141

Reach 2

141

0.4

0.4

125

0.1

141

0.4

Reach 3

180

0.8

155

0.3

180

0.8

Reach 4

180

1.0

160

0.3

180

1.0

Reach 5

121 to 180

1.0

155

0.4

135

1.0

Reach 6

121

1.4

135

0.3

121

1.4

Cross
Current

Longitudinal
Current

(knots)

Worst
Direction
Longitudinal
Currents
(deg. from N)

Location

(knots)

Table 4: Option 4 Flood Current Velocities at High Water -1 hour
Channel
Alignment

Maximum
Current
Velocity

(deg. from N)

(knots)

Worst
Direction
Cross
Currents
(deg. from N)

Reach 1

321

0.4

275

0.3

280

0.3

Reach 2

321

0.4

280

0.3

290

0.3

Reach 3

0

1.3

325

0.7

0

1.3

Reach 4

0

1.5

10

0.3

0

1.5

Reach 5

301 to 0

1.5

345

0.7

330

1.5

Reach 6

301

1.5

330

301

301

1.5

Location
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The longitudinal and cross currents determined for the Option 2 channel alignment are summarised in
Table 5 and Table 6.
Table 5: Option 2 Ebb Current Velocities at High Water +1 hour
Channel
Alignment

Maximum
Current
Velocity

Cross
Current

(knots)

Worst
Direction
Cross
Currents
(deg. from N)

Longitudinal
Current

(knots)

Worst
Direction
Longitudinal
Currents
(deg. from N)

(deg. from N)
Reach 1

141

0.4

141

0.0

141

0.4

Reach 2

141

0.4

125

0.1

141

0.4

Reach 3

165

0.8

180

0.2

165

0.8

189

1.0

160

0.5

189

1.0

121 to 189

1.0

155

0.6

135

1.0

121

1.4

135

0.3

121

1.4

Cross
Current

Longitudinal
Current

(knots)

Worst
Direction
Longitudinal
Currents
(deg. from N)

Location

Reach 4
Reach 5
Reach 6

(knots)

Table 6: Option 2 Flood Current Velocities at High Water -1 hour
Channel
Alignment

Maximum
Current
Velocity

(deg. from N)

(knots)

Worst
Direction
Cross
Currents
(deg. from N)

Reach 1

321

0.4

275

0.3

280

0.3

Reach 2

321

0.4

280

0.3

290

0.3

Reach 3

345

1.3

0

0.3

345

1.3

Reach 4

9

1.5

0

0.2

9

1.5

Reach 5

301 to 9

1.5

345

0.7

330

1.5

Reach 6

301

1.5

330

0.7

301

1.5

Location

2.2.9

(knots)

Water Level

Tidal levels at Marsden Point, based on the Northport Operational Handbook, are as follows (Northport,
2015):
Mean High Water Spring (MHWS)
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN)
Mean Low Water Neap (MLWN)
Mean Low Water Spring (MLWS)

2.7m
2.3m
0.8m
0.4m

All water levels are relative to Chart Datum (CD).
The water level adopted for the PIANC width assessment was MHWN. This was considered to represent
an average ‘high water’ access condition for vessels entering the port.
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2.2.10 Aids to Navigation
Aids to navigation (AtoN) were characterised as “good” in accordance with the PIANC design procedure,
which corresponds to the provision and availability of paired lighted buoys/lighted leading lines, availability
of pilots and DGPS (Differential Global Positioning System).
Proposed additional AtoN, and reconfiguring of some existing AtoN, is presented is Section 7.

2.2.11 Bottom Surface Condition
The bottom surface condition was characterised as “smooth and soft” in accordance with the PIANC
design procedure.

2.2.12 Channel Slope
The channel slope was characterised as having “sloping channel edges and shoals” in accordance with
the PIANC design procedure, which corresponds to channel batters that are not flatter than 1V:10H.

2.2.13 Vessel Passing
A ‘one-way’ channel was adopted for navigation of the design vessel. This follows current practice where
the passing of tankers (and other large vessels) is not permitted.

2.3

Bend Geometry

The bend geometry for each alignment was determined using PIANC guidance as summarised in
Section 2.1. The PIANC guidelines note that when transiting a bend in an approach channel the width of
the ‘swept path’ of a vessel will increase. The additional channel width required to accommodate this
effect comprises two components:
•
•

the additional with due to drift angle; and
the additional width due to response time (of the ship-handler).

The additional width due to the drift angle of the vessel can be determined by using the following formula:

∆
Where:
∆

= additional width of the vessel’s swept path due to drift angle in a curved channel section
= bend radius
= vessel length overall
= factor depending on the ship type: a=4.5 for larger displacement ships (tankers, bulk carriers etc.)

The following width allowance is recommended to compensate for the time delay of the ship handler in
responding to a required alteration in course:
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∆

0.4

Where:
= vessel beam

Both of the allowances for additional bend width (i.e. ∆
and ∆
) were added to the largest channel
width approaching each bend to determine the maximum width applied at the apex of each channel bend.

2.4

Berth Area Geometry

The plan geometry of the berth pocket at the Crude Jetty was determined using guidance provided within
literature (Thoresen, 2014). This recommends that the berth pocket should have a length of 1.25 times
the length overall (LOA) and a width of 1.5 times the beam of the design vessel. This corresponds to a
berth pocket 345m long and 75m wide.
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3

OPTIONS ASSESSMENT

3.1

General
th

A Channel Design Workshop was held on 17 April 2015, during which preliminary PIANC channel design
widths and several alternate channel alignments were presented by RHDHV and discussed with
representatives from Refining NZ, NorthTugz, Northport and the Harbour Master. A technical
memorandum documenting the preliminary channel width assessment and the discussions during the
Channel Design Workshop was prepared by RHDHV and is provided within Appendix A for reference.
The results of the preliminary channel width assessment (based on available metocean information at the
time) indicated that the PIANC channel widths were generally less than the navigation widths currently
defined by the existing buoy positions. Several alternate alignments for the access channel were
presented and further developed based on discussions held during the Channel Design Workshop. These
alignments are denoted as Option 1, 2, 3 and 4. Channel alignment Option 5 was identified as part of a
subsequent options assessment process. The features of these channel alignments are discussed below
and selected channel alignments were further refined and tested in the Desktop Simulation Study (refer
Section 4).
The Channel Design Workshop also helped to identify some gaps in the available measured data, which
would improve further analysis, including tidal currents and wind speeds. As a result, additional tidal
current data was collected in May 2015 using an Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) mounted to a
survey vessel (refer Section 2.2.8). Longer records of measured wind data at Marsden Point were also
accessed (refer Section 2.2.6). This data was used to refine the channel designs ahead of the Desktop
Simulation Study, which was undertaken by Be-Software (under the management of RHDHV) in July and
September 2015 (refer Section 4).

3.2

Option 1

Channel design Option 1 is shown schematically on Figure 6 and comprises the preliminary determined
PIANC channel width (nominally 200 metres wide) along an alignment that keeps within the existing
buoyed navigation area (“fairway”) and closely follows the current shipping channel centreline. This
design includes five (5) changes in alignment and a 900m length between changes in alignment through
the critical Home Point stretch. It is noted that this distance is less than five (5) times the length overall
(LOA) of the design vessel (i.e. 5 x 274m = 1,370m) as recommended by PIANC. Furthermore, after
curved bend geometry is taken into account for both bends, this distance would reduce further.
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OPTION 1

Figure 6: Channel Design ‘Option 1’ (delineated in red)

3.3

Option 2

Channel design Option 2 is shown schematically on Figure 7 and aimed to increase the distance between
changes in channel alignment through the critical Home Point stretch to 1.3km (although this would be
reduced after curved bend geometry is taken into account) within the existing fairway. This alignment
follows the existing channel route and requires the same number of changes in heading and bends to
navigate as channel design Option 1. However, due to the potential increase in distance between bends
through the Home Point stretch, Option 2 was selected over Option 1 for further refinement and desktop
simulation.
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OPTION 2

Figure 7: Channel Design ‘Option 2’ (delineated in red)

The results of the more detailed PIANC channel width assessment for the Option 2 alignment are
summarised in Table 7. Detailed calculation sheets are provided within Appendix B.
Table 7: Option 2 PIANC Channel Width Assessment Results
Location

Description

Beam Multiplier

PIANC Width (m)

Reach 1

Fairway Buoy to Buoy 1/2

4.3

210

Reach 2

Buoy 1/2 to Buoy 3/6

4.3

210

Reach 3

Buoy 3/6 to Buoy 7

4.0

190

Reach 4

Buoy 7 to Buoy 14

4.2

200

Reach 5

Buoy 14 to Buoy 16

4.7

230

Reach 6

Buoy 16 to Buoy 17

4.7

230
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The bend geometry for the Option 2 alignment was determined using PIANC guidance as summarised in
Section 2.1 and Section 2.3. Table 8 summarises the calculation of the additional width allowances for
Drift Angle and Response Time to determine the bend widths for Option 2.
Table 8: Option 2 Bend Geometry
Bend No.

Bend Radius
(m)

Drift Angle Width
(m)

Response
Time Width
(m)

Maximum Approach
Channel Width
(m)

Bend Width
(m)

1

1370

12.2

19.2

210

240

2

1370

12.2

19.2

200

230

3

800

20.9

19.2

230

270

The refined Option 2 design alignment was documented on a concept design drawing ahead of the
Desktop Simulation Study (refer to drawing PA1028-MA-1201 Revision D in the Drawings).

3.4

Option 3

Channel design Option 3 is shown schematically on Figure 8 and provides a further increase in the
distance between changes in channel alignment through the Home Point stretch to 1.6km (although this
would be reduced after curved bend geometry is taken into account) by extending the channel alignment
outside the existing buoyed navigation area in the vicinity of Buoy 8. This alignment also reduces the
number of changes in heading to a total of four (4) when compared to five (5) changes in heading for
Option 1 and Option 2. Option 3 was considered to potentially improve navigational conditions by
participants at the Channel Design Workshop and was subsequently refined in further discussions to
develop channel design Option 4 (refer Section 3.5).
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OPTION 3

Figure 8: Channel Design ‘Option 3’ (delineated in red)

3.5

Option 4

As discussed, channel design Option 4 was identified as a refinement to Option 3 during the Channel
Design Workshop and is shown schematically on Figure 9. The principal benefits achieved by the Option
4 alignment are:
•

the simplification of the channel route into three (3) main headings (from five (5) heading changes
in Option 1 and Option 2), by creating a single bend from Buoy 14 to Buoy 16 as a refinement to
Option 3;

•

the reduction of the number of bends (to two only) that need to be navigated by vessels;

•

increasing the distance between changes in channel alignment, particularly through the critical
Home Point stretch (from ~0.9km to ~1.6km taken from centre to centre of the bends); and,

•

maximising the use of the existing leads on the fairway approach channel (which required the
channel to lie outside the existing fairway around Buoy No 8).
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As an outcome of the Channel Design Workshop, Option 4 was selected for further refinement and
desktop simulation.

OPTION 4

Figure 9: Channel Design ‘Option 4’ (delineated in red)

The results of the detailed PIANC channel width assessment for the Option 4 alignment are summarised
in Table 9. Detailed calculation sheets are provided within Appendix B.
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Table 9: Option 4 PIANC Channel Width Assessment Results
Location

Description

Beam Multiplier

PIANC Width (m)

Reach 1

Fairway Buoy to Buoy 1/2

4.3

210

Reach 2

Buoy 1/2 to Buoy 3/6

4.3

210

Reach 3

Buoy 3/6 to Buoy 7

4.5

220

Reach 4

Buoy 7 to Buoy 14

4.2

200

Reach 5

Buoy 14 to Buoy 16

4.7

230

Reach 6

Buoy 16 to Buoy 17

4.7

230

The bend geometry for the Option 4 alignment was determined using PIANC guidance as summarised in
Section 2.1 and Section 2.3. Table 10 summarises the calculation of the additional width allowances for
Drift Angle and Response Time to determine the bend widths for Option 4.
Table 10: Option 4 Bend Geometry
Bend No.

Bend Radius
(m)

Drift Angle Width
(m)

Response
Time Width
(m)

Maximum Approach
Channel Width
(m)

Bend Width
(m)

1

1370

12.2

19.2

220

250

2

530

31.5

19.2

230

280

The Option 4 design alignment was documented on a concept design drawing ahead of the Desktop
Simulation Study (refer to drawing PA1028-MA-1101 Revision B in the Drawings).

3.5.1

Option 4-1

During the final stages of the first round of the Desktop Simulation Study (refer Section 4.1), discussions
were held between the simulation team and the NorthTugz pilots, Tugmasters and the Harbour Master.
As a result, some further refinements were made to Option 4, following the immediate outcomes of the
simulation. These amendments are discussed further in the Desktop Simulation Study (refer Section 4).
The Option 4 PIANC channel width assessment results were not amended; however, the adjustments
affected Bend No. 2 geometry, as shown in Table 11 (modified bend radius shown in bold).
Table 11: Option 4-1 Bend Geometry
Bend No.

Bend Radius
(m)

Drift Angle Width
(m)

Response
Time Width
(m)

Maximum Approach
Channel Width
(m)

Bend Width
(m)

1

1370

12.2

19.2

220

250

2

580

28.8

19.2

230

280

The Option 4-1 design alignment was documented on a concept design drawing, representing the
modified design for Option 4 following the first round of the Desktop Simulation Study (refer to drawing
PA1028-MA-1111 Revision A in the Drawings). The drawing shows the proposed channel toe lines as a
‘black’ dashed lines, the PIANC channel toe lines as a ‘green’ dashed line (generally within the envelope
of the ‘buoy to buoy’ navigation area beyond Buoy 3/6) and details of shifted and new navigation markers.
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3.5.2

Option 4-2

Following the first round of the Desktop Simulation Study (refer Section 4.1), Bend No. 2 within the Option
4-1 alignment appeared to remain of some concern for the pilots for ship handling purposes, particularly
as its radius of 580m was less than the PIANC recommendation of 1370m. Although the PIANC
recommendation is for a radius of 5 x LOA, a smaller radius can be adopted if tested through suitable
simulation studies under varying conditions and vessel manoeuvring can be undertaken safely.
To address this issue more effectively, a minor modification to Option 4-1 was developed prior to the
second round of the Desktop Simulation Study (refer Section 4.2) in order to accommodate a gentler
bend with an 800m radius at this location. This was achieved in Option 4-2 through the slight readjustment of the existing buoys, specifically Buoy 14 which was moved to the north-west. In addition, the
north-south (N-S) channel alignment was moved (32m) to the east so that the eastern toe line of the
channel lined up with the existing position of Buoy 7.
This provided the additional bend width required to accommodate the 800m radius bend alignment, which
was the maximum radius that could be achieved without further encroachment into the adjacent shallow
areas of Mair Bank (west, Buoy 12/14) and Calliope Bank (east, Buoy 11). The second round of Desktop
Simulation Study was used to assess the navigability of this revised bend alignment (refer Section 4.2).
Whilst it was not possible to achieve the PIANC recommended 1370m bend radius due to natural channel
restrictions, Option 4-2 did provide for additional sea room before and after the bend (refer Figure 10).
This proved useful in the simulations, especially at Buoy 9 which provided additional manoeuvring space
prior to the vessel passing Home Point.
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Figure 10: Option 4-2 showing PIANC width and R=800m bend (green shading) and additional sea room (yellow shading)

Table 12 summarises the calculation of the additional width allowances for Drift Angle and Response
Time to determine the bend widths for Option 4-2 (modified bend radius shown in bold). The PIANC
channel width assessment remained the same as for Option 4.
Table 12: Option 4-2 Bend Geometry
Bend No.

Bend Radius
(m)

Drift Angle Width
(m)

Response
Time Width
(m)

Maximum Approach
Channel Width
(m)

Bend Width
(m)

1

1370

12.2

19.2

220

250

2

800

20.9

19.2

230

270

The Option 4-2 design alignment was documented on a concept design drawing ahead of the second
round of the Desktop Simulation Study (refer to drawing PA1028-MA-1121 Revision M in the Drawings).

3.6

Option 5

Option 5 was developed following the first round of the Desktop Simulation Study as an alternative to
Option 4 and aimed to avoid any dredging adjacent to Buoy 12/14.
In order to accommodate this, the Option 4-1 N-S channel alignment was moved a further 57m to the east
relative to the Option 4-2 alignment. As a result, Buoy 7 also had to be moved a similar distance to the
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east and, as a consequence, this option would require dredging at Home Point, an area known to contain
rock boulders and bedrock.
In comparison to Option 4-2, this option provided almost no sea room around Buoy 9 for departing vessels
approaching Home Point, refer Figure 11. This proved to be less favourable and less safe, as further
detailed in Section 4.2, as it effectively meant that the pilots had little room for manoeuvring correction on
departure approaching Home Point.
The PIANC channel width assessment and bend geometry remained the same as for Option 4.
The Option 5 design alignment was documented on a concept design drawing ahead of the second round
of the Desktop Simulation Study (refer to drawing PA1028-MA-1301 Revision A in the Drawings).

Figure 11: Option 5 showing PIANC width and R=800m bend (green shading) and additional sea room (yellow shading)

3.7

Navigation Buoys and Markers

In order to accommodate the changes (improvements) to navigation, a number of the existing buoys
would require moving in order to reflect the revised channel geometry. Where possible, it was preferred to
avoid any buoy movement and, where movement was necessary, it was preferred to limit this as much as
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possible. It should be noted that the modification of existing navigation aids would need to be approved
through a formal process that involves stakeholders including the Harbour Master and Maritime New
Zealand.
Table 13 summarises an early assessment of the required buoy movements for each channel alignment
option discussed above. Note that in respect of Options 2 and 4-2, these buoy movements are now
superseded by those in Table 19 within Section 5 of this report, which incorporate certain refinements.
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Table 13: Required movement of existing buoys
Buoy No.

Option 2

Option 4-1

Option 4-2

Option 5

Reason

Justification

Drawing
No.

PA1028-MA1201 Rev B

PA1028-MA1111 Rev A

PA1028-MA1121 Rev A

PA1028-MA1301 Rev A

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

20m NE

20m NE

20m NE

20m NE

Moved out to
accommodate design
channel along lead-line

PIANC channel width
is wider than existing
buoyed channel

4

-

-

-

-

-

-

5

-

105m NW

105m NW

105m NW

Moved in to avoid
dredging near Busby Head

PIANC 5xLOA radius
is achievable

6

-

-

-

-

-

-

Moved out to
accommodate N-S
centreline shift
Moved out to align with
N-S centreline, and
accommodate PIANC
bend

N-S centreline shift to
the east avoids
dredging of Mair Bank

7

-

-

-

55m E

8

-

105m SW

75m SW

112m S

9

-

-

-

-

-

-

10

-

-

-

-

-

Provides visual guide
for pilots to follow N-S
centreline and
additional bend width
Reduce number of
heading changes and
avoid dredging of Mair
Bank (Option 5)

Provides visual guide
for pilots to follow N-S
centreline

11

130m E

120m E

150m SE

225m SE

Moved out to align with
N-S centreline, and
accommodate PIANC
bend

12

-

55m W

23m W

34m E

Moved in/out to
accommodate N-S
channel alignment

13

-

-

-

-

-

-

14

-

-

53m NW

-

Moved out to
accommodate increased
bend radius

Improved navigability
of critical Bend No.2

15

-

-

-

-

-

-

16

-

-

-

-

-

-

17

-

-

-

-

-

-

128m E

Moved East to avoid
dredging Mair Bank and
keep turning circle inside
channel

PIANC channel width
is wider than existing
buoyed channel

18

-

128m E

128m E

Note that the above buoy movements are now superseded by those in Table 19 within Section 5 of this report.

In addition, some new bouys/markers were added to the navigation system, in consultation with the
NorthTugz pilots, Tugmasters and the Harbour Master, as summarised in Table 14.
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Table 14: New buoys / markers required
Buoy No.

Option 2

Option 4-1

Option 4-2

Option 5

Reason

Justification

PB1

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Port Buoy to mark end of
deeper channel

Channel has been extended
and Port Buoy marks entry
point

SM2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Special Marker to mark
expected rock outcrop at
Home Point

Clearly marking danger
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4

DESKTOP SIMULATION STUDY

4.1

Desktop (Portable) Simulation (July 2015)
th

st

The first round of the Desktop (Portable) Simulation Study was undertaken from 27 to 31 July 2015 at
the NorthTugz offices at Marsden Point and was facilitated by Bruce Goodchild of Be-Software. The
simulation set up comprised an instrument console, a manoeuvring display and five (5) 36” TV monitors
providing a 200 degree horizontal field of view (refer Figure 12).

Figure 12: Desktop simulation set up

The simulation runs were completed by a range of participants including Bruce Goodchild, NorthTugz
pilots and Tugmasters, and the Harbour Master. The simulation run program extended over a period of 5
days and involved the following main phases:
•

calibration of ship models on the existing navigation channel;

•

simulation runs on the Option 4 and Option 2 channel alignments under a range of environmental
conditions ranging from average to limiting operational conditions and using the following vessels;
o

loaded Suezmax design vessel (17m draft) arrivals at High Water (slack tide);

o

ballast Suezmax design vessel (7.0-7.5m draft) departures on full ebb and flood tides;

o

partially loaded Suezmax design vessel (14.5m draft) at various states of the tide; and,

o

loaded Logship (12m draft) arrivals and departures on full ebb and flood tides.
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•

berthing of loaded Suezmax design vessel (17m draft) on to the Crude Jetty using the existing
tugs, ‘Bream Bay’ and ‘Takahiwai’;

•

swinging of ballast Suezmax design vessel (7.0-7.5m draft) on departure from the Crude Jetty
using the existing tugs, ‘Bream Bay’ and ‘Takahiwai’ on full ebb tide; and,

•

simulation of a range of emergency scenarios including loss of rudder control, loss of engine
power and complete vessel blackout using the loaded Suezmax design vessel (17m draft) on
arrivals, and ballast Suezmax design vessel (7.0-7.5m draft) and Logship (12m draft) on
departures.

The desktop simulation study report prepared by Be-Software is provided within Appendix C and
documents the feedback provided by pilots for each simulation run and the conclusions and
recommendations of the study. Those relating to the first round of the Desktop Simulation Study are
summarised below:
•

the PIANC channel width of 210m nominated for the approach channel from the Fairway Buoy to
Buoy 3/6 was considered to be adequate for the arrival (loaded) and departure (ballast) of the
design vessel;

•

the buoys between the Fairway Buoy and Buoy 3/6 should remain in their current positions, with
the exception of Buoy 3 which needs to be moved outside the toe line of the proposed channel,
and a new red port hand buoy should be installed abreast of the existing Fairway Buoy to mark
the start of the proposed channel;

•

beyond Buoy 3/6 it was considered that both the Option 4 and Option 2 channel would support the
arrival and departure of the design vessel without tug assistance, however there was a clear
preference amongst the pilots for the Option 4 channel alignment;

•

the design Suezmax vessel was able to successfully execute the turn at Buoy 14 on arrivals and
this was assisted by shifting Buoy 11 to the east;

•

on departures the ballast Suezmax vessel was able to execute the turn at Buoy 14 and shifting
Buoy 12 simplified the turn and enabled pilots to keep to the west to avoid the shallow water off
Home Point. This was considered by the pilots to be particularly important for smaller vessels that
can be underpowered and therefore affected more by peak ebb tidal currents;

•

for the Option 4 channel alignment the following buoy positions were considered to improve
navigation:
o

shifting of Buoy 12 to the west to accommodate the N-S alignment of the channel and to
allow a single turn to be possible on departure and arrival in a critical area;

o

shifting of Buoy 11 further east to provide additional sea room in the event of a delayed
turn around Buoy 14 on arrival and to provide additional area for correction of vessels in
an emergency situation;

o

alignment of Buoy 11 and Buoy 8 to provide a N-S lead along the centreline of the central
leg of the channel alignment;

o

inward shifting of Buoy 5 by a small undefined amount to minimise dredging; and

o

installation of an additional beacon directly off the Home Point rock outcrop.
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•

between Buoy 3/6 and Buoy 17 dredging of the channel should generally be undertaken from
‘buoy to buoy’;

•

maintaining the existing positions of Buoy 13 and 15 was considered necessary to provide
important navigation width for exiting the turn at Buoy 14 on arrival, a turning area off the Crude
Jetty, and an area for vessel correction and safe anchorage in an emergency situation; and

•

The longer distance between successive bends helped to avoid the need for a complex “S-Bend”
manoeuvre at the higher risk Home Point location.

The channel alignment modifications described above resulted in the development of Option 4-1 and
Option 4-2 (as described in Section 3.5).

In addition to the channel alignment Option 4 modifications, an additional channel alignment (Option 5)
was developed as an alternative to avoid any dredging adjacent to Buoys 12/14 along Mair Bank (as
described in Section 3.6). The Option 5 channel alignment involved a movement of the N-S channel
alignment further to the east, but requires dredging in the vicinity of Home Point. This new channel
alignment also requires the relocation of the existing No 7 and No 12 buoys.

4.2

Desktop Simulation Study (September 2015)
th

th

The second round of the Desktop Simulation Study was undertaken from 29 to 30 September 2015 and
was facilitated by Bruce Goodchild of Be-Software. Simulations were conducted within the Melbourne
office of Be-software and were accessed remotely via a real-time interactive link. This allowed
participants to not only view the simulations, but also ask questions and get updates at any time during the
simulation.
The simulation runs were completed by Bruce Goodchild acting as the pilot and Kirit Barot (Master
Mariner Class 1 with 37 years of shipping experience and pilot within Whangarei Harbour) remotely
observing and commenting, when he was available. Other observers during the simulation period
included Richard Mocke and Matt Potter of RHDHV.
The simulation run program extended over a period of 2 days and involved the following main exercises:
•

simulation runs with the loaded Suezmax design vessel (17m draft) arriving within the Option 4-2
and Option 5 channels under limiting environmental conditions (30 knot winds);

•

simulation runs with the loaded Logship (12m draft) arriving within the Option 4-2 and Option 5
channels under limiting environmental conditions (30 knot winds) at the peak of ebb and flood tidal
flows;

•

simulation of berth approach and berthing manoeuvres with arrivals of the loaded Suezmax
design vessel (17m draft);

•

simulation of berth departures to clear Buoy 7 with the ballast Suezmax design vessel (7.0-7.5m
draft) within the Option 4-2 and Option 5 channels under limiting environmental conditions (30
knot winds) at the peak of ebb and flood tidal flows;
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•

simulation runs with the loaded Logship (12m draft) departing within the Option 4-2 channel under
limiting environmental conditions (30 knot winds) at the peak of the ebb and flood tidal flows;

•

simulation of emergency scenarios (with and without tug assistance) with departures of the ballast
Suezmax design vessel (7.0-7.5m draft) within the Option 4-2 channel under limiting
environmental conditions (30 knot winds) at the peak of the ebb tidal flow and suffering a power
blackout in the vicinity of Buoy 14 and Buoy 12 and a main engine failure passing Buoy 8;

•

simulation of emergency scenarios (with tug assistance) with arrivals of the loaded Suezmax
design vessel (17m draft) under limiting environmental conditions (30 knot winds) and suffering a
power blackout in the vicinity of Buoy 12 with rudder jams;

•

simulation of night time arrivals with the loaded Suezmax design vessel (17m draft) within offshore
approach section of the Option 4-2 channel; and,

•

simulation of night time departures with the ballast Suezmax design vessel (7.0-7.5m draft) within
the Option 4-2 channel under limiting environmental conditions (30 knot winds) at the peak of the
ebb tidal flow.

The desktop simulation study report prepared by Be-Software is provided within Appendix C and
documents the overall conclusions and recommendations of the study. Those relating to the second
round of the Desktop Simulation Study are summarised below:
•

there was a clear preference amongst the pilots for the Option 4-2 channel as it simplified the
arrival approach around the critical area at Buoy 14; and the combined effect of the westward
movement of Buoy 12 and north-westward movement of Buoy 14 provided more sea room for the
arriving ship in this area and increased the turning radius in comparison to Option 4;

•

the Option 4-2 channel was considered to be superior to the existing and Option 2 channel, an
improvement over the Option 4 channel, and provided significantly more sea room in the critical
Buoy 14 area, in comparison to the Option 5 channel;

•

the additional sea room provided by the Option 4-2 channel also improved clearance from the
rocky outcrop off Home Point on departures; and,

•

the set of fixed leads introduced within Taurikura Bay for the Option 4-2 channel to define the N-S
centreline were effective, particularly at night.
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5

FURTHER DESIGN REFINEMENT

5.1

General

Following completion of the second round of the Desktop Simulation Study, the Option 4-2 and Option 2
channel alignments were taken forward for further assessment. Further refinement was undertaken to
address the following channel design aspects:
•

addition of lead lights along the N-S aligned sections of the Option 4-2 channel;

•

minor revision of channel widths and bend geometry to accommodate a revised Suezmax design
vessel with LOA = 276m and Beam = 50m;

•

addition of a ‘dolphin pocket’ behind the eastern end of the proposed berth pocket for lineboat
access; and,

•

minor adjustments to buoy locations.

The further design refinement also included a minor reduction of the design vessel draft from 16.8m to
16.6m (OMC, 2015b). However, this change in design vessel draft did not affect the PIANC design
requirements for the channel bend widths and alignments. Accordingly, this was not considered further.

In addition, a 98% access channel design was subsequently selected as the preferred vertical design
profile (initially the 95% access profile was considered, as discussed in Section 2.2.3). This also was not
considered to have a material impact on PIANC design requirements for the channel bend widths and
alignments and was therefore also not considered further.

5.2

Additional Lead Lights

As part of the Desktop Simulation Study it was proposed to establish a set of lead lights in Taurikura Bay
to assist with the night time navigation of arriving Suezmax Tankers and other vessels. These leads
would define the north south centreline of the proposed Channel Option 4-2 between buoys 3/6 and buoy
14. The requirement for leads only applied to Channel Option 4-2.
These leads were trialled in the simulation study and found to be beneficial for the navigation of the
proposed Channel 4-2 as they helped the pilots turning the ship into the approach to the centreline of the
channel. The pilots commenced the turn after passing buoys 3\6 and used the leads to align themselves
into the centreline of the channel.
The positioning of these leads was investigated further by Bruce Goodchild and is documented within the
report provided in Appendix D. There are four possible options that have been considered:
•

A PEL Sector Lead Light (PEL Option 1) established on Calliope Bank.

•

Traditional Leads (Low Leads Option 2) established on Calliope Bank (Fore Lead) and Taurikura
Bay Foreshore (Rear Lead).
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•

Traditional Leads (Water Leads Option 3) established on the Calliope Bank. Both Fore and Rear
Lead on Calliope Bank.

•

Traditional Leads (High Leads Option 4) established on Calliope Bank (Fore Lead) and on the
lower southern slopes of Mania overlooking Taurikura Bay (Rear Lead).

Water Leads Option 3 was selected as the preferred option. The IALA Leading Line Design Program was
used to determine that the minimum heights of each lead above Mean High Water are 6 metres for the
Front Lead and 13 metres for the Rear Lead for an observer located no more than 4 meters above Mean
High Water. Both leads are shown in their proposed positions on drawing PA1028-MA-1121 Revision M
(refer Drawings).
The proposed leads in Taurikura Bay are described in further detail in Section 7.

5.3

Revised Design Vessel Specifications

A minor modification was made to the original design vessel specifications (refer Section 2.2.4), which
was incorporated into the PIANC channel design procedure. This involved an increase in the vessel beam
from 48m to 50m and an increase in the LOA from 274m to 276m. The changes to the design vessel
length and width had a minor effect on the PIANC channel and bend design widths, with increases of up to
5 metres in some channel reaches.
The revised PIANC channel design calculations are provided in Appendix E and the results for the Option
2 and Option 4-2 channel designs are summarised in Table 15, Table 16, Table 17 and Table 18. The
PIANC channel design alignment is shown as a ‘green’ dashed line on the revised design drawings (refer
Drawings) for Option 2 (PA1028-MA-1201 Revision D) and Option 4-2 (PA1028-MA-1121 Revision M).
This green dashed line was used as a guide to define the buoy to buoy toe lines that define the proposed
navigation area for both channel alignments; particularly in space constrained areas such as the Home
Point reach and the bend around Buoy 14.
Table 15: Revised Option 2 PIANC Channel Width Assessment Results
Location

Description

Reach 1

Fairway Buoy to Buoy 1/2

4.3

215

Reach 2

Buoy 1/2 to Buoy 3/6

4.3

215

Reach 3

Buoy 3/6 to Buoy 7

4.0

200

Reach 4

Buoy 7 to Buoy 14

4.2

210

Reach 5

Buoy 14 to Buoy 16

4.7

235

Reach 6

Buoy 16 to Buoy 17

4.7

235
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Table 16: Revised Option 2 Bend Geometry
Bend No.

Bend Radius
(m)

Drift Angle Width
(m)

Response
Time Width
(m)

Maximum Approach
Channel Width
(m)

Bend Width
(m)

1

1400

12.1

20.0

215

245

2

1400

12.1

20.0

200

230

3

800

21.2

20.0

235

275

Table 17: Revised Option 4-2 PIANC Channel Width Assessment Results
Location

Description

Beam Multiplier

PIANC Width (m)

Reach 1

Fairway Buoy to Buoy 1/2

4.3

215

Reach 2

Buoy 1/2 to Buoy 3/6

4.3

215

Reach 3

Buoy 3/6 to Buoy 7

4.5

225

Reach 4

Buoy 7 to Buoy 14

4.2

210

Reach 5

Buoy 14 to Buoy 16

4.7

235

Reach 6

Buoy 16 to Buoy 17

4.7

235

Table 18: Revised Option 4-2 Bend Geometry
Bend No.

Bend Radius
(m)

Drift Angle Width
(m)

Response
Time Width
(m)

Maximum Approach
Channel Width
(m)

Bend Width
(m)

1

1800

9.4

20.0

225

255

2

800

21.2

20.0

235

275

The changes in channel and bend widths also required a change in marker positions, as reflected in Table
19 for the two preferred options. The requirement for the new markers (PB1 and SM2) remained, as
previously noted (refer Table 14).
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Table 19: Revised required movement of existing buoys – preferred options
Option 2

Option 4-2

Reason

Justification

PA1028-MA1201 Rev D

PA1028-MA1121 Rev M

-

-

Fairway

-17.7mRL to
-25.5mRL

-17.7mRL to
-25.5mRL

The deeper approach channel
requires the Fairway buoy to be
moved to deeper water.

-

1

-

-

-

-

Buoy No.

2

17m NE

17m NE

Moved in to match buoy offset for
design channel

Existing buoy out of alignment in
relation to other port buoys (PB1A, 4
& 6)

3

20m NE

20m NE

Moved out to accommodate design
channel along lead-line

PIANC channel width is wider than
existing buoyed channel

4

-

-

-

-

5

-

105m NW

Moved in to avoid dredging near
Busby Head

PIANC 5xLOA radius is achievable
and width is significantly greater
than minimum width required

6

-

-

-

-

7

-

-

Option 2: Enables buoy-to-buoy
dredging in this location
Option 4-2: Provides visual guide for
pilots to follow N-S centreline

8

347m SSE

76m SW

Option 2: Moved to mark apex of
bend
Option 4-2: Moved out to align with
N-S centreline, and accommodate
PIANC bend

9

-

-

-

-

10

-

-

-

-

Moved out to align with
N-S centreline (Option 4-2),
accommodates PIANC bend and
marks apex of bend (Option 2)
Moved in/out to accommodate N-S
channel alignment

Provides visual guide for pilots to
follow N-S centreline, additional
bend width and bend apex defined

11

290m E

153m SE

12

-

28m W

13

-

-

-

Improved navigability of critical Bend
No.2

Reduce number of heading changes
past Home Point (Option 4-2)

14

-

53m NW

Moved out to accommodate
increased bend radius

15

-

-

-

-

16

-

-

-

-

17

-

-

-

-

18

128m E

128m E

Moved East to avoid dredging Mair
Bank and keep turning circle inside
channel

PIANC channel width wider than
existing buoyed channel
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5.4

Dolphin Pocket

Navigation access for workboats is required by Refining NZ around the four (4) mooring dolphins located
behind the eastern end of the Crude Jetty. The design workboat has a draft of 3.4 metres and length (LOA)
of 17 metres. NorthTugz tugs advised that this vessel would require a water depth of 4 metres at the
lowest tide and a manoeuvring area of 30 metres around each mooring dolphin. The dolphin pocket was
designed as a squared-off berth pocket that enveloped the 30 metre manoeuvring area for each mooring
dolphin and had a design depth of -4.3m CD (addition 300mm added to required water depth as a siltation
allowance).
The dolphin pocket design was added to drawings for both the Option 2 and Option 4-2 channel
alignments and is detailed as ‘Inset A’ on drawing PA1028-MA-1121 Revision M (refer Drawings).

5.5

Channel Classification

The existing channel alignment and channel alignment Option 2 and Option 4-2 have been divided into
subsections and each section classified with respect to navigational safety.
The classification has been developed based on the results of the Desktop Simulation Study and also
consideration of PIANC criteria for safe navigation.
The results of the channel classification show that Option 4-2 can be classified as a mix of ‘adequate’ and
‘optimum’. For both the existing channel alignment and Option 2, there are sections of the channel that
have been classified as ‘marginal’ and ‘inadequate’. See Figure 13.
It is noted that where sections of the channel are classified as ‘marginal’ or ‘inadequate’, this indicates the
need for extensive navigational studies to assess under which conditions vessel manoeuvring can be
undertaken safely. For the existing channel, the pilots would have developed experience over time as to
which environmental conditions (i.e. wind, waves and currents) allow for safe navigation and under which
conditions vessel manoeuvring should not be undertaken.
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Existing

Option 2

Option 4-2

Classification

Definition from Simulation Report

Adopted PIANC Criteria

Optimum

Ideal under both operating and extreme conditions, no issues encountered

> 5*LOA

Adequate

Very good under operating conditions, manageable under extreme conditions

< 5*LOA, > 2.5*LOA

Marginal

Adequate under operating conditions but poor under extreme conditions

< 2.5*LOA, > 1.25*LOA

Inadequate

Poor under both operating and extreme conditions, may be considered unacceptable
from a navigational risk perspective

< 1.25*LOA

Figure 13: Channel classification

6

Full Bridge Simulation
th

th

The full bridge simulation study was undertaken from 7 July to 13 July 2016 in the Marine Simulation
Centre of the New Zealand Maritime School (Auckland).
The study was required to validate the two earlier simulation studies (see Section 4) for the proposed
expansion of the port to receive deeper draft Suezmax Oil Tankers having a length overall (LOA) of 276m,
beam of 50m, and draft of 16.6m.
The full bridge simulation study focussed on the two preferred channel designs, namely Option 2 and
Option 4-2.
The first two days of the full bridge simulation study were used to simulate manoeuvring within the two
channel designs (denoted as Option 2 and Option 4-2), by a group of pilots which included the Marsden
Point Harbour Master, the Northtugz Pilot Manager, and a senior Auckland Pilot.
The next three days utilized a different group of pilots including the senior pilots for Marsden Point and a
senior Tugmaster. This second group were also used to simulate manoeuvring within the two different
channel designs (Option 2 and Option 4-2) and in particular the emergency scenarios and the use of
existing tug capability for the port.
The simulation set up comprised a full mission simulator with integrated tug simulator. The full mission
simulator on the main bridge incorporated a number of instrument consoles and vision displays covering
300 degrees of horizontal field of view displayed on large projector screens. A separate tug bridge was
available with 360 degrees of broken horizontal field of view on large 50 inch monitors. The main bridge
instrument consoles incorporated ARPA radar, ECDIS, and manoeuvring displays showing speeds,
engine RPM, rudder angle and rate of turn. Real instrumentation was provided for most of the bridge
equipment. Similar real tug instrumentation was available on the tug bridge. A view of the full mission
simulator and some typical displays from the simulation centre are presented in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Displays from the simulation centre, Auckland

The full bridge simulation study report prepared by Be-Software is provided within Appendix F and
documents the overall conclusions and recommendations of the study. In summary, the findings were as
follows:
•

The results of the two earlier portable and remote link simulation studies were validated. This
study used a different simulation system and different sets of mathematical equations but the
results were the same as obtained from the previous simulation studies;

•

Both channel designs were feasible with operational limitations up to a 30 knot wind and slack tide
high water arrival of the design ship, following current operational procedures for the port;

•

The Option 4-2 channel design is preferred by the pilots as it provides a simpler approach through
the critical turn area in the vicinity of buoy 14. This allows the pilots to execute a constant radius
turn which is easily monitored using a Portable Pilotage Unit (PPU). It also provides more sea
room for all departing vessels to clear the rocky outcrop at Home Point safely, particularly during
ebb tides and strong offshore winds. Simulated scenarios used current operational procedures
with the design ship in ballast and loaded condition;

•

The simulated design ship was considered to manoeuvre at below average capability for a normal
vessel of this class so represented a conservative case. However, the pilots were able to use
existing tug capability and PPU to consistently navigate safely within the confines of both channel
designs. Of the two designs, Option 4-2 was considered optimum as it allows the most sea room
for the arriving vessel and has a larger radius of turn in the channel alignment for both arrival and
departure vessels. Greater sea room and improved bend radius significantly improves existing
channel safety margins, especially under adverse weather conditions and with a difficult ship to
manoeuvre;

•

An alternative simulated design ship was used in the full bridge simulation study as an additional
check to manoeuvring capability. The alternative design ship study was a Suezmax Class Oil
Tanker having a length overall (LOA) of 280m, beam of 50m, and draft of 16.6m. The alternative
design ship was considered to be of average manoeuvring capability and this ship was
consistently navigated safely in both channel designs;
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•

Minimal realignment of existing navigational buoys is necessary with both channel designs;

•

An improvement in the existing leading sector light and buoy lights will be necessary to properly
indicate navigable water in the approach channel from the fairway buoy to buoys 3/6 (see
Section 7);

•

Existing tugs are capable of handling the design ship under normal operational conditions;

•

Existing tugs provide adequate towage under normal operations and we understand emergency
capability is to be further reviewed given increased ship displacement; and

•

The proposed channel design alignments will potentially assist in an emergency scenario by
providing more sea room.
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7

Aids to Navigation

The proposed aids to navigation (AtoN) are shown on drawing PA1028-MA-1121 Revision M (refer Drawings).
The existing channel demarcation is provided by a safe water mark (also referred to as the fairway buoy)
and eighteen (18) channel markers consisting of nine (9) starboard buoys and nine (9) port buoys. As
described in Section 5, eight (8) of the existing buoys will need to be relocated to accommodate the
reconfigured channel alignment. The buoys that need to be moved, and the distance that each will need
to be moved, are presented in Table 19.
Due to the proposed deepening of the access channel, the channel will also become longer as it now
extends into deeper water. It is therefore proposed that two additional channel marker buoys, one (1)
starboard buoy and one (1) port buoy, will be installed at -17.7m RL. This is the same water depth as the
existing fairway buoy. The fairway buoy will be moved to be aligned with the starboard channel markers
and installed at -25.0m RL.
Due to the rock outcrop, and therefore potential navigational hazard in the vicinity of Home Point, it is
proposed that a West Cardinal Beacon be installed 175m north of buoy no. 7 at -15.8m RL. The West
Cardinal Beacon indicates that there is a navigational hazard present and all vessels should keep to the
west of the beacon. The West Cardinal Beacon will be approximately 4.5m in height at Chart Datum
(1.8m at MHWS) and it is proposed that it will consist of a 250mm steel tube construction with a top mark
and light as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Example of the proposed West Cardinal Beacon

An outcome from the ship simulation study was to improve the Port Entry Light (PEL). The proposed
improvement is to remove the upper portion of the day shape on the forward lead (see Figure 16) and to
install a day and night light in its place. The proposed changes to the PEL will be addressed by Northport
and light specifications (e.g. colour etc.) will be as per the Harbour Masters instructions.
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Figure 16: Existing PEL front lead

The existing (rear) lead light marking the offshore approach channel was considered to be too insensitive
by the pilots and this was demonstrated in all the simulations. The sectors of the main lead should
adequately show the navigation limits of the new channel and be bright enough to support operations in
adverse environmental conditions.
As mentioned in Section 5.2, it is proposed to establish a set of lead lights in Taurikura Bay to assist with
the night time navigation of arriving Suezmax Tankers and other vessels. These leads would define the
north south centreline of the proposed reconfigured channel between buoys 3/6 and buoy 14. Details of
the proposed lead lights are as follows:
Basis of Design
• Water based
• No day shapes required
• Day and Night light required
• Light specifications: As per Harbour Masters instructions
• Minimal visual impact possible when viewed from the North, East and West
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Taurikura Front Lead
Position:
Height:
Width:
Construction:
Colour:
Design:
Light:
Power:

35° 50.375 S, 174° 31.293 E
8.7m above chart datum, 6.0m above Mean High Water Spring
600mm diameter
Tubular steel with steel ladder and basic 1.2m x 1.2m platform for equipment
Rescue Orange front (2m x 500mm stripe) facing 180° S, remainder of the tower
light cloud grey (BS5252 colour Y81-011-082)
As per Figure 17
Day/night range light VLB-91 of 3nm (or as per Harbour Masters instruction)
Solar and battery unit with automation system

Figure 17: Example of the proposed Taurikura Front Lead
Note: proposed colour differs from that shown in figure above.

It is noted that Figure 17 shows one of 39 similar designs being used on the Whangarei Harbour. The
beacons have a height of 5-6m above Chart Datum (2.3 - 3.3m above MHWS) and are of the same
construction as the proposed Taurikura Front Lead.
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Taurikura Rear Lead
Position:
Height:
Width:
Construction:

Colour:
Design:
Light:
Power:

35° 49.990 S, 174° 31.293 E
15.7m above chart datum, 13.0m above Mean High Water Spring
850mm diameter
Tubular steel, two 6m enclosed ladders with platform at each level.
Bottom platform 850mm x 850mm.
Top platform 2m x 1.8m for equipment.
Rescue Orange front (4m x 750mm stripe) facing 180° S, remainder of the tower
light cloud grey (BS5252 colour Y81-011-082)
As per Figure 18
Day/night range light VLB-91 of 5nm (or as per Harbour Masters instruction).
Solar and battery unit with automation system

Figure 18: Example of the proposed Taurikura Rear Lead
Note: proposed colour differs from that shown in figure above.

Figure 18 is known as ‘Skips Rocket’ and is currently situated at Limestone Island in the Upper
Whangarei Harbour and is used as the Shell Cut Inbound Rear Lead. The light on this structure is 19m
above Chart Datum (16.3m above MHWS) and the total height of the structure is 21m above Chart Datum
(18.3m above MHWS). It is of the same construction as the proposed Taurikura Rear Lead.
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7.1

Typical Installation Methods

Northport have advised that the typical installation methods likely to be adopted, as based on previous
experience, are as follows:

7.1.1

Taurikura Leads

Both leads will require the same process as outlined below:
• Installation equipment
o Jack-up barge
o Tug
o Piling rig
o Crane
o Vibro Hammer or traditional hammer piling
•

Process
o Piles are pre painted on shore ready for installation
o Piling rig positioned on site by tug
o Barge legs lowered into place
o Barge is jacked up above the MHWS tide (usually by 1m)
o The first section of pile (usually pile length required below the seabed plus 1m above
MHWS) is driven into place
o Remaining sections of pile are welded into place
o Ladder and platform are fixed into position
o Lead paint is touched up at weld areas and for any surface damage caused during
installing
o Light assembly is the last part of the lead assembly
o Barge will jack back to water level and will be recovered by tug

•

Time frames
o Process is heavily dependent on the weather, the following is based on benign weather
conditions
o Assuming benign weather conditions, the process will take a total of 6 days:
•
1 day mobilisation
•
2 days piling (includes allowance for minor delays)
•
1 day ladder and platform assembly
•
1 day light installation and paint touch-ups
•
1 day demobilisation

7.1.2

Home Point

It is noted that this is a difficult environment to operate in due to fast running tidal flows and back eddies.
Along with the water flows, the reef itself poses a challenge with respect to installing a beacon and a buoy
may end up being the only practical and efficient method of marking the reef.
Method A – Beacon
To prevent the requirement to fix too or drill into the reef, the design would be a tripod base and a
standard beacon viewed from the surface, utilising 2 MT blocks on each leg to hold in position.
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•

Installation equipment
o Tug and barge
o Crane
o Commercial divers

•

Process
o Beacon is constructed and prepared on land and readied for installation
o Beacon is loading onto the barge
o Tug and barge move onto location and fix barge in place with spuds
o Operation will be tidal dependant, operations to be conducted during neap tides and at
slack water
o Crane lifts beacon into the water and lowers in place
o Divers will inspect positioning prior to disconnect
o Crane disconnect
o Diver final inspection

•

Time frames
o Process is heavily dependent on the weather, the following is based on benign weather
conditions
1 day total

Method B – Buoy
The critical element of the buoy system is the swing circle must be as small as possible to ensure that the
safe water is marked at all times. The mooring system would therefore be unconventional, consisting of 3
separate mooring blocks and chain, connected to an equaliser plate (also referred to as a monkey plate)
and then a chain and swivel assembly to the buoy.
•

Installation equipment
o Standard navigational Tug and barge
o Commercial divers
o Lift bags

•

Process
o Buoy is painted ashore and the mooring system prepared ready for installation
o Buoy is loading onto the barge
o Tug and barge move onto location and fix barge in place with spuds
o Operation with be tidal dependant, operations to be conducted during neap tides and at
slack water
o Each mooring block and chain is lowered onto the seabed individually
o Divers will connect the three chains to the equaliser plate on the seabed
o Lift bags will be utilised to connect the equaliser plate to the buoy’s chain and swivel
assembly.
o Buoy is released.
o Divers will inspect positioning prior to departure

•

Time frames
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o

Process is heavily dependent on the weather, the following is based on benign weather
conditions
1 day total

This estimate is based on Northport’s experience of a typical installation process and it is noted that the
actually process adopted could vary from that described above.
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8

SUMMARY

Several alternative navigation channel alignments were developed in accordance with the PIANC
guidelines (PIANC, 2014) to provide high water access for fully laden Suezmax vessels and to ensure no
issue for other vessels accessing the harbour/channel. These alignments were evaluated by key
stakeholders including Refining NZ, NorthTugz, Northport and the Harbour Master and selected
alignments were tested in two separate desktop simulation studies.
Participants in the simulations included Bruce Goodchild of Be-Software, RHDHV staff, NorthTugz pilots
and Tugmasters and the Harbour Master. The desktop simulation studies facilitated the testing of
alternative channel alignments and navigation marker configurations and refinements to channel designs
under a wide range of different operating conditions, including:
•

different design vessel types (Suezmax and Logships);

•

loaded, partially loaded and ballasted vessels;

•

average to limiting environmental conditions (e.g. wind, waves);

•

day and night transits;

•

different states of the tide;

•

different tug configurations;

•

arrivals, departures and berthing; and,

•

emergency scenarios (e.g. loss of rudder control, loss of engine power and complete vessel
blackout).

The outcomes of the Desktop Simulation Study indicated that the Option 4-2 channel alignment was the
preferred channel alignment from a navigation perspective.
Transits through the Option 2 channel alignment were also completed successfully by the pilots. However
the need to execute two bends in close succession either side of the Home Point area with this option
resulted in the need for an “S-bend” manoeuvre. This introduced navigational difficulties which increased
navigational risk with this option, in comparison to the preferred Option 4-2, which allowed for a simpler
and straight run past the same location.
The Option 5 channel alignment was least favoured as this alignment effectively reduced the searoom
available in the approach to the rocky outcrop at Home Point from the north, which is known as a
navigation hazard amongst all pilots.
Following completion of the Desktop Simulation Study, some minor refinement of the channel design was
undertaken that included the following:
•

addition of lead lights along the N-S aligned sections of the Option 4-2 channel;

•

minor revision of channel widths and bend geometry to accommodate a revised Suezmax design
vessel with LOA = 276m and Beam = 50m;
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•

addition of a ‘dolphin pocket’ behind the eastern end of the proposed berth pocket for lineboat
access; and,

•

minor adjustments to buoy locations.

This was followed by a full bridge simulation study undertaken at the Marine Simulation Centre of the New
Zealand Maritime School (Auckland). The study was required to validate the Desktop Simulation Study for
the proposed expansion of the port to receive deeper draft Suezmax Oil Tankers having a length overall
(LOA) of 276m, beam of 50m, and draft of 16.6m.
The full bridge simulation study focussed on the two preferred channel designs, namely Option 2 and
Option 4-2. The key findings from the study were as follows:
•

The results of the two earlier portable and remote link simulation studies were validated;

•

The Option 4-2 channel design is preferred by the pilots due to providing safer manoeuvring
through critical sections of the approach channel;

•

Minimal realignment of existing navigational buoys is considered necessary;

•

An improvement in the existing leading sector light and buoy lights will be necessary to properly
indicate navigable water in the approach channel from the fairway buoy to buoys 3/6;

•

Existing tugs provide adequate towage under normal operations and we understand emergency
capability is to be further reviewed given increased ship displacement; and

•

The proposed channel design alignments will potentially assist in an emergency scenario by
providing more sea room.

The aids to navigation (AtoN) have been assessed as part of this channel design process and the
following modifications proposed:
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Eight (8) of the existing buoys will need to be relocated to accommodate the reconfigured channel
alignment;
Two (2) additional channel marker buoys, one (1) starboard buoy and one (1) port buoy, will be
installed at -17.7m RL;
The fairway buoy will be moved to be aligned with the starboard channel markers and installed at
-25.0m RL;
Due to the rock outcrop, and therefore potential navigational hazard in the vicinity of Home Point,
it is proposed that a West Cardinal Beacon be installed 175m north of buoy no. 7 at -15.8m RL;
The Port Entry Light (PEL) was found to be inadequate with regard to defining the navigation
limits and also inadequate for operations undertaken in adverse environmental conditions. The
PEL light is therefore to be modified and a forward lead added to provide a traditional lead. The
forward lead is to be lit with a day and night light;
The existing (rear) lead light marking the offshore approach channel was considered to be too
insensitive by the pilots and this was demonstrated in all the simulations. The sectors of the main
lead should adequately show the navigation limits of the new channel and be bright enough to
support operations in adverse environmental conditions; and
A set of lead lights is to be established in Taurikura Bay to assist with the night time navigation of
arriving Suezmax Tankers and other vessels.
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Subject

: PIANC Channel Width Assessment

HASKONING AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
MARITIME & WATERWAYS.

This memorandum summarises the findings of the preliminary channel width assessment undertaken
in preparation for the recent Channel Design Workshop held on 17th April 2015.
Calculation sheets for the PIANC channel design procedure are provided in Attachment A. A copy of
Workshop presentations given by RHDHV are provided in Attachment B. Meeting minutes from the
Workshop are provided in Attachment C.
1

APPROACH

The PIANC guidelines are an industry recognised standard for design of shipping channels. The
concept design procedure for channel width allowances is documented within Harbour Approach
Channels – Design Guidelines (PIANC, 2014). This procedure was applied to the existing alignment
of the shipping channel into Whangarei Harbour to evaluate the channel width required for the
Suezmax tankers proposed to access the Marsden Point facility. The PIANC procedure involves the
determination of a number of vessel beam multiplier factors from consideration of a range of
navigation, metocean and channel conditions. It should be noted that the approach is suitable for the
concept design phase of a project and is subject to refinement by fast-time and/or real-time ship
manoeuvring simulation to ground truth the proposed channel geometry.
2

INPUT DATA

The main inputs into the PIANC assessment are summarised below and comprised:
•

channel design reaches;

•

design vessel;

•

vessel speed profile;

•

wind data;

•

wave data;

•

current data;

•

channel design level;
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•

water level;

•

aids to navigation;

•

bottom surface condition;

•

channel slope; and,

•

passing (i.e. one-way or two-way).

2.1

Channel Design Reaches

For purposes of the PIANC assessment, the existing channel was divided into six (6) reaches that
corresponded to changes in the alignment of the channel and degree of exposure. These are shown
below (refer Figure 1) and comprise:
•

Reach 1 – Fairway Buoy to Buoy 1/2;

•

Reach 2 – Buoy 1/2 to Buoy 3/6;

•

Reach 3 – Buoy 3/6 to Buoy 7;

•

Reach 4 – Buoy 7 to Buoy 14;

•

Reach 5 – Buoy 14 to Buoy 16; and,

•

Reach 6 – Buoy 16 to Buoy 17.
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Reach 6
Reach 5
Reach 4

Reach 3

Reach 2

Reach 1

Figure 1: Channel Design Reaches

2.2

Design Vessel

The adopted design vessel corresponded to that used for the OMC channel optimisation assessment
for a ‘16.8m vessel draft’ (OMC, 2015). Relevant specifications of this design vessel comprised:
•

Vessel type: Tanker;

•

159,057 DWT;

•

Beam = 48m;

•

LOA = 274m;

•

LBP = 264m; and

•

Summer Draft = 17.02m.
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2.3

Vessel Speed Profile

The vessel speed profile (refer Figure 2) was provided by OMC and was used in their channel
optimisation assessment. The ‘average’ speed profile was adopted for use in the channel width
assessment.

Figure 2: Vessel Speed Profiles

2.4

Wind Data

Wind data was obtained from MetOcean Solutions who provided annual wind roses for two locations,
at the offshore limit of the shipping channel (refer Figure 3) and at Marsden Point (refer Figure 4). It
should be noted that this data was based on hindcast wind speeds and not measured wind data.
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Figure 3: Annual Wind Rose at Offshore Limit of Shipping Channel (MetOcean Solutions, 2015)

Figure 4: Annual Wind Rose at Marsden Point (MetOcean Solutions, 2015)
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2.5

Wave Data

Wave data from Waverider Alpha (refer Table 1) was provided by OMC. The 99th percentile swell
value of Hs = 2.4m was transformed to the centre of each channel Design Reach using the wave
attenuation factors provided by OMC (refer Table 2). The resultant 99th percentile wave conditions
within each Design Reach are summarised in Table 3.
Table 1: Wave Data from Waverider Alpha (OMC, 2015)

Table 2: Wave Attenuation Factors (OMC, 2015)

th

Table 3: 99 Percentile Wave Conditions

Location

Wave Attenuation Factor

Swell Height (Hs, m)

Reach 1 (centre)

1

2.4

Reach 2 (centre)

0.8

1.9

Reach 3 (centre)

0.36

0.9

Reach 4 (centre)

0.24

0.6

Reach 5 (centre)

0.24

0.6

Reach 6 (centre)

0.24

0.6

2.6

Current Data

Current data for each Design Reach was provided by OMC and is summarised below in Table 4. 99th
percentile values were adopted to characterise the current conditions in each Design Reach. It was
assumed that these values represented longitudinal currents and that cross-currents were “negligible”
(less than 0.2 knots in the PIANC procedure) in all reaches.
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Table 4: Current data (OMC, 2015)

2.7

Channel Design Level

The channel design level adopted corresponded to the 95% access channel design prepared by OMC
for a ‘16.8m Vessel Draft’ in their channel optimisation assessment (OMC, 2015). The minimum level
was determined within each Design Reach and used in the PIANC width assessment.
2.8

Water Level

The water level adopted for the PIANC width assessment was the mean high water neap tide
(+2.32m CD). This was considered to represent an average ‘high water’ access condition for vessels
entering the Port.
2.9

Aids to Navigation

Aids to navigation were characterised as “good” in the PIANC design procedure, which corresponds to
the provision and availability of paired lighted buoys/lighted leading lines, availability of pilots and
DGPS.
2.10 Bottom Surface Condition
The bottom surface condition was characterised as “smooth and soft” in the PIANC design procedure.
2.11 Channel Slope
The channel slope was characterised as having “sloping channel edges and shoals”, which
corresponds to channel batters that are not flatter than 1V:10H.
2.12 Passing
It was assumed that channel would be ‘one-way’ for the design vessel.
3

FINDINGS

The results of the PIANC channel width assessment are summarised in Table 5 and detailed
calculation sheets are provided within Attachment A.
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Table 5: Results of PIANC Channel Width Assessment

4

Reach

Description

Beam Multiplier

PIANC Width (m)

1

Fairway Buoy to Buoy 1/2

4.0

2

Buoy 1/2 to Buoy 3/6

3

Buoy 3/6 to Buoy 7

4

Existing Channel Width (m)
Min.

Max.

192

389

454

4.0

192

200

373

3.7

178

201

429

Buoy 7 to Buoy 14

3.9

187

270

296

5

Buoy 14 to Buoy 16

3.9

187

300

391

6

Buoy 16 to Buoy 17

3.9

187

359

585

CONCLUSIONS

The results in Table 5 indicate that PIANC channel widths for the proposed Suezmax design vessel
range between 178 m (3.7 x beam) and 192 m (4.0 x beam). These widths are all considerably
narrower than the existing buoyed channel in all Design Reaches. As such, dredging (i.e. deepening)
to provide access for the design vessel is unlikely to be required over the full channel area defined by
the existing navigation buoys.
Refinement of the channel width design is possible by:
•

further compartmentalisation of Design Reaches;

•

refinement of metocean input data based on measured data sources (where possible) and
feedback on typical operating conditions from pilots at the Port;

•

optimisation of the channel alignment; and,

•

consideration of bend geometry.

The above findings were presented by RHDHV at a Channel Design Workshop held on 17th April 2015
(refer Attachment B). A record of discussions during the Workshop is contained within the meeting
minutes (refer Attachment C). A summary of the main outcomes from the Workshop that are
relevant to the channel design is provided below:
•

measured wind data at Marsden Point is to be obtained to verify the hindcast wind data
provided by MetOcean Solutions;

•

Refining NZ are to liaise with MetOcean Solutions and OMC to refine the wave attenuation
model and to obtain modelled and measured current data (particularly over the entrance area)
to improve consistency with NorthTugz/pilots observations and confidence in channel design
outcomes; and,

•

realignment of the channel is proposed to improve navigability, particularly through the Home
Point stretch, ‘Option 4’ (refer Figure 5) was considered to be the preferred alignment for
further consideration by the Harbourmaster and NorthTugz/pilots.
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Figure 5: ‘Option 4’ channel alignment
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ATTACHMENT A
PIANC Channel Width Calculations
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Ship Ma noeuvrability

Good

Moderate

Poor

Basic Mano euvring Lane, W sM

1.3 B

1.5 B

1.8 B

W idth f or bank c learance
( W sR a nd/or WaG)

Table 3.4: Basic manoeuvring lane WBM

Widt h

w,

(a) Ve ssel speed v. (kts, with re spect
t o t he water)
v. 2: 12 kts
8 kts s V, < 12 kts
5 kts s v. < 8 kts
(b) Prevalllng cross wind Ve.. (kts)
- mild
Vow < 15 kts
(< Beaufort 4)
- m oderate
15 kts s V,,.,.. < 33 kts
(Beauf ort 4 - Beaufort 7)
- strong
33 kts s v...., < 48 kts
/Beaufort 7 - Beaufort 9)
(c) Prevailing cross-current Vee (kts)
- negligible Voe < 0.2 kts

Vessel
Speed

Oute r Channel
(op e n water)

Inner Channel
(protected water)

fast
mod
slow

0 .1 B
0 .0
0.0

fast
mod
slow

0 .1 B
0 .2 B
0 .3 B

fast
mod
slow

0 .3 B
0.4 B
0 .6 B

fast
mod
slow

0 .5 B
0 .7 B
1.1 B

all

- low
0 .2 kts S Vee < 0.5 kts

fast
mod
slow

0.2 B
0.25 B
0.3 B

0.1 B
0.28
0.3 B

- moderate
0 .5 kts s Vee < 1.5 kls

fast
mod
slow

0 .5 B
0.7 B
1.0 8

0.4 B
0.6B
0.88

- strong
1.5 kts :S Vee < 2.0kts

fast
mod
slow

1.0 B
1.2 8
1.6 B

-

0 .1 B
0.2 8

- stron g
Vic 2: 3 kts

fast
mod
slow

0 .1 B
0 .2 B
0.4 B

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave
height H. (m )
- H. s 1 m
-1 m <H. < 3 m
- H., 2:3m
(f) Aids to Navigation (AtoN)
- exc ellent
-good
-moderate
(g) Bottom surface
- if depth h 2: 1.5 T
- ifdepthh< 1.5 Tthen
- smooth and soft
- rouah and hard
(h) Depth of wat erway h

all
all
all

o.o

(i)

Hiah carao hazard s

0.0

--

0.0
0 .28
0.4 B
0 .0
0 .1 B
0 .2 B
h2: 1.5 T
1.5 T> h 2: 1.25 T
h < 1.25 T

0.0 B
0.1 B
0.2 B

h2: 1.5 T
1.5 T > h <: 1. 15 T
h< 1. 15T

See exolanation in box(i) over1eaf

Table 3. 5: Additional widths Wi for straight channel sections

0 .2
0 .1
0 .0

B
B
B

0 .2
0 .1
0 .0

B
B
B

Sloping channel edges and
shoals

fast
moderate
s low

0 .7
0 .5
0 .3

B
B
B

0 .7
0 .5
0 .3

B
B
B

Steep and hard embankments,
structures

fast
moderate
slow

1.3
1.0
0 .5

B
B
B

1.3
1.0
0 .5

B
B
B

O uter C hannel
o en water

Inner Channe l
rotected water

2.0 B
1 .6 B
1 .2 B

1.8 B
1 .4 B
1.0 B

Table 3. ?: Additional width for passing distance in two-way-traffic WP

0.0

0.0
-0.5 B
- 1.0 B

fast
moderate
slow

Ve ssel speed Vs (knots)
- fast: Vs ~ 12
- moderate: 8 s Vs < 12
- slow: 5 s Vs < 8

(d ) Prev ailing longitud inal current Vic

fast
mod
slow

Gentle underwater channel
slope (1 :10 or less steep)

Widt h for
ass in d istance W.

(kts)

- moderate
1.5 kts s Vic < 3 kts

In n er channel
(pro tec ted w a t e r )

Table 3 .6: Additional w idth for bank clearance W sR and Ws e>

0.0

all

Oute r cha nnel
(ope n wat er)

Note: W sR and W sG are widths on 'red' and 'gree n' sides of channel

0.0

- low
Vic <1.5kts

Vess e l
Speed

0.0 B
0.2 B
0.4 B

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
REACH 1: Fairway Buoy to Buoy 1/2
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
48
274
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

‐18.19 m CD
2.32 m CD
Outer Channel
One‐way
Poor

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 1

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015
MetOcean Solutions hindcast data, Offshore Location, Max. 12m/s

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

6.8 knots

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two‐way" or One‐way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 6kts at Fairway Buoy to 6.8kts at Buoy1/2

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

24 knots

"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Low" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)
(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)
(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)
(f) Aids to Navigation

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)
(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

n/a
n/a
n/a

Comment

0 knots

"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5 Assume cross current is negligible
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots

0 knots

"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots

OMC, 2015 99th percentile current data

"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"

OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data

"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with
availability of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)

PIANC, 2014

2.4 m
Good

n/a

smooth and soft

n/a
20.51 m
1.21 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of PIANC, 2014
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
PIANC, 2014
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
PIANC, 2014
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)
"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and
shoals" or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

PIANC, 2014

Category
1.8 Poor

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)

Source
PIANC, 2014

0.0 Slow

"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.0 Negligible

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.0 Negligible

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.0 Low

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.5 1m<Hs<3m

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.0
192
4.0
192

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
1.15T<=h<1.5T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
REACH 2: Buoy 1/2 to Buoy 3/6
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
48
274
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

‐17.65 m CD
2.32 m CD
Outer Channel
One‐way
Poor

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 2

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015
MetOcean Solutions hindcast data, Offshore Location, Max. 12m/s

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

7.5 knots

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two‐way" or One‐way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 6.8kts at Buoy 1/2 to 7.5kts at Buoy 3/6

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

24 knots

"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Low" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

0 knots

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.32 knots

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)
(f) Aids to Navigation

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)
(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

n/a
n/a
n/a

Comment

1.9 m
Good

n/a

smooth and soft

n/a
19.97 m
1.17 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5 Assume cross current is negligible
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots
"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots

OMC, 2015 99th percentile current data

"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"

OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data

"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with
availability of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)

PIANC, 2014

"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of PIANC, 2014
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
PIANC, 2014
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
PIANC, 2014
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)
"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and
shoals" or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

PIANC, 2014

Category
1.8 Poor

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)

Source
PIANC, 2014

0.0 Slow

"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.0 Negligible

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.0 Negligible

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.0 Low

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.5 1m<Hs<3m

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.0
192
4.0
192

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
1.15T<=h<1.5T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
REACH 3: Buoy 3/6 to Buoy 7
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
48
274
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

‐16.87 m CD
2.32 m CD
Outer Channel
One‐way
Poor

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 3

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015
MetOcean Solutions hindcast data, Marsden Point Location, Max. 12m/s

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

7.5 knots

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two‐way" or One‐way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 7.5kts at Buoy 3/6 to 7.3kts at Buoy 7

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

24 knots

"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Low" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

0 knots

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

1.34 knots

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)
(f) Aids to Navigation

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)
(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

n/a
n/a
n/a

Comment

0.9 m
Good

n/a

smooth and soft

n/a
19.19 m
1.13 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5 Assume cross current is negligible
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots
"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots

OMC, 2015 99th percentile current data

"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"

OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data

"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with
availability of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)

PIANC, 2014

"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of PIANC, 2014
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
PIANC, 2014
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
PIANC, 2014
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)
"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and
shoals" or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

PIANC, 2014

Category
1.8 Poor

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)

Source
PIANC, 2014

0.0 Slow

"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.0 Negligible

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.0 Negligible

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.0 Low

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

3.5
168
3.7
178

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
REACH 4: Buoy 7 to Buoy 14
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
48
274
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

‐16.86 m CD
2.32 m CD
Inner Channel
One‐way
Poor

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 4

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015
MetOcean Solutions hindcast data, Marsden Point Location, Max. 12m/s

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

7.3 knots

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two‐way" or One‐way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 7.3kts at Buoy 7 to 6.8kts at Buoy 14

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

24 knots

"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Low" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

0 knots

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

1.74 knots

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)
(f) Aids to Navigation

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)
(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

n/a
n/a
n/a

Comment

0.6 m
Good

n/a

smooth and soft

n/a
19.18 m
1.13 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5 Assume cross current is negligible
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots
"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots

OMC, 2015 99th percentile current data

"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"

OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data

"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with
availability of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)

PIANC, 2014

"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of PIANC, 2014
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
PIANC, 2014
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
PIANC, 2014
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)
"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and
shoals" or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

PIANC, 2014

Category
1.8 Poor

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)

Source
PIANC, 2014

0.0 Slow

"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.0 Negligible

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.0 Negligible

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.2 Moderate

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

3.7
178
3.9
187

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
REACH 5: Buoy 14 to Buoy 16
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
48
274
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

‐16.71 m CD
2.32 m CD
Inner Channel
One‐way
Poor

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 5

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015
MetOcean Solutions hindcast data, Marsden Point Location, Max. 12m/s

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

6.8 knots

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two‐way" or One‐way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 6.8kts at Buoy 14 to 5.8kts at Buoy 16

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

24 knots

"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Low" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

0 knots

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

1.54 knots

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)
(f) Aids to Navigation

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)
(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

n/a
n/a
n/a

Comment

0.6 m
Good

n/a

smooth and soft

n/a
19.03 m
1.12 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5 Assume cross current is negligible
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots
"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots

OMC, 2015 99th percentile current data

"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"

OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data

"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with
availability of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)

PIANC, 2014

"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of PIANC, 2014
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
PIANC, 2014
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
PIANC, 2014
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)
"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and
shoals" or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

PIANC, 2014

Category
1.8 Poor

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)

Source
PIANC, 2014

0.0 Slow

"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.0 Negligible

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.0 Negligible

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.2 Moderate

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

3.7
178
3.9
187

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
REACH 6: Buoy 16 to Buoy 17
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
48
274
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

‐16.31 m CD
2.32 m CD
Inner Channel
One‐way
Poor

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 6

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015
MetOcean Solutions hindcast data, Marsden Point Location, Max. 12m/s

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

5.8 knots

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two‐way" or One‐way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 5.8kts at Buoy 16 to 2kts at Buoy 17

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

24 knots

"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Low" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

0 knots

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

1.57 knots

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)
(f) Aids to Navigation

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)
(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

n/a
n/a
n/a

Comment

0.6 m
Good

n/a

smooth and soft

n/a
18.63 m
1.09 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5 Assume cross current is negligible
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots
"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots

OMC, 2015 99th percentile current data

"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"

OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data

"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with
availability of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)

PIANC, 2014

"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of PIANC, 2014
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
PIANC, 2014
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
PIANC, 2014
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)
"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and
shoals" or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

PIANC, 2014

Category
1.8 Poor

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)

Source
PIANC, 2014

0.0 Slow

"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.0 Negligible

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.0 Negligible

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.2 Moderate

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

3.7
178
3.9
187

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m
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ROYAL HASKONINGDHV







7,000 staff world wide
Head Office Netherlands
50+ staff Haskoning Australia
Haskoning Australia located in
Sydney, Melbourne, Gold Coast,
Newcastle and Perth
All Haskoning Australia offices
specialising in, maritime, coastal
and estuarine projects
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KEY AREAS OF EXPERTISE












dredging and reclamation including sea disposal
and land disposal
maritime structures (quay walls, wharves, jetties,
dolphins, etc.)
coastal structures (breakwaters, seawalls, rock
pools, beach access including; disability access
and viewing platforms etc.)
marine sediment and water quality testing; coastal
processes and hazard assessment
marinas, small craft facilities and boat launching
ramps
coastal and estuary management planning
environmental assessments and approvals
river and estuary studies
geotechnical engineering
submarine cables
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE

















Port of Hastings Dredge Material Management
Abbot Point Port Development
PWCS Terminal 4 Project
Kooragang K7 Expansion and K8-K10 Project
Sydney Desalination Project Water Delivery Alliance
Port Kembla Outer Harbour Development
Port Kembla Management of Declared Depths Study
Newcastle Port Sea Disposal Permit Applications
Zambezi River Coal Barging Project Pre-Feasibility Study
Mozambique Future Corridors-Greenfield Engineering Study
Port Kembla Coal Terminal Berth 101 Marine EA
INPEX Ichthys LNG Project – Dredging Expert Panel
Newcastle Port ‘Area E’ Review of Environmental Factors
Brisbane Airport – New Parallel Runway Project
New Doha Port Project
Wiggins Island New Coal Terminal
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE














James Point Port Development
Lumsden Point
Esperance Port Expansion Project
Ranobe Sands Export Facility
Tonkolili Iron Ore Project
Pepel Channel Dredging Project
Southdown Magnetite Iron Ore Project
Bunbury Berth 14
Oakajee Port Development
Cape Lambert Port Upgrade
Fremantle Outer Harbour
Newcastle Harbour Channel Improvement Project
Dampier Port Upgrade

(Refer to Handout for Channel Design Specific Experience)
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CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT







PIANC (2014) Harbour Approach Channels – Design
Guidelines supersedes previous 1997 guideline document
Compiled in close co-operation with IAPH (International
Association of Ports & Harbours), IMPA (International
Maritime Pilots Association) and IALA (International
Association of Marine Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse
Authorities)
Channel width assessment is based on determination of
vessel beam multiplier factors from consideration of a range
of navigation, metocean and channel conditions
Approach is suitable for concept design phase and is
subject to refinement by fast-time and/or real-time ship
manoeuvring simulation
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CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
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CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
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CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
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CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT


Existing channel divided into 6 reaches:







Reach 1 – Fairway Buoy to Buoy 1/2
Reach 2 – Buoy 1/2 to Buoy 3/6
Reach 3 – Buoy 3/6 to Buoy 7
Reach 4 – Buoy 7 to Buoy 14
Reach 5 – Buoy 14 to Buoy 16
Reach 6 – Buoy 16 to Buoy 17
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CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT

Reach 6
Reach 5
Reach 4

Reach 3

Reach 2

Reach 1
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CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT


Wind Data (MetOcean Solutions hindcast data)



Offshore (Shipping Channel limit) annual winds used for
reaches 1 & 2
99th percentile wind speed values adopted
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CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT


Wind Data (MetOcean Solutions hindcast data)



Marsden Point annual winds used for reaches 3, 4, 5 & 6
99th percentile wind speed values adopted
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CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT



Current Data (OMC, 2015)
99th percentile current velocity values adopted
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CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT




Wave Data (OMC, 2015)
99th percentile swell value from Waverider Alpha adopted
Attenuation factors used to transform waves to Reaches
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CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT


Design Vessel:
−
−
−
−
−
−





Tanker
159,057 DWT
Beam = 48m
LOA = 274m
LBP = 264m
Draft = 17.02m

Channel Design Level = minimum design level within each
Reach corresponding to OMC 95% access
Water level: mean high water neap tide used as high water
access condition
Passing: One-way
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CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT


PIANC Channel Type:







Reach 1,2 = “Outer Channel”
Reach 3,4,5,6 = “Inner Channel”

Vessel Manoeuvrability: “Poor” (tankers/bulk carriers)
Cross Wind: “Low” 15kts<Vcw<33kts
Cross Current: “negligible” in all reaches
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CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT


Vessel Speed Profile:


“average” speed profile adopted from OMC (2015)
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CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT


Longitudinal Current





Wave Height:







Reach 1,2,3 = “Low” Vlc<1.5kts
Reach 4,5,6 = “Moderate” 1.5kts<Vlc<3kts
Reach 1,2 = 1m<Hs<3m
Reach 3,4,5,6 = Hs<1m

Aids to Navigation: “Good” (paired lighted buoys/lighted
leading lines, availability of pilots and DGPS)
Bottom Surface: “smooth and soft”
Channel Slope “sloping channel edges and shoals”
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CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
Reach

Beam Multiplier

PIANC Width
(m)

Existing Fairway Width (m)
Min.

Max.

1

4.0

192

389

454

2

4.0

192

200

373

3

3.7

178

201

429

4

3.9

187

270

296

5

3.9

187

300

391

6

3.9

187

359

585
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CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
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COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT
Location

LOA
(m)

B (m)

DWT
(tonnes)

Channel
Width (m)

Factor

Gladstone

315

55

220,000+

180

3.3 B

Newcastle

300

50

-

175

3.5 B

Parker Point

-

55

350,000

170

3.1 B

Cape Lambert

-

55

323,000

210

3.8 B

Port Hedland

340

55

260,000

183-229

3.3-4.2 B

Albany (planned)

300

50

180,000

195-210

3.9-4.2 B

(Source: CMST, 2006)
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CHANNEL WIDTH DESIGN STAGE


Concept Design:
•
•
•



Empirical Methods used (e.g. PIANC)
Initial assessment for straight channel sections (this work)
Further consideration for channel bend allowances

Detailed Design
•

Fast-time navigation simulation models
o multiple runs and ship types used to identify critical cases for
further assessment, suitable for feasibility stage studies, portable
- can be done at client offices

•

Real-time navigation simulation models
o Focus on critical and emergency cases, used for final design,
fixed - must be done at specialist facility (e.g. AMC)

•

Physical model investigations
o rarely used (for navigation assessments)
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CURRENT ALIGNMENT (OPTION 1)

~ 0.9km
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PIANC (2014) RECOMMENDATION


Between bends




Distance ≥ 5*Lmax
Lmax = 274m
Distance ≥ 1.37km

Straight channel sections are preferable
to curved ones and the designer should
strive for an alignment consisting of a
series of straight sections connected by
smooth bends, where necessary,
without abrupt angles (see Figure 3.3).
Individual sections may have different
widths and depths and be navigated at
different speeds.
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HP REALIGN – INSIDE F/WAY (OPTION 2)

~ 1.3km
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HP REALIGN – OUTSIDE F/WAY (OPTION 3)

~ 1.6km
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CONCLUSIONS







Current straight section at Home Point is well under
PIANC (2014) recommendations and would lead to
difficult navigational conditions at a very critical
location
PIANC (2014) would recommend at least 1.3-1.4km
between channel bends for proposed design ship
Realignment within the existing fairway could achieve
~1.3km straight section (just under recommendation)
Realignment just outside existing fairway could
achieve ~1.7km (well above recommendation)
Consider re-locating and re-assigning Buoy 7 as
Cardinal Mark (marking hazard)
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HP REALIGN – REMOVE KINKS (OPTION 4)

~ 1.6km
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HASKONING AUSTRALIA
MARITIME & WATERWAYS

Minutes
Present

:

Dave Martin (DM) - Refining NZ
Mike Swords (MS) - Refining NZ
Jim Lyle (JL) – Harbourmaster
Jon Moore (JM) – Northport
Greg Blomfield (GB) – Northport
Tom Greig (TG) – NorthTugz/pilots
George Walkinshaw (GW) - NorthTugz/pilots
Andrew Baker (AB) - NorthTugz/pilots
Richard Mocke (RM) - RHDHV

Absent
Date
Copy
Our reference

:
:
:
:

Subject

:

1

17/04/15
All present, Chris Simmons (ChanceryGreen)
Meeting Minutes_Refining NZ Channel Design
Workshop_17Apr15_revC
Refining NZ - Channel Design Workshop

Introduction

The following minutes were recorded during Refining NZ’s Channel Design Workshop held in
association with representatives from Refining NZ, Whangarei Harbourmaster, Northport,
NorthTugz/pilots and RHDHV on 17th April 2015 at Refining NZ boardroom, Marsden Point.
DM from Refining NZ (RNZ) commenced by providing a brief background to the project and work
undertaken to date, specifically that completed by OMC considering 3 different design ship
depths Following general introductions to all present, DM introduced RM from Royal
HaskoningDHV (RHDHV) who has been appointed to assist RNZ in regards to the dredging,
disposal and channel design aspects of the project.
RM provided a brief background of RHDHV’s capabilities and previous project experience across
Australasia and oversees on multiple port development/dredging/disposal/reclamation projects.
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RM

All workshop participants
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Final Issue

RM
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RM also provided a handout of their specific channel design experience across a number of
projects and the tasks that had been undertaken on those projects.
DM went on to invite those present to provide any specific comments in regards to navigational
issues at the port, prior to getting into the channel design work in detail, to include any
discussions around the following points:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Approaches to Fairway Buoy and passage into (and/or out of) port facilities
Any particular limiting conditions that exist (winds, waves, directions, etc)
Both challenging and more straightforward sections of the channel
Pinch points, geographical features controlling navigation (Home point, Muir bank, etc)
Procedure for escort and turning of vessels
Procedure for attaching and detaching tug lines
Procedure for passing traffic

GW provided most of the feedback in this discussion, the main points being:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2

The current tugs were capable of push/pull only and were not escort tugs and, therefore,
would have some limited ability to control very large ships
Transiting Fairway and Jetty approach were not a problem
The critical section of the existing channel was from Buoy 3/6 through to Buoy 16.
Navigating around Buoy 5 also provided a number of navigational challenges
On a good ebb tide may have to add 4 to 5 degrees to course setting
Generally run slow at shoal, speed up and then slow again at 3/6 buoy
Typically, tugs will meet the ship at Buoy 4 (weather dependent)
During departure, tugs will assist with swinging the ship off the berth and then run with
the ship as far as Buoy 7
No ship passing was undertaken for any vessels under pilotage operations (smaller
vessels may pass in the channel)
Limiting conditions from winds were in the order of 30 knots, above which transits were
not undertaken, although wind gusts could get up after a go decision had been made
Similarly with swell, conditions above Hs=2.5m, however normally the DUKC system
would restrict transits anyway at and above this height

Preliminary channel design

RM proceeded to discuss the preliminary channel design that had been undertaken using the
PIANC (2014) method:
•
•
•
•

PIANC (2014) Harbour Approach Channels – Design Guidelines supersedes previous
1997 guideline document
Compiled in close co-operation with IAPH (International Association of Ports & Harbours),
IMPA (International Maritime Pilots Association) and IALA (International Association of
Marine Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse Authorities)
Channel width assessment is based on determination of vessel beam (B) multiplier
factors from consideration of a range of navigation, metocean and channel conditions
Approach is suitable for concept design phase and is subject to refinement by fast-time
and/or real-time ship manoeuvring simulation
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RM presented wind data that had been provided by Metocean Solutions Ltd (MSL) who are
providing metocean design services for the project. The data presented showed the prevailing
wind directions from the W-SW which was questioned by GW who felt that the winds from the E
were generally more prevalent. RM noted that the data appeared to show that whilst the winds
from the W-SW were more persistent, it appeared that the winds from the E were generally
stronger.
TG asked about the source of the data to which RM said that it appeared to be hindcast data. DM
noted that wind data was collected at Marsden Point. RM said he did not know if this data was
available and would follow up with MSL if it can be obtained.
[Action#1: RM to contact MSL to obtain measured wind data at Marsden Point]
RM then presented the current and wave data that had been provided by OMC. The current data
(primarily due to tidal streams) along the channel appeared realistic (up to 2 knots) but GW
suggested that it could be higher in places, including around Home Point. He also noted that
there can be higher cross currents between Buoys 1/2 and 3/6 during ebb and flood stream tides
than that which OMC had noted.
RM noted that increases in cross currents had a much greater impact on channel width
requirements than a similar increase in longitudinal (or along channel) currents and that this
would certainly be worth investigating further. There was a general discussion and it was noted
that there did not seem to be any tidal stream current measurements or previous
hydrodynamic/current modelling studies for the channel. DM noted that MSL would be looking
into this further and that he would discuss options with MSL to obtain measured and modelled
tidal stream current data, particularly over the section identified as presenting more challenging
cross-current conditions.
[Action#2: DM to discuss with MSL to provide modelled and measured current data, particularly
over the entrance area to improve confident in channel design outcomes]
The wave data presented appeared to be an accurate reflection of the maximum offshore wave
conditions. RM explained that OMC had provided attenuation factors such that the inner channel
wave heights were about 24% off the offshore wave heights. TG noted that there had been some
issues with the DUKC allowing passage offshore but not inshore and he felt that the wave
attenuation was greater than that assumed by OMC. DM noted that MSL will also be
investigating this and the information could be passed onto OMC to update their DUKC system,
once available.
[Action#3: DM to liaise with MSL and OMC in regards to providing a more accurate wave
attenuation model outputs once this work had been complete]
RM then went on to discuss the method in which PIANC (2014) factors are calculated and also
handed out a sheet describing how the factors were calculated based on factors including:
• Ship manoeuvrability
• Prevailing winds, waves and currents (longitudinal and cross currents)
• Vessel speed
• Nature of seabed and channel banks
• Navigation aids; and
• Waterway depth
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RM noted that PIANC (2014) assumes that ships are manoeuvred under their own propulsion –
i.e. without the assistance of tugs. The results indicated a recommended channel width of 4.0*B
along the outer channel section and 3.9*B along the inner channel, where Buoy 3/6 marks the
approximate division between the inner and outer channels.
RM also presented results from other ports (in Australia) that regularly handle similar sized
vessels. These indicated some were operating as low as 3.1-3.5*B but he noted that was likely
due to the pressure to handle larger ships into existing channels (which would probably require
more towage capacity to handle these vessels). Channels being upgraded or for more recent port
developments were more in the range of 3.9-4.2+*B, depending on the factors occurring at the
site.
GW asked about vessels departing in ballast which were more subject to more significant
windage and surface currents and, hence, more difficult to control. RM noted that it was possible
(and recommended) to determine both laden and ballast cases but, in his experience the laden
case tended to be the controlling factor for channel design. [Post meeting note: RM investigated
why this had been the case on the projects he had undertaken and found that the ballast draft
had been less than the natural seabed depth at the exposed locations where this had been the
case, hence the channel was effectively unconfined – or partly confined with the ballast ship draft
further up the dredge profile where it is wider].
3

Preliminary channel alignment

RM produced a plan showing the required dredge channel width within the existing channel and
following the existing channel alignment. This included five changes in channel alignment. He
then explained that PIANC (2014) also recommended a minimum length of channel between
bends of 5*Lmax, which for the 274m design vessel would work out to be around 1.37km.
RM noted that through the critical Home Point stretch, the current channel was around 0.9km
maximum – probably less once taking off the curved sections between this straight section. With
such a distance, PIANC (2014) would note that it would be likely to experience significant
navigational issues, which appears to be the case at this time.
RM then presented an alternative to straighten up the Home Point section within the existing
channel/fairway which would bring this stretch up to around maximum 1.3km (Option 2) and
another to move the channel outside of Buoy 8 which could achieve a straight section of up to
1.6km (Option 3).
TG and GW felt that this option (Option 3) would help to improve navigational conditions,
however some improvements to the existing leads may be required. They also noted that in order
to align the ships along the (narrower) channel, a bouy further out from the current Fairway Buoy
may be required to ensure that any ships do not “cut corners”.
Some further discussion was held in regards to simplifying the channel around buoys 14-16 and,
as a result, a further option (Option 4) was developed. This option was considered the preferred
by the Harbourmaster and NorthTugz/pilots to take forward for further consideration.
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4

Next Steps

RM noted that PIANC (2014) recommended the following steps in regards to channel design:




Concept Design:
• Empirical Methods used (e.g. PIANC)
• Initial assessment for straight channel sections (this work, now completed)
• Further consideration/allowances for channel bends, turning and berthing areas
Detailed Design
• Fast-time navigation simulation models (FTS)
o multiple runs and ship types used to identify critical cases for further
assessment, suitable for feasibility stage studies, portable - can be done
at design or client offices
• Real-time navigation simulation models (RTS)
o Focus on critical and emergency cases, used for final design, fixed - must
be done at specialist facility (e.g. AMC)
• Physical model investigations
o rarely used (for navigation assessments)

DM said he was conscious that JL would be away for some time and that they would like to be
able to progress with the design work in his absence but not without his approval. DM asked if it
would be possible to, say, complete the concept design and (if undertaken) the FTS as the timing
of that work is likely to be during his absence. A report would be prepared on completion of this
work.
JL said he would be comfortable with that arrangement as he realised he was going to be away
for some time and agreed that the project needs to progress. He said that RNZ should work
closely with the pilots to develop the channel design. DM confirmed this would be the case and,
also, any finalisation of the design would also only take place with RTS which would only occur
after the Harbourmaster had returned from leave. It was all agreed that this seemed the best
approach to keep the project progressing.
[Action#4: DM to liaise with pilots to develop channel design and then provide report to
Harbourmaster on outcomes for his review and prior to final design]
5

Dredging and Disposal

JM asked about the proposed dredging and disposal options that RNZ were considering. DM
explained that they had advice from their environmental experts in regards to offshore disposal
options and that three sites were under consideration: one in Bream Bay close to the dredging;
and a further two in deeper water offshore. Sampling and modelling would be undertaken to
assess the site. DM noted that RNZ also aware of Northport’s desire for an onshore option,
although would likely incur additional costs. He also explained that RNZ would still pursue
offshore disposal options in the event that landside disposal alone was not of a sufficient
quantity, not possible/achievable in the timeframe available and/or unsuitable material was
encountered.
JM noted that they were concerned about any dredge spoil making its way back into the channel
over time and also that they had a preference to be able to use it for their own facility as they had
consent to expand but no sand available to do so. RM asked about the volume of sand they
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could accommodate. GB said that they could probably take a smaller volume right now (say 100200,000m3) at the existing area but, with a bund around the expansion area, probably
accommodate around 1Mm3. JM suggested that Northport may be in a position to financially
contribute to the project to obtain this sand and suggested future commercial discussions were
needed to be held at an appropriate time.
JM also noted that the current shoal patch appeared very stable and suggested that the
modelling should be able to show why this is so and any impact due to dredging and disposal.
[Action#5: DM to liaise with JM/GB in regards to the option to use dredge material for Northport
reclamation]
GB noted that their surveyors had suggested that a few of the high spots in the outer channel
could be due to the existence of harder material. DM said that they would investigate this further
with their geomorphology experts.
[Action#6: DM to discuss the possible existence of harder materials along the outer channel with
RNZ geomorphology experts]

After some further general discussions, the meeting concluded

6

Follow up Actions

No
1
2

Who
RM
DM

3

DM

4

DM

5

DM

6

DM

What
Contact MSL to obtain measured wind data at Marsden Point
Discuss with MSL to provide modelled and measured current
data, particularly over the entrance area to improve confident in
channel design outcomes
Liaise with MSL and OMC in regards to providing a more accurate
wave attenuation model outputs once this work had been
complete
Liaise with pilots to develop channel design and then provide
report to Harbourmaster on outcomes for his review and prior to
final design
Liaise with Northport in regards to the option to use dredge
material for their reclamation areas
Discuss the possible existence of harder materials along the outer
channel with RNZ geomorphology experts
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ASAP
ASAP

On completion
of wave
modelling
During
concept/initial
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During
concept/initial
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ASAP
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APPENDIX B: PIANC Channel Design Calculations

12 November 2016

RNZ CHANNEL DESIGN

M&APA1028R002D08

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 2 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 1: Fairway Buoy to Buoy 1/2
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
48
274
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-18.19 m CD
2.32 m CD
Outer Channel
One-way
Poor

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 1

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015
PIANC, 2014

6.8 knots

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 6kts at Fairway Buoy to 6.8kts at Buoy 1/2

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

20 knots

"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots

Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

0.3 knots

"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.4 knots

"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

2.4 m

"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"

OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

(f) Aids to Navigation

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)

n/a
n/a
n/a

Comment

Good

n/a

smooth and soft

n/a
20.51 m
1.21 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015

"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability PIANC, 2014
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)

Source
PIANC, 2014

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

0.0 Slow

"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.0 Low

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.5 1m<Hs<3m

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.3
206
4.3
206

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
1.15T<=h<1.5T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 2 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 2: Buoy 1/2 to Buoy 3/6
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
48
274
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-17.65 m CD
2.32 m CD
Outer Channel
One-way
Poor

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 2

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015
PIANC, 2014

7.5 knots

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 6.8kts at Buoy 1/2 to 7.5kts at Buoy 3/6

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

20 knots

"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots

Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

0.3 knots

"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.4 knots

"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

1.9 m

"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"

OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

(f) Aids to Navigation

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)

n/a
n/a
n/a

Comment

Good

n/a

smooth and soft

n/a
19.97 m
1.17 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015

"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability PIANC, 2014
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)

Source
PIANC, 2014

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

0.0 Slow

"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.0 Low

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.5 1m<Hs<3m

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.3
206
4.3
206

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
1.15T<=h<1.5T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 2 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 3: Buoy 3/6 to Buoy 7
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
48
274
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-16.87 m CD
2.32 m CD
Outer Channel
One-way
Poor

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 3

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015
PIANC, 2014

7.5 knots

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 7.5kts at Buoy 3/6 to 7.3kts at Buoy 7

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

20 knots

"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots

Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

0.3 knots

"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

1.3 knots

"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.9 m

"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"

OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

(f) Aids to Navigation

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)

n/a
n/a
n/a

Comment

Good

n/a

smooth and soft

n/a
19.19 m
1.13 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015

"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability PIANC, 2014
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)

Source
PIANC, 2014

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

0.0 Slow

"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.0 Low

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

3.8
182
4.0
192

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 2 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 4: Buoy 7 to Buoy 14
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
48
274
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-16.86 m CD
2.32 m CD
Inner Channel
One-way
Poor

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 4

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015
PIANC, 2014

7.3 knots

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 7.3kts at Buoy 7 to 6.8kts at Buoy 14

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

20 knots

"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots

Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

0.5 knots

"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

1.5 knots

"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.6 m

"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"

OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

(f) Aids to Navigation

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)

n/a
n/a
n/a

Comment

Good

n/a

smooth and soft

n/a
19.18 m
1.13 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015

"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability PIANC, 2014
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)

Source
PIANC, 2014

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

0.0 Slow

"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.2 Moderate

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.0
192
4.2
202

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 2 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 5: Buoy 14 to Buoy 16
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
48
274
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-16.69 m CD
2.32 m CD
Inner Channel
One-way
Poor

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 5

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015
PIANC, 2014

6.8 knots

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 6.8kts at Buoy 14 to 5.8kts at Buoy 16

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

20 knots

"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots

Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

0.7 knots

"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

1.5 knots

"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.6 m

"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"

OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

(f) Aids to Navigation

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)

n/a
n/a
n/a

Comment

Good

n/a

smooth and soft

n/a
19.01 m
1.12 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015

"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability PIANC, 2014
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)

Source
PIANC, 2014

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

0.0 Slow

"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

1.0 Moderate

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.8 Moderate

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.2 Moderate

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.7
226
4.7
226

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 2 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 6: Buoy 16 to Buoy 17
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
48
274
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-16.31 m CD
2.32 m CD
Inner Channel
One-way
Poor

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 6

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015
PIANC, 2014

5.8 knots

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 5.8kts at Buoy 16 to 2kts at Buoy 17

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

20 knots

"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots

Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

0.7 knots

"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

1.5 knots

"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.6 m

"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"

OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

(f) Aids to Navigation

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)

n/a
n/a
n/a

Comment

Good

n/a

smooth and soft

n/a
18.63 m
1.09 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015

"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability PIANC, 2014
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)

Source
PIANC, 2014

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

0.0 Slow

"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

1.0 Moderate

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.8 Moderate

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.2 Moderate

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.7
226
4.7
226

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

BEND GEOMETRY
OPTION 2 CHANNEL DESIGN
Bend No. Entry Channel Heading
(deg. from North)
1
321
2
345
3
9

Exit Channel Heading
(deg. from North)
345
9
301

* 5 x LOA recommended, Table 3.8 PIANC 2014
^ Eqn. 3-5 PIANC 2014
" Eqn. 3-6 PIANC 2014

Vessel Beam Vessel LOA Bend Radius*
(m)
(m)
(m)
48
274
1370
48
274
1370
48
274
800

Entry Channel Width
(m)
210
190
200

Draft Angle Width^
(m)
12.2
12.2
20.9

Response Time Width"
(m)
19.2
19.2
19.2

Bend Width
(m)
240
230
270

Exit Channel Width
(m)
190
200
230

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 4 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 1: Fairway Buoy to Buoy 1/2
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
48
274
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-18.19 m CD
2.32 m CD
Outer Channel
One-way
Poor

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 1

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015
PIANC, 2014

6.8 knots

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 6kts at Fairway Buoy to 6.8kts at Buoy 1/2

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

20 knots

"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots

Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

0.3 knots

"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.4 knots

"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

2.4 m

"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"

OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

(f) Aids to Navigation

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)

n/a
n/a
n/a

Comment

Good

n/a

smooth and soft

n/a
20.51 m
1.21 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015

"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability PIANC, 2014
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)

Source
PIANC, 2014

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

0.0 Slow

"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.0 Low

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.5 1m<Hs<3m

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.3
206
4.3
206

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
1.15T<=h<1.5T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 4 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 2: Buoy 1/2 to Buoy 3/6
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
48
274
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-17.65 m CD
2.32 m CD
Outer Channel
One-way
Poor

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 2

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015
PIANC, 2014

7.5 knots

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 6.8kts at Buoy 1/2 to 7.5kts at Buoy 3/6

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

20 knots

"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots

Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

0.3 knots

"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.4 knots

"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

1.9 m

"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"

OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

(f) Aids to Navigation

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)

n/a
n/a
n/a

Comment

Good

n/a

smooth and soft

n/a
19.97 m
1.17 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015

"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability PIANC, 2014
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)

Source
PIANC, 2014

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

0.0 Slow

"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.0 Low

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.5 1m<Hs<3m

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.3
206
4.3
206

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
1.15T<=h<1.5T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 4 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 3: Buoy 3/6 to Buoy 7
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
48
274
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-16.87 m CD
2.32 m CD
Outer Channel
One-way
Poor

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 3

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015
PIANC, 2014

7.5 knots

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 7.5kts at Buoy 3/6 to 7.3kts at Buoy 7

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

20 knots

"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots

Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

0.7 knots

"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

1.3 knots

"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.9 m

"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"

OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

(f) Aids to Navigation

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)

n/a
n/a
n/a

Comment

Good

n/a

smooth and soft

n/a
19.19 m
1.13 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015

"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability PIANC, 2014
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)

Source
PIANC, 2014

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

0.0 Slow

"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

1.0 Moderate

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.8 Moderate

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.0 Low

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.5
216
4.5
216

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 4 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 4: Buoy 7 to Buoy 14
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
48
274
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-16.86 m CD
2.32 m CD
Inner Channel
One-way
Poor

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 4

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015
PIANC, 2014

7.3 knots

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 7.3kts at Buoy 7 to 6.8kts at Buoy 14

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

20 knots

"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots

Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

0.3 knots

"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

1.5 knots

"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.6 m

"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"

OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

(f) Aids to Navigation

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)

n/a
n/a
n/a

Comment

Good

n/a

smooth and soft

n/a
19.18 m
1.13 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015

"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability PIANC, 2014
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)

Source
PIANC, 2014

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

0.0 Slow

"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.2 Moderate

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.0
192
4.2
202

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 4 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 5: Buoy 14 to Buoy 16
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
48
274
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-16.69 m CD
2.32 m CD
Inner Channel
One-way
Poor

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 5

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015
PIANC, 2014

6.8 knots

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 6.8kts at Buoy 14 to 5.8kts at Buoy 16

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

20 knots

"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots

Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

0.7 knots

"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

1.5 knots

"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.6 m

"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"

OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

(f) Aids to Navigation

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)

n/a
n/a
n/a

Comment

Good

n/a

smooth and soft

n/a
19.01 m
1.12 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015

"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability PIANC, 2014
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)

Source
PIANC, 2014

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

0.0 Slow

"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

1.0 Moderate

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.8 Moderate

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.2 Moderate

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.7
226
4.7
226

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 4 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 6: Buoy 16 to Buoy 17
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
48
274
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-16.31 m CD
2.32 m CD
Inner Channel
One-way
Poor

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 6

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015
PIANC, 2014

5.8 knots

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 5.8kts at Buoy 16 to 2kts at Buoy 17

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

20 knots

"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots

Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

0.7 knots

"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

1.5 knots

"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.6 m

"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"

OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

(f) Aids to Navigation

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)

n/a
n/a
n/a

Comment

Good

n/a

smooth and soft

n/a
18.63 m
1.09 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015

"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability PIANC, 2014
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)

Source
PIANC, 2014

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

0.0 Slow

"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

1.0 Moderate

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.8 Moderate

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.2 Moderate

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.7
226
4.7
226

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

BEND GEOMETRY
OPTION 4 CHANNEL DESIGN
Bend No. Entry Channel Heading
Exit Channel Heading
(deg. from North)
(deg. from North)
1
321
6
2
0
301
* 5 x LOA recommended, Table 3.8 PIANC 2014
^ Eqn. 3-5 PIANC 2014
" Eqn. 3-6 PIANC 2014

Vessel Beam Vessel LOA Bend Radius*
(m)
(m)
(m)
48
274
1370
48
274
530

Entry Channel Width
(m)
210
200

Draft Angle Width^
(m)
12.2
31.5

Response Time Width"
(m)
19.2
19.2

Bend Width
(m)
250
280

Exit Channel Width
(m)
220
230
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Executive Summary
This desktop simulation study was undertaken from 27 to 31 July 2015 and from 29 to 30
September in support of the proposed approach channel realignment and deepening to
accept 16.8 metre draft vessels on arrival at Marsden Point for Refining New Zealand
Limited (RNZ).
The study looked at the feasibility of four different channel designs (denoted Option 2,
Option 4, Option 4-2 and Option 5) for a number of typical vessels that currently utilise the
port, in addition to the design ship, being a Suezmax Class Oil Tanker having a length overall
(LOA) of 274m, beam of 48m and draft of 16.8 m.
The study found that:
•

All channel designs were feasible with operational limitations up to a 30 knot wind and
slack tide high water arrival of the design ship, following current operational procedures
for the port.

•

The Option 4 channel designs are preferred by the pilots as they provide a simpler
approach through the critical turn area in the vicinity of buoy 14. This allows the pilots
to execute a constant radius turn which is easily monitored. It also provides more sea
room for all departing vessels to clear the rocky outcrop at Home Point safely,
particularly during ebb tides and strong offshore winds. Simulated scenarios outside
current operational procedures were carried out by the pilots in full spring flood and
ebb tides with the design ship in ballast to look at all possible worse case scenarios.
Following a historical near grounding involving a larger vessel, operational parameters
are currently in place to ensure Suezmax size vessels are not sailed on ebb tides. The
pilots wished to test the design ship in ballast on full ebb tides to fully test the channel
designs under the widest possible parameters. Of the two designs, the Option 4-2 was
considered the optimum as it allows the most sea room for the arriving vessel and has a
larger radius of turn in the channel alignment for both arrival and departure vessels.
Greater sea room and improved bend radius significantly improves existing channel
safety margins especially under adverse weather conditions.

•

Minimal realignment of existing navigational buoys is necessary with all channel designs.

•

An improvement in the existing leading sector light and buoy lights will be necessary to
properly indicate navigable water in the approach channel from the fairway buoy to
buoys 3/6.

•

Existing tugs are capable of handling the design ship under normal operational
conditions.

•

Existing operational tug procedures for departing vessels need to be reinforced for all
channel designs.

•

Existing tugs under the simulated emergency scenarios in this study raise some potential
issues which may require further investigation /analysis as part of separate risk /safety
review.

•

The proposed channel design alignments will potentially assist in an emergency scenario
by providing more searoom.
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1

INTRODUCTION

This simulation study was conducted at Marsden Point in the offices of NorthTugz at
Marsden Point from 27 to 31 July 2015. A second round of simulation was conducted in
Melbourne in the office of Be-Software from 29 to 30 September 2015.
The study is required for the proposed expansion of the port to receive deeper draft
Suezmax Oil Tankers, to 16.8 metres draft. The proposed expansion will involve dredging
and buoyage realignment in the approach channel to Northport and the oil berths at the
RNZ Marsden Point facility. The design ship for this study is a Suezmax Oil Tanker with an
LOA of 274m and a beam of 48m and a draft of 16.8m, noting that this class of ship
periodically visits Marsden Point but is part loaded with a maximum 14.7m draft.
The first three days of the simulation study were used to validate two different channel
designs (denoted as Option 2 and Option 4) and the next two days were used to investigate
berthing and tug utilisations and emergency response measures in the new channel designs.
In the second round of simulation, 29 to 30 September, two additional channels designs
(Option 4-2 and Option 5) were validated. Additional berthing simulation was done to
investigate a new berth pocket and further emergency response measures were tested in
the two new additional channel designs.
The Option 2 channel alignment closely matched the current channel alignment to Marsden
Point, keeping within the existing navigation buoys, except at buoy No 11 which was slightly
relocated to accommodate the recommended channel design guidelines.
The Option 4 channel alignment also matched, in general, the current alignment except with
the purpose of reducing the number of alignments and bends, again in order to meet
preferred design standards. This required the relocation of the existing No 8, No 12 and No
11 buoys.
The Option 4-2 channel alignment is similar to Option 4 but takes advantage of some deeper
water on the inside of Buoy No 14 and also the possibility to move the N-S channel
alignment slightly to the east so as the eastern edge of the dredge channel coincided with
Buoy No 7. By making these amendments, a Radius=800m bend around the (now relocated)
No 14 buoy is possible. This is a significant improvement in the radius of bend available in
Option 4 (Radius=580m). This alignment also eliminates the need for any dredging along the
edge of the bank between Buoy 16 and 18. To achieve the Option 4-2 alignment required the
relocation of the existing No 3, No 8, No18, No 14, No 12 and No 11 buoys.
The Option 5 channel alignment involved a movement of the N-S channel alignment further
to the east. This will require dredging in the vicinity of Home Point. It is designed to
eliminate all dredging adjacent on the western side of the channel at the expense of
dredging on the eastern side at Home Point. This required the relocation of the existing No 7
and No 12 buoys.
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2

AIMS OF THE STUDY

The desktop simulation study aimed to:
•

Investigate the implications for navigation safety and changes to buoyage necessary for
the arrival of a Suezmax class vessel of draft 16.8 metres utilising all channel designs
Option 2, Option 4, Option 4-2 or Option 5 in the proposed realignment and deepening
of the approach channel to RNZ Marsden Point Crude Oil Berth.

•

Confirm that other current shipping to Refining NZ and Northport facilities would be
able to continue to safely navigate the channel design options.
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STUDY PARTICIPANTS

Royal HaskoningDHV:
Matt Potter
Refining New Zealand RNZ:
Dave Martin (Business Opportunities Manager)
NorthTugz Pilots:
George Walkinshaw
Kirit Barot
Hugh Pevy
Tom Greig
Andrew Baker
Harbourmaster:
Jim Lyle
NorthTugz Tugmaster:
Simon Noakes
Be Software:
Bruce Goodchild
In addition, other representatives from RNZ, Northport, NorthTugz, COLL and BP together
with the Deputy Harbourmaster also attended some of the simulation.
In Melbourne, the simulation was run by Bruce Goodchild with linkage via the internet to
the other participants in particular Kirit Barot and Richard Mocke.
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SIMULATOR OVERVIEW

Be-Software provided portable simulation equipment to undertake this study at the
NorthTugz offices at Marsden Point. It also provided the simulation equipment via internet
from its’ Melbourne office.
The desktop simulation incorporated an instrument console and vision display covering 200
degrees of horizontal field of view displayed on 36” TV monitors. Vision could also be
aligned via a camera control which allowed the pilot to move position to any location on the
bridge or wing of the ship.
The instrument console incorporated ARPA radar and manoeuvring displays showing speeds,
engine RPM, rudder angle and rate of turn. Real instrumentation was provided for the
steering and telegraph units.
An instructor display was positioned alongside the instrument console and vision display to
allow one or two man operation of the system. The instructor station doubled as the
electronic chart system which showed the different channel options and associated
bathymetry, topography and wharf structures. A remote instructor station was used for
recording of simulation runs and editing of hydrodynamic, visual and environmental models.
The system was operated in real time and accelerated mode (i.e. 2 times real time)
The software used for the project was a Lanterna Ship handling System which was
specifically developed for research studies and pilot training. Details on the Be software
package are available on the website www.be-software.net.

NorthTugz Pilots attending the Desktop Simulation in New Zealand
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Captain Kirit Barot MV Asia Pearl 2nd August 2015

Simulation View via Internet from Melbourne
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AREA MODEL AND CHANNEL DESIGNS

A basic Marsden Point area model was developed to provide a visual scene and incorporate
the new channel designs. The new channel designs were titled Option 2, Option 4, Option 42 and Option 5.
From the base Marsden model, new area models were constructed for the simulation as
follows:
MODEL ID

DESCRIPTION

CHANNEL ID

Marsden

Existing Approach Channel

Existing

Marsden2

Option 2 alignment within existing buoyage

Option 2

Marsden4

Option 4 optimum alignment

Option 4

Marsden4a

Revised Option 4 optimum alignment

Option 4.2

Marsden5

Option 5 alignment (shifted east)

Option 5

Throughout the Report, for ease of reference, each channel design will be identified by the
names in the third column (i.e. Channel ID).
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6

ENVIRONMENTAL DATA

Environmental data inputs for the simulation were provided through Royal HaskoningDHV.
6.1

Tidal Streams

Tidal stream patterns were based on Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) current
measurements.
Tidal streams were modelled on the basis of a 25 metre grid spacing with an updated tidal
vector provided for every 15 minutes. The simulator was able to interpret the tidal stream at
six minutes intervals over the operational area from the Fairway buoy to the Crude Berth.
Tidal stream data was identical through the five channel designs - Existing, Option 2, Option
4, Option 4-2 and Option 5.
6.2

Wave Models

Wave data was obtained from the underkeel clearance modelling previously undertaken by
OMC International (2015) and comprised wave percentile data from the Alpha waverider
buoy and estimated wave attenuation factors at different points along the approach channel
alignment.
Each simulation was carried out in a multiple wave environment. Swell waves varied from
2.0 m Hs with a 22 second period to 1.0 m Hs with a 13 second period at the wave rider
buoy. Wave direction was uniformly at a bearing of 090 (i.e. East). Swell height varied within
the model area based upon OMC wave attenuation data. Swell waves progressively
diminished into the inner harbour as per the OMC model to a minimum of 0.24 of the value
at the wave rider buoy.
In addition, for each wind condition a wind wave of height 0.3m to 0.5 m with a period of 6
to 7 seconds was used. The direction and height of wave depended on wind force and
direction.
6.3

Wind Forces

Winds were stipulated as steady or gusting for each simulated run. Wind speeds varied from
15 to 30 knots. Gusts varied in intensity by 20% with a 20 degree spread in direction. Wind
shadow effects were incorporated where appropriate. Wind shadowing dropped the wind
speed by 20%. For example, a wind speed of 25 knots was decreased to 20 knots in a
shadow area behind Home Point, as was defined by the pilots.
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7

SHIP MODELS

The design vessel for this study was a Suezmax Oil Tanker with a LOA of 274m, a beam of
48m and a draft of 16.8m which was represented in the simulation by the Samsung158
which had a LOA of 274 m, a beam of 45.1m and a draft of 17m.
Samsung158 was provided at three draft conditions:
ID

SHIP

CONDITION

DRAFT FORWARD

DRAFT AFT

SML

Samsung158

Loaded

17.0m

17.0m

SMP

Samsung158

Part- loaded

14.5m

14.5m

SMB

Samsung158

In - ballast

7.0m

7.5m

At Marsden Point, Suezmax Tankers of these dimensions are currently handled in both the
ballast and part loaded conditions. The loaded Suezmax to 17 metres has not been handled
to date due to insufficient water in the existing channel at some locations. The full loaded
vessel is more difficult to handle in strong tidal streams due to its deeper draft. It also has a
larger turning diameter and is more prone to overshooting a turn due to the larger
displacement in comparison to the partly loaded ship. At the present time, the Suezmax
vessels in ballast condition are restricted to flood tide only and the part loaded conditions
are only handled at slack water when tidal streams are at their lowest velocity.
It should be noted that all references to load conditions refer to the ship model used in the
simulation, not the actual design vessel which has a slightly larger beam and less draft.
A log vessel was represented by the handy max bulk carrier, the Gundulic with an LOA of
189m, a beam of 31m, which was provided in one loaded draft condition:
ID

SHIP

CONDITION

DRAFT FORWARD

DRAFT AFT

GL

Gundulic

Loaded

11.9m

12.0m

Tugs used in the simulation exercises were based on data sheets available on the
Northport’s website. Two tugs were nominated for use and are summarised below:
ID

SHIP

BOLLARD PULL

TYPE

SKEG

ESCORT
Designated

BB

Bream Bay

70

ASD

Docking with extended
closed forward skeg 1

No

T

Takahiwai

50

ASD

No

No

Reference:
1.

Tug Use in Port A Practical Guide Henk Hensen Second Edition pp169-172 Section 10.1.3
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An Aframax class oil tanker based on the vessel Seamaster was available for simulation.
However this vessel was not used as the Suezmax vessel was considered a better test
platform for the channels options as they are larger, heavier and deeper vessels. The
Aframax vessel LOA 243m Beam 43m was provided at two draft conditions:
ID

SHIP

CONDITION

DRAFT FORWARD

DRAFT AFT

AML

Seamaster

Loaded

14.5m

14.5m

AMB

Seamaster

In ballast

8.0m

9.0m

Details of ship models used are contained in the pilot cards of the vessels provided in
Appendix 1.
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8

SIMULATION RUNS SUMMARY

This section provides a summary of the simulation runs, organised according to day. Further
details on simulation runs and debriefing run notes are provided in Appendix 4. Run plots
are provided later in the report (see Appendix 5).
8.1

Day One

Runs 1 to 3 were arrival and departure exercises using the existing channel with the
Suezmax in part loaded and ballast condition (i.e. SMP and SMB). The objective of these runs
was to prove the validity of the ship models as both conditions of this vessel are handled
currently. The SMP was considered by the pilots, an accurate representation of that class of
vessel in part loaded condition. The SMB was considered accurate by one of the pilots,
however another expected to see a greater angle of drift when passing the vicinity of buoy 7
on departures. This was analysed with reference to the provided tidal stream data and ship
model data and the comment noted. No changes were made to the simulation and
subsequent runs and information provided by other pilots indicated the SMB was indicative
of the class of vessel in a ballast condition.
Run 4 was a departure using the simulated underpowered log vessel GL and this vessel was
considered indicative of such a ship by the pilots. This was verified on the 2nd August when
detailed information was gathered whilst witnessing a departure of the log ship Asian Pearl
during a strong ebb tide (see Appendix 2). After Run 8 a change was made to the rudder
speed of GL as the response was considered too slow by the pilots. From Run 5, channel
Option 2 was introduced and a series of departure runs were undertaken using the SMB and
GL under conditions of full ebb spring tidal streams. Average environmental conditions were
simulated with regard to winds and waves. In general terms it was found that Option 2
represented the existing channel between buoys 3\6 to buoy 14.
Runs 12 to 20 were arrival runs using SML with an accelerated simulation time in the
channel Option 2. Environmental conditions were average but varied for each run. Runs 12,
15 and 17 demonstrated what would happen if delayed accidentally in initiating a turn at
buoy 14. This is shown in track envelope 1 in Appendix 3, where the ship is well to the north
and in danger of hitting buoy 11 or grounding. Runs 13, 18, 19 and 20 demonstrated some
better control in initiating the turn. Track envelope 2 was prepared for these runs in
Appendix 3 and it shows that safe exits from the turn were possible if turning was initiated
at the correct time.
Runs 21 to 24 were departure runs in channel Option2 using SMB under average
environmental conditions but with the scenario of delay in initiating the turn, around buoy
14. The effects of the full ebb tidal stream were seen in that the vessel was significantly set
to the east. Both buoys 9 and 10 were hit by the ship on these runs. It should be noted that
this is not a current operational scenario but is considered representative of what would
happen if large tankers or logships, were not turned sufficiently early around this bend.
Track envelope 3 in Appendix 3 was prepared for these runs and shows the vessels on the
edge of the channel toeline and in some cases hitting buoys 9 and 10.
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The final run for the day Run 25 was an arrival on SML in the Option 4 channel under
average environmental conditions, which presented no problems.
8.2

Day Two

Runs 26 to 40 were all arrival runs in the Option 4 channel. Track envelopes 4 and 5 illustrate
these runs and are provided in Appendix 3. The envelopes show the turns being successfully
done apart from Run 29 which indicates a late initiation of turn at buoy 14.
Runs 26 to 37 were in the Option 4 channel with the SML arriving. These runs were mainly
done under limiting environmental conditions with wind speeds of 30 knots gusting. The
pilots were happy with the response of the deeper drafted SML and considered that it was
representative of its class. There was much comment on the buoy positions for this channel,
in particular, buoy 11 and 12. A summary of these comments is provided in the findings of
the simulation (see Section 9) and the conclusions and recommendations (see Section 10) of
this report.
An arrival with the GL as a log ship was simulated in Runs 38, 39 and, 40. Both flood and ebb
tide arrivals were simulated. In general, the pilotage was done well. Runs 38 to 40 are shown
in black in the same track envelope 5 (see Appendix 3). The log ship was considered to be
handled successfully in the Option 4 channel.
Run 41 represented a low water arrival of SMP which is done operationally currently and it
was successfully simulated.
Runs 42 to 45 were departure runs using both the SMB and GL under limiting environmental
conditions in channel Option 4. The ships were considered to be successfully handled in this
channel. The witnessing of the departure of the Asian Pearl on the 2nd August in a strong
ebb tide (see Appendix 2) confirmed the realism of the simulation with the present
operational conditions for departure of log ships. The shifted positions of buoys 8 and 11
were commented on to provide alternatives to leads for the central north-south leg of the
Option 4 channel alignment. Upon reflection, the pilots considered it was necessary for fixed
leads to be provided on this leg of the Option 4 channel.
Run 46 was an arrival using the SMP in the Option 2 channel. This run showed that the ship
could be comfortably handled through the Option 2 channel.
8.3

Day Three

Runs 47 and 48 were undertaken with a new pilot who completed arrivals using the SML in
the Option 4 and Option 2 channels. The swept track paths were well to the north rounding
buoy 14. This was reported to be a normal procedure for this pilot in rounding buoy 14 to
have the ship further to the north of buoy 16 when completing the turn. The effect of
deeper draft with the SML was noted and was considered realistic by the pilot.
Run 49 was a night time arrival in channel Option 4 with commentary on the leads and buoy
positions provided by the pilot. It was more difficult but done quite well.
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Runs 50-52 were departures using SMB on a full ebb tide in channel Options 2 and 4 under
limiting environmental conditions. It should be noted that this is a scenario not done
operationally at this time but was successfully simulated. These runs can be compared with
Runs 42 to 45, - which included log ship departures and the results were successful in all
cases.
Runs 53 to Run 60 were arrival and departure runs under limiting environmental conditions
with two new pilots in attendance. Both channel Options 2 and option 4 were simulated and
the ships were considered to be handled successfully in the two channel options.
Run 54 was a demonstration of the dangers of having residual starboard swing on the SML
when approaching Buoy 14 and commencing the turn to port.
A debriefing meeting was held after Run 60 with four pilots in attendance. The outcomes of
this meeting were that:
•

Option 4 was considered to be the preferred channel provided that channel was
defined buoy to buoy throughout, except the outer channel section (i.e. offshore of
buoys 3\6). Option 4 provided more sea room for manoeuvres due to the
favourable position of buoy 12 (shifted to the west) in this option, particularly for
departures. It allowed more room to keep clear of the rocky outcrop off Home
Point which is at times subject to strong onshore wind and tidal streams that force
ships toward this location. This was considered by the pilots based on their
experience, particularly important for underpowered ships.

•

It was important that dredging be extended to buoys 13 and 15 to provide a wider
turn radius around buoy 14 and more sea room in the event of an emergency and
also to provide space to the north for emergency anchorage.

•

It was important that no buoys be moved inwards from their present positions in
the inner and middle channel sections (i.e. inshore of buoys 3\6) so that the extent
of the existing buoyed navigation area is not reduced. It was considered that buoys
11 and 8 could be aligned to provide a north south centreline for the Option 4
channel. There was considered to be some opportunity to move buoy 5 inwards a
small undefined amount if required to minimise dredging. Buoy 7 could be moved
northwards to show the limit of the navigable water, however provision of an
additional beacon positioned directly off the Home Point rock outcrop was
preferred by the majority of pilots.

•

The approach channel from the fairway buoy to buoys 3 and 6 is the same for
Option 2 and 4 and it was important that:

•

The lead light be correctly aligned and calibrated with the proposed approach
channel alignment to give warning when approaching the toelines. Furthermore
the leadlight should to be upgraded to give better visibility when ships are further
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offshore when lining up and have more reliance on the lead light in poor weather
conditions.
•

An additional red port hand buoy should be established abreast of the Fairway buoy.

•

Buoy lights should be upgraded for better visibility

Runs 61 to 63 were approaches to the fairway buoy under limiting environmental conditions
of wind and swell. The proposed new port hand buoy abreast of the fairway buoy was
introduced. The ship was brought into the approach channel adequately.
Runs 64 to 66 were departures on SMB and GL under limiting environmental conditions in
channel Option 4. Runs 67 to 69 were arrivals using SML and GL under limiting
environmental conditions in channel Option 4. Track envelopes 6 and 7 were generated for
both these scenarios (see Appendix 3). They presented no great difficulty for the pilots.
8.4

Day Four

Run 70 was an arrival with SML and tugs BB and T were used to control the ship in the
normal manner in the approach to the Crude Berth. Limiting environmental conditions were
simulated and it was noted that it took considerable tug and engine power to arrest the
speed of the ship SML and some adjustment may be required on the part of the pilot when
considering their speed passing buoy 18 on arrival. Run71 was a further arrival using tugs to
control the deceleration of the ship in the approach to the berth. This was achieved
adequately.
Run72 was completed using tugs to control the berthing at the Crude Berth with the SML
under limiting environmental conditions with an offshore wind (i.e. SW). This was executed
successfully.
Runs 73 and 74 were arrivals with SML in channel Option 4 and limiting environmental
conditions with a new pilot. The turns were successfully executed and demonstrated the
need to correct the port swing of the ship on completion of the turn rounding buoy 14.
Runs 75 and 76 were a comparison of arrivals with SML and SMP under limiting
environmental conditions using channel Option 2. Track envelope 8 (see Appendix 3) was
developed for these two runs and showed the difference that the increased displacement
made on the turn radius of the ship. Run 77 was a full inbound arrival from before the
Fairway buoy to buoy 16 using SML under average environmental conditions. This run was
executed successfully.
Runs 78 and 79 were arrival simulations completed by a new pilot using SML in channel
Option 4. Runs 80 to 83 were departures with the new pilot in channel options 2 and 4
under limiting environmental conditions for the SMB. In all cases the simulation runs were
completed successfully.
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Runs 84 to 89 introduced arrival emergency scenarios when rounding buoy 14 in limiting
environmental conditions using existing available tug assistance. Rudder jams and engine
failures were simulated. The ship grounded a number of times in the simulations and the
rudder jam full to starboard was considered the most dangerous scenario for an arriving
vessel at buoy 14. Track envelope 9 was developed for these runs and it is provided in
Appendix 3.
Runs 90 and 91 simulated using the existing tugs to control SML in arrival at the Crude Berth
landing on the berth with an onshore wind (i.e. North) at limiting environmental conditions.
The existing available tug power was able to control the vessel but it landed heavily on the
fenders both runs. Impact speed was above 0.1m/second which is within operational limits
of the berthing control systems.
8.5

Day Five

Runs 92 to 96 were arrivals with emergency scenarios of rudder jams, engine failures or
blackouts. Environmental conditions were at limiting levels. Channel Option 4 was used as it
was considered to offer the most sea room and only existing available tug power under
current operational configurations was utilised.
From the results, it was found that some deficiencies in the use of tugs and available tug
designs could impact on the ability to prevent the ship from grounding in certain extreme
cases. It was considered that channel Option 2 would offer no substantial improvement or
degradation in these emergency situations.
After lunch operational advice on the use of the tugs was provided by Simon Noakes of
NorthTugz. Run 97was unsuccessful due to a loss of vision during the simulation. Runs 98 to
101 were departure runs using SMB and GL in channel Options 2 and 4 under limiting
environmental conditions with emergency scenarios comprising- blackout or engine failure.
Without tug assistance, the ships were in danger of grounding and needed tugs to remain
close to the ship. Runs 102 to 104 were arrival runs using SML in limiting environmental
conditions. Blackouts and rudder jams were again simulated using existing available tug
configurations with attempts to indirect tow. The rudder jam full to starboard was
considered the most dangerous scenario for an arriving vessel at buoy 14.
Following Run 104 there was a final washup meeting. The meeting reiterated points raised in
the meeting on Wednesday 29\07\15, including:
•

Channel Option 4 was the preferred channel design provided the channel was
defined buoy to buoy throughout the inner and mid channel sections (i.e.
inshore of buoy 3\6). Option 4 represented more sea room for manoeuvring
due to the favourable position of buoy 12 (shifted to the west) in this option,
particularly for departures.

•

It was important that no inner or mid channel buoys be moved inwards from
their present positions so that the existing navigation area is not reduced.
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Buoys 11 and 8 could be aligned and lighted with a distinctive flash pattern to
provide a north south centreline on the Option 4 channel.
•

There was considered to be some possibility to move Buoy 5 inwards a small
undefined amount, if required, to minimise dredging.

•

Buoy 7 could be moved northwards to show the limit of the navigable water,
however a beacon positioned directly off the Home Point rock outcrop was
preferred by the majority of pilots.

Additional points which were raised at the washup meeting included:
•

Option 4 offered better sea room for arriving vessels in the event of an
emergency in the area of buoy 14 and offered the benefit of a single course
change as compared to a multiple course change in that area. The same was
true in the departure situation. Less course changes will simplify the turn and
allow a constant radius turn to be executed, which can be easily monitored by
pilots.

•

It was important that proposed dredging be extended to buoys 13 and 15 to
improve the turn radius around buoy 14 and buoy 11 on arrivals to improve sea
room in the event of an emergency and also provide an area for emergency
anchorage.

•

It was considered that if the existing tugs within the port were all available (a
total of 4), they would be adequate to move a dead ship onto the Crude Berth
under conditions of slack water. This was not simulated.

•

Existing tug power was considered to be adequate for most emergencies
between buoys 3\6 and the Crude Berth. It was important that tugs were
available virtually immediately for both arrivals and departures as without tug
assistance vessel groundings were likely in an emergency.

•

There was discussion on the level of training of the tugmasters and mode of
operation and configurations of the tugs for an emergency. No firm conclusions
were reached apart from the need for specific emergency procedure training.

•

Rudder jams full to starboard would be highly likely to cause the ship SML to
run aground in the vicinity of buoy 11 in the event of the jam occurring
between buoys 12 and 14 on an arriving ship. This is potentially also a problem
for existing log ships although this was not simulated.

•

Use of anchors to slow the vessels with speeds in excess to 2 to 3 knots is likely
to break the anchor cable but would assist in slowing the ship.
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•

In the event of a rudder jam particularly to starboard it was important to stop
the engine and use tugs immediately.

8.6
Day Six Melbourne
Further details on simulation runs and debriefing run notes are provided in Appendix 4. Run
plots are provided later in the report (see Appendix 5).
•

After establishing an internet linkage for participants, Bruce Goodchild and Kirit
Barot commenced simulation runs with Bruce Goodchild acting as Pilot and Kirit
Barot observing and commenting. During this day, winds were simulated largely
from south to northwest. Runs 105 to 108 were arrivals using the SML in
Channel Option 4-2. This presented no difficulty with these runs done under
limiting environmental conditions with wind speeds of 30 knots gusting. Run
109 was an arrival using SML in Channel Option 4-2 with Kirit Barot acting as
pilot. It was a successful run under limiting environmental conditions with wind
speeds of 30 knots gusting. Track Envelope 10 in Appendix 3 was developed
from these runs.

•

Run 110 was an arrival with SML using Channel Option 5 under limiting
environmental conditions with wind speeds of 30 knots gusting. The run was
successful, however, the ship passed close to buoy 18A due to the ship over
swinging. The position of buoy 18A was considered acceptable.

•

Runs 111 to 115 were arrivals with SML using Channel Option 4-2 under limiting
environmental conditions with wind speeds of 30 knots gusting. Starting at
buoy 7, the ship speed was varied to observe the possible effect on the turn
round buoy 14. It was seen that a faster speed of 8 knots ensured greater
control and assisted in counteracting the port swing when the ship exits the
turn. Track Envelope 11 in Appendix 3 was developed from these runs.

•

The simulated logship GL was used for runs 116 and 117. These were both
arrival runs using Channel Option 4-2 under limiting environmental conditions
with wind speeds of 30 knots gusting and with full ebb and full flood tide. Both
runs were successful.

•

Runs 118 to 122 were arrivals of the SML and berthing using Channel Option 5
under limiting environmental conditions with wind speeds of 30 knots gusting.
These runs were to test the channel and suitability of a revised berth pocket for
the crude berth. It was considered that the revised berth pocket did not require
any change to the approach procedures of the Pilots. Track Envelope 12 in
Appendix 3 was developed from these runs. The runs were all successful.

•

The simulated logship GL was used for runs 123 to 124. These were arrival runs
using Channel Option 5 under limiting environmental conditions with wind
speeds of 30 knots gusting and with full ebb and full flood tide. All these runs
were successful.
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8.7

•

Run 125 was a departure run with the SuezmaxB from the crude berth to clear
of buoy 7. Using Channel Option 5 under limiting environmental conditions with
wind speeds of 30 knots gusting and with a full ebb tide. This is a scenario which
is not done operationally. Following a historical near grounding involving a
larger vessel, operational parameters are currently in place to ensure Suezmax
size vessels are not sailed on ebb tides. The pilots wished to test the Suezmax in
ballast on full ebb tides to fully test the channel designs under the widest
possible parameters. This run tested the Channel 5 alignment and also the
adjusted berth pocket dimensions. It was successful. Runs 126 to 130 were full
ebb tide departures of the SuezmaxB using Channel Option 5 under limiting
environmental conditions with wind speeds of 30 knots gusting. In two of the
runs the ship was significantly to the east. Track Envelope 13 in Appendix 3 was
developed from these runs.

•

Runs 131 to 135 tested the alignment of Channel Option 4-2 with full ebb tide
departures of the SuezmaxB under limiting environmental conditions with wind
speeds of 30 knots gusting. Once again a not an operational scenario. Track
Envelope 14 in Appendix 3 was developed from these runs. The runs were
successful. A comparison of track envelopes 13 and 14 in Appendix 3 shows the
ship was kept in general further to the west and safe with Channel Option 4-2
compared to Channel Option 5.

Day Seven Melbourne
•

Channel alignment runs were commenced but using winds largely from east to
north. Runs 136 to 140 were departures using Channel Option 4-2 of the
SuezmaxB with full ebb tide and under limiting environmental conditions with
wind speeds of 30 knots gusting. The runs were successful and Track Envelope
15 in Appendix 3 was developed from these runs.

•

Runs 141 to 143 were departures using Channel Option 5 of the SuezmaxB with
full ebb tide and under limiting environmental conditions with wind speeds of
30 knots gusting. Track Envelope 16 in Appendix 3 was developed from these
runs. In general, the ship was further east in these runs compared to similar
departures (Runs 136 to 140) using Channel Option 4-2.It must be noted that
this is not operationally done. Following a historical near grounding involving a
larger vessel, operational parameters are currently in place to ensure Suezmax
size vessels are not sailed on ebb tides. The pilots wished to test the Suezmax in
ballast on full ebb tides to fully test the channel designs under the widest
possible parameters.

•

Emergency scenarios were simulated in Runs 144 and 145 with SuezmaxB using
Channel Option 4-2 with full ebb tide and under limiting environmental
conditions with wind speeds of 30 knots gusting. With a power blackout in the
vicinity of buoy 14 and buoy 12 and no tug assistance, the ships were running
outside the channel and in danger of running aground within a couple of
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minutes. These non operational scenarios were considered by the pilots, worst
case situations to fully test the channel designs.
•

Departures of the SuezmaxB in full flood tide using Channel Option 4-2 were
simulated in runs 146 to 148. These runs were again under limiting
environmental conditions with wind speeds of 30 knots gusting. These runs
were completed successfully. Runs 149 to 150 were departures of the
SuezmaxB in full flood tide using Channel Option 5. Run 150 due to a delayed
turn had the ship well to the east and in danger of hitting buoy 9, buoy 7 and
Beacon SM2A. These were considered by the pilots, worst case scenarios.

•

Runs 151 and 152 were two night time arrival scenarios with SuezmaxL using
Channel Option 4-2. It was seen that the north south centreline lead lights were
effective in positioning the ship in the channel between buoy 8 to 14. Also the
beacon light on SM2 was effective as a reference point for identifying the other
buoys at night. In run 151, an initial mistake on the part of the pilot created a
flow on effect of misjudging turns. The ship approached the berth well to the
south and hit buoy 18A but did not run aground. It was considered a not
unrealistic scenario of pilot error. The run illustrated the need to maintain buoy
to buoy dredging and to not restrict the available searoom. A successful result
was achieved with Run 152.

•

Run 153 was a night time departure with SuezmaxB in Channel Option 4-2. A
full ebb tide and under limiting environmental conditions with wind speeds of
30 knots gusting were simulated. This was considered by the pilots, a worst case
scenario. Once again the beacon light on SM2 was effective as a reference point
for identifying the other buoys at night. Passing buoy 12, the ship suffered a
power blackout with rudder centred amidships. Two minutes into the
emergency with water speed dropping to six knots, Bream Bay pushed at 11 ton
onto the port quarter at an angle of 60 degrees to the ship’s hull. The tug
successfully kept the ship in the channel and clear of buoy 8.

•

Run 154 was a day time departure with SuezmaxB in Channel Option 4-2. A full
ebb tide and under limiting environmental conditions with wind speeds of 30
knots gusting were simulated. Passing buoy 14, the ship suffered a power
blackout with rudder hard to starboard. Two minutes into the emergency with
water speed dropping to four knots, Bream Bay pushed at 15 ton onto the port
quarter at an angle of 60 degrees to the ship’s hull. Increasing push to 28 ton as
the ship slowed and with the rudder centred, the tug was able to overcome the
starboard swing but was unsuccessful in clearing buoy 10. With a smaller ship or
under less environmentally limiting conditions, it was considered possible the
tug could have maintained the ship in the channel.

•

Run 155 was an arrival with the SuezmaxL using Channel Option 4-2 under
limiting environmental conditions with wind speeds of 30 knots gusting.
Passing buoy 12 the ship suffered a power blackout with rudder amidships. Aft
tug Bream Bay was used to pull back then indirect pull stern to starboard at 80
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to 85 ton. Water speed of ship between 6 and 7 knots. Ship cleared buoy 11C
no problem.
•

Run 156 was a night time arrival with the SuezmaxL using Channel Option 4-2
under limiting environmental conditions with wind speeds of 30 knots gusting.
Run 157 was a night time arrival with the SuezmaxL using Channel Option 5
under limiting environmental conditions with wind speeds of 30 knots gusting.
Both runs were run in accelerated simulation time (normal speed x 2) and were
successful.

•

The simulated logship GL was used for runs 158 to 161. These were all
departure runs using Channel Option 4-2 under limiting environmental
conditions with wind speeds of 30 knots gusting and with full ebb and full flood
tide. All the runs were successful.

•

Run 162 was a day time departure with SuezmaxB in Channel Option 4-2. A full
ebb tide and under limiting environmental conditions with wind speeds of 30
knots gusting were simulated. The ship completed the transit past buoy 7
successfully. An ebb tide departure for this size vessel is not done operationally
but was simulated to check the channel designs rigorously. Following a
historical near grounding involving a larger vessel, operational parameters are
currently in place to ensure Suezmax size vessels are not sailed on ebb tides.
The pilots wished to test the Suezmax in ballast on ebb tides to fully test the
channel designs under the widest possible parameters.

•

Run 163 was a day time departure with an emergency. SuezmaxB was using
Channel Option 4-2 simulating a full ebb tide and under limiting environmental
conditions with wind speeds of 30 knots gusting. Passing buoy 12 there was a
power blackout and the rudder jammed 10 degrees to starboard. Vessel hit
buoy 10 within three minutes of blackout and with no tug assistance provided.
An ebb tide departure for this size vessel is not done operationally but is a
theoretical scenario which was chosen by the pilots in order to test the full set
of environmental parameters.

•

Run 164 was a day time departure with SuezmaxB in Channel Option 4-2. A full
ebb tide and under limiting environmental conditions with wind speeds of 30
knots gusting were simulated. Passing buoy 8 there was a main engine failure.
The ship continued out through the Outer Channel with steering available and
safely passed buoy 1.

•

Run 165 was a departure with SuezmaxB in Channel Option 4-2. A full ebb tide
and under limiting environmental conditions with wind speeds of 30 knots
gusting were simulated. The ship completed the transit past buoy 7
successfully.
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•

Run 166 was a day time departure with SuezmaxB in Channel Option 4-2. A full
ebb tide and under limiting environmental conditions with wind speeds of 30
knots gusting were simulated. Passing buoy 14, the rudder jammed at starboard
18 degrees. Using engine and tug assistance, the ship was stabilized within the
channel successfully after a heroic struggle. (see Debriefing Notes Appendix 4)
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9
9.1

FINDINGS
Channel dimensions

All the channels: Option 2, Option 4, Option 4-2 and Option 5 were tested. Testing included
full ebb tide departures with the design ship in ballast which is not done operationally but
was a simulated scenario considered by the pilots as the worst possible case. Following a
historical near grounding involving a larger vessel, operational parameters are currently in
place to ensure Suezmax size vessels are not sailed on ebb tides. The pilots wished to test
the Suezmax in ballast on ebb tides to rigorously test the channel designs under the widest
possible parameters. From the Fairway buoy to buoys 3 and 6, the options are the same
with a channel width of 210 metres. This was considered to be adequate for the design ship
and existing ships provided there were improvements in the navigation aids. Swell
conditions could be simulated up to 2 metres Hs and period 22 seconds. However, it was
considered by the Pilots that the DUKC system would cut out any arrivals if the swell height
was above 1m Hs, based on the current DUKC operation. Swell accessibility may change in
the future subject to the final channel design.
Most of the simulation activity was performed in the areas between buoys 3/6 and buoy 16.
In this area channel Option 2, Option 4, Option 4-2 and Option 5 would support the arrival of
the design vessel SML. However, there was a clear preference amongst the pilots for Option
4 and Option 4-2 as it simplified the arrival approach around the critical area at buoy 14. The
westward move of buoy 12 in Option 4 made this approach a single turn around buoy 14
rather than a series of turns. Similarly the north westward move of buoy 14 in Channel
Option 4-2 provided more searoom for the arriving ship in this area and increased the radius
of the turn to 800m. The increase in radius of the turn and increase in searoom in the area
bounded by buoy 14 to 12 to 11 to SM2, makes Channel Option 4-2 superior to Channel
Option 4. See Table 1 in Section 10.2.
These are improvements over the existing channel and Option 2 because the simplification
of the turn and more searoom will improve execution and monitoring of the turn on the part
of the pilot. The Channel Option 5 was suitable for the arriving ship however it provides less
sea room. See Table 1 in Section 10.2.
The Option 4 and Option 4-2 improvements also are of benefit for the same reasons of
simplification of the turn in the departure cases for existing vessels. It also provides more
sea room in the area bounded by Buoy 7 to 12 to 14 to 9 for the clearing of the rocky
outcrop off Home Point than the existing channel, Option 2 and Option 5. See Table 1 in
Section 10.2. The simulations demonstrated that vessels were able to successfully execute
the turn rounding buoy 14.
9.2

Arrivals

All the channels: Option 2, Option 4, Option 4-2 and Option 5 simulations demonstrated that
the design ship could navigate this arrival turn at buoy 14 adequately without tug assistance
under non-emergency conditions. The ship tended to turn wider due to the increased
displacement of the fully loaded Suezmax over the partially loaded condition. This is
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illustrated in Run 75 and 76 (see track envelope 8 in Appendix 3). The proposed re
dimensioned berth pocket was considered to not make any change to the berth approach.
In the arrival condition, there was the chance of a delayed turn which would put the ship in
danger of hitting of buoy 11. This is the present situation now with a partially loaded
Suezmax (SMP) in the existing channel and it was demonstrated in the simulations. It is also
the case with other vessels including log ships. Therefore in all the channels, Option 2,
Option 4, Option 4-2 and Option 5 it was important to move buoy 11 to the new designed
position further east of its existing location and keep the channel dredged ‘buoy to buoy’
from buoy 11 to 15. This provides adequate room in the case of a delayed turn around buoy
14 and particularly assists in an emergency situation in the same area.
There was a clear indication from the pilots that the dimensions of the existing channel be
maintained or widened with all channels Option 2, Option 4, Option 4-2 and Option 5
between buoys 3\6 to the berth and dredging must be ‘buoy to buoy’ in all cases. Option 5
does not meet the maintaining or widening of existing channel dimensions. See Table 1 in
Section 10.2.
The pilots clearly preferred channel Option 4 and channel Option 4-2 provided that
proposed dredging was ‘buoy to buoy’ and the existing channel dimensions were not
narrowed between buoys 3/6 to the berth. It was important that no buoys be moved
inwards from their present positions so that the extent of the existing buoyed navigation
area was not reduced. Buoys 11 and 8 could be aligned to provide a north-south centreline
for the Option 4 and 4-2 channel. There was some opportunity to move Buoy 5 inwards a
small undefined amount if required to minimise dredging between Home Point and Busby
Head.
Buoy 7 could be moved northwards to show the limit of the navigable water, however an
additional beacon positioned directly off the Home Point rock outcrop was preferred by the
majority of pilots. In Option 2, additional buoys were introduced south of Home Point to
gate the channel but this was deemed of no value and the existing natural depths in this area
were generally deeper than dredging levels. In Option 4-2 a set of leads was introduced in
Taurikura Bay to define the north south centreline. These were found particularly helpful at
night.
It was considered that Channel Option 4-2 was superior to Channel Option 4 due to the
increase in turn radius around buoy 14 and also the increase in searoom particularly for the
arrival vessel available with Channel Option 4-2. See Table 1 in Section 10.2.
From the simulation it was found that all channel designs were adequate and the design ship
could be safely manoeuvred for arrivals. In all cases, it was found that the pilot must:
•

Be alert to commence the turn in the optimal position.

•

Control the rate of turn of the ship carefully.
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•

9.3

Maintain an adequate speed through the turn to ensure the ship will exit the turn in a
stable condition but can also be slowed in time for arrival off the berth.
Departures

Using the existing ships which currently depart the port, it was found that all channel
designs were adequate, except for Channel Option 5 due to less available searoom. See
Table 1 in Section 10.2. However, there was a clear preference from the pilots for channel
Option 4 or Channel Option 4-2. Option 4 offers a single turn around buoy 14 whilst Option 2
is a linked turn, which is more difficult to complete. The position of buoy 12 (shifted to the
west) with Option 4 gives the pilot more room to keep to the west and avoid the dangers of
shallow water off Home Point. This also has the effect of widening the channel for the pilot
at a critical area.
Channel Option 4-2 offers a wider turn around buoy 14 than Channel Option 4. The radius of
turn available with channel Option 4 is 580m, compared to Channel Option 4-2 which has a
radius of 800m due to buoy 14 being shifted north westward. The wider radius of turn
allows the arriving ship to turn at a slower rate of turn for a given speed. This is much easier
to achieve particularly with less manoeuvrable vessels
The simulations showed the dangers of delayed turns or slow turns around buoy 14 for
example in Runs 21 to 24 (see track envelope 8 in Appendix 3). This was simulated with the
SMB in channel Option 2 but according to the pilots is an indicative case for handling of
other smaller tankers and log ships in the existing channel. Further examples are seen in the
comparison of departure runs between channel Option 4-2 and Option 5 (see track
envelopes 13, 14, 15 and 16 in Appendix 3) The area in the vicinity of buoy 7 and Home
Point is to be avoided due to the presence of strong tidal streams and hard rock. Channel
Option 5 is the least desirable channel alignment as it offers the least room to manoeuvre
and this was borne out in simulations. (see track envelopes 14 and 16 in Appendix 3).
Option 4 and Option 4-2 were considered to be preferred to Option 2 as it allows the pilot to
manoeuvre the ship further west in the departure case and clear the dangerous area around
Home Point. Option 4 offers slightly more searoom than Option 4-2 and both are
significantly more than Option 2 and Option 5. Both Option 4 and Option 4-2 are both
effective for the departing vessel in the area between buoy 12, 14, 9, SM2 and 7, however
Option 4-2 offers a superior turn radius rounding buoy 14.
Once clear of buoy 7, all options are adequate to proceed outwards to buoys 3/6.
9.4

Swell conditions

For arrivals of the design ship SML, swell heights up to 2m are manageable. The pilots
considered that a 1m swell was all the DUKC would accept and that the new DUKC
parameters will be critical with respect to the rolling and squat in a large swell.
9.5

Tidal streams
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Good information was available on the tidal streams in the vicinity of buoys 3/6 up to the
area off the Crude Berth. The pilots were surprised by the lack of cross streams in the
vicinity of buoy 7 in an ebb tide. However, there was a weak set onto buoy 7 experienced
during arrivals in a flood tide just before high water. In all cases the design ship could be
controlled under the tidal streams simulated in the operational area using current
operational procedures.
Departure of the SMB in full ebb tide is outside existing operational procedures, however it
was considered to be a worst case scenario. It should be noted that the ADCP data used to
represent tidal stream was obtained during a 2.5m spring tide range and would be
considered to be representative of the upper limit of tidal streams experienced in the port.
9.6

Wind conditions

Winds of 30 knots with gusts from 30 to 36 knots were simulated and the ships were
controllable. Wind directions were varied to create the least optimal conditions but were all
managed adequately.
9.7

Navigation aids

Buoys are used to mark the extents of the existing channel and the existing buoys will be
utilised throughout to mark the extents of the proposed Option 2, Option 4 Option 4-2 and
Option 5 channels. The existing buoys were considered to be inadequately lighted (too
weak) by the pilots and the buoys were difficult to see on the simulation during daylight but
this was improved for the Melbourne round of simulations.
Between the Fairway buoy and buoys 3/6, the buoys should remain in position (in particular
the starboard hand buoys) or be moved outside the toeline as is required at buoy 3. It was
important to maintain the existing wider buoyed channel for shallower draft vessels. The
buoys should be lighted with a synchronized pattern, however this was not simulated. A
new red port hand buoy should be added to the start of the narrower deep outer channel
and be positioned abreast of the existing Fairway buoy.
The existing lead light marking the offshore approach channel was considered to be too
insensitive by the pilots and this was demonstrated in the simulations. The sectors of the
main lead should adequately show the navigation limits of the new channel and be bright
enough to support operations in adverse environmental conditions.
In the area from buoys 3/6 to the Crude Berth it was important that no buoys be moved
inwards from their present positions so that the extent of the existing buoyed navigation
area is not reduced.
Buoys 11 and 8 could be aligned to provide a north-south centreline for the Option 4 and
Option 4-2 channel and Option 5 channel. It was considered that these buoys should have a
distinctive light characteristic. If these buoys were used for this purpose, it was initially
considered there would be no need for a set of leads on this leg of the Option 4 channel.
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However, on reflection, the pilots considered there was a need for a set of fixed leads for
this leg due to concerns with background lighting and poor visibility conditions.
This was verified using Channel Option 4-2 on day seven in Melbourne, when the set of fixed
leads proved very useful. It was considered that buoys 12 and 14 should be lighted to show
a pattern which showed both buoys simultaneously or very close together to assist
identification by the pilot, and this was seen in the Melbourne simulations on day seven.
There was some possibility to move Buoy 5 inwards a small undefined amount in option 2,
option 4 and option 4-2, to minimise dredging, if required. Run 166 and run 136
demonstrated to maintain plenty of searoom in the area of buoy 5. Buoy 7 could be moved
northwards or southwards in all the channel options to show the limit of the navigable
water however an additional beacon SM2 positioned directly off the Home Point rock
outcrop was preferred by the majority of pilots.
9.8

Tugs

For the arrivals with design ship SML, it was considered that the available existing tug
capability was adequate for all channels Option 2, Option 4, Option 4-2 and Option 5 under
normal operations, including berthing.
In an emergency situation, there is a question whether the existing tugs would be able to
provide emergency support for the arriving SML design ship. Simulations showed that the
critical area was the turn at buoy 14. The simulation was intended only as a feasibility
exercise for channel design and navigational safety, rather than a risk assessment. Where
there are possible risk issues which have arisen, they should be subject to a risk assessment
and if necessary any consequential consideration by relevant stakeholders.
•

•

•

The operational scenario simulations for the design ship arriving, found that in the
event of a rudder jam to port or main engine failure or a power blackout, the
existing tugs should be able to control that situation. This covers the majority of
possible incidents.
The operational scenario simulations for the design ship arriving, also found that the
existing tugs may not be able to control the SML in the event of a rudder jam hard to
starboard.
From the departure scenarios simulated, it was evident from the simulation that if
tugs were not in the immediate vicinity of the ship and could not assist within two to
three minutes, the departing vessel was highly likely to run aground or hit a buoy.
This was considered a worst case scenario but is largely directly related to the speed
of ship and velocity of tidal stream, so is applicable to any ship type. This was tested
in the area from buoy 14 to buoy 7 in the simulations. One simulation (Run 164)
was conducted with an engine failure in the vicinity of buoy 8 on departure. In Run
164 it was found the ship SMB had sufficient momentum to clear the Outer Channel.
In three simulations (Runs 153, 154 and 166) tug assistance was provided within two
minutes of the emergency and was successful in controlling the situation, in two out
of three attempts.
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10

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

From the simulation study the following conclusions and recommendations are offered:
10.1

Channels and the design vessel Suezmax SML

•

The channel designs Option 2, Option 4 Option 4-2 and Option 5 are all suitable for
the design ship SML in wind conditions up to 30 knots and swell conditions up to 2
metre at the wave rider buoy. Arrival transits should only be attempted at slack
water following the current operational procedures for the port.

•

All channel designs are suitable for day arrivals. Three night arrivals were simulated
and were all successful. Significant improvements were made to the night time
model from photos provided by Kirit Barot. However, if night transits are intended,
then further simulations are needed to support this and test navigation marker
configurations ,lighting and provide training for the pilots

•

The Option 4-2 Channel is the preferred channel with the channel dredged buoy to
buoy (except for the outer section between buoys 3/6 and the Fairway buoy where
it is 210m wide). See Table 1 Section 10.2 for a navigational comparison of the
channel options.

•

The positions of the buoys from the Fairway buoy to buoys 3/6 should be
maintained in their current positions unless they are located inside the proposed
channel toeline, as is the case with buoy 3. Buoy 3 needs to be moved north
eastward to conform to the Option 4-2 design. An additional red port hand buoy
should be placed abreast of the Fairway buoy. The buoys between buoy 3/6 to the
Crude Berth should generally remain in their present positions as they are used by
the pilots to mark an acceptable channel width and provide the indications for the
initiation of turns. Buoys 8 and 11 can be moved and lighted with a distinctive flash
pattern to provide a north-south transit line up the Option 4-2 approach to buoy
14.However the set of Leads on this leg were considered more useful. It is important
to move buoy 11 to the new designed position east of its current location. Buoy 14
should be moved north westward and buoy 12 should be moved westward to
conform to the Option 4-2 design. Buoy 5 can be moved in slightly to minimise
dredging, if required. Buoy 7 should remain in its current position and a new beacon
established to mark the extent of the navigable water off the Home Point rock
outcrop. Buoys 10, 13, 14, 15, and 16 should all remain in their current positions.
Buoy 18 should be moved eastward to conform to the Option 4-2 design. It was
considered that by dredging further north to in line with buoys 11, 13 and 15, a
suitable area would be available as an emergency anchorage and that this would
provide an escape route if there was an emergency (i.e. loss of rudder control or
engine power) when rounding buoy 14.

•

The daylight leads on the offshore approach channel between the Fairway buoy and
buoys 3/6 should be made more sensitive to adequately show the navigation limits
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of the new channel and be bright enough to support operations in adverse
environmental conditions.
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10.2

Comparison of Channel Options
Table 1 Comparison of Channel Options

Channel Option / Factor

Existing Channel

Option 2 Channel

Option 4 Channel

Option 4-2 Channel

Option 5
Channel

Design vessel suitability

Not suitable for 16.8m draft Suezmax.

Buoyage locations

Buoyage used for turning transits is familiar to
pilots
Between Buoy 14, 11, 9, and 12

Suitable for 16.8m draft Suezmax Design Vessel
by dredging.
Buoyage used for turning transits is familiar to
pilots.
Between Buoy 14, 11A, 9, and 12

Suitable for 16.8m draft Suezmax Design Vessel
by dredging.
New buoyage locations will require pilots to re
establish turning transits
Between Buoy 14, 11B 9, and 12A

Suitable for 16.8m draft Suezmax Design Vessel
by dredging.
New buoyage locations will require pilots to re
establish turning transits
Between Buoy 14A, 11C, 9, and 12B

Suitable for 16.8m draft Suezmax Design Vessel
by dredging.
New buoyage locations will require pilots to re
establish turning transits
Between Buoy 14, 11D, 9, and 12C

117300m²

130000m²

133700m²

141800m²

118200m²

Between Buoy 14, 12,7,9

Between Buoy 14, 12,7,9

Between Buoy 14, 12A,SM2,7,9

Between Buoy 14A, 12B,SM2,7,9

Between Buoy 14, 12C,SM2A,7,9

Sea room area – Inner channel
Sea room area – Mid channel

137500m²

137500m²

151400m²

147500m²

124900m²

Constraint at buoy 11

Buoy 11 is a constraint when arriving ships turn
around buoy 14

Constraint at buoy 12

Buoy 12 is a constraint for both arriving and
departing ships as it necessitates a series of
turns when rounding buoy 14.

Buoy 11 moved eastward to 11A allows more
searoom for the arriving ship around buoy 14 for
both normal operations and emergencies.
Buoy 12 is a constraint for both arriving and
departing ships as it necessitates a series of
turns when rounding buoy 14.

Buoy 11moved eastward to 11B allows more
searoom for the arriving ship around buoy 14 for
both normal operations and emergencies.
Buoy 12 is moved westward to 12A allowing

Buoy 11moved eastward to 11C allows more
searoom for the arriving ship around buoy 14 for
both normal operations and emergencies.
Buoy 14 is moved north westward to 14A and
Buoy 12 is moved slightly westward to 12B and
buoy 5 is moved to 5A allowing
•
a single radius turn around buoy 14
•
Radius 800m
Rate of Turn required at 7 knots =
16.2⁰/min
•
a simpler turn more easily monitored
and executed
•
allows departing ships more searoom
to the west to clear the rocky outcrop
at Home Point
Channel alignment in approach to Buoy 14A on
the arriving ship is straight north south allowing
a set of leads and alignment of buoys 8C and 11C
to define the centerline of the channel.
Rocky outcrop at Home Point is a constraint for
departing ships however the movement of buoy
14 north westwards to 14Aand buoy 12 slightly
westward allows departing ships more searoom
to the west to clear this area.
Emergency anchorage is improved between
buoys 11C to 15 by movement of buoy 11
eastward. Dredging would extend buoy to buoy
through the inner and middle sections of the
channel for the 16.8 m draft Suezmax design
vessel.
Outer Channel is limited to 210 m width for
16.8m draft Suezmax design vessel due to
dredging.
Optimum. Significant improvements in available
searoom and with a larger radius turn around
buoy 14 for the arriving ship.

Buoy 11 moved eastward to 11D allows more
searoom for the arriving ship around buoy 14 for
both normal operations and emergencies.
North-south Channel is realigned eastward with
buoy 12 moved to 12C and buoy 7 moved to 7A
and SM2 is moved eastward to SM2A. Buoy 5 is
moved inward to 5A.
allowing
•
a single radius turn around buoy 14
•
Radius 800m
Rate of Turn required at 7 knots =
16.2⁰/min
•
a simpler turn more easily monitored
and executed

Mid channel alignment

Channel alignment in approach to Buoy 14 on
the arriving ship is not straight.

Channel alignment in approach to Buoy 14 on
the arriving ship is not straight.

Constraint at Home Point

Rocky outcrop at Home Point is a constraint for
departing ships.

Rocky outcrop at Home Point is a constraint for
departing ships.

Emergency anchorage

Emergency anchorage is available between
buoys 11 to 15.

Outer Channel Width

Outer Channel is naturally wide for vessels up to
a draft of 14.8 metres.

Overall Assessment

Marginal. Can be brought up to Adequate by
improvements around Buoy 11.

Emergency anchorage is improved between
buoys 11A to 15 by movement of buoy 11
eastward. Dredging would extend buoy to buoy
through the inner and middle sections of the
channel for the 16.8 m draft Suezmax design
vessel.
Outer Channel is limited to 210 m width for
16.8m draft Suezmax design vessel due to
dredging.
Adequate. Very similar to the existing channel
with improvements made.

•
•

a single radius turn around buoy 14
Radius 500m Rate of Turn required at
7 knots = 25.9⁰/min

•

a simpler turn more easily monitored
and executed
allows departing ships more searoom
to the west to clear the rocky outcrop
at Home Point

Channel alignment in approach to Buoy 14 on
the arriving ship is straight north south allowing
a set of leads and alignment of buoys 8A and 11B
to define the centerline of the channel.
Rocky outcrop at Home Point is a constraint for
departing ships however the movement of buoy
12 westwards allows departing ships more
searoom to the west to clear this area.
Emergency anchorage is improved between
buoys 11B to 15 by movement of buoy 11
eastward. Dredging would extend buoy to buoy
through the inner and middle sections of the
channel for the 16.8 m draft Suezmax design
vessel.
Outer Channel is limited to 210 m width for
16.8m draft Suezmax design vessel due to
dredging.
Adequate. Significant improvements in available
searoom but with a smaller radius turn around
buoy 14 for the arriving ship.

Colour key:
Optimum
Adequate
Marginal
Inadequate

Ideal under both operating and extreme conditions, no issues encountered
Very good under operating conditions, manageable under extreme conditions
Adequate under operating conditions but poor under extreme conditions
Poor under both operating and extreme conditions, may be considered unacceptable from a navigational risk perspective
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Channel alignment in approach to Buoy 14 on
the arriving ship is straight north south allowing
a set of leads and alignment of buoys 8D and
11D to define the centerline of the channel.
Rocky outcrop at Home Point is removed
however there is effectively less searoom in the
approach to this area from the north.

Emergency anchorage is improved between
buoys 11D to 15 by movement of buoy 11
eastward. Dredging would extend buoy to buoy
through the inner and middle sections of the
channel for the 16.8 m draft Suezmax design
vessel.
Outer Channel is limited to 210 m width for
16.8m draft Suezmax design vessel due to
dredging.
Marginal. Some improvements but a significant
loss in some searoom for the departing ship.

10.3 Tugs
The existing tugs Bream Bay and Takahiwai were considered to be adequate for an arriving
design ship SML for normal operations from buoys 3/6 to the Crude Berth using channel
Option 2, channel Option 4, channel Option 4-2 and channel Option 5. The existing tugs
could assist in decelerating the ship in the approach to the berth and to put the vessel
alongside the berth for a normal berthing operation at slack water. The Bream Bay is the
most capable of the tugs and it is recommended to be tethered on the centre lead aft.
The existing tugs would be able to deal with the majority of emergency situations for the
arriving ship. However, in the event of a rudder jam full to starboard in the vicinity of buoy
14 with an arriving ship, the existing tugs would have difficulty in providing sufficient tug
forces to prevent the ship grounding. It is a consideration to be resolved independently of
this work.
Shifting a dead ship from emergency anchorage to berth was not simulated but can be
verified by further simulation, if required.
Departing vessels were simulated with tug assistance located more than five minutes away.
In the event of an emergency, that was too late for the tugs to provide any assistance to
prevent grounding in the area between buoy 14 to buoys 8/10. This is applicable to the
current situation and to all the channel designs.
It is recommended that the procedure in place by Northtugz for departing vessels should be
reinforced to ensure that tugs attend in the vicinity of the departing vessel as a minimum,
until the ship has cleared the rocky hazard at Home Point (buoy 7) and the pilot is
comfortable with the approach to buoys 3/6.
References:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Tug Use in Port A Practical Guide HenkHensen Second Edition pp169-172 Section 10.1.3
http://www.towingsolutionsinc.com/technology-escort_tugs.html et al
Tug Use in Port A Practical Guide HenkHensen Second Edition p 152 pp137-140 Section
9.4.1
Hydrodynamic Aspects of Ship Handling Tugs Brandner 1994 et al
http://www.rina.org.uk/hres/1994-2%20Brandner%20%20Hydrodynamic%20Aspects%20of%20Shiphandling%20Tugs.pdf
Review of New Zealand’s Oil Pollution Preparedness and Response Capability Maritime
New Zealand February 2011 pg 25 Section 7.1.1
https://www.maritimenz.govt.nz/Publications-and-forms/Environmentalprotection/OPPRC-Review-February-2011.pdf
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APPENDIX 1: PILOT CARDS for SUEXMAX TANKER and GUNDULIC
(LOGSHIP)
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APPENDIX 2: August 2nd DEPARTURE LOGSHIP ASIA PEARL FULL EBB
TIDE

Asia Pearl Logship, 2nd August 2015 Spring Ebb Tide, 2.5 hrs after HW, LOA 180m, Beam
28m, Draft 10.5m. Vessel rounding Buoy 14. Brown ship shapes show predicted path if no
corrective navigational measures taken.
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Asia Pearl Logship, 2nd August 2015 Spring Ebb Tide, 2.5 hrs after HW, LOA 180m, Beam
28m, Draft 10.5m. Vessel passing Buoy 7. Brown ship shapes show predicted path.
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APPENDIX 3: TRACK ENVELOPES

Track Envelope 1: SML Arrival
Runs with late initiation of turn
Channel Option 2 - Runs 12, 15 and 17

Track Envelope 2: SML Arrival
Optimum initiation of turn
Channel Option 2 - Runs 13, 18, 19 and 20
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Track Envelope 3: SMB Departures
Late in initiating turn
Channel Option 2
Runs 21-24

Track Envelope 4: SML Arrivals
Lime green track shows a late initiation of turn
Channel Option 4
Runs 26-30 and Run 29
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Track Envelope 5: SML and GL Logship (GL
shown in Black) Arrivals
Channel Option 4
Runs 31-40

Track Envelope 6: SML and GL Logship (in light blue) Departures
Channel Option 4
Runs 64-66
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Track Envelope 7: SML and GL (SML in light
blue) Arrival
Channel Option 4 - Runs 67-69

Track Envelope 8: SML and SMP (SML is the pink
track) Arrivals
Channel Option 2 - Runs 75-76
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Track Envelope 9: SML Arrivals
Vicinity of Buoy 14 with Emergency
Channel Option 4
Runs 84-89

Track Envelope 10 SML Arrivals
Vicinity Buoy 14 Channel Option 4-2
Runs 105-109
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Track Envelope 11 SML Arrivals
Vicinity Buoy 14 Channel Option 4-2
Runs 111-115

Track Envelope 12 SML Arrivals
Vicinity Buoy 14 to Berth Pocket Channel Option 5
Runs 118-122
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Track Envelope 13 SMB Departures
Vicinity Buoy 13 to Buoy 7 Channel Option 5
Runs 126-130

Track Envelope 14 SMB Departures
Vicinity Buoy 13 to Buoy 7 Channel Option 4-2
Runs 131-135
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Track Envelope 15 SMB Departures
Vicinity Buoy 13 to Buoy 7 Channel Option 4-2
Runs 136-140

Track Envelope 16 SMB Departures
Vicinity Buoy 13 to Buoy 7 Channel Option 5
Runs 141-143
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APPENDIX 4 SIMULATION RUN SUMMARY
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APPENDIX 5: RUN PLOTS

Run 001

Run 002

Run 003

Run 004
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Run 005

Run 007

Run 009

Run 010

Note: see avi files for runs 6 and 8
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Run 011

Run 012

Run 013

Run 014
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Run 015

Run 016

Run 017

Run 018
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Run 019

Run 021

Run 020

Run 022
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Run 023

Run 024

Run 025

Run 026
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Run 027

Run 028

Run 029

Run 030
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Run 031

Run 032

Run 033

Run 034
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Run 035

Run 036

Run 037

Run038
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Run 039

Run 041

Run 040

Run 042
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Run 043

Run044

Run 045

Run 046
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Run 047

Run 048

Run 049

Run 050
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Run 051

Run 052

Run 053

Run 054
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Run 055

Run 056

Run 057

Run 058
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Run 059

Run 061

Run 060

Run 062
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Run 063

Run 065

Run 064

Run 066
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Run 067

Run 068

Run 069

Run 070
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Run 071

Run 073

Run 072

Run 074
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Run 075

Run 077

Run 076

Run 078
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\
Run 079

Run 080

Run 081

Run 082
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Run 083

Run 084

Run 085

Run 086
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Run 087

Run 088

Run 089

Run 090
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Run 091

Run 092

Run 093

Run 094
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Run 095

Run 098

Run 096

Run 099

Note: Run 097 not recorded
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Run 100

Run 102

Run 101

Run 103
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Run 104

Run 105

Run 106

Run 107
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Run 108

Run 109

Run 110

Run 111
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Run 112

Run 114

Run 113

Run 115
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Run 116

Run 118

Run 117

Run 119
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Run 120

Run 121

Run 122

Run 123
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Run 124

Run 125

Run 126

Run 127
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Run 128

Run 130

Run 129

Run 131
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Run 132

Run 134

Run 133

Run 135
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Run 136

Run 137

Run 138

Run 139
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Run 140

Run 142

Run 141

Run 143
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Run 144

Run 145

Run 146

Run 147
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Run 148

Run 150

Run 149

Run 151
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Run 152

Run 154

Run 153

Run 155
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Run 156

Run 158

Run 157

Run 159
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Run 160

Run 162

Run 161

Run 163
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Run 164

Run 165

Run 166
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APPENDIX D: Taurikura Bay Leads Report

12 November 2016

RNZ CHANNEL DESIGN

M&APA1028R002D08

FINAL REPORT ON THE PROPOSED TAURIKURA BAY LEADS
Report prepared for Royal HaskoningDHV on behalf of Refining New Zealand
Limited

Revision 2.2
June 2016

Prepared by:

Report Summary
As part of the Desktop Simulation Study prepared for Refining NZ in September 2015, it was
proposed to establish a set of Leads in Taurikura Bay to assist with the night time navigation of
arriving Suezmax Tankers and other vessels. These leads would define the north south centreline of
the proposed Channel Option 4-2 between buoys 3/6 and buoy 14. The requirement for leads only
applied to Channel Option 4-2.
These leads were trailed in the simulation study and found to be very useful for the proposed
Channel 4-2 as they helped the pilots turning the ship into the approach to the centreline of the
channel. The pilots commenced the turn after passing buoys 3\6 and used the leads to align
themselves into the centreline of the channel.
The Desktop Simulation study assumed the forward lead will be on the northern edge of Calliope
Bank and the rear lead on the foreshore. This report investigates further options to establish Leads.
There are four possible Leads options considered here.
(i)

A PEL Sector Lead Light (PEL Option 1) established on Calliope Bank.

(ii) Traditional Leads (Low Leads Option 2) established on Calliope Bank (Fore lead) and
Taurikura Bay Foreshore (Rea r Lead). This was the option investigated in the previous report
revision (Report of Proposed Taurikura Bay Leads, Revision 1).
(iii) Traditional Leads (Water Leads Option 3) established on the Calliope Bank. Both Fore and
Rear Lead on Calliope Bank.
(iv) Traditional Leads (High Leads Option 4) established on Calliope Bank (Fore lead) and on the
lower southern slopes of Mania overlooking Taurikura Bay (Rear Lead).
This study investigated these proposed Leads options in more detail and the following results were
found:








All four Lead Options are viable but the PEL (Option 1) and the Water Leads (Option 3) will
cause the least visual impact on the local community around Taurikura Bay.
It was considered the PEL (Option 1) will be cheaper than the Water Leads (Option 3).
Traditional Leads offer the ability to judge the progress of the turn when swinging the ship
onto the centreline of the channel. However, Traditional Leads offer little indication of the
distance off the centreline when approaching the leading line.
The PEL (Option 1) can give a precise figure for distance off the centreline and by including an
oscillating boundary light option to the PEL; it is possible for the informed mariner to judge
the progress of the turn when swinging the ship onto the centreline of the channel.
The Traditional Leads would be visible in daytime use without lights. The PEL (Option 1) will
require daylights if it is to be used during the day. The PEL (Option 1) with daylights has more
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power requirements than the Traditional Leads and has a maximum day range out to the
vicinity of buoy 3.
The position of the existing isolated danger buoy in Taurikura Bay will create some
interference at night for all Leads Options but it is considered to be not serious. There will
also be some interference from shore light in Taurikura Bay for all Leads Options but it is not
considered serious. It was considered Buoy 11 should not cause any interference for all Leads
Options.
The program found the minimum heights (above Mean High Water) for the Water Leads
(Option 3) are 6 metres for the Front Lead and 13 metres for the Rear Lead.
The PEL (Option 1) will require a single tower which is 15 metres above MHW. It may be
possible to use a lower tower (10 metres) and tilt the PEL light.
Light intensity for the Traditional Leads options were checked against the IALA Leading Line
Design Program V 2.02 E-112-2. The report assumes recommended intensity for traditional
lights.
The report assumes a height of eye of the observer at 8 metres, 15 metres and 25 metres.
The lights were found to be usable with all options within the channel from heights of eye
above 7 metres.
It was considered that white lights offered the best visibility by night.
It is assumed that Calliope Bank is stable enough for establishment of a tower structure. This
should be verified.
It is assumed that approvals can be obtained for the establishment of lead towers in the
positions indicated in this report.
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PEL VERSES TRADITIONAL LEADS

A PEL light (Port Entry Light) uses a single sector light which provides a far greater resolution of
sector boundaries than had previously been possible (See Figure 1). Using a very fine angled sector
light, it is possible to define the centre line of a channel using a single station or tower. A white light
indicates the centre of the channel with red and green light sectors either side (See Figure 2).
Traditional Leads require two stations to define the centre line of a channel with a light at each
station. The PEL light has been available to mariners for over forty years but the traditional leads
have been used for much longer. The PEL light has gained acceptance across the world and
particularly in New Zealand and Australia, however pilots will often prefer one system over the other.
The following statements were supplied by Captain Ross Nicolls Director and Senior Pilot with
Brisbane Marine Pilots:
PEL vs. Lead lights is a subjective one depending on which Pilot you're talking to. This is more
prominent when replacing one set of leads with the other and we have been through this in Brisbane
and operates with both PEL's and traditional leads.
The PEL certainly provides an indication of distance off the centre course line as the lights (shoulder
and centre) are graduated and the Pilot can be educated as to the extremity of the lights visibility.
Traditional leads only clearly indicate where the centre line is without any clear appreciation of
distance either side.
The primary benefit of the traditional lead is that they are constantly lit or visible as you approach the
turn and you can gauge or get a feeling of how the turn is progressing by the aspect of the two leads.
This is not as discernible with a PEL. If distance away from the centre line of a course is a critical
component then a PEL defines this better.
From the above, if mariners wish to use the PEL during the day then it must be provided with
daytime lights which can be a problem if using solar power (as will be required in Taurikura Bay). The
manufacturer of PEL lights, Vega of New Zealand http://www.vega.co.nz considers adequate power
will be achievable for a PEL light established in Taurikura Bay.
Similarly in order to get a feeling of how the turn is progressing, the PEL needs to be provided with
the oscillating boundary option (see Figure 3). Vega offer oscillating boundary options which have
successfully been used in Cook Strait and Lyttelton. Oscillating boundary is a factory fitted option for
any PEL Light. It provides proportional indication of lateral movement within the sectors of the light.
In the oscillating sector, the colour oscillates between the colours of the sectors on either side. The
signal is easily and intuitively grasped by the mariner. A longer red flash and a shorter white flash
means that the mariner is closer to the red sector, and vice versa.
Judging the proportion of time in which each colour is displayed is quite straightforward, and the
cycle repeats every three seconds. The oscillating boundary option provides the mariner with a
feeling of how the turn is progressing, not as instinctive as the traditional lead but a functional
alternative.
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Vega of New Zealand has three types of PEL lights (PEL-3, PEL-4 and PEL-6), all of which can provide
the oscillating boundary option.

Figure 1 PEL 3 Installation (Courtesy Vega5)

Figure 2 Light Sectors PEL (Courtesy Vega5)

Figure 3 Oscillating Boundary Option (Courtesy Vega5)
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CHANNEL DESIGN CRITERIA TO ESTABLISH LEADS

To establish the traditional leads options, the IALA Guideline 1023 The Design of Leading Lines Edition
1.1 2005 was used. The proposed traditional lead options were tested against this IALA publication
in Melbourne by Be-Software. Guideline 1023 uses an excel program Leading Line Design Program V
2.02 E-112-2 (Table 1). The PEL (Option 1), where applicable, used the same design channel criteria.
Channel Option 4-2 length

1722 metres

Channel Option 4-2 minimum width

278 metres

Distance between Front and Rear Lead

700 metres Low Leads
1000 metres High Leads
800 metres Water Leads
O metres PEL

Distance from Front lead to nearest end of Channel Option 4.2

1352 metres Low Leads
1352 metres High Leads
552 metres Water Leads
552 metres PEL

Mean Range of Tide

2.3 metres

Background Lighting

MINOR

Minimum Visibility

5 nautical miles

Design Visibility

7 nautical miles

Maximum Visibility

10 nautical miles

Safe Height above water

3 metres

Dayshapes Required

YES Low Leads
YES High Leads
YES Water Leads
No PEL

Day Lights Required

YES Low Leads
YES High Leads
No Water Leads
YES PEL

Obstructions

NONE

Table 1
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3

PEL (OPTION 1)

The position of the PEL light was tested in this location on the southern edge of Calliope Bank in
shallow water shown (See Figure 4).
PEL Tower

35 50.375’S 174 31.293’E

PEL Tower

Figure 4
It was assumed the PEL would be mounted on a tower, 15 metres above mean high water.
The PEL can be configured easily to provide for night time operations. To provide daytime operation
with a 10 degree arc, the following ranges have been provided by the manufacturer (Vega).


PEL-3 10°: about 1.1NM



PEL-4 LED: about 1.7NM



PEL-6 10°: about 1.8NM
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PEL-6 can provide the range coverage just to buoy 3 for daytime operation. Range assumes day
ranges T=0.74, with 10kcd/m2 sky luminance (bright cloud and clear sky 1). The atmospheric
transmissivity (T) is defined as the transmittance or proportion of light from a source that remains
after passing through a specified distance (one nautical mile) through the atmosphere, at sea level 1.
According to the manufacturer, the PEL4 will comfortably be visible at that maximum range.
Power requirements for PEL lights have been provided by the manufacturer Vega:


PEL-3: 100W, 12VDC.



PEL-4 LED: about 90W, 12VDC.



PEL-6: 250W, 24VDC.

It was considered the PEL-4 LED probably represents the best option for PEL if daytime operation is
required. The maximum range reaches to halfway between buoy 3 and 5 and is achieved with
relatively low power consumption.
Basic sectors were simulated from 173T to 183T and are indicated in the following Table 2. The
sectors are shown with the ranges (see Figure 5).
Sector

Light Colour

Light Characteristic

Significance

173T to 175 T

Green

Fixed

Start of Turn

175T to 177T

Green White

Flashing predominately green

Approach

177T to 179 T

White Green

Flashing predominately white

Close Approach

179T to 181T

White

Fixed

Channel Centreline

181T to 183T

White Red

Flashing predominately white

To west of Centreline

Table 2
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Buoy 5

Maximum Range PEL 6
Maximum Range PEL 4

Buoy 3

Figure 5

Simulation of the PEL (Option 1) was undertaken for both daytime and night time (See Figure 6
overleaf, daytime simulation). The simulation showed the ship undertaking the turn from 320T to
000T and the PEL was able to give an indication of the turn progress. Video files of the simulations
are included in the electronic version of this report. A PEL 4 light system was simulated.
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Figure 6
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LOW LEADS (OPTION 2):

Using the IALA Guideline 1023 The Design of Leading Lines Edition 1.1 2005, the proposed simulated
Low Leads (Option 2) were tested against this IALA publication in Melbourne by Be-Software.
Guideline 1023 uses an excel program Leading Line Design Program V 2.02 E-112-2 (see detailed
results in Appendix A). The design criteria were entered into the design program using the following
co-ordinates:
Front Lead

35 49.99’S 174 31.293’E

Rear Lead

35 49.63’S 174 31.293’E (see Figure 7)

Rear Lead

Front Lead

Figure 7
These co-ordinates have the front lead in the shallow water of the Calliope Bank. The rear lead is on
the foreshore of Taurikura Bay. This design was tested in detail in the earlier version of this report
(Report of Proposed Taurikura Bay Leads, Revision 1). The design of the lead lines is viable but it is
understood from RNZ that there could be significant concerns with this option in regards to the
impact on the community of Taurikura Bay, in particular with the proposed rear lead which is 14
metres in height above MHW on the Taurikura Bay foreshore.
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Analysis of Google Earth data (see Figure 8) shows the position of the rear lead could be located in
front of a set of trees on the foreshore, which may lessen the visual impact. It should be verified by
actual survey and, also, to confirm the elevation of the land above Mean High Water. Nevertheless, it
is expected there could be community concern with the lead tower in this location.

Figure 8
Simulation results for both night time and daylight navigation using the Low Leads were very
positive. The daytime navigation simulation is shown (see Figure 9 overleaf). It was considered that
daylights and dayshapes were appropriate and the lights are to be white for both day and night
operations.
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Figure 9
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WATER LEADS (OPTION 3):

An alternative to Low Leads (Option 2) is to establish both the fore and rear lead towers on the
Calliope Bank. This may have the advantage of lessening the visual impact on the Taurikura Bay
foreshore.
Using the IALA Guideline 1023: The Design of Leading Lines Edition 1.1 2005, the proposed simulated
leads were tested against this IALA publication in Melbourne by Be-Software. Guideline 1023 uses an
excel program Leading Line Design Program V 2.02 E-112-2 (see detailed results in Appendix A). The
design criteria were entered into the design program using the following co-ordinates:
Front Lead

35 50.375’S 174 31.293’E

Rear Lead

35 49.99’S 174 31.293’E (see Figure 10)

Rear Lead

Fore Lead

Figure 10
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The results of simulation were positive and the leads were found to offer the required sensitivity. The
daytime navigation simulation is shown (see Figure 11 overleaf).
An advantage of having the leads closer to the channel is the possibility to dispense with the
daylights and use night lights only. Dayshapes would be required but they would be smaller than for
Low Leads (Option 2). Another advantage is the lead towers could be smaller. For the front lead, the
tower would be 6 metres above mean high water and the rear lead 13 metres above mean high
water. It was considered that buoy 11 would not cause interference with the Leads.
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Figure 11
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HIGH LEADS (OPTION 4):

The final alternative option is to place the rear lead higher up to the north of the housing in Taurikura
Bay. Using the IALA Guideline 1023 The Design of Leading Lines Edition 1.1 2005, the proposed
simulated leads were tested against this IALA publication in Melbourne by Be-Software. Guideline
1023 uses an excel program Leading Line Design Program V 2.02 E-112-2 (see detailed results in
Appendix A). The design criteria were entered into the design program using the following coordinates:
Front Lead

35 49.99’S 174 31.290’E

Rear Lead

35 49.45’S 174 31.290’E (see Figure 12)

Rear Lead

Front Lead

Figure 12
These co-ordinates have the front lead in the shallow water of the Calliope Bank which is the same
for Low Leads (Option 2). The rear lead is on the southern slope of Manaia Mountain, which is an
alternative site to that proposed for the rear lead for Low Leads (Option 2).
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Analysis of Google Earth data (see Figure 13) shows the position of the alternative rear lead could be
located in an open area but pushed back against a set of trees which may lessen the visual impact. It
should be verified by actual survey in particular the height of the area above mean sea level. From
Google Earth, it is assumed the elevation of the location is 35 metres above mean high water. The
height of the light was assumed to be 43 metres above mean high water, which gives a tower height
of only 8 metres. Nevertheless, it is expected there could still be community concern with the lead
tower in this alternative location.

Figure 13

Simulation results for both night time and daylight navigation using the High Leads (Option 4) were
positive. The daytime navigation simulation is shown (see Figure 14 overleaf). It was felt that
daylights and dayshapes were appropriate and the lights are to be white for both day and night
operations.
The dayshape for the rear lead would be larger and also there is a consideration for power at the rear
lead to ensure operation of a light. It may require solar power.
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Figure 14
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SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed leads were placed in the Be-Software Lanterna simulator for both night time and
daytime simulation of the leads, dayshapes and lights. White, red and blue lights were tested for
night time operations. Day time operations were tested with dayshapes only and also with dayshapes
and white daylights. A number of video files were produced and are included in the electronic
version of this document.
From the simulation for traditional lead options, it was considered the white lights were superior at
night but blue or red would also be adequate. Blue or red offer some advantages with some
background lights in the vicinity. By day, the dayshapes and daylight (white) were considered
superior to dayshapes only.
For the simulation of the PEL (Option 1), a PEL4 system was simulated with an arc of visibility of 10
degrees.
Both day and night time simulations were conducted. A comparison of the lead options that were
simulated is as shown in Table 3.
Lead
Option

Tower
Size

Day
Shapes
Height

Daylights
Available

Community
Concerns

Power
Supply

Distance
off
centreline
available

Indications
of progress
of turn

PEL Option1

15m or
perhaps
lower

no

Yes

Minimal

Solar

Yes

Adequate
with
boundary
oscillation

7m FL

3m FL

Yes

Highly likely

No

Very Good

14m RL

3m RL

Solar
plus
Shore

Water
Leads
Option 3

6m FL

2.1m FL

May not be
required

Less likely

Solar

No

Good

13m RL

2.5m RL

High Leads
Option 4

7 m FL

3m FL

Yes

Likely

Solar

No

Good

8 m RL
needs
verifying

4m RL

Single
Low Leads
Option 2

Perhaps
Shore

Table 3
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

All the proposed Leads Options are viable. It is recommended that

















The back ground lighting on the foreshore of Taurikura Bay and the isolated danger buoy in
Taurikura Bay should be checked at night for intensity. It is assumed the lights are fairly weak
however, a nighttime photo or video of the region taken from a ship can verify this.
It is assumed that Calliope Bank is stable enough for establishment of a tower structure. This
should be verified.
It is assumed that approvals can be obtained for the establishment of lead towers in the
positions indicated in this report.
Final intensity of Traditional Lights should be verified using IALA program Leading Line Design
Program V 2.02 E-112-2 to confirm the lights do not merge over the usable segment of the
Channel Option 4-2.This report has used light intensities based on recommended values for
the night and the day lights.
The report assumes a height of eye of the observer at 8 metres, 15 metres and 25 metres.
The lights were found to be usable from observer heights of eye above 7 metres. Below 7
metres the lights will blur in the channel for the traditional lead options.
The land based Traditional Lead Options (2 and 4) will need surveying prior to a decision on
tower size due to uncertainty in the elevation of the land in the positions proposed in this
report.
Either the PEL (Option 1) using a PEL4 LED system or the Water Leads (Option 3) are the most
suitable for covering the mid channel segment of Channel Option 4-2 between buoys 3 /6
and 14.
The PEL (Option 1) is working at maximum range by day to provide coverage in the critical
approach to the channel; however it offers more information to the mariner. Using a PEL6
will marginally increase the range but at greater cost in terms of solar power configuration.
According to the manufacturer Vega, the PEL4 will be comfortably visible at the maximum
range.
It was considered that white lights offered the best visibility by night.
It was considered that buoy 11 would not cause interference with the Leads Option (1) or
Leads Option (3) by day or by night.
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APPENDIX A: IALA PROGRAM LEADING LINE DESIGN PROGRAM V 2.02 E-112-2 OUTPUTS
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Low Leads (Option 2) output: Final Configuration IALA program Leading Line Design Program V 2.02 E-112-2.
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Water Leads (Option 3) output: Final Configuration IALA program Leading Line Design Program V 2.02 E-112-2.
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High Leads (Option 4) outputs: Daylights IALA program Leading Line Design Program V 2.02 E-112-2.
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APPENDIX E: Revised PIANC Channel Design Calculations

12 November 2016

RNZ CHANNEL DESIGN

M&APA1028R002D08

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 2 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 1: Fairway Buoy to Buoy 1/2
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
50
276
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-18.19 m CD
2.32 m CD
Outer Channel
One-way
Poor

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 1

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015
PIANC, 2014

6.8 knots

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 6kts at Fairway Buoy to 6.8kts at Buoy 1/2

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

20 knots

"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots

Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

0.3 knots

"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.4 knots

"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots

Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

2.4 m

"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"

OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

(f) Aids to Navigation

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)

n/a
n/a
n/a

Comment

Good

n/a

smooth and soft

n/a
20.51 m
1.21 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015

"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability PIANC, 2014
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)

Source
PIANC, 2014

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

0.0 Slow

"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.0 Low

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)
(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)
Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.5
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.0

1m<Hs<3m
Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
1.15T<=h<1.5T
sloping channel edges and shoals
Not Required

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))
See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6
See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.3
215
4.3
215

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 2 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 2: Buoy 1/2 to Buoy 3/6
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
50
276
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-17.65 m CD
2.32 m CD
Outer Channel
One-way
Poor

n/a
n/a
n/a

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)
(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)
(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

7.5 knots
20 knots
0.3 knots

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)
(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)
(f) Aids to Navigation

0.4 knots
1.9 m
n/a

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)
(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

Good

smooth and soft

n/a
19.97 m
1.17 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

Comment

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 2

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 6.8kts at Buoy 1/2 to 7.5kts at Buoy 3/6
"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots
"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots
"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots
"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"
"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015
Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor
0.0 Slow

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)
"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

Source
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.0 Low

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.5 1m<Hs<3m

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.3
215
4.3
215

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
1.15T<=h<1.5T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 2 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 3: Buoy 3/6 to Buoy 7
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
50
276
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-16.87 m CD
2.32 m CD
Outer Channel
One-way
Poor

n/a
n/a
n/a

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)
(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)
(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

7.5 knots
20 knots
0.3 knots

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)
(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)
(f) Aids to Navigation

1.3 knots
0.9 m
n/a

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)
(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

Good

smooth and soft

n/a
19.19 m
1.13 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

Comment

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 3

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 7.5kts at Buoy 3/6 to 7.3kts at Buoy 7
"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots
"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots
"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots
"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"
"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015
Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor
0.0 Slow

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)
"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

Source
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.0 Low

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

3.8
190
4.0
200

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 2 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 4: Buoy 7 to Buoy 14
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
50
276
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-16.86 m CD
2.32 m CD
Inner Channel
One-way
Poor

n/a
n/a
n/a

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)
(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)
(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

7.3 knots
20 knots
0.5 knots

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)
(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)
(f) Aids to Navigation

1.5 knots
0.6 m
n/a

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)
(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

Good

smooth and soft

n/a
19.18 m
1.13 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

Comment

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 4

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 7.3kts at Buoy 7 to 6.8kts at Buoy 14
"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots
"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots
"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots
"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"
"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015
Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor
0.0 Slow

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)
"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

Source
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.2 Moderate

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.0
200
4.2
210

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 2 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 5: Buoy 14 to Buoy 16
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
50
276
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-16.69 m CD
2.32 m CD
Inner Channel
One-way
Poor

n/a
n/a
n/a

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)
(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)
(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

6.8 knots
20 knots
0.7 knots

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)
(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)
(f) Aids to Navigation

1.5 knots
0.6 m
n/a

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)
(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

Good

smooth and soft

n/a
19.01 m
1.12 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

Comment

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 5

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 6.8kts at Buoy 14 to 5.8kts at Buoy 16
"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots
"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots
"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots
"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"
"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015
Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor
0.0 Slow

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)
"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

Source
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

1.0 Moderate

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.8 Moderate

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.2 Moderate

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.7
235
4.7
235

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 2 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 6: Buoy 16 to Buoy 17
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
50
276
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-16.31 m CD
2.32 m CD
Inner Channel
One-way
Poor

n/a
n/a
n/a

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)
(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)
(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

5.8 knots
20 knots
0.7 knots

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)
(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)
(f) Aids to Navigation

1.5 knots
0.6 m
n/a

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)
(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

Good

smooth and soft

n/a
18.63 m
1.09 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

Comment

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 6

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 5.8kts at Buoy 16 to 2kts at Buoy 17
"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots
"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots
"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots
"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"
"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015
Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor
0.0 Slow

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)
"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

Source
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

1.0 Moderate

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.8 Moderate

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.2 Moderate

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.7
235
4.7
235

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

BEND GEOMETRY
OPTION 2 CHANNEL DESIGN
Bend No. Entry Channel Heading
(deg. from North)
1
321
2
345
3
369

Exit Channel Heading
(deg. from North)
345
369
309

* 5 x LOA recommended, Table 3.8 PIANC 2014
^ Eqn. 3-5 PIANC 2014
" Eqn. 3-6 PIANC 2014

Bearing Change (S)
24
24
60

Vessel Beam Vessel LOA Bend Radius*
(m)
(m)
(m)
50
276
1400
50
276
1400
50
276
800

Entry Channel Width
(m)
215
200
200

Draft Angle Width^
(m)
12.1
12.1
21.2

Response Time Width"
(m)
20.0
20.0
20.0

Bend Width
(m)
245
230
275

Exit Channel Width
(m)
200
200
235

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 4 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 1: Fairway Buoy to Buoy 1/2
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
50
276
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-18.19 m CD
2.32 m CD
Outer Channel
One-way
Poor

n/a
n/a
n/a

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)
(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)
(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

6.8 knots
20 knots
0.3 knots

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)
(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)
(f) Aids to Navigation

0.4 knots
2.4 m
n/a

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)
(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

Good

smooth and soft

n/a
20.51 m
1.21 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

Comment

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 1

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 6kts at Fairway Buoy to 6.8kts at Buoy 1/2
"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots
"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots
"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots
"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"
"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015
Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor
0.0 Slow

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)
"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

Source
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.0 Low

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.5 1m<Hs<3m

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.3
215
4.3
215

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
1.15T<=h<1.5T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 4 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 2: Buoy 1/2 to Buoy 3/6
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
50
276
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-17.65 m CD
2.32 m CD
Outer Channel
One-way
Poor

n/a
n/a
n/a

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)
(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)
(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

7.5 knots
20 knots
0.3 knots

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)
(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)
(f) Aids to Navigation

0.4 knots
1.9 m
n/a

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)
(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

Good

smooth and soft

n/a
19.97 m
1.17 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

Comment

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 2

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 6.8kts at Buoy 1/2 to 7.5kts at Buoy 3/6
"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots
"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots
"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots
"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"
"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015
Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor
0.0 Slow

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)
"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

Source
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.0 Low

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.5 1m<Hs<3m

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.3
215
4.3
215

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
1.15T<=h<1.5T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 4 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 3: Buoy 3/6 to Buoy 7
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
50
276
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-16.87 m CD
2.32 m CD
Outer Channel
One-way
Poor

n/a
n/a
n/a

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)
(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)
(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

7.5 knots
20 knots
0.7 knots

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)
(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)
(f) Aids to Navigation

1.3 knots
0.9 m
n/a

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)
(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)
(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)
(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]
(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

Good

smooth and soft

n/a
19.19 m
1.13 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier
1.8
0.0
0.6
1.0
0.8

Category
Poor
Slow
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Comment

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 3

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 7.5kts at Buoy 3/6 to 7.3kts at Buoy 7
"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots
"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots
"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots
"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"
"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015
Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)
"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))
See Table 3.5(b)
See Table 3.5(c)
See Table 3.5(c)

Source
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.0 Low

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.5
225
4.5
225

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 4 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 4: Buoy 7 to Buoy 14
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
50
276
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-16.86 m CD
2.32 m CD
Inner Channel
One-way
Poor

n/a
n/a
n/a

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)
(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)
(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

7.3 knots
20 knots
0.3 knots

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)
(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)
(f) Aids to Navigation

1.5 knots
0.6 m
n/a

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)
(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

Good

smooth and soft

n/a
19.18 m
1.13 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

Comment

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 4

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 7.3kts at Buoy 7 to 6.8kts at Buoy 14
"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots
"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots
"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots
"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"
"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015
Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor
0.0 Slow

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)
"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

Source
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.3 Low

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.2 Moderate

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.0
200
4.2
210

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 4 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 5: Buoy 14 to Buoy 16
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
50
276
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-16.69 m CD
2.32 m CD
Inner Channel
One-way
Poor

n/a
n/a
n/a

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)
(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)
(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

6.8 knots
20 knots
0.7 knots

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)
(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)
(f) Aids to Navigation

1.5 knots
0.6 m
n/a

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)
(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

Good

smooth and soft

n/a
19.01 m
1.12 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

Comment

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 5

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 6.8kts at Buoy 14 to 5.8kts at Buoy 16
"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots
"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots
"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots
"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"
"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015
Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor
0.0 Slow

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)
"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

Source
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

1.0 Moderate

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.8 Moderate

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.2 Moderate

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.7
235
4.7
235

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

PIANC (2014) CHANNEL WIDTH ASSESSMENT
OPTION 4 CHANNEL DESIGN
REACH 6: Buoy 16 to Buoy 17
INPUT DATA
Parameter
Vessel Type
Vessel Size Class
Vessel Dead Weight Tonnage (DWT)
Vessel Beam (B)
Vessel Length Overall (LOA)
Vessel Length Between Perpendiculars (LBP)
Vessel Draft (T)

Value
Tanker
Suezmax
159,057
50
276
264
17.02

Channel Design Level
Mean High Water Neap (MHWN) tide level
Channel Type
Passing
Vessel Manoeuvrability

Unit
n/a
n/a
tonnes
m
m
m
m

-16.31 m CD
2.32 m CD
Inner Channel
One-way
Poor

n/a
n/a
n/a

(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)
(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)
(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc)

5.8 knots
20 knots
0.7 knots

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)
(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)
(f) Aids to Navigation

1.5 knots
0.6 m
n/a

(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h)
Depth to Draft Ratio (h/T)
Channel slope

CHANNEL WIDTH CALCULATION
Parameter
Basic Manoeuvring Lane (WBM)
(a) Vessel Speed (Vs)

Good

smooth and soft

n/a
18.63 m
1.09 n/a
sloping channel edges and shoals
n/a

Beam (B) Multiplier

Comment

Source

summer draft

OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015
OMC, 2015

95% Access, minimum channel design level in Reach 6

OMC, 2015
Tonkin & Taylor, 2015

"Outer Channel" = open water, "Inner Channel" = protected water
"Two-way" or One-way"
"Poor" = tankers/bulk carriers
"Moderate" = container vessels/car carriers/RoRo vessels/LNG&LPG vessels
"Good" = twin propeller ships/ferries/cruise vessels
"average" speed profile, varies from 5.8kts at Buoy 16 to 2kts at Buoy 17
"Mild" Vcw<15 knots, "Moderate" 15 knots <=Vcw<33 knots, "Strong" Vcw>33 knots
"Negligible" Vcc<0.2 knots, "Low" 0.2 knots<=Vcc<0.5 knots, "Moderate" 0.5 knots<=Vcc<1.5
knots, "Strong" Vcc>=1.5 knots
"Low" VlC<1.5 knots, "Moderate" 1.5 knots<=VlC<3 knots, "Strong" VlC>=3 knots
"Hs<=1m", "1m<Hs<3m", "Hs>=3m"
"Excellent" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability
of Pilots, DGPS and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS)
"Good" = paired lighted buoys with radar deflectors/lighted leading lines with availability of
Pilots and DGPS
"Moderate" = anything less than the facilities mentioned above
"smooth and soft" or "rough and hard"
at Mean High Water Neap tide (MHWN)

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
OMC, 2015
Marsden Point, 5% annual exceedance wind speed 10m/s, MetOcean Solutions measured data
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
Max. ebb or flood current velocity +/-1hr from HW, Auckland Ports ADCP Data 2015
OMC, 2015 99th percentile swell data
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

"gentle underwater channel slope (1:10 or less steep)" or "sloping channel edges and shoals" PIANC, 2014
or "steep and hard embankments, structures"

Category
1.8 Poor
0.0 Slow

Comment
"Good" = 1.3B, "Moderate" = 1.5B, "Poor" = 1.8B (Table 3.4)
"Fast" Vs>12 = 0.1B, "Moderate" 8<Vs<12 = 0.0B, "Slow" 5<Vs<8 = 0.0B (Table 3.5(a))

Source
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

(b) Prevailing cross wind (Vcw)

0.6 Moderate

See Table 3.5(b)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Outer Channel]

1.0 Moderate

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(c) Prevailing cross current (Vcc) [Inner Channel]

0.8 Moderate

See Table 3.5(c)

PIANC, 2014

(d) Prevailing longitudinal current (Vlc)

0.2 Moderate

See Table 3.5(d)

PIANC, 2014

(e) Beam and stern quartering wave height (Hs)

0.0 Hs<=1

Hs<=1m = 0.0B, 1m<Hs<3m = 0.5B, Hs>=3m = 1.0B (Table 3.5(e))

PIANC, 2014

(f) Aids to Navigation
(g) Bottom Surface
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Outer Channel]
(h) Depth of waterway (h) [Inner Channel]
Width for Bank Clearance (WB)

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.3

See Table 3.5(f)
See Table 3.5(g)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.5(h)
See Table 3.6

PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014
PIANC, 2014

Additional Width for Channel Passing (Wp)

0.0 Not Required

See Table 3.7

PIANC, 2014

Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Outer Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]
Total Channel Width [Inner Channel]

4.7
235
4.7
235

Good
h<1.5T
h<1.25T
h<1.15T
sloping channel edges and shoals

B
m
B
m

BEND GEOMETRY
OPTION 4 CHANNEL DESIGN
Bend No. Entry Channel Heading
Exit Channel Heading
(deg. from North)
(deg. from North)
1
321
360
2
360
309
* 5 x LOA recommended, Table 3.8 PIANC 2014
^ Eqn. 3-5 PIANC 2014
" Eqn. 3-6 PIANC 2014

Bearing Change (S)
39
51

Vessel Beam Vessel LOA Bend Radius*
(m)
(m)
(m)
50
276
1800
50
276
800

Entry Channel Width
(m)
215
225

Exit Channel Width
(m)
225
235

Draft Angle Width^
(m)
9.4
21.2

Response Time Width"
(m)
20.0
20.0

Bend Width
(m)
255
275
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RNZ FULL BRIDGE SIMULATION STUDY
Final Report prepared for Royal HaskoningDHV on behalf of Refining
New Zealand Limited

Prepared by:

Executive Summary
This full bridge simulation study was undertaken from 7th July to 13th July 2016 in support of
the proposed approach channel realignment and deepening to accept up to a 16.6 metre
draft vessels on arrival at Marsden Point for Refining New Zealand Limited (RNZ).
The study was conducted to verify the earlier portable and remote link simulation studies
(Final Report RNZ Desktop Simulation Study. Be-Software December 2015) which looked at
the feasibility of four different channel designs (denoted Option 2, Option 4, Option 4-2 and
Option 5) for a number of typical vessels that currently utilise the port, in addition to the
design ship, being a Suezmax Class Oil Tanker having a length overall (LOA) of 274m, beam
of 48m and draft of 16.8 m. The full bridge simulation study focussed on the two preferred
channel designs, Option 2 and Option 4-2. The design ship for the full bridge simulation
study was a Suezmax Class Oil Tanker having a length overall (LOA) of 276m, beam of 50m
and draft of 16.6m.
This study found that:
•

The results of the two earlier portable and remote link simulation studies were
validated. This study used a different simulation system and different sets of
mathematical equations but the results were the same as obtained from the previous
simulation studies.

•

Both channel designs were feasible with operational limitations up to a 30 knot wind
and slack tide high water arrival of the design ship, following current operational
procedures for the port.

•

The Option 4.2 channel design is preferred by the pilots as it provides a simpler
approach through the critical turn area in the vicinity of buoy 14. This allows the pilots
to execute a constant radius turn which is easily monitored using a Portable Pilotage
Unit (PPU). It also provides more sea room for all departing vessels to clear the rocky
outcrop at Home Point safely, particularly during ebb tides and strong offshore winds.
Simulated scenarios used current operational procedures with the design ship in ballast
and loaded condition.

•

The design ship was considered to manoeuvre at below average standard for a vessel of
her class. However, the pilots were able to use existing tug capability and PPU to
consistently navigate safely within the confines of both channel designs. Of the two
designs, the Option 4-2 was considered the optimum as it allows the most sea room for
the arriving vessel and has a larger radius of turn in the channel alignment for both
arrival and departure vessels. Greater sea room and improved bend radius significantly
improves existing channel safety margins, especially under adverse weather conditions
and with a difficult ship to manoeuvre.

•

An alternative design ship was used in the full bridge simulation study as an additional
check to manoeuvring capability. The alternative design ship study was a Suezmax Class
Oil Tanker having a length overall (LOA) of 280m, beam of 50m and draft of 16.6m. The
alternative design ship was considered to be of average manoeuvring standard and this
ship was consistently navigated safely in both channel designs.

•

Minimal realignment of existing navigational buoys is necessary with both channel
designs.
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•

An improvement in the existing leading sector light and buoy lights will be necessary to
properly indicate navigable water in the approach channel from the fairway buoy to
buoys 3/6.

•

Existing tugs are capable of handling the design ship under normal operational
conditions.

•

Existing operational tug procedures for departing vessels need to be reinforced for all
channel designs.

•

Existing tugs under the simulated emergency scenarios in this study raise some potential
issues which may require further investigation /analysis as part of separate risk /safety
review.

•

The proposed channel design alignments will potentially assist in an emergency scenario
by providing more searoom.
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1

INTRODUCTION

This full bridge simulation study was conducted in Auckland in the Marine Simulation Centre
of the New Zealand Maritime School over five days.
The study was required to validate two earlier portable and remote link simulation studies
for the proposed expansion of the port to receive deeper draft Suezmax Oil Tankers, to 16.6
metres draft. The proposed expansion will involve dredging and buoyage realignment in the
approach channel to Northport and the oil berths at the RNZ Marsden Point facility. The
design ship for this study is a Suezmax Oil Tanker with an LOA of 276m and a beam of 50m
and a draft of 16.6m, noting that this class of ship periodically visits Marsden Point but is
part loaded with a maximum 14.7m draft.
The first two days of the full bridge simulation study were used to simulate manoeuvring
with the two channel designs (denoted as Option 2 and Option 4-2), by a group of pilots
which included the Marsden Point Harbourmaster, the Northtugz Pilot Manager and a
senior Auckland Pilot. The next three days utilized a different group of pilots including the
senior pilots for Marsden Point and a senior Tugmaster. This second group were used to also
simulate manoeuvring with the two different channel designs (Option 2 and Option 4-2) in
particular the emergency scenarios and the use of existing tug capability for the port.
The full bridge simulation study used a completely different simulation system and
mathematical models to the portable and remote link simulation studies. Although the
design ship for all the studies was a Suezmax of very similar dimensions, displacement and
power, the mathematical models used in the simulations were quite different. Nevertheless,
the results of the studies (portable, remote link and full bridge) match in terms of the
suitability of both channel designs for this Suezmax class of vessel and also the response of
the design ship under the emergency scenarios.
The Option 2 channel alignment closely matched the current channel alignment to Marsden
Point, keeping within the existing navigation buoys, except at buoy No 11 which was slightly
relocated to accommodate the recommended channel design guidelines. This Option 2
channel alignment was, hence, validated in the full bridge and the earlier portable and
remote link simulation studies.
The Option 4 channel alignment also matched, in general, the current alignment except with
the purpose of reducing the number of alignments and bends, again in order to meet
preferred design standards. This required the relocation of the existing No 8, No 12 and No
11 buoys. This alignment was tested in the portable and remote link simulation studies but
was considered inferior to Option 4.2 channel alignment.
The Option 4-2 channel alignment is similar to Option 4 but takes advantage of some deeper
water on the inside of Buoy No 14 and also the possibility to move the N-S channel
alignment slightly to the east so as the eastern edge of the dredge channel coincided with
Buoy No 7. By making these amendments, a Radius=800m bend around the (now relocated)
No 14 buoy is possible. This is a significant improvement in the radius of bend available in
Option 4 (Radius=580m). This alignment also eliminates the need for any dredging along the
edge of the bank between Buoy 16 and 18. To achieve the Option 4-2 alignment, the
RNZ Full Bridge Simulation Study Final Report Be-Software August 2016
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relocation of the existing No 3, No 8, No18, No 14, No 12 and No 11 buoys was required. This
Option4-2 channel alignment was validated in the full bridge and the earlier portable and
remote link simulation studies.
The Option 5 channel alignment involved a movement of the N-S channel alignment further
to the east. This will require dredging in the vicinity of Home Point. It was designed to
eliminate all dredging adjacent on the western side of the channel at the expense of
dredging on the eastern side at Home Point. This required the relocation of the existing No 7
and No 12 buoys. This alignment was tested in the portable simulation studies but was
considered inferior to Option 4-2 and Option 2 channel alignments. The Option 5 channel
alignment was not tested in the full bridge simulation study.
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2

AIMS OF THE STUDY

The full bridge simulation study aimed to:
•

Validate the earlier portable and remote link simulation studies of the preferred channel
alignment designs ( Option 4-2 and Option 2)

•

Investigate the implications for navigation safety and changes to buoyage necessary for
the arrival of a Suezmax class vessel of draft 16.6 metres utilising the channel designs
Option 2 and Option 4-2 in the proposed realignment and deepening of the approach
channel to RNZ Marsden Point Crude Oil Berth.

•

Confirm that other current shipping to Refining NZ and Northport facilities would be
able to continue to safely navigate the channel design options.
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3

STUDY PARTICIPANTS

Refining New Zealand RNZ:
Dave Martin (Business Opportunities Manager)
Harbourmaster:
Jim Lyle
NorthTugz Pilots:
George Walkinshaw
Kirit Barot
Tom Greig
NorthTugz Tugmaster:
Simon Noakes
Auckland Pilots
Wayne Mills
Tauranga Pilots
Troy Evans
NZ Maritime School
Kees Buckens
Royal HaskoningDHV:
Richard Mocke
Julian Cross
Be Software:
Bruce Goodchild

In addition, other representatives from Northport, NorthTugz, and COLL together with the
Deputy Harbourmaster also attended some of the simulation. There was also
representatives of Northland Tangata Whenua who attended on Friday 8th July for some of
the simulation.
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4

SIMULATOR OVERVIEW

New Zealand Maritime School provided the use of a full mission simulator with integrated
tug simulator at their simulation centre in Auckland.
The full mission simulator on the main bridge incorporated a number of instrument consoles
and vision displays covering 300 degrees of horizontal field of view displayed on large
projector screens. A separate tug bridge was available with 360 degrees of broken
horizontal field of view on large 50 inch monitors.
The main bridge instrument consoles incorporated ARPA radar, ECDIS and manoeuvring
displays showing speeds, engine RPM, rudder angle and rate of turn. Real instrumentation
was provided for most of the bridge equipment. Similar real tug instrumentation was
available on the tug bridge.
The separate instructor station was able to fully control and monitors the main bridge and
also the tug bridge. The instructor station was used for recording of simulation runs and
editing of hydrodynamic, visual and environmental models.
The software used for the project was a Transas 5000 Integrated Ship and Tug simulator.
Details on the simulation software are available on the website www.transas.com

NorthTugz Pilots attending the Full bridge Simulation in Auckland.
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Displays from the Simulation Centre Auckland

Tangata Whenua attending Simulation 8th July
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5

AREA MODEL AND CHANNEL DESIGNS

A basic Marsden Point area model was developed to provide a visual scene and incorporate
the new channel designs. The new channel designs were titled Option 2 and Option 4-2.
From the base Marsden model, new area models were constructed for the full bridge
simulation as follows:
MODEL ID

DESCRIPTION

CHANNEL ID

Marsden

Existing Approach Channel

Existing

Marsden2

Option 2 alignment within existing buoyage

Option 2

Marsden4.2.1

Revised Option 4-2 alignment with
Traditional Leads (Water Leads Option 3) on
Middle Reach of Channel

Option 4-2.1

Marsden4.2.2

Revised Option 4-2 alignment with PEL
Leads (PEL Leads Option 1) on Middle Reach
of Channel

Option 4-2.2

Throughout the Report, for ease of reference, each channel design will be identified by the
names in the third column (i.e. Channel ID).
Channels Marsden 4-2.1 and Marsden 4-2.2 are identical except for the type of Leads
installed for the 000\180T Centreline in the Middle Reach of the Channel. The types of Leads
are fully described in the Taurikura Bay Leads Report (Report of Proposed Taurikura Bay
Leads Revision 2.2. Be-Software June 2016)
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6

ENVIRONMENTAL DATA

Environmental data inputs for the simulation were provided by Ross Venell (currents) and
Royal HaskoningDHV.
6.1

Tidal Streams

Tidal stream patterns were based on Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) current
measurements.
Tidal streams were modelled on the basis of a 25 metre grid spacing with an updated tidal
vector provided for every 15 minutes. The simulator was able to interpret the tidal stream at
six minutes intervals over the operational area from the Fairway buoy to the Crude Berth.
Tidal stream data was identical through the channel designs - Existing, Option 2, Option 42.1, Option 4-2.2.
6.2

Wave Models

Wave data was obtained from the underkeel clearance modelling previously undertaken by
OMC International (2015) and comprised wave percentile data from the Alpha waverider
buoy and estimated wave attenuation factors at different points along the approach channel
alignment.
Each simulation was carried out in a multiple wave environment. Swell waves varied from
2.0 m Hs with a 22 second period to 1.0 m Hs with a 13 second period at the wave rider
buoy. Wave direction was uniformly at a bearing of 090 (i.e. East). Swell height varied within
the model area based upon OMC wave attenuation data. Swell waves progressively
diminished into the inner harbour as per the OMC model to a minimum of 0.24 of the value
at the wave rider buoy.
6.3

Wind Forces

Winds were stipulated as steady or gusting for each simulated run. Wind speeds varied from
15 to 30 knots. Gusts varied in intensity by 50% with a 30 degree spread in direction. Wind
shadow effects were incorporated where appropriate. Wind shadowing dropped the wind
speed by over 50%. For example, a wind speed of 25 knots was decreased to 10 knots in a
shadow area behind Home Point.
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7

SHIP MODELS

The design vessel for this study was a Suezmax Oil Tanker with a LOA of 276m, a beam of
50m and a draft of 16.6m which was represented in the simulation by the VLCC1A which had
a LOA of 275 m, a beam of 48m and a draft of 16.6m. The ballasted version of this design
ship VLCCB had a LOA of 262m, a beam of 48m and draft of 9m. An alternative simulated
design ship was provided VLCC7 which had a LOA of 280 m, a beam of 50m and a draft of
16.6m. There was no ballast condition for VLCC7.
Design Ship draft conditions:
ID

SHIP

CONDITION

DRAFT FORWARD

DRAFT AFT

VLCC1A VLCC1A

Loaded

16.6m

16.6m

VLCC7

VLCC7

Loaded

16.6m

16.6m

VLCCB

VLCCB

In - ballast

6.0m

9.0m

At Marsden Point, Suezmax Tankers of these dimensions are currently handled in both the
ballast and part loaded conditions. The loaded Suezmax to 16.6 metres has not been
handled to date due to insufficient water in the existing channel at some locations. The full
loaded vessel is more difficult to handle in strong tidal streams due to its deeper draft. It
also has a larger turning diameter and is more prone to overshooting a turn due to the
larger displacement in comparison to the partly loaded ship.
VLCC1A was considered to have below average manoeuvring capability and VLCC7 was
considered to have average manoeuvring capability but above average engine power. The
Simulated design vessel (SML) in the portable and remote link simulation studies was
considered to have average manoeuvring capability. At the present time, the Suezmax
vessels in ballast condition are restricted to flood tide only and the part loaded conditions
are only handled at slack water when tidal streams are at their lowest velocity.
It should be noted that all references to load conditions refer to the ship model used in the
simulation.
A log vessel was represented by the handy max bulk carrier, Bulk1, with an LOA of 183m, a
beam of 22.6m, which was provided in one loaded draft condition:
ID

SHIP

Bulk1 Bulk1

CONDITION

DRAFT FORWARD

DRAFT AFT

Loaded

10.1m

10.7m
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Tugs used in the simulation exercises were based on data sheets available on the
Northport’s website. Four tugs were nominated for use and are summarised below:
ID

SHIP

BOLLARD PULL

TYPE

SKEG

ESCORT
Designated

BB

Bream Bay

70

ASD

Docking with extended
closed forward skeg 1

No

T

Takahiwai

50

ASD

No

No

K

Kemp

14

Twin Screw No

No

MB
Marsden Bay 28
Twin Kort No
Kemp and Marsden Bay were only used in Run 50 of this simulation study.

No

An Aframax class oil tanker was available for simulation. The Aframax vessel LOA 243m
Beam 43m was provided at two draft conditions:
ID

SHIP

CONDITION

DRAFT FORWARD

DRAFT AFT

AML

AfraMax Oil

Loaded

12.5m

12.5m

AMB

AfraMax Oil B

In ballast

6.0m

7.0m

Details of ship models used are contained in the pilot cards of the vessels provided in
Appendix 1.
Reference:
1.

Tug Use in Port A Practical Guide Henk Hensen Second Edition pp169-172 Section 10.1.3
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8

SIMULATION RUNS SUMMARY

This section provides a summary of the simulation runs, organised according to day. Further
details on simulation runs and debriefing run notes are provided in Appendix 3 and 4. Run
plots are provided separately to this report (see Marsden Point Full Bridge Simulation Run
Plots : Be-Software July 2016).
8.1

Day One

Run 1 was an arrival exercise using the existing channel with the loaded AfraMax Oil Tanker.
The objective of this run was to prove the validity of the current model and visual database.
The current model and visual model was considered correct. Run Number 2 used the new
channel design 4-2.1 with the loaded Suezmax VLCC1. The objective of this run was to check
the depth databases particularly in the outer channel reach. An error was discovered in the
depth database model which required a change in the simulation.
Runs 3 – 5 were arrival exercises using the VLCC1A from Fairway Buoy to Buoy 18 using the
channel design 4-2.1. Underkeel clearance was much more realistic and the Pilots were able
to control the ship but it was not easy in 20 knots of wind. The VLCC1 was considered by the
pilots below average in terms of manoeuvring capability which confirmed the earlier
assessment of that ship based on the supplied manoeuvring data. Existing tug capability was
sufficient to assist in the arrival particularly for the deceleration required between Buoy 14
and Buoy 18. The stern tug was required to eliminate any residual rate of turn after the
swing around buoy 14. The traditional leads on the 000\180 T centre line of the mid channel
reach were considered a useful guide for the arriving design ship.
Run 6 and 7 used channel design 2 with the loaded Suezmax VLCC1A and VLCC7. Wind
speeds were maintained at 20 knots and it was considered VLCC7 was much easier to
control and more indicative of the Suezmax class of ship in terms of manoeuvrability. VLCC7
was classed as average and VLCC1A was classed as below average by the Pilots in terms of
steering capability. The new position of the Fairway buoy on the starboard side of the
channel was considered to be in a good position in relation to the entrance of the new
channel. The entrance PEL light was not visible due to a simulation fault so it was not
possible to comment on its effectiveness.
8.2 Day Two
Runs 8 and 9 were night time arrival runs with both VLCC1A and VLCC7 with wind speeds up
to 30 knots. The channel design 4-2.2 was used for these runs .With the winds from the ENE
it was expected that there would be some wind shadowing effects as the ship transited
between buoy 3\6 and buoy 12. This was not simulated and it was very difficult to control
VLCC1A. Thus run 8 was considered an unrealistic situation because of no wind shadowing.
Using VLCC7 in run 9, the ship could be controlled in the higher wind speed. In run 9 the
wind shadowing was realistic. The PEL Lead Option 1 for the 000\180T centreline of the mid
channel reach was considered not as effective as the traditional leads (Water Leads Option
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3). The pilots felt it was more difficult to interpret their position using the PEL option when
swinging onto the 000\180T centreline.
Run 10 was a daytime departure using channel design 4-2.2. The loaded logship was used for
this departure under slack tidal conditions. It was not possible to simulate full ebb tidal
conditions due to a problem with the tidal database. No difficulties were experienced with
the departure. An alternative fairway buoy position on the port side of the channel was
simulated and this was considered acceptable. The group of pilots had no real preference
for the position of the fairway buoy either to port or starboard of the new entrance channel.
Run 11 was another nighttime arrival using VLCC7 with channel design 4-2.2. Ship was easier
to control but not positioned well for the turn round buoy 14. As a consequence, there was
a danger of grounding. Run 12 was a departure logship with channel design 4-2.2 under full
ebb tide conditions. Tidal database was realistic and the departure successful, however it
was considered that the logship model could accelerate too quickly.
Runs 13 to 17 were daylight arrival runs using channel design 4-2.1 with VLCC1A under
limiting environmental conditions with wind speeds up to 30 knots. Using the portable pilot
unit (PPU), the pilots were able to control the ship much better and in particular get real
advantage from the traditional leads (Water Leads Option 3). A mistaken impression of the
actual position of buoy 8 on the PPU had made the pilots initiate the turn from buoys 3\6 to
buoy 7 earlier than was necessary. Once the position of buoy 8 was adjusted on the PPU, the
pilots could use the traditional leads (Water Leads Option 3) much more effectively and
more control was exercised when passing Home Point and initiating the turn round buoy 14.
The pilots still needed to use the tugs to help control the residual rate of turn and
deceleration once the arriving ship swings around buoy 14.
A short progress meeting was held at the end of the day to discuss the findings of the two
days of simulation. The following points were raised.
•

Channel design Option 4-2.1 with the traditional leads was considered superior to
Option 2. There was more room to manoeuvre around buoy 14 and the advantage
of the 000\180T centreline in passing Home Point were both considered
advantageous.

•

The PEL lead in Option 4-2.2 was not considered as effective in delineating the
000\180T centreline in the middle reach of the channel. The traditional leads (Water
Leads Option 3) were considered better.

•

The main PEL light on the outer entrance channel should be supplemented by a
forward traditional lead which would be fitted with a single daylight on a simple
structure. A single day shape was considered not required. The PEL sectors should
be adjusted to reflect the new channel width dimensions accurately to give good
warning when off the centreline and before reaching the toeline of the channel.

•

The position of the Fairway buoy had no preference either side of the channel would
be ok.
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•

The lights on the channel buoys should all be synchronized

•

The ship VLCC1A represented a below average manoeuvring capability which was
very difficult to control with wind speeds up to 30 knots. Such vessels are considered
to be not commonly encountered. A system of vetting such ships before arrival was
considered, to ensure appropriate procedures are in place before the ship enters
the port. Such procedures could include daylight only and wind speed limited to 20
knots. VLCC7 was considered more realistic in terms of manoeuvring capability and
more indicative of the class of vessels which had already visited the port. VLCC7 had
above average engine power.

8.3 Day 3
A new group of pilots participated in the simulation from day three.
Runs 18 to 19 involved arrival runs using channel design 4-2.1, with the VLCC7, under
average to limiting environmental conditions. Wind speeds up to 30 knots were simulated.
Both runs demonstrated good control of the ship with minimal use of tugs. Both runs were
very successful and both pilots were happy with the position of the tradition leads (Water
Leads Option 3) for the 000\180T centreline of the middle reach of the channel.
Runs 20 and 21 introduced the arrival of VLCC1A under limiting environmental conditions of
winds speeds up to 30 knots. Both pilots had difficulty in controlling the ship and called for
tug assistance. The degree of difficulty in manoeuvring the ship was outside the pilots
experience for this class of vessel.
Runs 22 and 23 were again with VLCC1A under limiting environmental conditions wind
speeds up to 30 knots but both pilots were able to better control the ship with careful
control of speed and use of tugs. The runs were very difficult but manageable.
Runs 24 and 25 were daylight departures of the logship under full flood and ebb tide with
limiting environmental conditions, wind speeds up to 30 knots. The departures were
completed successfully and both pilots were able to verify the port and starboard hand
options for the fairway buoy. Both pilots preferred the fairway buoy on the starboard side.
The final run of the day was run 26. This was a nighttime arrival of the VLCC1A using channel
design 4-2.1. Environment conditions were simulated with wind speeds to 20 knots. This was
managed successfully using tug power opposed to engine power to control speed when
approaching buoy 16 and provide effective flow of water over the rudder to control the rate
of turn.
8.4 Day 4
Run 27 was conducted in channel design 4-2.1 with an arrival of VLCC1A. Environmental
conditions were simulated with wind speeds up to 20 knots. The stern tug was
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prepositioned to assist when required and the PPU set up to use the predictor function. The
ship was controlled very well and the run was successful.
Runs 28 to 35 were all arrival runs in channel design 2.0 using VLCC1A. Environmental
conditions were simulated with wind speeds up to 25 knots. Both daytime and nighttime
arrivals were simulated and wind directions varied. Careful navigation and use of the PPU,
with stern tug prepositioned resulted in all runs being successful.
Runs 34 and 35 used the simulated tug Bream Bay operated from the tug simulator with a
Northtugz Tugmaster. The integrated simulation performed very well under nighttime
conditions and both runs were successful.
The final three runs 36 to 38 were departure runs using the logship and VLCCB in ballast.
Channel design used was 4-2.1 and environmental conditions were varied up to wind speeds
of 30 knots with full ebb tides. All runs were successful and were also used to check the
options for placement of the Fairway Buoy on either the port side or starboard side of the
channel. It was considered by the pilots that the best position for the fairway buoy was in its
original position on the starboard hand side of the channel with an additional red port
lateral buoy positioned across from the fairway buoy marking the port hand extremity of the
channel.
8.5 Day Five
Run 39 tested the agreed position of the fairway buoy and an abort point was established six
cables from the fairway buoy in the approach to the entrance of the channel. The VLCC1A
was used to test the abort point and the ship passed clear of the fairway buoy by 140
metres.
Run 40 tested a power blackout on the VLCC1A when arriving and transiting the outer
channel reach. Bream Bay was driven by Tugmaster Simon Noakes of Northtugz with
assistance from training tugmaster and Pilot Troy Evans of the Port of Tauranga. The tugs
were able to reach the VLCC1 in time to prevent grounding despite environmental
conditions with cross winds up to 25 knots. With the ship safe in the channel, the decision
was made to run the ship astern back out of the channel. This was successfully controlled
using only the two tugs Bream Bay and Takahiwai. Runs 39 and 40 used channel design 2.
Runs 41 and 42 tested arrival emergencies with a black out and then a rudder jam to port.
The existing tug capability was able to control both situations. Using a direct tow method
the tug model Bream Bay was able to generate a line force of up to 100 tons at an angle of
50 degrees from the centreline. Both runs used channel design 4-2.1.
Run 43 used channel design 4-2.2 with the VLCCB on departure in a current operational
scenario. Operational environmental conditions were simulated. The ship departed at one
hour before high water on the last of the flood tide. Winds were up to 25 knots from the
west. The ship was not escorted past buoy 16. A power blackout and rudder jam full to port
resulted in the ship running aground bow first at a speed of 5 knots in the vicinity of Home
Point. The tugs although called could not reach the ship before the grounding occurred.
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Runs 44 to 46 then used an identical operational departing scenario with active and passive
escorting. The passive escorting was successful in keeping the ship in the channel to the
south of Home Point. Passively escorting the Bream Bay and Takahiwai were able to keep
pace with the ship and remain at a distance of 100 metres off the ship. The active escorting
was also successful but it was found a second tug was necessary to prevent the bow from
grounding south of Home Point. From the results, it was found that some deficiencies in the
use of tugs and available tug designs could impact on the ability to prevent the ship from
grounding in certain operational cases specifically rudder jams and power blackouts
involving a steering failure.
Runs 47 and 48 were arrival scenarios with channel design 4-2.2. The VLCC1A was used in
limiting environmental conditions with wind speeds up to 30 knots. In run 47, after turning
around buoy 14 and exiting the turn, the stern tug was used to brake the speed of the ship
in the final approach to the berth. A towline breakage on the stern tug was controlled by
astern power on the ship. Speed of the ship when the towline broke was about 6 knots.
Run 48 continued run 47 and went on to berth the ship. Berthing velocities were
controllable with the existing operational tug power.
Run 49 was an arrival with channel design 2. VLCC1A was under limiting environmental
conditions with wind speeds up to 30 knots. Passing buoy 12 with a 2 degree rate of turn to
port, the rudder jammed 25 degrees to starboard. Using the Bream Bay tug model driven by
Simon Noakes, the Bream Bay model was able to get at least 50 degrees out from the
centreline on the starboard quarter and deliver a direct pull of 100 tons with the ship speed
over ground at 6 knots. This was sufficient to overcome the rudder jam to starboard and
keep the ship within the channel.
The final run 50 was a VLCC1A deadship berthing from emergency anchorage to berth using
all four tugs available in the port. Bream Bay 70 ton, Takahiwai 50 ton, Marsden Bay 28 ton
and Kemp 14 ton. Operating with a wind speed of 30 knots from the south and from HW to
just the start of the ebb tide, the deadship was controlled and moved to the berth. It was
considered berthing could be safely achieved.
Following Run 50, there was a final washup meeting. The meeting reiterated points raised in
the meeting on Friday 08\07\16, including:
•

Channel Option 4-2 was the preferred channel design over Option 2 because it
offered more searoom for the arriving and departing vessels and included a set
of leads available to day and night time navigation which would assist
particularly with arriving ships difficult to manoeuvre such as VLCC1A.

•

Use of the PPU with the predictor function provided a great advantage
particularly with arriving ships difficult to manoeuvre such as VLCC1A.
The predictor allows for more precise navigation when turning onto the
000\180T leads in the middle reach of the channel and also for the turn round
Buoy 14.
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•

The traditional Leads were preferred (Water Leads Option 3) to a PEL (PEL Leads
Option 1) for the 000\180T centreline in the middle reach of the channel. The
Leads should be fitted with daylights and nightlights. No day shapes were
considered necessary and coloured lights were preferred.

•

It was considered by the pilots that the Fairway buoy remain in its present
position and an additional red port hand lateral buoy be placed abeam of the
Fairway buoy to mark the port hand limit of the new entrance channel.

•

The main PEL light on the outer entrance channel should be supplemented by a
forward traditional lead which would be fitted with a single daylight on a simple
structure. A single day shape was not required. The PEL sectors should be
adjusted to reflect the new channel width dimensions accurately to give good
warning when off the centreline and before reaching the toeline of the channel.

•

The ship VLCC1A represented a below average manoeuvring capability which
would be very difficult to control under limiting environmental conditions with
wind speeds up to 30 knots. Such vessels are considered to be not commonly
encountered. A system of vetting such ships before arrival should be
considered, to ensure appropriate procedures are in place before the ship
enters the port. VLCC7 and the SML used in the earlier portable and remote
simulation studies, were considered more commonly encountered with this
Suezmax class of vessels.

•

Existing tug power was considered to be adequate for most emergencies
between buoys 3\6 and the Crude Berth. However it was discussed to
investigate tug procedures and design as part of an independent review.
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9

FINDINGS

9.2.1

Channel dimensions

The channels: Option 2 and Option 4-2 were re tested against the earlier work done in the
portable and remote link simulation studies. Testing in this full bridge study was done using
current operational scenarios. From the Fairway buoy to buoys 3 and 6, the options are the
same with a channel width of 215 metres. This was considered to be adequate for the
design ship and existing ships provided there were improvements in the navigation aids.
Swell conditions could be simulated up to 2 metres Hs and period 22 seconds. However, it
was considered by the Pilots that the DUKC system would cut out any arrivals if the swell
height was above 1m Hs, based on the current DUKC operation. Swell accessibility may
change in the future subject to the final channel design. Some plots of minimum UKC under
differing swell conditions, vessel speed and ship stability are provided in Appendix 2.
Most of the full bridge simulation activity was performed between Fairway Buoy and buoy
18 near the RNZ berth. In this area, channel Option 2 and Option 4-2 would support the
arrival of the design vessel VLCC1A. However, there was a clear preference amongst the
pilots for Option 4-2 as it simplified the arrival approach around the critical area at buoy 14.
The westward move of buoy 12 and the north westward move of buoy 14 in Channel Option
4-2 provided more searoom for the arriving ship in this area and increased the radius of the
turn to 800m. The increase in radius of the turn and increase in searoom in the area
bounded by buoy 14 to 12 to 11 to SM2, makes Channel Option 4-2 superior to Channel
Option 2. (See: Table 1 in Section 10.2. Final Report RNZ Desktop Simulation Study BeSoftware December 2015)
These are improvements over the existing channel and Option 2 because the simplification
of the turn and more searoom will improve execution and monitoring of the turn on the part
of the pilot. This full bridge simulation study found the provision of the traditional Leads
(Water Leads Option 3) and also the use of the predictor function of the PPU improved
execution and monitoring. This simulation study verified the results of the earlier portable
and remote link simulation studies (Final Report RNZ Desktop Simulation Study Be-Software
December 2015)
Option 4-2 improvements also are of benefit for the same reasons of simplification of the
turn in the departure cases for existing vessels. It also provides more sea room in the area
bounded by Buoy 7 to 12 to 14 to 9 for the clearing of the rocky outcrop off Home Point
than the existing channel and Option 2. (See: Table 1 in Section 10.2. Final Report RNZ
Desktop Simulation Study Be-Software December 2015) All the simulations demonstrated
that vessels were able to successfully execute the turn rounding buoy 14.

9.2.2

Arrivals

Both the channels: Option 2 and Option 4-2 simulations demonstrated that the design ship
could navigate this arrival turn at buoy 14 adequately. Tug assistance under non-emergency
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conditions can be used to brake the ship in the approach to the berth and also with a below
average manoeuvrability Suezmax, the stern tug can be prepositioned to control the
residual rate of turn when the ship exits the turn. It was found from simulation that with full
rudder and half tug power applied at an offset angle of 20 degrees was sufficient to
overcome any residual rate of turn. This is only necessary with a below average
manoeuvrability SuezMax Oil Tanker
In Option 4-2, a set of leads was introduced in Taurikura Bay to define the north south
centreline. These were found particularly helpful by both day and night. The preferred leads
(Water Leads Option 3) are a traditional set of leads with daylights and nightlights (refer :
Report of Proposed Taurikura Bay Leads Revision 2.2 Be-Software June 2016)
From the simulation it was found that both channel designs were adequate and the design
ship could be safely manoeuvred for arrivals. In all cases, it was found that the pilot must:
•

Be alert to commence the turn in the optimal position.

•

Control the rate of turn of the ship carefully.

•

Maintain an adequate speed through the turn to ensure the ship will exit the turn in a
stable condition but can also be slowed in time for arrival off the berth.

•

Use the PPU with the predictor function.

•

Preposition the stern tug in case of difficulty in steering.

9.2.3

Departures

Using the existing ships which currently depart the port, it was found that both channel
designs were adequate. Limited departure runs were run in this full bridge simulation study
however there was a clear preference from the pilots for channel Option 4-2.. Option 4-2
offers a single turn around buoy 14 whilst Option 2 is a linked turn, which is more difficult to
complete. The position of buoy 12 (shifted to the west) with Option 4-2 gives the pilot more
room to keep to the west and avoid the dangers of shallow water off Home Point. This also
has the effect of widening the channel for the pilot at a critical area.
The area in the close vicinity of buoy 7 and Home Point is considered risky and an area to be
avoided due to the presence of strong tidal streams and hard rock. Option 4-2 was
considered to be preferred to Option 2 as it allows the pilot to manoeuvre the ship further
west in the departure case and clear the dangerous area around Home Point.

The table below shows the percentage of runs from all three simulation studies, which
resulted in the safe passing of the area around Home Point. This table includes both arrival
and departure non-emergency scenarios.
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Channel Option

West of Centreline or on
the Centreline of the
channel

East of Centreline Of
Channel

Well east of Centreline of
Channel (One Beamwidth
or less of HomePoint
Special Marker)

2
4-2

46
86

43
12

11
2

This table clearly shows that Option 4-2 was significantly safer by being able to maintain the
vessel west of centreline or on the centreline of the channel and away from Home Point.
Once clear of buoy 7, all options are adequate to proceed outwards to buoys 3/6 and then
hence outward to the Fairway Buoy.
9.2.4

Swell conditions

For arrivals of the design ship VLCC1A, swell heights up to 2m were manageable. The pilots,
however, considered that a 1m swell was all the DUKC would accept and that the new DUKC
parameters will be critical with respect to the rolling and squat in a large swell.
9.2.5

Tidal streams

Good information was available on the tidal streams in the vicinity of buoys 3/6 up to the
area off the Crude Berth. The portable, remote link and full bridge simulation studies used
the same tidal data. In all cases the design ship could be controlled under the tidal streams
simulated in the operational area using current operational procedures.
It should be noted that the ADCP data used to represent tidal stream was obtained during a
2.5m spring tide range and would be considered to be representative of the upper limit of
tidal streams experienced in the port.
9.2.6

Wind conditions

Winds of up to 30 knots were simulated and the ships were controllable. VLCC1A was more
comfortably managed at 25 knots. Wind directions were varied to create the least optimal
conditions but were all managed adequately.
9.2.7

Navigation aids

Buoys are used to mark the extents of the existing channel and the existing buoys will be
utilised throughout to mark the extents of the proposed Option 2 and Option 4-2 channels.
The existing buoys were considered to be inadequately lighted (too weak) by some of the
pilots.
Between the Fairway buoy and buoys 3/6, the buoys should remain in position (in particular
the starboard hand buoys) or be moved outside the toeline as is required at buoy 3. It was
important to maintain the existing wider buoyed channel for shallower draft vessels. The
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buoys should be lighted with a synchronized pattern, however this was not simulated. A
new red port hand buoy was added to the start of the narrower deep outer channel and be
positioned abreast of the existing Fairway buoy. This was tested and found extremely useful
by the pilots.
The existing lead light marking the offshore approach channel was considered to be too
insensitive by the pilots and this was demonstrated in all the simulations. The sectors of the
main lead should adequately show the navigation limits of the new channel and be bright
enough to support operations in adverse environmental conditions. Additionally a forward
lead should be added to the main PEL lead to provide a traditional lead. This forward lead
must be lit with a day and night light and was considered by the pilots not to require a day
shape. This was simulated and found useful.
In the area from buoys 3/6 to the Crude Berth it was important that no buoys be moved
inwards from their present positions so that the extent of the existing buoyed navigation
area is not reduced.
Buoys 11 and 8 were aligned to provide a north-south centreline for the Option 4-2 channel.
It was considered that these buoys should have a distinctive light characteristic. Additionally
the traditional Leads (Water Leads Option 3) were found to be extremely valuable by all the
pilots.
Buoy 5 was moved inwards in option 2 and option 4-2, to minimise dredging, and its position
found to be acceptable. Buoy 7 remained in position in both the channel options to show
the limit of the navigable water but an additional beacon SM2 positioned directly off the
Home Point rock outcrop was added and found extremely useful by the Pilots.
9.2.8

Tugs

For the arrivals with design ship in all the simulation studies, it was considered that the
available existing tug capability was adequate for both channels Option 2 and Option 4-2
under normal operations, including berthing.
In an emergency situation, there is a question whether the existing tugs would be able to
provide emergency support for the arriving design ship. Simulations showed that the critical
area was the turn at buoy 14 for the arrivals and clearing Home Point for the departures.
The simulations were intended only as a feasibility exercise for channel design and
navigational safety, rather than a risk assessment. Where there are possible risk issues
which have arisen, they should be subject to a risk assessment and if necessary any
consequential consideration by relevant stakeholders.
•

•

The operational scenario simulations for the design ship arriving, found that in the
event of a rudder jam to port or main engine failure or a power blackout, the
existing tugs should be able to control that situation. This covers the majority of
possible incidents.
The operational scenario simulations for the design ship arriving, also found that the
existing tugs may not be able to control the design ship in the event of a rudder jam
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hard to starboard. In the full bridge simulation study it was found the model of the
Bream Bay could provide a direct pull of up to 100 tons at an angle of four points on
the quarter at a speed over ground of six knots. This could be verified by a live test
on the actual Tug Bream Bay using a load cell on the tow rope.
•

From the departure scenarios simulated, it was evident from the simulation that if
tugs were not in the immediate vicinity of the ship and could not assist within two to
three minutes, the departing vessel was highly likely to run aground or hit a buoy.
This was evident specifically in the case of rudder jams and power blackouts
involving steering failures. These were considered worst case scenarios but are
largely directly related to the speed of ship and velocity of tidal stream, so are
applicable to any ship type. This was tested in the area from buoy 14 to buoy 7 in all
simulation studies.
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10 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
From the simulation study the following conclusions and recommendations are offered:
10.2.1 Channels and the design vessel Suezmax
•

•

The channel designs Option 2 and Option 4-2 are all suitable for the design ship in
wind conditions up to 30 knots and swell conditions up to 2 metre at the wave rider
buoy. Arrival transits should only be attempted at slack water following the current
operational procedures for the port.
Both channel designs are suitable for day and night arrivals.

•

The Option 4-2 Channel is the preferred channel – (refer: Table 1 Section 10.2 in
Final Report RNZ Desktop Simulation Study Be-Software December 2015) for a
navigational comparison of the channel options.

•

The positions of the buoys from the Fairway buoy to buoys 3/6 should be
maintained in their current positions unless they are located inside the proposed
channel toeline, as is the case with buoy 3. Buoy 3 needs to be moved north
eastward to conform to the Option 4-2 design. An additional red port hand buoy
should be placed abreast of the Fairway buoy. A majority of pilots preferred the
Fairway buoy to remain a safe water buoy however it is recommended that it be
replaced by a lit starboard hand lateral mark in accordance with IALA guidelines.
The buoys between buoy 3/6 to the Crude Berth should generally remain in their
present positions as they are used by the pilots to mark an acceptable channel width
and provide the indications for the initiation of turns. Buoys 8 and 11 can be moved
and lighted with a distinctive flash pattern to provide a north-south transit line up
with the Option 4-2 approach to buoy 14.However the set of Leads on this leg were
considered more useful. It is important to move buoy 11 to the new designed
position east of its current location. Buoy 14 should be moved north westward and
buoy 12 should be moved westward to conform to the Option 4-2 design. Buoy 5
can be moved in slightly to minimise dredging, if required. Buoy 7 should remain in
its current position and a new beacon established to mark the extent of the
navigable water off the Home Point rock outcrop. Buoys 10, 13, 14, 15, and 16
should all remain in their current positions. Buoy 18 should be moved eastward to
conform to the Option 4-2 design. It was considered that by dredging further north
to in line with buoys 11, 13 and 15, a suitable area would be available as an
emergency anchorage and that this would provide an escape route if there was an
emergency (i.e. loss of rudder control or engine power) when rounding buoy 14.

•

The daylight leads on the offshore approach channel between the Fairway buoy and
buoys 3/6 should be made more sensitive to adequately show the navigation limits
of the new channel and be bright enough to support operations in adverse
environmental conditions. An additional front lead should be established with day
and night lights in the current front lead position. The existing front lead should be
replaced with a simple day\night light lead with no day shape.
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10.2.2 Tugs
The existing tugs Bream Bay and Takahiwai were considered to be adequate for an arriving
design ship for normal operations from buoys 3/6 to the Crude Berth using channel Option 2
and Option 4-2. The existing tugs could assist in decelerating the ship in the approach to the
berth and to put the vessel alongside the berth for a normal berthing operation at slack
water. Additionally the aft tug can be prepositioned to provide additional steering forces
operating no more than twenty degrees off the centreline. The Bream Bay is the most
capable of the tugs and it is recommended to be tethered on the centre lead aft.
Prepositioning of the tug to assist in the case of steering difficulties is recommended.
The existing tugs would be able to deal with the majority of emergency situations for the
arriving ship. However, in the event of a rudder jam full to starboard in the vicinity of buoy
14 with an arriving ship, the existing tugs could have difficulty in providing sufficient tug
forces to prevent the ship grounding. It is a consideration to be resolved independently of
this work.
Shifting a dead ship from emergency anchorage to berth was simulated and considered
possible using all four tugs.
Departing vessels were simulated with tug assistance located more than five minutes away.
In the event of an emergency (specifically rudder jams and power blackouts involving a
steering failure), that was too late for the tugs to provide any assistance to prevent
grounding in the area between buoy 14 to buoys 8/10. This is applicable to all the channel
designs.
It is recommended that the procedure in place by Northtugz for departing vessels should be
reinforced to ensure that tugs attend in the immediate vicinity of the departing vessel as a
minimum, until the ship has cleared the dangerous area at buoy 7 and the pilot is
comfortable with the approach to buoys 3/6.
10.2.3 PPUs
Use of PPUs with a predictor function is recommended for both arrivals and departures for
all vessels over 500 GRT.
10.2.4 Vetting of Manoeuvrability of Ships
VLCC1 was vetted prior to the full bridge simulation using manoeuvrability data supplied by
the Simulation provider. The vessel was classed as below average manoeuvrability based on
information for the tactical diameter and zig zag tests. During the simulation, the pilots
verified this assessment. The alternative design ship VLCC7 and the SML used for the
previous portable and remote link simulation studies were both classed as average in terms
of manoeuvring capability and verified by the Pilots. It would be recommended to vet
Suezmax vessels for manoeuvrability prior to acceptance into the port to ensure adequate
preparation and procedures are in place for ships of below average manoeuvring capability.
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Vetting of ships is possible by reference to dimensions and manoeuvring characteristics
provided on the wheelhouse poster and result of sea trails hull part booklet.
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11 APPENDIX 1: PILOT CARDS and Maneuvering Data for SUEXMAX
TANKERS and (LOGSHIP)
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APPENDIX 2 Minimum UKC Plots

Minimum UKC experienced by SuezmaxL (Final Report RNZ Desktop Simulation Study: BeSoftware December 2015) in swell 1.0 metres 13 second period. Winds cross channel 30
knots and gusting from SW.

Minimum UKC experienced by SuezmaxL (Final Report RNZ Desktop Simulation Study: BeSoftware December 2015)in swell 1.5 metres 15 second period. Winds cross channel 30
knots and gusting from SW.
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Minimum UKC experienced by SuezmaxL (Final Report RNZ Desktop Simulation Study: BeSoftware December 2015) at 8 knots in swells 1.5m 15 seconds to 1.8m 20 seconds. Winds
cross channel 30 knots and gusting from SW.

Minimum UKC experienced by SuezmaxL (Final Report RNZ Desktop Simulation Study: BeSoftware December 2015) in swell 1.5 metres 15 second period in different stability cases.
Winds cross channel 30 knots and gusting from SW.
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APPENDIX 3 Runs Summary
SIMULATION
SUMMARY:-

MARSDEN POINT FULL BRIDGE SIMULATION STUDY
Time

Run

Date

No.

Channel

Simulator

Run

Local

Time

Start

Finish

Ship

Pilot

Start

Finish

Arrival /

Position

Position

Departure

7.7.16

7:00

7:31

31min

AlphamaxL

Tom

Existing

2

7.7.16

3

7.7.16
4.2.1

Wind and Swell

Tide

Directn

Speed

Flood/Ebb

(kts)

(deg)

Height

Rate (kts)

321.0

90

1m, 11s

1 hour before HW

8.2

10
1m, 11s

1 hour before HW

(deg)

Speed

(min)

Day
1
1

Vessel
Start
Directn

Fairway

Buoy 16

Arrival

Existing
321.0

270

7:00

7:31

31min

SuezmaxL

Tom

Fairway

Buoy 16

Arrival

6.0

20

40min

SuezmaxL

Tom

Fairway

Buoy 18

Arrival

90
20

1 hour before HW

7:40

321.0
6.0

1m 11s

7:00

321.0

90

1m 11s

1 hour before HW

7:30

8:10

40min

SuezmaxL

Wayne

Fairway

Buoy 18

Arrival

6.0

20

321.0

90

1m11s

1 hour HW

7:30

8:10

40min

SuezmaxL

Jim

Fairway

Buoy 18

Arrival

6.0

20

270.0

270

1m 13 s

1.25 before HW

12:00

12:54

54mins

SuezmaxL

Tom

1.5 nms from Fairway
Fairway

Buoy 18

Arrival

6.0

20

7:30

8:27

57
mins

Suezmax7L

Wayne

1.5 nms from Fairway

Buoy 18

Arrival

270.0

270

1m 13 s

1.25 before HW

4.2.1

7.7.16

4

4.2.1
7.7.16

5

4.2.1
7.7.16

6

2.0.0
7.7.16

7

2.0.0
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Fairway
Day
2

8.7.16

8

4.2.2

22:00

22:31

31mins

SuezmaxL

Tom

Fairway

Buoy 11

Arrival

8.7.16

9

4.2.2

22:00

22:30

30mins

Suezmax7L

Jim

Fairway

Buoy 11

Arrival

7:30

8:00

30
mins

Logship

Tom

Buoy 18

Fairway

Departure

8.7.16

10

4.2.2

8.7.16

6.0

20

321.0

70

7.0

30

321.0

70

7.0

30

120.0

180

6.5

15

1m 13s

1 Hour before
HW

1m 13s

1 Hour before
HW

1m 13s
HW

321.0

70

11

4.2.2

22:00

22:31

31mins

Suezmax7L

Wayne

Fairway

Buoy 16

Arrival

7.0

30

8..7.16
4.2.2

7:30

7:40

10mins

Logship

Tom

Buoy 8

Fairway

Departure

120.0
6.5

180
30

1m 13s

12

320.0

250

1m 13s

3:00

3:40

40mins

SuezmaxL

Wayne

Buoy4

No. 18 Buoy

Arrival

6.5

30

320.0

250

7:30

7:51

21mins

Suezmax7L

Wayne

Buoy 8

Buoy 16

Arrival

6.5

30

320.0

225

7:30

7:51

21mins

Suezmax7L

Jim

Buoy 8

Buoy 14/16

Arrival

6.5

30

320.0

225

7:30

7:55

25mins

SuezmaxL

Wayne

Buoy 8

Buoy 16

Arrival

6.5

30

320.0

225

7:30

7:50

20mins

SuezmaxL

Wayne

Buoy 3/6

Buoy 16

Arrival

6.5

30

320.0

225

6.5

20

320.0

270

6.5

30

8.7.16

13

4.2.1
8.7.16

14

4.2.1
8.7.16

15

4.2.1
8.7.16

16

4.2.1
8.7.16

17
Day
3

4.2.1

11.7.16

18

4.2.1

7:30

8:04

34mins

Suezmax7L

Kirit

Fairway

Buoy 16

Arrival

7:30

8:05

35mins

Suezmax7L

George

Fairway

Buoy 16\18

Arrival

11.7.16

19

4.2.1
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1m 13s
1 Hr before HW

3 hour after HW

0.8 hr before HW
1m 13s
0.8 hr before HW
1m 13s
0.8 hr before HW
1m 13s
0.8 hr before HW
1m 13s
0.8 hr before HW

1m 13s
1hr before HW
1m 13s
1hr before HW

20

11.7.16
4.2.1

7:30

8:04

30mins

SuezmaxL

Kirit

Fairway

Buoy 16

Arrival

7:30

7:53

23mins

SuezmaxL

George

Buoy4

Buoy 16

Arrival

7:30

7:55

25mins

SuezmaxL

Kirit

Buoy4

Buoy 18

Arrival

7:30

7:55

25mins

SuezmaxL

George

Buoy4

Buoy 18

Arrival

7:30

7:51

21mins

Logship

Kirit

Buoy 16

Buoy 1

Departure

7:30

7:50

20mins

Logship

George

Buoy 16

Buoy 1

Departure

22:00

22:38

38mins

SuezmaxL

George

Buoy4

Buoy 18

Arrival

11.7.16

21

4.2.1
11.7.16

22

4.2.1
11.7.16

23

4.2.1
11.7.16

24

4.2.1

320.0
6.5

270
30

1m 13s

320.0

225

1m 13s

6.5

30

320.0

45

6.5

30

1hr before HW

1hr before HW
1m 13s
1hr before HW

320.0

225

6.5

30 g

1m 13s

120.0

225

3.5

30

120.0

225

3.5

30

320.0
6.5

225
20

1m 13s

320.0

215

1m 13s

6.5

20

320.0

215

6.5

20

1hr before HW
1m 13s
3hr before HW

FWBy
Stb

11.7.16

25

4.2.1

1m 13s
3hr before HW

FWBy
Port

26
Day
4

11.7.16
4.2.1

12.7.16

27

4.2.1

7:30

7:53

23mins

SuezmaxL

Kirit

Buoy3/6

Buoy 18

Arrival

7:30

7:53

23mins

SuezmaxL

George

Buoy3/6

Buoy 18

Arrival

320.0

45

12:00

12::21

21
mins

SuezmaxL

Kirit

Buoy3/6

Buoy 18

Arrival

6.5

20

320.0

225

12:00

12:21

21mins

SuezmaxL

George

Buoy3/6

Buoy 18

Arrival

8knots

25

320.0

270

12:00

12:24

24mins

SuezmaxL

Kirit

Buoy3/6

Buoy 18

Arrival

8knots

25

12.7.16

28

2.0.0
12.7.16

29

2.0.0

12.7.16

30

2.0.0
12.7.16

31

2.0.0
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1hr before HW

0.7hr before HW
1m 13s
0.7hr before HW
1m 13s
0.7hr before HW

1m 13s
0.7hr before HW
1m 13s
0.7hr before HW

12.7.16

32

2.0.0

320.0

180

12:00

12:21

21
mins

SuezmaxL

George

Buoy3/6

Buoy 18

Arrival

8knots

25

12.7.16

1m 13s
0.7hr before HW

320.0

0

33

2.0.0

12:00

12:27

27mins

SuezmaxL

Kirit

Buoy3/6

Buoy 18

Arrival

8knots

25

12.7.16
2.0.0

22:00

22:25

25mins

SuezmaxL

George

Buoy3/6

Buoy 18

Arrival

320.0
8knots

225
25

1m 13s

34

12.7.16
2.0.0

22:00

5:31

23mins

SuezmaxL

Kirit

Buoy3/6

Buoy 18

Arrival

320.0
8knots

180
25

1m 13s

35

12.7.16
4.2.1

7:30

7:55

25mins

Logship

George

Buoy 18

Fairway

Departure

120.0
6 knots

225
30

1m 13s

36

120.0

225

1m 13s

7:30

7:52

22mins

Logship

Kirit

Buoy 18

New Buoy 1A

Arrival

6 knots

30

120.0

45

7:30

7:49

19mins

VLCC1B

George

Buoy 18

New Buoy 1A

Arrival

6 knots

20

320.0

225

0.6nms off
Fairway

Arrival

3knots

10

12.7.16

37

4.2.1
12.7.16

38
Day
5

4.2.1

13.7.16

39

2.00.0

2.0.0

4.2.1

4.2.1

0.7hr before HW

3hrs after HW

3 hrs after HW
1m 13s
3hr before HW

1m 13s

7:45

15mins

VLCC1A

George

320.0

225

7:30

7:52

22mins

VLCC1A

Kirit

1.5 nms off Fairway
Buoy

Buoys 1\2

Arrival

6 knots

25

320.0

0.7hr before HW

7:53

23mins

VLCC1A

George

Buoys 3\6

Buoy 16

Arrival

6 knots

270
25 to 30
k

1m 13s

7:30

180
25 to 30
k

1m 13s

0.7hr before HW

270

1m 13s

13.7.16

42

0.7hr before HW

7:30

13.7.16

41

0.7hr before HW

1.5 nms off Fairway
Buoy

13.7.16

40

1m 13s

320.0
7:30

7:49

19mins

VLCC1A

Kirit

Buoys 3\6

Buoy 16

12.7.16

Arrival

6 knots

120.0
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1hr before HW

1m 13s
1hr before HW

43

2.0.0

7:30

7:40

10mins

VLCC1B

George

Buoy 16

Buoy 7

Departure

4 knots

25

12.7.16
4.2.1

7:30

7:45

15mins

VLCC1B

Kirit

Buoy 16

Buoy 7

Departure

120.0
4 knots

270
25

1m 13s

44

12.7.16
4.2.1

7:30

7:45

15mins

VLCC1B

George

Buoy 16

Buoy 7

Departure

120.0
4 knots

270
25

1m 13s

45

12.7.16
4.2.1

7:30

7:45

15mins

VLCC1B

Kirit

Buoy 16

Buoy 7

Departure

120.0
4 knots

270
25

1m 13s

46

320.0

60

1m 13s

7:30

7:52

22mins

VLCC1A

George

Buoy 3/6

Buoy 18

Arrival

6knots

25-30

292.0

60

7:30

7:58

28mins

VLCC1A

George

Buoy 18

Berth

Arrival

4.2knots

25-30

320.0

180

13.7.16

47

4.2.1
13.7.16

48

4.2.1

13.7.16

49

2.0.0

7:30

7:54

24mins

VLCC1A

Kirit

Buoy 3\6

Buoy 16

Arrival

6knots

30

270.0

180

12:00

12:28

28mins

VLCC1A

Tom

Buoy 15

Off Berth

Arrival

0 knots

30

13.7.16

50

4.2.1
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1 Hr before HW

1 Hr before HW

1 Hr before HW

1 Hr before HW

1 Hr before HW
1m 13s
10mins before
HW
1m 13s
40mins before
HW
1m 13s
HW

APPENDIX 4 Debriefing Notes Full Bridge Simulation Study

RUN
NUMBER

1

SPEED

Controlled

RUDDER
COMMANDS

Very

ENGINE
COMMANDS

Good

SHIP
POSITION

Good

VESSEL
CONTROL

Good

ANY
CHANGES
REQUIRED
TO
SIMULATION?

No

2
High

SIMULATOR OPERATOR
COMMENTS

Tom Pilot

Existing Channel

Currents look correct

Currents are correct

Ship over responsive to helm

Responsive

Fast

PILOT COMMENTS

High

Adequate

Poor in
Outer
Reach

Tom Pilot

Channel 4.2.1

Response not good in outer reaches.
Response is ok in the deep water

Depth data not correct for Dredged
channel.

Yes Depth
Leads not particularl helpful. Guide only

3

Controlled

High

Ok

Good

Good

No

4
Controlled

High

Good

Ok

Good

Yes Leads

Tom Pilot

Channel 4.2.1

Response is better in outer reach

Underkeel clearance more realistic

Handling as expected middle reach.
Turn around buoy 14 needed tug to
assist in controlling swing

Tug used at full power three points to
port. Swell too high in inner harbour

Wayne Pilot

Channel 4.2.1

Outer reach need to not get up too
much speed . Needed to carefully
reduce the speed after buoy 14

Traditional leads look in wrong position.
Rear Lead out of position. Not saved
run. Controlled ship rounding buoy 14
using rudder ok

5
Controlled

Excessive

Good

Well to east
in Middle
Reach

Average

No

Jim Pilot

Channel 4.2.1

When reducing engine rpm noticable
effect on steering. Using tug to reduce
speed after passing buoy 14

Appeared to need much more helm this
run. Need tug to reduce ROT when
exiting turn around Buoy 14

Needed tug to control swing
Tom Pilot

6

Controlled

Excessive

Good

OK

Average

Yes Leads and
UKC

Test of new starboard fairway buoy
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Channel 2.0
Error in UKC at start of exercise with
tide incorrectly applied but corrected ok.
Channel PEL not visible

7
Very
Responsive

Very
Responsive

Very Good

Good

Good

No problem with position of new
starboard fairway buoy

Ship took long time to take off port
swing

Wayne Pilot

Channel 2.0

Vessel much more responsive. Helm
and engines. Able to control ship
without tugs quite easily. No logic to
placement of buoys in this channel

No problem in outer reach. Swung onto
middle reach all ok. Swung around
buoy 14 wider but all ok.

No
Control of speed so critical in the
approach to berth. Tugs essential

8
Slow

Excessive

Good

Very Poor

No

Yes Wind
Shadowing

9
Good

Very Good

Good

Poor

Poor

Tom Pilot

Channel 4.2.2 PEL Option

Nighttime run. Outer Reaches Wind too
high no shadowing Could not control
ship at 7 knots with full port helm

Wind unrealistic Ship in danger of
grounding

Jim Pilot

Channel 4.2.2 PEL Option

Night time run. Ship not positioned well
for the turn around of buoy 14

Wind shadowing 10knots in Middle
Reach. Ship not positioned well in the
middle reach

No

Ship in danger of grounding

10

Good

Very Good

Good

Good

Good

Yes
Current

11

Good

Very Good

Good

Poor

Poor

Yes

Tom Pilot

Channel 4.2.2 PEL Option

No problem with position of new port
fairway buoy

Current wrong. Running at HW

No preference port or starboard side for
new fairway buoy
Jim Pilot

Channel 4.2.2 PEL Option

Night time run. Ship not positioned well
for the turn around of buoy 14

Wind shadowing 10knots in Middle
Reach
Ship in danger of grounding. Need to
check position of buoys 12 and 14

Position of
Buoys

12

Excessive

OK

Too Much

OK

Good

No

Wayne Pilot

Channel 4.2.2 PEL Option

Unrealistic ship for acceleration due to
engine power

Currents working. Ship unrealistic for a
logship due to engine power.

Able to control quite ok.

But some logships are more powerful.
Requested Bulk22 for this ship.

Wayne Pilot

Channel 4.2.1 Traditional Option
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13
Good

Excessive

OK

Good

Poor

Yes Position of
Buoys

Close to buoy 7 needed to take off turn
earlier. Needed tug to help control turn
to take off residual Rate of Turn.

Very Close to Buoy 7 and then poorly
positioned for turn around Buoy 14.
Overswung in the turn.
Need to check position of buoys 12 and
14

Wayne Pilot

Channel 4.2.1 Traditional Option

No problem. Leads very good
Controlled wind effects on ship all ok

Good control. Mistaken impression of
position of buoy to be started too early
8 caused initial turn to be too early.
Value of leads clearly seen. Position of
buoys checked.

Jim Pilot

Channel 4.2.1 Traditional Option

No problem and Leads very good

Good Control and value of Leads
clearly seen.

Wayne Pilot

Channel 4.2.1 Traditional Option

Used tug to assist in turn. Used leads to
pass Home Point safely.

Need to control swing to stbd before
buoy 14 otherwise will be to the north
on exiting the turn

14
Good

15

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

No

No

16
Fast

Ok

Ok

OK

OK

No
Very difficult ship to control

17
Fast

Ok

Ok

OK

OK

Wayne Pilot

Channel 4.2.1 Traditional Option

Used tug to assist in turn. Used leads to
pass Home Point and they were very
useful.

Need to control swing to stabd before
buoy 14. Better result this run and value
of leads clearly seen in keeping ship off
Home Point.

No
Very difficult ship to control but
achievable. Preference to have leads to
supplement buoys.

18

19

Fast

Good

Good

Good

fast

OK

good

Very Good

ok

Good

KIrit Pilot

Channel 4.2.1 Traditional Option

Good control
Yes no problem. Powerful ship

Good Control. Fast in Middle reach 8
knots
Tugs not used in turn at all.

George Pilot

Channel 4.2.1 Traditional Option

Good control

Good Control. Fast in Middle reach 8
knots

no

No
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20

21

Very Fast

Good

Too much

Ok

High

OK

poor

OK

Very Poor

Poor

No

No

Yes no problem. Powerful ship

Tugs not used in turn but to decelerate
ship

Kirit Pilot

Channel 4.2.1 Traditional Option

Unrealistic response on rudder

Overshot around buoy 8 .

Never experienced before such
difficulty in controlling residual rate of
turn when exiting around buoy 14. Used
high speed to try to control ship.

Too fast, speed was approaching 9
knots .Tried to use tugs but speed too
high. Ship in danger of going aground

George Pilot

Channel 4.2.1 Traditional Option

Asked for indirect tow from stern tug as
passing Home Point.

Overshot around buoy 8 .

Used tugs to assist when exiting turn to
assist in steering.

Good Speed .Tried to use tugs but
speed too high. Ship in danger of going
aground
Channel 4.2.1 Traditional Option

KIrit Pilot
22

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

No

Much better control this time but still
difficult.

George Pilot
23

24

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

No

No

No

25

Much better control
Good speed. Turned ok . Used tug
astern and engine ahead to control port
swing
Channel 4.2.1 Traditional Option

Much better control as anticipated ship
response

Much better control

Bit fast near Buoy 18

KIrit Pilot

Good speed. Turned ok . Used tug
astern and engine ahead to control port
swing
Channel 4.2.1 Traditional Option

Present position is good on starboard
side

No problem with Fairway Buoy in this
position.

George Pilot Pilot

Channel 4.2.1 Traditional Option

Present position on starboard side

No problem with position of fairway
buoy

is better than port. Simulate two
entrance buoys as well
Fast

Good

Good

Good

26

Good

No

George Pilot Pilot

Channel 4.2.1 Traditional Option

Did not use tug to turn

Controlled ok
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27
Good

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

Good

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Faster

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Very good

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good

Used engine against tug to reduce ROT
to port

Speed excessive at 18 Buoy 4.9 kns.

Kirit Pilot

Channel 4.2.1 Traditional Option

Much better control with less wind.
Sluggish but controllable.

Preposition tugs 50t pull back. One
point port quarter increased to two
points
It was found that controlling the RoT
was more effective at two points off the
centerline of the ship

George Pilot

Using PPU

Channel Option 2.0
Error in UKC due to incorrect tide input
at start of exercise but corrected ok.
Preposition Tugs

Less wind was good. Missed having
Leads.

Started port swing with 2.5 deg\min
ROT. Controlling ROT ok

Kirit Pilot

Channel Option 2.0

Using PPU

Preposition Tugs

Controlled all ok. Less wind was much
better

Controlling ROT ok

George Pilot

Channel Option 2.0

Using PPU

Preposition Tugs

No problem controlling ship

Used less ROT and able to control turn
very well

Kirit Pilot

Channel Option 2.0

Using PPU

Preposition Tugs

Able to control ship quite OK

To the north with wind from south. No
problem to control ship

George Pilot

Channel Option 2.0

Using PPU

Preposition Tugs

Able to control ship quite OK

To the north with wind from south. No
problem to control ship

Kirit Pilot

Channel Option 2.0

Using PPU

Preposition Tugs

Controlled ship very well

Very well controlled

George Pilot

Channel Option 2.0

Using PPU Night time

Live Tugs

No

Yes(UKC)

No

No

No

No

No

No
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35

Good

Good

Good

Very Good

Very Good

No

36
Good

Good

Slower

Very good

Very Good

No

37
Controlled

Good

OK

Very Good

Very Good

No

Controlled situation well.

Up to 85 tons transverse arrest. Parted
line for 2 mins Unrealistic time to rig an
alternative towrope but recovered
situation

Kirit Pilot

Channel Option 2.0

Using PPU Night time

Live Tugs Maximum pull up to 100 tons.

No problem controlling ship

All controlled well

George Pilot

Channel Option 4.2.1

No problem to take ship out and
between new 1A and New Fairway
buoy to depart north.

Live tugs Bream Bay Passive Escort
and maintained station with departing
ship.

Kirit Pilot

Channel Option 4.2.1

Preference is buoys in line with fairway
buoy. No apparent issues with this ship
in this exercise.

Looked at removing Fairway buoy and
green buoys in alignment with toeline of
channel
Live Tugs Bream Bay Passive Escort
tug and maintained station with
departing ship.

38

39

Good

Good

Good

Good

OK

OK

To West
Good

Good

OK

OK

No

No

George Pilot

Channel Option 4.2.1

Ballasted Suezmax out under max
operational conditions. Full Flood tide

Flood tide maximum. Passing close to
number 12

Vessel sluggish. Need extra searoom
around 12 and 7 to keep away from
Home Point. Discussion with Pilots
concluded the best navigation aids
configuration is with the Fairway buoy in
the original position with the green
buoys offset from the toeline and with
the addition of an addition red buoy

Extra sea room with Option 4-2 was
beneficial in this case

George Pilot

Channel Option 2

Tested Abort Point 6 cables off Fairway
Buoy Speed 7knots when aborted

Swung to starboard cleared by Fairway
by 140 metres

Kirit Pilot Emergency

Channel Option 2
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40
Good

Good

lost

Good

OK

41
Good

Good

Lost

to East

OK

No

43

44

45

46

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Lost

Lost

Lost

Lost

Lost

Lost

Lost

Lost

Lost

Good

Emergency

Emergency

Emergency

Emergency

OK

Lost

Poor

Good

Good

Called Tug assistance. BB onto stern.
Tk port shoulder. BB fast 07:39. Tk
pushes BB pulls back. Port shoulder on
edge of Channel. Controlled movement
astern.

George Emergency

Channel Option 4.2

07:39:00 Blackout. Lost Steering and
Engines

Controlled emergency well around
HomePoint with emergency steering
and tugs. Did turn around By14 using
tugs and controlled ROT well.

07:42 Emergency Steering. Cleared
Home Point by one beam width.
Controlled ROT with Tugs around 14
and then used BB to push up on
transom
Kirit Pilot Emergency

Used BB to push on transom to move
ship past buoy 16. Unable to measure
tug push tonnage. Used BB to attempt
to steer from Transom

Controlled port rudder jam ok with BB
on stern . Direct tow 100 tons at four
points

Controlled emergency well. Use live tug
and got up to 100tons direct pull at four
points

Troy pleasantly surprised at weight on
line
George Pilot Emergency

Channel Option 4.2.2

Black out occurred after buoy12

Unable to control

Hard port rudder jam and Black out

BB at Buoy 14 when running aground

Kirit Pilot Emergency

Channel Option 4-2.2

Black out occurred after buoy12

Able to control with active escort

Hard port rudder jam and Black out

Needed second tug to control bow

George Pilot Emergency

Channel Option 4.2.2

Black out occurred after buoy12

Passive Escort

Small jam to stbd

Able to control

KIrit Pilot Emergency

Channel Option 4.2.2

Black out occurred after buoy12

Passive Escort

Rudder jam Hard a Port. Controlled

Controlled with large push on starboard
quarter

Yes Need to
be able to
measure push
effect by tugs.

42
Good

7:33:00 AM Main Engine Failure as part
of blackout. 07:44 Main Engines
available. Ship to be taken out of
channel astern. TK moved from Port to
Sbd Shoulder
Was considered able to move ship out
of channel astern

No

No

No

No

No
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Channel Option 4.2.1

47

48

49

Good

Good

Good

Ok

Good

Good

OK

Good

Good

Emergency

OK

Good

OK

Very Good

Very Good

No

No

No

George Pilot Emergency

Channel Option 4.2.2

07:45 TK on Centre lead aft and broke
towline

Winds gusting 30k

7:52:00 AM Recovered but simulation
lost
George Pilot Emergency

Able to decelerate ship ok

Decelerate before berth TK Centre lead
aft

Winds gusting 30k

Berthed ok

Unable to have bridgewing view

Kirit Pilot Emergency

Channel Option 2.0

Rudder jam 25 degrees to stbd. Speed
6.5kns

Winds steady 30 knots

Engine stopped immediately

Speed slower and stopped engine
immediately. BB up to 100 tons at 4
points on the starboard quarter.
Controlled
Channel Option 4.2 Berthing

Tom Pilot Emergency

50
Slow but
OK

NA

NA

Good

Good

No

Four Tugs. Start of Ebb .TK Centrelead
forrard BB Stbd Quarter.
Kempt\Marsden Bay free as required.
Manageable. Comfortable that can
control
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Channel Option 4.2.2 Berthing

Dead Ship move to berth. Slow but OK
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Appendix C:

Memo on side slope stability
assessment (T+T)

Memo
To:

Chris Simmons

Job No:

From:

Eric Torvelainen and Richard ReinenHamill

Date:

Subject:

Refining NZ Channel Deepening Project - Side slope stability assessment. Rev. 2

1

Stable dredge slope angles

1.1

Purpose

30488
16 August 2016

This memo outlines the assessment of side slope stability. The accepted best practice for the design
of stable dredged slopes is generally based on Raaijmakers (2005):


Physical observation of existing natural slopes along the channel entrance



Results of geotechnical investigations in the area concerned



Observed slopes during trial dredging and maintenance dredging (i.e. from the dredging
carried out at Marsden Point).

1.2

Executive summary

The existing natural slopes range from 1V:2.2H to 1V to 10:2H with an average slope of 1V:5.2H
showing the existing slopes are stable at relatively steep angles. Micro-stability analysis shows a
stability factor of 2 for slopes flatter than 1V:3.5H.
The boreholes and vibro-cores along the channel alignment indicate a layer of loose sand (up to
2.0m thick in the areas of the Crude Oil Terminal Wharf and 1.5m in the outer channel) over a profile
of typically medium dense to dense sand.
The assessment of liquefaction indicates it is unlikely (less than 0.04% chance per year) that
liquefaction will be triggered causing instability in the medium dense to dense soil material below
1.5m to 2.0m depth.
There is a possibility that the thin mantle of overlying loose soil could experience liquefaction. This
could result from a low intensity of earthquake shaking or wave loading from a large tropical
cyclone. This could be from earthquake shaking with a return period less than 500 years or a tropical
cyclone with a return period of around 100 years.
The consequence of this liquefaction is likely a flow type failure of the upper layer of loose soil and
to fully mitigate against the likelihood of flow liquefaction a slope grade of 1V:10H would be
required for the upper layer.
The present channel design with sides slopes of 1V:4H and with a benched slope at the berth that
provides a composite slope of 1V:5.1H, or an effective upper slope above the 4.2 m CD bench of
1V:7.8H therefore has a low risk of instability. Increased stability could be achieved by forming a
flatter slope of the upper layer of soft sediment. Alternatively it is likely to naturally occur in the
localised areas of softer material and be managed by the initial maintenance dredging regime.

2
If an earthquake did occur causing strong shaking (Peak Ground Acceleration of 0.1g of greater) at
Marsden Point, or after a significant tropical cyclone, it would be prudent to inspect the channel for
slope failures before further passage by ships.

2

Theory and design guidance

Slope development is dependent on macro-stability, micro-stability and morphology. Macrostability is the overall stability of the slope and this is controlled by macro-shear failure, flow
slide/liquefaction and breaching. Micro-stability is the internal stability of the particles that is a
function of micro shear failure, seepage and pressure gradients. The morphological control relates
to changes in shear stress and the threshold of motion of the particles.

2.1

No loading

In areas of no loading by waves and currents, as long as the soil is non-cohesive, the unloaded
stability is governed by micro-stability (i.e. the friction angle of the sand, Φ). Slip circle analysis for a
range of soil types showed that macro-stability is not likely to occur, unless weaker soil layers or a
water level somewhere through the slope are present. In these situations the slop circle is attracted
to these local weaknesses (Raaimakers, 2005). Breaching is only likely to occur in slopes of medium
to densely packed sand that are steeper than the angle of internal friction. For 10 m high slopes the
following design rules are often used (Raaijmakers, 2005):
Coarse sand slopes
2.5(H):1(V)
Medium sand slopes
3(H):1(V)
Fine sand slopes
3.5(H):1(V).
Based on the typical sand being predominantly medium to coarse, this suggests slopes could be
reasonably steep if no loading was present.

2.2

Wave loads

Waves can affect the water pressure and loading on the seabed affecting effective stresses. While
there is no practical means for evaluating this effect engineering practice suggests that where slope
design is not governed by micro-stability and the slopes are in the range of 3(H):1(V) or flatter, the
risk of wave induced slope failure is implicitly accounted for in the safety factor provided the indirect
effect does not cause failure (Raaijmakers, 2005).
Indirect effects are a function of the load (represented by the wave height, wave period, storm
duration and water-depth) and the strength represented by the consolidated properties (hydraulic
conductivity, k and the coefficient of vertical compression, mv) and the relative density (RD – the
ratio of the minimum and maximum void ratio). Typically coarse, permeable dense soils will have
such good consolidation properties that they will not experience wave pressure build-up.
Laboratory testing of representative sediments have shown that if wave induced shear stresses are
in the order of 0.1 or larger there is the potential risk of cyclic liquefaction. Sediments with a relative
density (RD) of 0.8 are unconditionally stable under depth limited waves of 5 m, while loosely
packed soils (RD = 0.2) will fail with very mild wave climates (H less than 1.75 m).
The wave climate in the vicinity to the harbour entrance is relatively mild, with generally low wave
heights. Figure 2-1 shows wave propagation modelling over the ebb tide delta and into the harbour.
Even for the extreme situation wave heights are less than 5 m offshore from the delta and reduce to
less than 0.5 m at Marsden Point. Even with the proposed channel dredging wave heights are not
expected to increase by more than 0.25 m, with generally changes being ±0.05 m (refer Figure 2-2).
Wave loading is therefore not anticipated to have a significant effect on side slope angles.
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Figure 2-1 Present day annual mean, low, high and extreme wave heights in the vicinity of the harbour
entrance (Source: MSL, 2016b)
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Figure 2-2 Changes in significant wave height resulting from channel dredging for average annual conditions
(top left) and 19% (top right), 6% (bottom left) and 1% probability of occurrence (Source: MSL, 2016b)

2.3

Morphology

Numerical modelling of a range of sediment properties in tidal flow indicate that slopes of between
4(H):1(V) and 6(H):1(V) can occur over a period of a year, with tidal currents more effective in
enabling steeper slopes (Raaijmakers, 2005). Figure 2-3 shows the present day maximum ebb and
spring tide velocities. During spring tide the ebb tide creates the highest velocities along the edge of
the ebb tide delta and Mair Bank with velocities reaching 1.3 m/s. Figure 2-4 shows the maximum
velocities for the neap tide. In this situation the trend is similar, but the magnitude of the velocities
are less. Peak velocities are in the order of 0.8 m/s.

Figure 2-3 Modelled maximum ebb and flood spring tide velocities (Source: MSL, 2016b)

The change in peak tidal velocities for the spring tide situation is shown in Figure 2-5. The changes in
velocity are generally very minor (± 0.02 m/s) and no sufficient to change the tidal flow effect on
slope stability. Changes during neap tide are even less significant and are not plotted due to the
very small changes.
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Figure 2-4 Modelled maximum ebb and flood spring tide flows (Source: MSL, 2016b)

Figure 2-5 Difference in peak tidal flows post channel deepening (Source: MSL, 2016b)

3

Existing natural side slopes

Side slopes along the ebb tide delta have been measured at 100 m centres using the 2016
hydrographic survey. Figure 3-1 shows the resulting side slope of the bank at 20 locations along the
side of the existing channel and Figure 3-2 shows the examples at Profile 3, 10, 15 and 20. The
steepest observed slope is 2.2(H):1(V) and the flattest slope is 10.2(H):1(V). The average slope is
around 5.5 (H):1(V). In the area of highest currents the slopes are typically steepest confirming the
observations of Raaijmakers (2005). The flatter slopes are situated where tidal flows reduce and it is
likely these slopes include some depositional component.
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Figure 3-1 Angle of existing bank (n(H):1(V))

Figure 3-2 Representative profiles showing bank slopes ranging from 2(H):1(V) and 10.2(H):1(V)
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4

Geotechnical investigation

4.1

Soil Profile

The boreholes in the Tonkin & Taylor (1984) Report indicate the soil profile to approximately 20m
depth at the Crude Oil Terminal Wharf. Review of the borehole information indicates a soil profile of
fine to medium sand with a cohesive organic clayey layer up to two metres thick at approximately 10
to 12m depth as shown on Figure A-1, Appendix A. This clayey layer is firm to stiff and will not
experience flow or cyclic (typically earthquake induced) liquefaction. Figure A-1 (Appendix A)
summaries the depth (stress) normalised Standard Penetration Test (SPT) values (N1)60, which is an
indicator of soil density, at the Crude Oil Terminal Wharf. This indicates that the material from a
depth of approximately 2m is dense. At depths less than 2m there could be loose material.
On the inside of the Crude Oil Terminal Wharf Borehole BH6 (Tonkin & Taylor, 1984) presents a
loose to medium dense profile of sand to 13.5m depth as shown in Figure A-2 (Appendix A). From
13.5m depth the profile is medium dense to dense. This profile is loose to 4m depth where it
reaches a layer of medium dense sand.
The boreholes in the Hawthorn Geddes (2009) Report and the Tonkin & Taylor (2016) vibrocore
holes indicate the soil profile to approximately 4m depth in the channel. The vibrocores indicate a
fine to medium sand profile. Figure A-3 (Appendix A) summaries the depth normalised Standard
Penetration Test (SPT) values ((N1)60) from the boreholes. This show that a medium dense sand
profile is reached within 1.5m of the sea floor with loose material over the top.
While BH6 at the Crude Oil Wharf Terminal indicates a loose soil profile to 4m depth, general the
investigations at the Crude Oil Terminal Wharf and along the channel indicate only a thin layer of
loose to medium dense sand, 2m in the area of the Crude Oil Wharf Terminal and 1.5m in the outer
channel.

4.2

Basis of assessment

The problem of slope grade for channels is complex due to the fully saturated nature of the soil
profile and the hydrodynamic forces. While complex the fundamental question to ask is of, the soil
type and density/state i.e. is it sandy or silty and is it loose or dense.
This is fundamental because very loose to loose granular soils exhibit significantly poorer slope
performance in terms of geotechnical stability because of their contractive behaviour on small shear
stresses which can lead to flow liquefaction. Flow liquefaction is where the static shear stress of the
slope exceeds the liquefied shear strength and large displacements occur as a flow of soil and water.
The potential sources of shear stress causing flow liquefaction could be slope induced shear from
dredging, wave or hydrodynamic forces or earthquake shaking. As discussed in Section 2.2 wave
loading is unlikely to be a significant factor both with the existing and proposed channel
modifications.
4.2.1

Static stability

The stability factor using the friction angle of the slope can be used to provide a relative stability
factor (refer Appendix D). Using this approach a factor greater than 2 is achieved for slopes flatter
than 1V:3.5H. A slip circle analysis (Appendix F) confirmed stability factors in excess for a range of
possible slip circles.
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4.2.2

Flow liquefaction

The liquefied strength of loose soil is such that flow liquefaction could occur on grades steeper than
1V:10H (refer Appendix E). While flow liquefaction may occur, shallower slope grades can limit the
effect/consequence.
Flow liquefaction is not likely an issue for medium dense sand, with a depth normalised SPT (N1)60 of
15 or greater unless triggered by strong earthquake shaking as they are dilative having a greater
liquefaction resistance and liquefied strength. Therefore, liquefaction risk is an issue for the looser
surficial sediments.
4.2.3

Earthquake and liquefaction

The likelihood of earthquake shaking causing liquefaction was considered.
There is a risk that loose soils on the surface will liquefy because of low levels of earthquake shaking
levels with a return period of less than 500 years. This is indicated in Figure C-5 by the 4No. SPT with
a value less than 7.
For medium dense to dense soils liquefaction from earthquake shaking is unlikely as at least a Peak
Ground Acceleration of 0.25g would be required to trigger liquefaction (for the approximate
dominant earthquake rupture magnitude 5 to 6 in the northland earthquake hazard) (refer Appendix
C). This level of shaking is estimated to have an Annual Exceedance Probability of 0.04% which is
low. Therefore, for medium dense sand steeper slope grades shallow than 1V:3.5H are stable as the
slope angles are notably less than typical soil friction angles (30 to 35 degrees).
4.2.4

Residual risk from loose soils

If slopes are cut greater than a grade of 1V:10H there is a risk of flow liquefaction in the overlying
loose soils. To provide some estimate of the impact of this on sedimentation within the channel we
have conservatively considered the consequence of liquefaction in this loose sand up to 1.5m thick
and 2.0m thick. Calculations indicate that a grade of 1V:10H is required to limit the slope shear stress
below the liquefied strength of a loose soil to limit flow liquefaction. We have assumed that when
flow liquefaction occurs the loose soil portion of the slope regresses to the 1V:10H grade and the
evacuated material ends up at the base of the slope on the channel edge as shown in Figure 4-1.
Table 4-1 presents the resulting change in depth within the base of the channel assuming that the
evacuated material is deposited with a grade of 1V:10H at the channel slope base for a range of cut
slope angles. It is expected that this would provide an upper bound of potential elevation change on
the base of the channel.

Figure 4-1 Schematic of the regression and deposition depth considerations for the residual risk of liquefaction
in localised loose overlying sands
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The results show that there could be local increases in depth at the edges of the channel in excess of
the 0.5 m sedimentation allowance for slopes steeper than 1V:7H.
Table 4-1 Maximum depositional depth with slope liquefaction of the loose overlying sand
Dredge cut slope grade

Deposited material height
effecting the channel depth for a
1.5m thickness of loose sand
representing the situation in the
outer channel. Height A (m)

Deposited material height
effecting the channel depth for a
2.0m thickness of loose sand
representing the situation at the
Crude Oil Terminal Wharf. Height
A (m)

1V:3.5H

1.0m

1.3m

1V:4H

0.9m

1.2m

1V:5H

0.8m

1.0m

1V:6H

0.6m

0.8m

1V:7H

0.5m

0.6m

1V:8H

0.3m

0.4m

1V:9H

0.2m

0.2m

1V:10H

0m

0m

5

Assessment

The present channel design is for sides slopes of 1V:4H with a benched slope at the berth that
provides a composite slope of 1V:5.1H or an effective upper slope above the 4.2 m CD bench of
1V:7.8H.
The examination of existing natural slopes showed range from 1V:2.2H to 1V to 10:2H with an
average slope of 1V:5.2H. This shows the existing slopes are stable at relatively steep angles. Microstability analysis shows a stability factor of 2 for slopes flatter than 1V:3.5H.
The boreholes and vibro-cores along the channel alignment indicate a layer of loose sand (up to
2.0m thick in the areas of the Crude Oil Terminal Wharf and 1.5m in the outer channel) over a profile
of typically medium dense to dense sand.
We have assessed the likelihood of liquefaction using the Boulanger and Idriss (2014) liquefaction
method and the Bridge Manual (NZTA, 2016) Peak Ground Acceleration values. This assessment
indicates it is unlikely (less than 0.04% chance per year) that liquefaction will be triggered causing
instability in the medium dense to dense soil material below 1.5m to 2.0m depth. Therefore, there is
a low risk of macro stability of the slope because of liquefaction and for the medium dense to dense
sand profile (SPT (N1)60>15) slope grades of 1V:3.5H or shallower are expected to be stable.
However, there is a possibility that the thin mantle of overlying loose soil could experience
liquefaction. This could result from a low intensity of earthquake shaking or wave loading from a
large tropical cyclone. It is difficult to determine the likelihood of this given the contractive and
therefore sensitive nature of such soils and the additional factor of slope, however, this could be
from earthquake shaking with a return period less than 500 years or a tropical cyclone with a return
period of around 100 years.
The consequence of this liquefaction is likely a flow type failure of the upper layer of loose soil and
to mitigate against the likelihood of flow liquefaction a slope grade of 1V:10H would be required.
The consequence of flow liquefaction of the overlying loose soils was considered and the effect on
the channel depth was shown to reduce with slope grade. Figure 4-1 and Table 4-1 in Section 4.2.4
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presents an assessment on the effect on channel depth and the assumptions made. Depending on
the slope grade and thickness of the overlying loose sand the effect on the channel depth could vary
from 1.3m to 0.5m for slope grades from 1V:3.5H to 1V:7H.
If earthquake did occur causing strong shaking (Peak Ground Acceleration of 0.1g of greater) at
Marsden Point, or after a significant tropical cyclone, it would be prudent to inspect the channel
before further passage by ships.
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8

Appendix A: Soil Profile

Crude Oil Terminal Berth
The soil profile at the crude oil terminal berth is characterised by the information contained in the
Tonkin + Taylor (1984) report, specifically:


Section A-A on Drawing 6208-2



Section C-C on Drawing 6208-4



BH1, BH1A, BH2, BH2A, BH3, BH3A, BH6

Borehole 1 to 3A indicate a medium dense to dense profile of fine to medium sand with a cohesive
organic clayey layer at RL 67 up to two metres thick. This clayey layer is firm to stiff.
Borehole 6 presents a loose to medium dense profile of sand to 13.5m depth. From 13.5m depth the
profile is medium dense to dense.
The grade of the existing channel slope at chainage 500 is approximately 1:4 at the crude oil berth.
Channel between Marsden Point and Home Point
Vibrocores.
Outer channel between chainage 3800 to 8300
The soil profile in the outer channel is represented by information contained in the Hawthorn
Geddes 2009 report, specifically:
MBH8, MBH10, MBH6, MBH2, MBH3a, MBH3b, MBH4, MBH1
These boreholes reached a limited depth of 1.35 to 3.85m.
The recovery from the boreholes was limited. The material recovered indicates fine sand to medium
sand. The top 0.5 to 1.5 m was loose reaching a medium dense state below.
Vibrocores.
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Figure A-2
BHs inside of C.O.T. Wharf

Figure A-1
Crude Oil Terminal Wharf BHs
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Figure A-3.
Channel Hawthorn Geddes BH
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8.1

Appendix B: Earthquake hazard

The Marsden Point Channel at the Whangarei Heads is approximately 20km from the centre of
Whangarei CBD.
We have assessed the likelihood of earthquake shaking at Marsden Point using the New Zealand
Transport Agency Bridge Manual (NZ Transport Agency, 2016) for a ground profile equivalent to the
New Zealand Structural Design Actions (NZ Standards, 2004) Subsoil Class C. Table 1 presents the
return period and annual and 100 year exceedance probability for increasing levels of shaking.

Peak Ground
Acceleration
Estimation1.

Return
Period
(yrs)

Annual
Exceedance
Probability

Exceedance Probability in a period
of 100 years

0.07g

100

1%

63%

0.13g

500

0.2%

18%

0.17g

1000

0.1%

10%

0.24g

2500

0.04%

4%

0.40g2.

100002.

0.01%

1%

1.
2.

NZTA Bridge Manual unweighted peak ground acceleration i.e. no magnitude weighting applied in probabilistic
seismic hazard calculation. Calculation based on the Stirling et al. 2002 National Seismic Hazard Model.
Peak ground accelerations are only reported up to 2500 years by the NZTA Bridge Manual. We have assessed an Rvalue of 3.0 for 10000 year return period by fitting the Dowrick et al. 1995 equation to the R-values for 500, 1000,
2000 and 2500 years and extrapolating out the seismic hazard.

The NZ Bridge Manual provides an effective magnitude of 5.8 (for shaking return periods 50 to 2500
years) which is an approximation of the dominant mean magnitude of the earthquake ruptures in
the seismic hazard model contributing to this peak ground acceleration estimation.
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8.2

Appendix C: Liquefaction

We used the Boulanger and Idriss (2014) liquefaction assessment method to assess the SPT N60 with
depth required for liquefaction to be triggered at 0.13 g, 0.17g and 0.24g (500, 1000 and 2500 year
shaking level return period) for a magnitude 5.8 rupture.
Crude Oil
BH1, BH1A, BH2, BH2A, BH3, BH3A, BH6
BH1, BH1A, BH2, BH2A, BH3, BH3A Liquefaction is unlikely to be triggered under 0.24g magnitude
5.8.
BH6 indicates liquefaction could be triggered with 0.13g and magnitude 5.8 (500 year return period
shaking).
Outer Channel
MBH1, MBH2, MBH3A, MBH3B, MBH4, MBH6, MBH8
MBH2, MBH4, MBH6 and MBH8 have SPT values in the top 1.5m that liquefy under 0.13g and
magnitude 5.8 (500 year return period shaking).

Figure C-5. Channel SPT
Values plotted against SPT
N60 value required to resist
liquefaction

Figure C-4. Crude Oil SPT
Values plotted against SPT N60
value required to resist
liquefaction
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Slope shear stress factor (K alpha) for liquefaction. Indicates that for a SPT (N1)60 >15 the shear
stress of the slope adds resistance. Below this slope shear stress reduces a soils resistance to
liquefaction. This is a broad indication where the soil density is such that dilation in the soil occurs.
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8.3

Appendix D: Static channel slope stability

The material is sand, therefore the use of friction angle is appropriate. Micro stability governs over
macro stability (Raaijmakers, 2005) for sandy soils.
Relative stability factor = tan φ/tan β
Table 2. Relative micro stability factor for different slope grades
Slope Grade

Phi = 30degrees

Phi = 35degrees

1V:1.5H

0.87

1.05

1V:2.0H

1.15

1.40

1V:2.5H

1.44

1.75

1V:3.0H

1.73

2.10

1V:3.5H

2.02

2.45

1V:4.0H

2.31

2.80

1V:5.0H

2.89

3.50

1V:6.0H

3.46

4.20

1V:7.0H

4.04

4.90
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8.4

Appendix E: Flow liquefaction grade calculation

Based on Olson and Stark (2002) the liquefied strength of a sandy soil in flow failures is in the range
of Suliq/σv’ = 0.1 for loose soils.
The driving shear stress for a fully saturated slope under hydrostatic conditions beneath the sea is
approximately τ = σv’ * Sin(β), for low angle slopes.
Therefore, the slope angle which flow liquefaction would not occur due to lack of driving shear stress
is β=Sin-1(0.1) = 5.7deg.
1/Tan(5.7deg)=10 ie. 1V:10H
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8.5

Appendix F: Slip circle calculations

Slip circle calculations were undertaken for two profiles to support the geotechnical stability
assessment of the proposed channel dredged cut slopes, these were:


Profile 1: Upper cut slope 5m at 1V:4H, then 30m bench, with lower cut slope 13m at 4V:1H
(to consider the cut slope at CH500)



Profile 2: 5m high slope at 1V:4H (to consider the cut slopes at CH4400 and approximate the
outer channel slopes)

The soil profile for each was:
i
ii

2m thick loose sand layer (phi = 30degrees, c=0kPa, mohr-coulomb soil model, unit weight
17.5kN/m3). In the outer channel the loose soils were typically less than 1.5m.
Base layer of medium dense sand (phi = 35degrees, c=0kPa, mohr-coulomb soil model, unit
weight 17.5kN/m3)

The slip circle calculations were undertaken in the software Slope/W using a limit equilibrium
calculation approach. As friction materials tend to have shallow failure surfaces the calculations
were undertaken for minimum slip surface depths of 1m, 5m and 10m below the slope surface to
show how the Factor of Safety FOS value changes. The calculated FOS values were:
Table 8-1 Factor of safety FOS = Resisting/Driving Forces
Location

Minimum slip surface depth
1m

5m

10m

Profile 1 (Ch500)

2.8

3.0

3.6

Profile 2 (Ch4400 and outer channel)

2.9

3.9

5.9
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Profile 1 – Input parameters and Slope/W outputs

Profile 2 – Input parameters and Slope/W outputs
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Executive summary
Refining NZ is proposing to dredge the entrance to Whangarei Harbour to enable Suezmax ships which currently visit the Marsden Point Refinery partially loaded - to carry greater loads while safely
transiting to and from the Refinery. As part of the technical studies being carried, ChanceryGreen on
behalf of Refining NZ, commissioned Tonkin + Taylor Ltd (T+T) to assess the potential effects of the
proposed activities on coastal processes, including whether the proposed activities could result in
increased erosion or shoreline change, and effects on the stability of the ebb delta and Mair Bank.
This assessment supports the Assessment of Environmental Effects. It is part of a suite of technical
reports that assess the actual and potential effects of the applications.

Setting
Refining NZ is situated on Marsden Point at the entrance to Whangarei Harbour. Whangarei
Harbour is located at the northern end of Bream Bay on the north east coast of the North Island and
is a meso-tidal drowned river valley.
The harbour is relatively shallow due to extensive intertidal flats. The harbour is accessed through a
relatively narrow tidal inlet which is around 680 m wide and 32 m at its deepest point. The inlet is
bounded by Tertiary volcanic rocks on the northern side and a Holocene prograded sandy barrier
spit on the southern side, which forms Marsden Point. Several bays indent the northern shoreline of
the lower harbour, the largest of which is Parua Bay. The inlet channel separates a large ebb tide
delta that extends seaward to around the 20 m depth contour. Mair Bank is situated on the
northern side of the channel, largely within the intertidal and subaerial portion of the southern ebb
tide delta. Snake Bank and McDonald Bank are the two main flood-tidal deltas located within the
harbour inlet embayment.
The sediments within the tidal inlet largely comprise medium to fine sands with a reasonable
proportion of shell and low levels of silt. The majority of sediment within the subtidal areas of
Bream Bay including the deeper parts of the ebb tide shoal can be generally characterised as fine to
medium sand with some shell fragments. There is an increase of silt content in deeper water.
Beaches on the open coast comprise predominately fine to medium sand.
Typically the suspended sediment concentration values within the tidal channel and on Mair Bank
are low (around 6 mg/L). Concentrations of up to 30 mg/L on the intertidal areas of the harbour
occur during moderate to low energy conditions. Significantly higher suspended sediment
concentrations within Bream Bay can occur during more energetic wave conditions.
The mean tide range is 2.3 m during spring tide and 1.5 m during neaps. Tidal current velocities
gradually decrease up-harbour, from around 1 m/s ( 2 knots) at Marsden Point to 0.8 m/s ( 1.5
knots) at Limestone Island. Tidal streams are strongest in the area adjacent to Home Point southeast
of Marsden Point, where rates up to 1.5 m/s ( 3 knots) may be experienced. The constricted tidal
inlet results in currents reaching peak depth-averaged velocities of 1.1-1.3 m/s ( 2.1 to 2.3 knots)
during spring tides.
The Whangarei Harbour inlet entrance emerges in a zone of low energy that provides natural
stability to the inlet. Wave activity inside the harbour is mostly locally generated (fetch ~5km near
Marsden Point) although some ocean swell refracts and diffracts to reach the port vicinity. The
results of the numerical modelling shows the sheltering effect of Whangarei Heads and the influence
of the ebb tide delta in locally reducing wave heights. Even during extreme onshore storms wave
heights are generally less than 5 m offshore from the delta and reduce to less than 0.5 m at Marsden
Point. Offshore average significant wave heights are typically between 0.7 and 1.0 m.
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Coastal processes
An annual net littoral drift of 20,000 m3 per annum has been estimated between Ruakaka River Inlet
and Marsden Point. This is the net difference between northerly and southerly directed transport
and is a relatively small value for open coast locations but is consistent with a low energy and
predominantly shore normal wave direction. Based on observations of movement of the Ruakaka
River entrance to the south, there is little evidence of pronounced trends of movement, either to the
south or north, also suggesting a small net littoral transport rate. These low transport rates suggest
that the formation of the ebb tide delta is more controlled by local wave climate effects influenced
by the sheltering effect of Whangarei Heads, together with the strong tidal flows from the harbour.
The ebb delta and flood tide shoals are supplied by small amounts of northerly directed alongshore
transport.
Based on an average suspended sediment concentration of 6 mg/L1 and the tidal prism, the
suspended tidal flux entering and departing the harbour is approximately 360 m 3/tide. The tidal flux
is an order of magnitude greater than the alongshore transport, confirming the dominance of tidal
effects at the entrance to the harbour.
The analysis of historic bathymetric data over the 76 year (1939 to 2015) shows that there has been
no significant change to the ebb tide delta below the 2 m depth contour. More detailed analysis of
Mair Bank and the shallower part of the ebb tide delta, shows that Mair Bank has been dynamically
stable, with natural fluctuations in the surface topography in the order of ± 1 m (vertical) and ± 2 m
(horizontally) as banks and channels shift in response to storm events and tidal currents.
Over the last 16 years there has been more detailed survey data that has allowed greater
examination of changes. Over this time there appears to have been a northerly migration of sand
towards and extending into the main channel typically above the 5 m depth contour, with this
change largely occurring between 2000 and 2010. Surveys from 2010 to 2016 show much smaller
changes than occurred from 2000 to 2010. The northerly migration has largely resulted in accretion
of the upper part of the channel slopes with some evidences of slight steepening with some erosion
of the lower channel slopes.
Stability of the harbour entrance has also been attributed to the presence of shell material, which
provides an armour layer protecting the underlying soft sands. This was confirmed by Healy and
Black (1982) who investigated sediment transport in Marsden Point and concluded the shell lag
present on much of the inlet rarely moves, even in spring tide conditions, and that much of the bed
has an aged appearance with the shells being covered by algae - testimony to the stability of the
sediment and the low rates of sand supply by alongshore drift. Morgan, Kench and Ford (2011) and
Kerr and Associates (2016) also identify the role of shells in the long term stability of the ebb tide
delta and Mair Bank.
However, sea level rise may result in increased erosion pressure on the ebb tide shoal with changes
in tidal asymmetry increasing sediment transport potential into the harbour.

Proposed channel
The preferred channel alignment has evolved through the design process taking into account
navigational safety, potential changes to the hydrodynamic system and environmental
considerations and will provide for unrestricted design vessel access except in extreme wave climate
or swell events (i.e. accessible for 98% of the time).
The proposed channel depths vary from 19.0 m below Chart Datum (CD) at the entrance to the
channel, to 16.5 m below CD at the berth area with -17.9 m CD at the berth pocket. These depths

1

based on records in the harbour entrance see Section 3.5.4
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include a sedimentation allowance of 0.5 m for the mid and outer parts of the channel, 0.3 m for the
inner part of the channel and 0.37 m for the berthing pocket.
Estimated disposal volume and areas of disturbance are 3,700,000 m3 and 1.44 km2 respectively
(refer Table 2-1). This volume is around 2.2% of the total ebb tide delta volume. The main areas for
dredging are the outer channel and the berth pocket. In the remaining areas only targeted dredging
is required. Total footprint of proposed channel area is 3.9 km2.
Maintenance dredging is to be expected, particularly within the first few years following the capital
dredging as side slopes settle. The main areas that will require maintenance dredging is in the
vicinity of the berth pocket (due to sand transported from the ebb delta over Mair Bank) and at the
outer section of the channel where the majority of capital dredging has occurred.
The average annual rate of sedimentation requiring maintenance dredging is assessed to be
between 56,000 and 122,000 m3 per annum (i.e. between 1.5% and 3.4% of the capital dredge
volume). These annual volumes are between 0.03% and 0.07% of the estimated volume of the ebb
tide delta.
Maintenance dredging may need to occur every 2 to 5 years in the berth pocket area to maintain
navigable draft around the jetty dolphins as well as at localised areas along the channel such as
adjacent to Busby Head and at sections of the right hand side of the channel in the mid-section.
Assuming uniform distribution of sedimentation within the outer section, the 0.5 m sedimentation
allowance could be reached in the order of 5 to 20 years of the completion of the capital dredging.

Proposed marine disposal areas
Refining NZ seeks some operational flexibility in the volume of material to be disposed at specific
locations. Two marine disposal areas are proposed. Area 3-2 is situated approximately 45 m below
Chart Datum to the south east of the channel within Bream Bay and Area 1-2 is situated on the outer
part of the ebb tide shoal. Area 1-2 is included to provide a means of maintaining a sediment
transport pathway to the coast. Accordingly, it is anticipated that up to 97.5% of capital dredging is
to be placed in Area 3-2, between 2.5% and 5% is placed in Area 1-2 with the option to dispose of
some proportion of the dredged material to land (subject to separately obtaining any authorisations
for that disposal, if required). Flexibility is also sought in respect of maintenance dredging, with the
ability sought to place dredged material either within Area 3-2 or Area 1-2, or to land (again subject
to separately obtaining any necessary authorisations).
In order to preserve this flexibility, Area 3-2 has been sized to accommodate all capital and
maintenance dredged sediment over the period of the consent. Area 3-2 has an area of placement
of 2.5 km2 and a maximum settlement/buffer zone area of 5.75 km 2 which defines the outer
boundary of where a portion of the sediment placed within the 2.5 km 2 area is expected to disperse
over time.
Assuming the sediment is uniformly distributed, the average height of the placement mound as a
result of the capital dredging will be approximately 1.5 m. However, it is possible that targeted
disposal may occur within the larger disposal area to reduce capital disposal footprint and should
that happen then a maximum placement height of not more than 4 m would result. This maximum
placement height is less than 9% of the water depth.
The maximum placement height within Area 3-2 after 35 years of capital and then maintenance
dredging would be no more than 4 m based on the conservative assumptions of 1) the upper rate of
predicted annual sedimentation, 2) all maintenance dredging being placed in this area and 3) no
settlement or loss of material from this area.
Some sediment is proposed to be placed in the nearshore location referred to as Area 1-2. Area 1-2
is a 2.5 km2 area of seabed situated on the southern end of the ebb tidal delta in water depth of
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between 7 and 15 m Chart Datum. Area 1- 2 is designed to enable placed sediment which will then
be slowly transported landward during higher energy wave events to maintain sediment volumes on
the ebb delta and help offset effects of sea level rise. It is also sufficiently large to enable different
locations to be targeted for the placement of maintenance dredging which could be done to
optimise the movement of placed material based on monitoring results and desired outcomes. If
the dredged sediment is placed uniformly in this area the average depth would be approximately
0.06 m and the maximum depth is likely to be in the order of 1.5 to 2.0 m. However, it is more likely
that there would be a smaller area targeted within this larger area during maintenance dredge
disposal, with average placement depths of around 0.6 m (i.e. covering an area of around 250,000
m2 or 10% of the total placement area) with a similar maximum depth.
Both Areas 3-2 and 1-2 areas comprise sand of a similar composition to the channel area to be
dredged. From a geomorphological perspective, it is appropriate to dispose of material in areas of
similar composition (i.e. on a ‘like for like’ basis). Land based locations may also be used to dispose
of some of the capital dredging although this will only be undertaken where there is a demand by
third parties, and where they have the necessary environmental authorisations (including resource
consents) in place to enable the use.

Predicted changes to hydrodynamics
Waves
The predicted change in wave height resulting from the dredged channel in average and moderate
wave climate conditions are negligible (less than ± 0.02 m). This variation is an order of magnitude
less than the annual variability in mean wave heights over the 35 year hindcast of 0.31 m (i.e. from
0.68 m to 0.99 m). Change to average wave heights resulting from placement of sand in the disposal
areas are negligible.
For extreme storm events there is some channel refraction effect which may result in slightly higher
waves breaking on the edge of Mair Bank and towards Busby Head (between 0.1 m and 0.3 m
increase with waves around 5m high). Again, comparing the inter-annual variability on wave heights
shown in Table 3-6, the relative change is an order of magnitude less than the annual variability of
1.36 m for the 99% wave height currently experienced. Change to storm wave heights resulting
from placement of sand in the disposal areas are negligible.
Tidal currents
The effects of the dredging on currents is limited to the channel in the vicinity of the harbour
entrance and the ebb tide shoal. Changes to tidal currents are negligible as there is no change to the
regional scale hydrodynamics or hydrodynamics within Bream Bay, and no change to water levels
within the harbour although there may be very slight changes to the timing of the tidal phase.
There is generally a very small reduction in tidal velocities as a result of the channel modifications
(generally less than 0.02 m/s) except along the channel between Marsden Bank and Mair Bank,
within the channel between Mair Bank and Home Point and between Home Point and Busby Head.
In these areas the changes are in the order of 0.1 m/s.
The effect of the velocity changes resulting from the dredging on the sediment transport potential
(as measured by changes in bed shear stress) are small. For sediments of 200 µm or coarser
(medium sand) there will be very little change in sediment transport patterns following the dredging.
There are small variations in bed shear stress which indicate localised areas within the channel and
adjacent seabed where slight changes may occur which match the areas where tidal flows changes
are in the order of 0.1 m/s. In these areas there is less than ±10% change in the percentage of time
that bed shear stress exceeds the critical bed shear stress over 28 days. These modelled changes are
likely to be within the natural variability of the seabed resulting from existing hydrodynamic
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processes and will not have any discernible change to the bathymetry of the seabed adjacent to the
dredged channel.
Combined effects
Overall the changes to tidal flows and wave conditions resulting from the channel dredging and
marine disposal are small and typically within the existing variability of tidal currents and wave
energy. Changes to existing coastal processes are anticipated to be negligible on the open coast
from Marsden Point to Ruakaka River or along the rocky coast from Home Point to Smugglers Bay,
on the ebb tide shoal and Mair Bank or within the inner harbour area.

Recommended measures to remedy or mitigate effects
Mair Bank and the coastline extending southward from Marsden Point are currently experiencing
change and, in recent times, some net loss of sand. This may result in increased erosion pressure on
Mair Bank as well as ongoing shoreline erosion due to increased wave heights reaching the shoreline
as a result of the lower seabed levels on the ebb tide shoal. The proposed dredging may add to the
net loss of sand from the ebb tide shoal. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the cumulative effects
of a continuous removal of sand from the ebb tide delta which may reduce the net volume of sand
stored in the delta.
Placing suitable dredged sediment within the ebb tide shoal that can migrate landward is a practical
means of maintaining the volume of the ebb tide shoal and enhancing a supply of sand to both the
shoal and the adjacent shoreline. The proposed volume for placement in Area 1-2 are in the same
order as the volume of sand removed from the active part of the ebb tide delta. This minimises the
risk of potential adverse effect (in terms of ecological effect), to replace the observed loss from the
active part of the delta and to protect to some degree against increase losses in the future resulting
from sea level rise.
Provided some portion of sand is retained within the active ebb tide shoal system of a similar order
of magnitude as the sediment to be dredged, the residual effects on coastal processes of the
proposed channel dredging is expected to be less than minor.
The effects of placing sand in the marine disposal area 3-2 in terms of coastal processes are
negligible. No measures are proposed for this location.

Monitoring
The principal monitoring requirement is for the long term potential change with Mair Bank, the
channel and the shoreline in the vicinity of the ebb tide shoal. There is a developing data-set of
historic bathymetric survey in this area and continuation of monitoring of changes in seabed and
shoreline in the vicinity of Mair Bank based on the methods currently employed by Northport is the
most useful form of long term monitoring. It would enable the monitoring of channel sedimentation
and the requirement for maintenance dredging and the preferred location of disposal.
It is recommended that the annual monitoring of bathymetry of the ebb tide shoal and channel be
proposed as shown on Figure 1-1. Pre and post dredging surveys should also be undertaken to
augment this data set and information of the volumes and locations of deposition of both the capital
and maintenance dredging recorded.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Background

Refining NZ is proposing to dredge the entrance to Whangarei Harbour to enable Suezmax ships which currently visit the Marsden Point Refinery partially loaded - to carry greater loads while safely
transiting to and from the Refinery. As part of the technical studies being carried, ChanceryGreen on
behalf of Refining NZ, commissioned Tonkin & Taylor Ltd (T+T) to assess the potential effects of the
proposed activities on the physical coastal processes, including whether the proposed activities
could result in increased erosion or shoreline change, and effects on the stability of the ebb delta
and Mair Bank.
The assessment will support the Assessment of Effects on the Environment. It is part of a suite of
technical reports that investigate the potential effects.
This report makes use of the geotechnical field investigation reports (RHDHV, 2015 and T+T, 2016)
and the hydrodynamic modelling reports (MSL, 2016a, b) to inform the assessment of effects on
coastal processes.

Figure 1-1: LINZ Hydrographic Charts (NZ 5214) showing the channel boundaries and indicative dredging area
as well as the indicative extent of Mair Bank extending above Chart Datum contour (green area) and Ebb Tide
Shoal (dark blue area)

1.2

Report layout

Section 2 sets out the proposed project and the physical setting of the harbour entrance and the
northern part of Bream Bay is described in Section 3 followed by a description of the existing coastal
processes in this area in Section 4. Section 5 sets out the predicted changes in physical processes
based on field investigations and numerical model studies. Section 6 includes the assessment of
effects of the changes and Section 7 sets out the proposed methods to avoid, reduce and mitigate
effects. Proposed monitoring conditions are included in Section 8.
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1.3

Datums and coordinates

All levels within this report are presented in terms of One Tree Point Vertical Datum 1964 (OTP64 or
Reduced Level). Coordinates are presented in terms of New Zealand Transverse Mercator (NZTM).
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2

Description of the proposal

Crude shipments to site are currently brought to site via smaller fully loaded Aframax ships and
larger partially loaded “Suezmax” ships. Suezmax ships are partially loaded in order to clear the
shallower parts of the tidal inlet. Refining NZ are looking to increase the amount loaded to reduce
shipping costs.
A comprehensive range of high level studies and investigations have been carried out to better
understand and characterise the existing environment and to identify possible dredge and disposal
options. This was followed by more detailed studies, investigations and analysis to refine
understanding of how these options would affect the environment and to develop more preferred
options.
After consideration of tide and wave conditions, navigation safety and manoeuvrability for a range
of possible channel configuration alternatives, three channel options that provided safe all tide and
98% of wave condition access were shortlisted for more detailed assessment. Following that
detailed assessment, the preferred option both in terms of navigation safety and overall
environmental effects is Option 4-2. This option limits the majority of dredging to the outer reaches
seaward of Home Point, with targeted dredging at selected areas in the mid and upper parts of the
channel and at the berth. The estimated upper bound capital dredge volume and areas of
disturbance are 3,700,000 m3 and 1.44 km2 respectively with around 1.5 to 3.4% of this volume
(around 56,000 to 122,000 m3) required to be dredged annually to maintain the channel.
A comprehensive exercise was also used to evaluate potential marine areas to place the dredged
sediments. A range of adjacent and distant deep-water (greater than 60 m water depth),
intermediate water depth (30 to 60 m) and shallower water depth disposal areas were considered
together with land based disposal options. Two marine disposal options are preferred, being a site
at around 45 m water depth (Area 3-2), and the placement of sediment on the ebb delta (Area 1-2)
in water depth of between 7 and 15 m below Chart Datum. Land based disposal is also supported by
the analysis undertaken and while Refining NZ is not proposing any land-based disposal as part of its
resource consent application, it is investigating options for land-based disposal including beach
nourishment.

2.1

Channel alignment

The preferred channel alignment has evolved through the design process taking into account
navigational safety, potential changes to the hydrodynamic system and environmental
considerations and provision of unrestricted design vessel access except in extreme wave climate or
swell events (i.e. accessible for 98% of the time).
The key characteristics of the channel are:
Alignment – the existing route is simplified from 5 to 3 main headings reducing the number of
bends to navigate and increasing the distance between changes as well as moving slightly
away from Home Point (refer Drawing 01).
Widths (excluding batter slopes) – base channel widths have been developed using PIANC
guidelines (RHDHV, 2016) and vary from 210 m to 280 m, with the channels widening at the
bends in the channel.
Depths – the depths vary from 19.0 m below Chart Datum (CD) at the entrance to the channel
to 16.5 m below CD at the berth area (refer Figure 2-1). These depths include a sedimentation
allowance of 0.5 m for the mid and outer parts of the channel, 0.3 m for the inner part of the
channel and 0.37 m for the berthing pocket.
Side slopes – Trimming the sides of the channel to 1V:4H for all channel slopes.
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Figure 2-1: Channel design depths for Option 4-2 (Source: RHDHV, 2016)

2.2

Capital dredging requirements

Based on the channel alignment and section shown in Drawing 01 and Figure 2-1 the estimated
disposal volume and areas of disturbance (3,620,200 cubic metres (m3) rounded up to 3,700,000 m3
and 1.44 square kilometres (km2) respectively, refer Table 2-1). This volume represents 2.2% of the
ebb tide delta volume with around 150,000 m 3 dredged above the 10 m depth contour (0.1% of the
total ebb tide delta volume) and 3,470,200 m3 dredged below the 10 m depth contour (2.1% of the
total ebb tide delta volume), with the majority of this below the 15 m Depth Contour. The main
areas for dredging are the outer channel (from around chainage 3,500m to 8,500 m, refer Figure 2-1)
and the berth pocket adjacent to the Jetty. In the remaining areas of the channel (inner and midsection as shown in Figure 2-1) only targeted dredging is required.
Table 2-1: Estimated volumes and area of disturbance within dredged area including over-dredge
allowance
Channel area

Volume (m3)

Area of disturbance (km2)

Inner section (including berth pocket)

593,900

0.5

Mid section

57,200

0.02

Outer section

2,969,100

1.02

Total

3,620,200

1.44
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Proposed Works Plan
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2.3

Maintenance dredging

Maintenance dredging is to be expected to be necessary, particularly within the first few years
following the capital dredging as side slopes settle. The main areas where maintenance dredging
will be undertaken is in the berth pocket area due to sand transported from the ebb delta over Mair
Bank, and at the outer section of the channel where the majority of capital dredging has occurred.
In the outer channel, average annual sedimentation rates are predicted to be within the range of
42,000 to 92,000 m3 (rounded to 50,000 to 100,000 m3) per annum and could be distributed
reasonably evenly along the channel (MSL, 2016b). In the berth pocket the volume of sedimentation
to manage is based on sand transported over Mair Bank from the southern part of the ebb tide delta
and from sediment transport deposition along the tidal channel due to slight reductions in tidal
flows at certain locations. It is expected that the volumes will be approximately 8,000 to 15,000 m 3
per annum along the entire bank between Profile 1 and 19 (refer Figure 4-15), and between 3,000 to
6,000 m3 per annum within the berth pocket and dolphin area. Therefore, the average annual rate of
sedimentation for the entire project area is assessed to be between 56,000 and 122,000 m 3 per
annum (i.e. between 1.5% and 3.4% of the capital dredge volume). These annual volumes are
between 0.03% and 0.07% of the estimated volume of the ebb tide delta.
Over the maximum duration of the expected consent (35 years), the volume of material required to
be dredged is between 1,960,000 and 4,270,000 m3, representing some 1.2 to 2.5% of the current
ebb tide delta volume.
Maintenance dredging may need to occur every 2 to 5 years in the berth pocket area to maintain
navigable draft around the jetty dolphins as well as at localised areas along the channel such as
adjacent to Busby Head and at sections of the right hand side of the channel in the mid-section in
the vicinity of Profile 19 (refer Figure 4-15). Assuming uniform distribution of sedimentation within
the outer section, the 0.5 m sedimentation allowance could be reached in the order of 5 to 20 years
of the completion of the capital dredging.

2.4

Marine disposal areas

Marine disposal areas are shown on Drawing 30488-01. Flexibility in the volume of material to be
disposed at specific locations is sought in this application. It is anticipated that up to 97.5% of capital
dredging is to be placed in Area 3-2, between 2.5% and 5% is placed in Area 1-2 with some dredging
disposed of to land. Maintenance dredging may be placed in either Area 3-2, Area 1-2 or to land,
depending on the requirements and results on monitoring.
Area 3-2 has been conservatively sized to provide for 100% of all capital and maintenance dredging
in order to provide the maximum potential occupancy of the coastal marine area for the assessment
of effects. The area of placement in Area 3-2, is 2.5 km 2, although a maximum area of 5.75 km 2
which defines the outer boundary of where placed sediment may settle over time. Area 3-2 is
situated 45 m below Chart Datum to the south east of the channel.
If the sediment is uniformly distributed, the average height of the placement mound after the capital
dredging has occurred will be approximately 1.5 m. However, it is possible that targeted disposal
could occur within the larger disposal area resulting in maximum placement heights for both capital
and maintenance dredging of not more than 4 m. That equates to less than 9% of the water depth.
The maximum height is conservative and based on the following assumptions:
the upper rate of predicted annual sedimentation;
all maintenance dredging being placed in this area; and
no settlement or loss of material from this area occurs over time.
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Some sediment (2.5 to 5%) is proposed to be placed in the nearshore known as Area 1-2. Area 1-2 is
a 2.5 km2 area of seabed situated on the southern end of the ebb tidal delta in water depth of
between 7 and 15 m Chart Datum. Area 1- 2 is designed to enable placed sediment to be slowly
transported landward during higher energy wave events to maintain sediment volumes on the ebb
delta. It is also sufficiently large to enable different locations to be targeted for the placement of
maintenance dredging. If the dredged sediment is placed uniformly in this area the average depth
would be around 0.06 m. However, it is more likely that there would be a smaller area targeted
within this larger area during each dredge campaign, with average placement depths of around 0.6
m (i.e. covering an area of around 250,000 m2 or 10% of the total placement area).
Both marine disposal areas comprise sand of a similar composition to the channel area to be
dredged. Land based locations may also be used to dispose of some of the capital dredging although
this will only be undertaken where there is a demand by others, and they have the necessary
environmental authorisations (including resource consents) in place to enable the use.
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3

Physical setting

3.1

Location

Refining NZ is situated on Marsden Point at the entrance to Whangarei Harbour. Whangarei
Harbour, located at the northern end of Bream Bay on the north east coast of the North Island, is a
meso-tidal 98 km2 drowned river valley with a spring tide prism2 of around 155 x 106 m3 (Hume and
Herdendorf, 1988). The harbour is relatively shallow (mean high-tide depth of 4.4m) due to
extensive intertidal flats, particularly in the lower harbour which accounts for 58% of the high tide
area (Swales et al, 2013). The harbour is typically unstratified and has minimal inputs of fresh water
(Inglis et al., 2006). The H tea River is the main source of fresh water to the harbour, with a mean
annual flow of 1 m3 s-1. The Waiarohia and Raumahanga streams have mean annual flows of 0.35 m3
s-1 and 0.34 m3 s-1, respectively (Reeve et al., 2010). During summer, most of the harbour is well
mixed, while in winter the lower harbour remains well mixed.

Figure 3-1: Location of shoals and banks adjacent to Marsden Point (Source: Black et al, 1989)

The harbour is accessed through a relatively narrow tidal inlet which is around 790 m wide and 32 m
at its deepest point. The inlet is bounded by Tertiary volcanic rocks on the northern side and a
Holocene prograded sandy barrier spit on the southern side, which forms Marsden Point (Longdill
and Healy, 2007). Several bays indent the northern shoreline of the lower harbour, the largest of
which is Parua Bay Figure 3-1. The inlet channel separates a large ebb tide delta that extends
seaward to around the 20 m depth contour (refer Figure 1-1). Mair Bank, situated largely within the
intertidal and subaerial portion of the southern ebb tide delta, extends to the east of Marsden Point
2

Tidal prism is the volume of water between low and high spring tides.
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and Calliope Bank is situated on the northern side of the channel. Snake Bank and McDonald Bank
are the two main flood-tidal deltas located within the harbour inlet embayment (Morgan et al.,
2011).
The harbour shoreline to One Tree Point is a sandy beach system backed by weakly consolidated
cliffs. The sandy beach comprises fine sand fronted by intertidal flats which range in width between
30 m and 200 m out to the entrance channel.
The open coast section has a sandy beach comprising fine sand. The beach has a narrow dry beach
with a width of approximately 5 m above the high tide line. The dune system has a crest elevation of
between RL 5 to 13 m, increasing towards the north. The dune face is generally over steep with
recent erosion scarps, particularly at the northern end of the shoreline. Dune vegetation exists
along the dune crest (spinifex).

Figure 3-2: Beach and dune system at Marsden Point

3.2

Geology

GNS Science geological maps reveal a very variable geological nature (displayed on Figure 3-3).
According to Allen, Whangarei Harbour has experienced relatively recent submergence followed by
considerable infilling. Other work indicate that the Harbour may technically be termed an estuarine
lagoon, however a number of tectonic movements may have contributed to the harbour’s
formation. These include a combination of tectonic activity, ancient block faulting, the formation of
a drowned river valley and the existence of a barrier enclosing the mouth of the former valley.
The oldest rocks in the Marsden Point area are Palaeozoic greywackes and argillite of the Waipapa
Group. These rocks outcrop north, south and southwest of the harbour and constitute the basement
to Quaternary costal and estuarine sediments at the site. Although Tertiary sandstones, mudstones
and limestone overlie basal Waipapa Group rocks and outcrop west of Ruakaka and at Mangawhai
Point, these rocks are discontinuous and are not encountered in the Marsden Point Area.
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Andesitic agglomerate, lava and dikes and small areas of andesitic tuffs, cones and lava outcrop with
Tertiary mudstones and together comprise the Whangarei Heads, directly across the Whangarei
Harbour (NE) from the site.
The low lying Marsden Point area comprises Quaternary aged older foredunes higher terrace
deposits and undifferentiated sands with rare peaty areas, collectively described as alluvium.
The site is located between two parallel inferred faults orientated northwest-southeast. To the
west, a fault in part concealed beneath recent alluvial materials extends along the Ruakaka River
Valley and the Otaika Stream. The second fault, immediately north of the site is inferred to have
resulted in the present harbour alignment. Neither fault is considered to be active.

Figure 3-3: Geological Map, known faults are represented by solid and dashed lines (source: GNS 1:1,000,000
Geological Units)

3.3

Bathymetry

Historic and current hydrographic charts of the harbour and approaches to Marsden Point that show
the wider coastal context are displayed in Appendix A and summarised in Table 3-1. A more detailed
assessment of bathymetry is included in MSL (2016b). There are frequent surveys of the fairway,
approaches terminal and shoal areas that have been carried out to confirm the lowest depths.
There have also been regular surveys of Mair Bank, situated on the intertidal and subaerial part of
the ebb tide delta, that were commissioned by Northland Regional Council.
Table 3-1: Summary of bathymetric survey information
Information type

Survey date

Bathymetric chart

1848

Bathymetric Chart

1849

Fairsheet

1939
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Information type

Survey date

Fairsheet

1959

Chart NZ 5213 (1970)

First published 1964 with updates in 1966 and 1970

Fairsheet

1981

NZ5214 (2004)

Main channel and port area to One Tree Point 2011. Ebb tide area
1981, Nearshore area around Ruakaka 1961, Nearshore area around
point 2003.

Channel surveys to confirm least
depth in the fairway, approaches,
terminal and shoal area

2004 to 2009 at approx. 6 monthly intervals (Feb 04, Aug 05, Apr 06,
Dec 06, Aug 07, Nar 08, Sep 08, Mar 09, Oct 09)
2010 to 2014 annual (Mar 10, Mar 11, Mar 12, Apr 13, Mar 14).

Surveys of Mair Bank, the ebb
tide delta and edges of inlet
channel

Annual surveys from 2000 to 2016

The first hydrographic survey of the Whangarei Harbour is dated 1848 (R B Graham) and illustrated
the Mair and the Calliope banks although the names of the banks subsequently changed. In 1849,
Captain Stokes completed another hydrographic survey and named the Mair and Calliope Banks, and
the broader ebb tide delta system. He also identified the Snake and the MacDonald Banks and the
main channel.
In 1964 the channel between One Tree point and the Snake Bank was shown as being 8 fathoms
deep (approximately 14 m). It remained 14 m deep in 1974, while in 2004 the hydrographic chart
shows it being 17 m deep. Further dredging modifications and reclamations have taken place at
North Port in the early 2000’s.
An assessment of the stability of the ebb tide delta has been made by comparing the 5 m, 10 m and
15 m depth contours from 1939 to 2015 (refer Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5). These results show that
the ebb tide delta has changes little over the 79 year period.

Figure 3-4: Historic changes at the 5 m, 10 m and 15 m depth contours from 1939 to 1981
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Figure 3-5: Historic changes at the 5 m, 10 m and 15 m depth contours from 1981 to 2015

3.4

Historical shoreline change

Historic shoreline change has been investigated in the vicinity of the entrance to Whangarei Harbour
using information from data sources from previous investigations and observations and judgement
from the project team.
A selection of historic aerial and satellite images are included in Appendix B that show shoreline and
development changes from 1942 to 2014. Oblique satellite images have been prepared showing
2014 shoreline to enable comparison with Whites Aviation photographs from 1962.
Figure B 1 (Appendix B) shows an aerial photograph of Marsden Point prior to any significant
development. It is likely that during this time some of the backshore area was used for grazing. A
sediment transport pathway can be seen moving northward along the coast and turning into the
harbour. The higher elevations of Mair Bank are also visible. The variability of the shoreline
movement at Marsden Bank and Mair Bank is evident in the early photographs prior to development
at the point (e.g. Figure B 2 and Figure B 5). The development at Marsden Point and the shoreline
towards the Ruakaka River mouth can be seen from Figure B 7. The migration of sand along the
point into the harbour in recent years (e.g. Figure B 14) appears similar to transport processes that
occurred earlier (e.g. Figure B 2). Based on the aerial photographs and satellite images, the
developments at Marsden Point and Northport do not seem to have changed the large scale coastal
processes operating at Marsden Point.

3.4.1

Marsden Point

Shoreline changes around Marsden Point have been obtained by analysis of aerial photographs and
GPS shoreline analysis. Figure 3-6 shows shoreline changes from 1985 to 2009 with a 1975 aerial
photograph as a base that represents the observed changes that have occurred over the last four
decades. These changes include erosion of the shoreline along the open coast to the south of Mair
Bank, some local accretion in the vicinity of Mair bank and slight erosion between Mair Bank and the
Jetty.
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Figure 3-6: Results of historic aerial photograph analysis showing coastline areas of erosion and accretion at
Marsden Point with a 1979 base photograph (T+T, 2010)

3.4.2

Coastal erosion hazard extents from the Inner harbour adjacent to Marsden
Point to the Ruakaka River mouth

A coastal hazard assessment utilising all available historic data has been carried out for the wider
coastal area adjacent to Marsden Point (T+T, 2014). The resulting coastal hazard assessment for the
sandy shorelines along the southern shores within entrance to Whangarei Harbour to the Ruakaka
River is included in Appendix C.
The hazard assessment was based on an assessment of existing erosion trends, storm effects and the
potential effects of sea level rise. The hazard assessment for Marsden Point (Appendix C) shows a
greater trend of long term erosion in the vicinity of the point compared to the open coast shoreline
further to the south. This is due to a larger change in the shoreline from the aerial photographs as
shown in Figure 3-6. There is also the potential for slightly greater impact of sea level rise effects at
this location as a result of a flatter beach profile.

3.4.3

Home Point to Smugglers Bay

Home Point to Busby Head area is a M1MA area in the Northland Regional Coastal Plan (seaward of
MWHS), and an Outstanding Landscape Area in the Whangarei District Plan (landward of MHWS).
There has been no detailed hazard assessment of the shoreline from Home Point to Smugglers Bay.
This shoreline comprises volcanoclastic cliffs with narrow alluvial beach at Home Point and a wider
sandy beach within Smugglers Bay (refer Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8). The cliff shorelines from Home
Point to Busby Head are typically characterised as stable features due to the nature of the
underlying geology with low rates of change compared to sandy coasts.
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However, based on satellite imagery assessment, there is a narrow intertidal rock platform area
evident along the shoreline. This suggests very small amount of cliff retreat has occurred over the
last 6,500 years as sea level rise stabilised from the Holocene transgression. Evidence from the
photographs taken along the shoreline also show evidence of erosion currently occurring along the
shoreline from Home Point to Busby Head, both on the alluvial beach area adjacent to Home Point
and along the cliff coast from Home Point to Busby Head (refer Figure 3-7).
The shoreline from Home Point to Busby Head is sheltered from the direct impact of waves
generated by onshore storms from all directions so is unlikely to be experiencing wave dominated
erosion processes. It is likely that the cliff erosion processes are probably dominated by weathering
of the subaerial cliffs and the continued removal of debris that falls from the cliff face to the sea by
ongoing tidal flows and low wave energy conditions along the entrance channel.
Within Smugglers Bay the beach is within an embayment that prevents sand migrating from the
beach by alongshore transport processes, although it is likely that the beach is more subject to storm
processes than the shoreline from Home Point to Busby Head, it is still relatively sheltered from
direct effects of tropical cyclones that are the main cause of large offshore wave heights. During
storms, particularly from south-east, sand from the upper part of the beach would move offshore
and returning to the upper beach area during more quiescent periods.
Erosion of the cliff shore at Busby Head can be seen in Figure 3-8 which is part of the slow cycle of
weathering and erosion of the steep slopes that is characteristic at this location even in cliff areas
not subject to coastal processes acting at their base.

Figure 3-7: Home Point showing a mix of rock and coarse sand and shell along a narrow eroding beach in the
foreground as evidenced by exposed tree roots on the upper foreshore and localised cliff erosion as evidenced
by steep unvegetated slopes in the background towards Busby Head (Source: GoogleEarth)
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Figure 3-8: Smugglers Bay showing a broader sandy beach within the embayed area and evidence of landslides
and erosion along Busby Head (Source: GoogleEarth)

3.5

Sediment data

Sediment sampling was targeted and combined with drop camera images of the seabed, to identify
sediment properties within the dredged area and to characterise the seabed at possible disposal
options and within the adjacent seabed areas that provide the potential for controls during the
dredge disposal operation and monitoring.
Marine sediment data for the area in the vicinity of the channel dredging is available from previous port
development studies (Hawthorn Geddes, 2009), Beca (1992); investigations commissioned by NRC in December
2012. The broader characterization of seabed sediment texture within the environment of Bream Bay and the
ebb tide shoal has been done from extensive sediment analysis carried out as part of studies prepared for these
applications and reported in Coffey (2016), Kerr and Associates (2016a, b) and T+T (2016).

Figure 3-9 shows the location of sediment sampling within the entrance channel to the harbour and
Figure 3-10 shows sediment sampling locations within Bream Bay. Sediment grading information for
these areas are included in Appendix D.

3.5.1

Channel area

Figure 3-11 shows a summary plot of the sediment gradings within the channel footprint for both
the vibrocore data (T+T, 2016) and the historic reports (Hawthorne and Geddes, 2009 and T+T,
1984).
The surficial sediments within the main channel of Whangarei Harbour are a mix of sands and
coarser material (likely to be shell) in varying proportions. Coring has shown that a minor fraction of
silty material is also found at depth (around 3% silts and 0.3% clay). The subtidal regions of the ebb
tidal shoal along the edges of the proposed channel are mainly made up of sandy material (around
95%) with around 5% silts. This was observed both by diver survey as well as coring, with some shell
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material (5 to 10%) also found at depth in the cores. The vibrocoring data shows similar grading
information to the previous studies.
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Figure 3-9: Location of sediment sampling on the seabed along the channel and the ebb tide shoal. The red box indicated the proposed nearshore disposal site (1-2)
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Figure 3-10: Sediment sampling within Bream Bay with the red and blue box showing proposed disposal areas
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Figure 3-11: Sediment grading curve within the dredged channel footprint

3.5.2

Seabed area along ebb tide shoal and within proposed disposal areas in Bream
Bay

Sediment gradings were taken within the nearshore environment and at a range of potential
disposal locations (refer Figure 3-10). Figure 3-12 shows the resulting sediment grading data in
terms of percent passing for Mair Bank and the ebb tide shoal. Mair Bank is covered with a shell
substrate, mostly consisting of Pipi shells, with deposits of fine sands in the lee of shell ridges. With
increasing water depth the amount of sand interspersed with the shells increases down the edge of
the bank and the remaining ebb tide shoal is predominantly fine to medium sands.

3.5.3

Sediment properties of adjacent beaches

Sediment sampling results and the grain size distribution of six beach sites where existing data is
available from previous publications is presented below. This enables a comparison of the dredged
sand with the beach sand along the open coast and the harbour. The sediment characteristics of the
foreshore were taken from the mid-beach slope along each site. The sediments were sampled from
the top 300 mm of the beach face using a trowel and separately bagged for analysis. The sediment
samples were analysed for grain size at the University of Waikato using the Rapid Sediment Analysis
(RSA) method. Sediment size information is provided in Appendix D. The results shows that the
beach sand at all six sites has a similar composition to the sands within the channel area and that
sand from the channel dredging will be compatible with the beach sand.
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Figure 3-12: Sediment grading curve for sediments within ebb tide shoal

Figure 3-13: Sediment grading curve for sediments within deeper water in Bream Bay
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3.5.4

Suspended sediments

Suspended sediment sampling was carried out by MWH between June 2008 and May 2009 at four
locations in the vicinity of the harbour entrance; at the harbour entrance, in the channel off Busby
Head, south of Mair Bank and on the southern Ebb tide shoal (refer Figure 3-14).

Figure 3-14: Water quality location plan (Source: MWH, 2009)

Table 3-2: Results of surficial water quality survey at four locations in the vicinity of the harbour
entrance (Source: MWH, 2009)
Site

Name

Date

Time

Tide

Weather

TSS (mg/L)

1

Harbour Entrance

16-Jun-08

9:50

ebb

wet

9

1

Harbour Entrance

1-Jul-08

9:15

ebb

dry

5

1

Harbour Entrance

1-Jul-08

12:45

flood

dry

8

1

Harbour Entrance

26-Aug-08

flood

dry

6

1

Harbour Entrance

3-Dec-08

14:11

ebb

dry

3

1

Harbour Entrance

3-Dec-08

8:48

flood

dry

5

1

Harbour Entrance

7-May-09

8:53

ebb

dry

5

2

Mair Bank

16-Jun-08

9:57

ebb

wet

6

2

Mair Bank

1-Jul-08

9:30

ebb

dry

8

2

Mair Bank

1-Jul-08

12:36

flood

dry

5

2

Mair Bank

26-Aug-08

flood

dry

2

2

Mair Bank

3-Dec-08

14:00

ebb

dry

3

2

Mair Bank

3-Dec-08

9:09

flood

dry

4

2

Mair Bank

7-May-09

9:05

ebb

dry

4

3

Ebb Tide Shoal

16-Jun-08

10:02

ebb

wet

7

3

Ebb Tide Shoal

1-Jul-08

9:35

ebb

dry

6

3

Ebb Tide Shoal

1-Jul-08

12:32

flood

dry

21

3

Ebb Tide Shoal

26-Aug-08

N.D.

flood

dry

4
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Site

Name

Date

Time

Tide

Weather

TSS (mg/L)

3

Ebb Tide Shoal

3-Dec-08

13:49

ebb

dry

2

3

Ebb Tide Shoal

3-Dec-08

9:24

flood

dry

6

3

Ebb Tide Shoal

7-May-09

9:12

ebb

dry

2

4

Channel off Busby
Head

16-Jun-08

10:02

ebb

wet

7

4

Channel off Busby
Head

1-Jul-08

9:35

ebb

dry

18

4

Channel off Busby
Head

1-Jul-08

12:32

flood

dry

9

4

Channel off Busby
Head

26-Aug-08

N.D.

flood

dry

6

4

Channel off Busby
Head

3-Dec-08

13:49

ebb

dry

1

4

Channel off Busby
Head

3-Dec-08

9:24

flood

dry

7

4

Channel off Busby
Head

7-May-09

9:12

ebb

dry

3

Average values of around 6 mg/L occur on the intertidal areas of the harbour seabed, while within
the channel and ebb tide shoal areas, average values are also around 6 mg/L.
For the main channel and wider Bream Bay area, suspended sediment concentrations are relatively
low apart from during more energetic wave events. Monitoring shows suspended solid values vary
between 2 and 21 mg/L on the ebb tide shoal.
During higher wave energy events it is likely that suspended sediment concentrations within Bream
Bay would be significantly higher than the values identified in the tables above. Table 3-3 shows the
depth average sediment concentration at a water depth of 12 m for a range of higher energy wave
events using the method of Van Rijn (1991). These results show that during more energetic wave
driven events in shallower water depths there is significantly greater suspended sediment than the
average conditions set out in the tables above.
Table 3-3: Depth average sediment concentration at Disposal Area 1-2 during higher energy events
Case

Significant wave
height (m)

Peak period (s)

Percent
occurrence per
year (approx.)

Depth average
suspended
sediment
concentration
(mg/L)

1

1.5

8.6

10%

100

2

3.1

9

3%

600

3

5.0

11

1%

2,000

3.5.5

Summary of sediment properties

The sediments within the tidal inlet largely comprise medium to fine sands with a reasonable
proportion of shell and low levels of silt. The majority of sediment within the subtidal areas of
Bream Bay including the deeper parts of the ebb tide shoal, is characterised as fine to medium sand
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with some shell fragments, and increasing silt content in deeper water. The beach sediment on the
open coast comprises predominately fine to medium sand and has a similar composition to the
sediments sampled in the channel area. Typically the suspended sediment concentration values are
low, with around 6 mg/L within the tidal channel and on Mair Bank and up to 30 mg/L on the
intertidal areas of the harbour. During higher energy events the suspended sediment concentration
on the open coast is several orders of magnitude greater.

3.6

Water level data

Key components that determine water level are:
Astronomical tides
Barometric and wind effects, generally referred to as storm surge
Medium term fluctuations, including El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and Inter-decadal
Pacific Oscillation (IPO) effects
Long-term changes in sea level due to wave transformation processes through wave setup and
run-up.
We examine each in turn in the sections below.

3.6.1 Astronomical tide
Tidal levels for primary and secondary ports of New Zealand are provided by LINZ (2016) based on
the average predicted values over the 18.6 year tidal cycle. Values for Marsden Point in terms of
Chart Datum are presented in Table 3-4. The mean tide range is around 2.3 m during spring tide and
1.5 m during neaps.
Table 3-4: Tidal levels given for Marsden Point (LINZ, 2016)
Tide state

Chart Datum (m)

OTP64 (RL)

Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT)

2.99

1.31

Mean High Water Springs (MHWS)

2.76

1.08

Mean High Water Neaps (MHWN)

2.35

0.67

Mean Sea Level (MSL)

1.59

-0.09

Mean Low Water Neaps (MLWN)

0.84

-0.84

Mean Low Water Springs (MLWS)

0.42

-1.26

Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT)

.14

-1.54

Source: LINZ Nautical Almanac 2016 – 17

3.6.2 Storm surge
Storm surge results from the combination of barometric setup from low atmospheric pressure and
wind stress from winds blowing along or onshore which elevates the water level above the predicted
tide (Figure 3-15). Storm surge applies to the general elevation of the sea above the predicted tide
across a region but excludes nearshore effects of storm waves such as wave setup and wave run-up
at the shoreline.
Previous studies of storm surge around New Zealand’s coastline have concluded that storm surge
appears to have an upper limit of approximately 1.0 m (MfE, 2004). Given the perceived upper limit
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of storm surge for New Zealand, a standard storm surge of 0.9 m is considered representative of a
return period of 80 to 100 years (MfE, 2004).

Figure 3-15: Processes causing storm surge (source: Shand, 2010)

3.6.3

Medium term fluctuations and cycles

Atmospheric factors such as season, ENSO and IPO can all affect the mean level of the sea at a
specific time (refer to Figure 3-16). The combined effect of these fluctuations may be up to 0.25 m
(Bell, 2012).
0.25

- 0.25
TOTAL (MAX)

Figure 3-16: Components contributing to sea level variation over long term periods (source: Bell 2012)

3.6.4

Storm tide levels

The combined elevation of the predicted tide, storm surge and medium term fluctuations is known
as the storm tide. Results of an extreme value analysis of hourly sea level data for Marsden Point
using a Weibull distribution and Gringorten plotting position formula are shown in Figure 3-17. On
this basis, 10 and 100 year Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) storm tide levels utilised in storm
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response modelling are selected with a slight reduction in elevation for open coast Northland east
coast beaches, and an increase for west coast sites to account for variation in astronomical tidal
range based on LINZ (2013) secondary port tidal information and Bell and Gorman (2003) analysis.

Figure 3-17: Extreme one hour averaged water level for Marsden Point (1984 - 2013)

Table 3-5: Storm tide level
Site

Peak storm tide level (m RL)

Bream Bay

3.7

10 year ARI

100 year ARI

1.6

1.83

Waves climate

The wave climate in the vicinity to the harbour entrance has been modelled by MSL (2016b).
Modelling used a 35 year hindcast between 1979 and 2014. Figure 3-18 shows the plot of significant
wave height statistics at the Wave Rider Buoy, located at the seaward edge of the ebb tide shoal.
A significant wave height is defined as the mean wave height of the highest third of the waves.
Table 3-6 shows the wave statistics of the entire hindcast period and of the most energetic (1989)
and least energetic year (1990). Figure 3-19 shows wave propagation modelling over the ebb tide
delta and into the harbour for low, average and extreme wave height conditions.
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Figure 3-18: 35 year hindcast at the Wave Rider Buoy showing annual mean significant wave height (solid blue
line), 25%, median and 75% (light blue box) and more extreme events (red dots). Source: MetOcean Solutions
Ltd.

Table 3-6: Comparison of annual wave statistics over the entire hindcast period and the most
energetic and mild years (Source: MSL, 2016b)
Mean (m)

Median (m)

P90% (m)

P95%

Max (m)

Energetic (1989)

0.99

0.82

1.89

2.28

4.97

Entire period

0.80

0.65

1.50

1.89

5.86

Mild (1990)

0.68

0.59

1.23

1.46

2.34

The 35 year hindcast shows that the majority of significant wave heights are typically below 1 m,
although during Cyclone Bola in 1988 the significant wave height approached 6 m which resulted in
the largest wave event over the last 35 years. The mean wave height over the 35 year time period
varies by around ± 20%.
Wave refraction patterns in Bream Bay show that the Whangarei Harbour inlet entrance emerges in
a zone of low energy that provides natural stability to the inlet (Morgan et al., 2011). Wave activity
inside the harbour is mostly locally generated (fetch ~5km near Marsden Point), although some
ocean swell refracts and diffracts to reach the port vicinity (Black and Healy, 1982). The results of
the numerical modelling presented in Figure 3-19 shows the sheltering effect of Whangarei Heads
and the influence of the ebb tide delta in locally reducing wave heights. Even for the extreme
situation with a 5.1 m offshore wave height, wave heights are generally less than 5 m offshore from
the delta, and reduce to less than 0.5 m at Marsden Point.
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Figure 3-19: Present day annual mean, low, high and extreme wave heights in the vicinity of the harbour
entrance (Source: MSL, 2016b)

3.8

Tidal circulation in Bream Bay

The large scale oceanography of northern New Zealand is dominated by a general west to east
movement of oceanic water from the Tasman Sea (Tomczak and Godfrey, 1994). Part of this flow
temporarily attaches to the north-eastern New Zealand continental shelf as it flows toward the
Eastern Pacific, forming a south-eastward-flowing current of warm (16 - 22 oC), saline (>35.4 psu)
subtropical water, the East Auckland Current (EAUC) (Stanton et al., 1997; Zeldis et al., 2004).
In the analysis of current meter data from 5 locations inside the Gulf Greig (1990) observed that the
strongest signal in the time series were associated with tidal forcing. The major constituents for the
area were M2, S2 and N2, where M2 is the dominant signal and flows were aligned with the local
bathymetry. The phases were consistent with the essentially standing-wave nature typical of gulf
tides and found in the M2 numerical model of Greig and Proctor (1988). Maximum recorded flows
are of the order of 0.25-0.4 m/s throughout the Gulf except near Cape Colville where 0.8 m s -1 was
recorded. Greig and Proctor (1988) modelled the response of the Gulf to M2 tidal forcing and they
found that tidal residual circulation is weak. Based on field investigations of the change in currents
with depth, Sharples and Greig (1998) inferred that seasonal and weather-band variability in the
strength of vertical stratification has a marked effect on the observed tidal currents through the
addition of a baroclinic tide, which is highly non-linear. They also found that surface mean flows
observed throughout all deployments were generally along the shelf edge, and towards the
southeast at speeds of 0.2-0.3 m/s and reaching 0.6 m/s at times near Cape Brett. This indicates
that circulation in the Hauraki Gulf is strongly 3-dimensional, with a primary dynamical balance
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between surface wind stress and the associated pressure gradients against the land (Black et al.,
2000). This leads to persistent up/down-welling and surface manifestations in sea surface
temperature patterns which are shown to vary systematically and markedly with wind direction and
stratification intensity.
The long term net flow in the Hauraki Gulf is oriented from north to south (i.e. alongshore) and this
is the same for Bream Bay. However, there is a residual circulation within Bream Bay due to the
sheltering effect of Whangarei Heads. The interaction of offshore flows and tidal variation
contribute to tidal circulation within Bream Bay.

3.9

Tidal currents in the vicinity of the harbour inlet

Based on previous studies, it was identified that tidal current velocities gradually decrease upharbour, from around 1 m/s at Marsden Point to 0.8 m/s at Limestone Island (Inglis et al., 2006).
Tidal streams are strongest in the area adjacent to Home Point southeast of Marsden Point, where
rates up to 1.5 m/s may be experienced (Inglis et al., 2006). The constricted tidal inlet results in
currents reaching peak depth-averaged velocities of 1.1-1.3 m/s during spring tides (Black et al.,
1989; Longdill and Healy, 2007).
Tidal currents have been modelled by MSL (2016b). Figure 3-20 shows the present day maximum
ebb and spring tide velocities. During spring tide, the ebb tide creates the highest velocities along
the edge of the ebb tide delta and Mair Bank with velocities reaching 1.3 m/s. Figure 3-21 shows the
maximum velocities for the neap tide. In this situation the trend is similar to Black et al. (1989).

Figure 3-20: Modelled maximum ebb and flood spring tide velocities (Source: MSL, 2016b)
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Figure 3-21: Modelled maximum ebb and flood neap tide flows (Source: MSL, 2016b)

3.10

Tsunami

Northland Regional Council contracted NIWA to undertake an initial study on the risk of tsunami
inundation facing communities in the Northland Region (Arnold et al., 2011). Two credible sources
were modelled; one for a South American origin with a return period 50-100 years, and a less
frequent tsunami event with moment magnitude scale (M*) 8.5 and M* 9.0 from the
Tonga/Kermadec Trench. The return period of the Tonga/Kermadec Trench events is much longer
(500-2000+ years) and represents a worst-case scenario for a tsunami striking the Northland coast.
The current study investigated tsunami propagation into the Whangarei Harbour using computer
simulation. Inundation modelling was performed assuming that the tsunami arrives at Mean High
Water Spring (MHWS) and for MHWS + 50 cm to assess potential effects of sea level rise. Results of
the MHWS inundation depth and velocity plots are included in Figure 3-22 to Figure 3-24 for the
South American tsunami with and without 0.5 m sea level rise (Figure 3-22 and Figure 3-24) and Mw
9.0 Tonga/Kermadec Trench scenarios (Figure 3-23).
These results show relatively low levels of inundation in the vicinity of the harbour entrance and that
inundation is greater for the South American tsunami. Similarly velocities within the tidal inlet are
higher, with velocities of up to 3 m/s, approximately double the tidal velocities. The additional 0.5 m
of sea level rise from climate change results in small increases in velocities.
The large velocities that occur as a result of the tsunami are capable of causing large scale changes
to the physical system. This is likely to manifest in scour along the inlet and along Mair Bank and
deposition both within the inner harbour and offshore. Over time a proportion of the transported
sand may return to the ebb tide shoal system, but there may also be some volume that is not able to
be returned as it may either be too far up on the inner harbour system, or in too deep water within
Bream Bay. Even in the present day situation this is likely to require inspection of the channel and
inlet to confirm the safe operability of vessels accessing the port and jetty and it is likely that some
maintenance dredging may be required to maintain operability.
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Figure 3-22: Maximum inundation depth (upper) and speed (lower) for the South American tsunami scenario at
MHWS (Source: Arnold et al. 2011)
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Figure 3-23: Maximum inundation depth (upper) and speed (lower) for the Mw 9.0 Tonga/Kermadec Trench
tsunami scenario at MHWS (Source: Arnold et al., 2011)
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Figure 3-24: Maximum inundation depth (upper) and speed (lower) for the South American tsunami scenario at
MHWS + 0.5 m Sea Level Rise (Source: Arnold et al., 2011)
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3.10.1

Climate change effects

Climate change effects include changes to sea level and potential effects on storms, wind, storm-tide
and wind.
3.10.1.1

Sea level rise

Historic sea level rise in New Zealand has averaged 1.7 ± 0.1 mm/year (Hannah and Bell, 2012) with
Northland exhibiting a slightly higher rate of 2.2 ± 0.6 mm/year. Beavan and Litchfield (2012) found
negligible vertical land movement in Northland and therefore suggest the higher rate for Northland
may be due to the short record length.
Climate change is predicted to accelerate this rate of sea level rise into the future. The NZCPS (2010)
requires that the identification of coastal hazards includes consideration of sea level rise over at
least a 100 year planning period. Potential sea level rise over this time frame is likely to significantly
alter the coastal hazard risk.
The Ministry of Environment (MfE, 2008) guideline recommends a base value sea level rise of 0.5 m
by 2100 (relative to the 1980-1999 average) with consideration of the consequences of sea level rise
of at least 0.8 m by 2100 with an additional sea level rise of 10 mm per year beyond 2100.
Modelling presented within the most recent IPCC report (AR5; IPCC, 2013) show predicted global sea
level rise values by 2100 to range from 0.27 m, which is slightly above the current rate of rise, to 1 m
depending on the emission scenario adopted. Extrapolating the RCP8.5 scenario to 2115 results in a
sea level range from 0.27 to 0.47 m by 2065 and 0.62 to 1.27 m by 2115 (Figure 3-25). The RCP8.5
scenario assumes emissions continue to rise in the 21st century. Adopting this scenario is considered
prudent until evidence of emission stabilising justify use of a lower projection scenario.

Figure 3-25: Projections of potential future sea level rise presented within IPCC AR5 (IPCC, 2013) with adopted
values for this assessment at 2065 and extrapolated to 2115
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3.10.1.2

Climate change effects on storms, winds, storm tide and waves

NIWA has investigated possible future changes to storm surge and wave climate around New
Zealand for present day conditions and then with future scenarios of climate change based on the
IPCC emission projections. The results of this assessment suggest the southern New Zealand region
would expect only small increases in mean annual wave height (generally less than 2 to 3%) with
slight increases on the western and southern coasts, but small decreases in mean wave height
elsewhere. For the extreme wave height increases of between 0 to 5% could be expected with a
lower likelihood of increases up to 15%.
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4

Assessment of coastal processes

4.1

Definitions and key processes

A tidal inlet includes the narrow entrance channel together with the intertidal and submarine deltas
that can form at one or both ends of the entrance channel (Hume and Herdendorf, 1987). The major
morphological units are (refer Figure 4-1):
1

Ebb tidal delta – this covers the seaward part of the inlet and includes the main ebb channel,
swash bars and marginal flood channels. It represents a volume of sediment stored on the
seaward side of the inlet entrance. It is formed mainly by tidal currents and waves.

2
3

The narrow deep channel at the inlet entrance (throat/gorge)
Flood tide delta, typically comprising a shield of sand that develops in the tidal basin landward
of the throat, including flood channels, tidal flats and ebb spits.

Figure 4-1: Definition of a conventional tidal inlet (USACE, 2008)

Based on the classification of Hume and Herdendorf (1985), Whangarei Harbour inlet can be
classified as a single spit enclosed estuary of fluvial origins. The Mair Bank and Calliope Bank are
swash bars that are formed largely within the intertidal and subaerial parts of the ebb tide delta.

4.1.1

Locational stability

Morphological stability of tidal inlets has two main components; location stability and crosssectional stability. Locational stability describes the lateral migration of the channel, and crosssectional stability relates to the variability of the cross-sectional area and its relation to tidal flow
characteristics. The inlet to Whangarei Harbour is situated in the lee of the Tertiary volcanic rock
Whangarei Heads and, as such, is reasonably stable in terms of position, with the main controls on
the ebb tide delta size and shape being a function of the tidal flows into the harbour, the incident
wave direction, sediment grain size and the alongshore drift rate (Figure 4-2).
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Figure 4-2: Schematic diagrams depicting controls on ebb delta size and shape for half delta inlets (Hicks and
Hume, 1996)

The key characteristics of the tidal inlet and ebb delta at the entrance to Whangarei Harbour are
summarised in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1: Characterisation of the Whangarei Harbour tidal inlet and the ebb delta (Hume and
Herdendorf, 1988)
Ebb delta sand volume (106 m3)

168

Ebb delta shape

High-angle half delta

Mean spring tidal range (m)
Mean Spring tidal prism,

2.1
6

3

(10 m )

Throat width at mean tide (m)
3

155
790

Throat area at mean tide (m )

14,600

Mean throat depth (m)

18.5

Ebb jet angle (Deg)

55

Beach slope to 10 m depth contour

0.0111

Annual net littoral drift, Mtotal (m3/year)

20,000

Ebb delta length/breadth ratio

1.6

Average sand size, d50 (mm)

0.17

2

2

Wave energy factor (m sec )
3

Daily mean runoff (m /sec)
/Mtotal ratio

22
1
7,750 (> 150, good flushing and little bar formation)

A study of wave refraction patterns in Bream Bay showed the Whangarei Harbour inlet entrance
emerges in a zone of low energy that provides natural stability to the inlet (Duder & Christian, 1983)
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due to the sheltering effect of Whangarei Heads from northern and eastern wave energy. This is
illustrated in Figure 3-19.
There is a large volume of sand storage and this directs tidal flows against the volcanic rocks of
Whangarei Heads. Annual net littoral drift of 20,000 m3 per annum is a relatively small value for an
open coast location. However, based on observations of movement of the Ruakaka River entrance
to the south, there is little evidence of pronounced trends of movement, either to the south or
north, also suggesting a small net littoral transport rate. These low transport rates indicate the local
wave climate effects and the influence of the sheltering effect of Whangarei Heads play a significant
part in the formation of the ebb tide delta.
The ebb delta and flood tide shoals are supplied by small amounts of northerly directed alongshore
transport. A key observation from Table 4-1 is that the tidal prism, is large (155x106m3) in relation to
the net littoral drift (20,000 m3/yr). The ratio of tidal prism to net littoral drift, introduced by Bruun
and Gerritsen (Bruun, 1978) relates these two important parameters that control inlet stability. The
resulting ratio of 7,570 is significantly greater than the threshold of 150 that was determined by
Bruun and Gerritsen to characterise good flushing and little bar formation on the ebb delta. This
suggests the delta should be very stable with good flushing and little bar formation. This is
confirmed by the bathymetric survey data that shows very little change in bathymetry in the outer
parts of the ebb tide delta.
Based on an average suspended sediment concentration of 6 mg/L within the harbour entrance
(refer Table 3-2) and the tidal prism of 155x106m3, the suspended tidal flux entering and departing
the harbour is approximately 360 m3/tide. There are around 715 tides per year, so the annual tidal
flux of 257,600 m3/yr is an order of magnitude greater than the net littoral drift, confirming the
dominance of tidal effects over wave driven sediment transport at Marsden Point.

4.1.2

Inlet cross sectional stability

The inlet cross-sectional stability is often evaluated based on the relationship between the tidal
prism and cross-sectional area of the inlet. Figure 4-3 shows the results of the relationship for
Whangarei Harbour in relationship with other New Zealand inlets. This figure indicates that the inlet
is stable with no significant trend to erosion or deposition in the inlet.
Stability of the harbour entrance has also been attributed to the presence of shell material, which
provides an armour layer protecting the underlying soft sands. This was confirmed by Healy and
Black (1982) who investigated sediment transport in Marsden Point and concluded the shell lag
present on much of the inlet rarely moves, even in spring tide conditions, and that much of the bed
have an aged appearance with the shells being covered by algae; a testimony to the stability of the
sediment and the low rates of sand supply by alongshore drift. Morgan, Kench and Ford (2011) and
Kerr and Associates (2016a) also identify the role of shells in the long term stability of the ebb tide
delta and Mair Bank.
The Black and Healy study (1982) defined that no sediment movement occurred when tidal
velocities were less than 0.3 m/s and that sand grains were moving more than 50% of the time when
current speed at 1m above the seabed was between 0.3 and 0.35 m/s. The main sediment transport
paths due to tidal currents are identified in Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-3: Stability of New Zealand tidal inlets using Heath (1975) relationship (Source: Hume and Herdendorf,
1985b)
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Figure 4-4: Main sediment transport paths due to tidal currents (source: Black & Healy, 1982)

MSL (2016b) sediment dynamic modelling shows very similar sediment transport pathways to those
identified by Black and Healy (see Figure 4-5).

Figure 4-5: Distribution of 200 m grain size sediments for a 6 month fair weather period (Source: MSL, 2016b)
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Figure 4-6 shows a summary of the inferred sediment transport pathways for the existing situation.
It shows the sediment flux that moves into and out of the harbour as suspended sediment
concentrations of around 260,000 m3/yr and the supply to this area due to alongshore drift of sands
along the coastline from Ruakaka River mouth. The sediment transport pathways are complex in the
vicinity of the ebb tide shoal and Mair Bank, with some overwash of sand from the delta to the
channel, but also another sediment transport pathway due to tidal flows and the relatively erosion
resistant surface of Mair Bank, with tidal flows moving sediment in a south easterly direction along
the southern face of Mair Bank, then entering the channel to flow into the harbour. There are
several return mechanisms with sand transport pathways to the various shoals both in Bream Bay
and within the inlet and inner harbour.

Figure 4-6: Inferred sediment transport pathways for the present day situation in the vicinity of the harbour
entrance

4.1.3

Ebb tide delta stability

An assessment of the stability of the ebb tide delta has been made by comparing the 5 m, 10 m and
15 m depth contours from 1939 to 2015 (refer Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8). More detailed surveys of
the shallower areas since 2001 allow an assessment of changes to the 2 m and 0 m depth contours
(refer Figure 4-9).
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Figure 4-7: Historic changes at the 5 m, 10 m and 15 m depth contours from 1939 to 1981

Figure 4-8: Historic changes at the 5 m, 10 m and 15 m depth contours from 1981 to 2015
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Figure 4-9: Historic changes at the 2 m and 0 m depth contour from 2001 to 2016

The resulting analysis shows that over the 76 year period there has been no significant change to the
ebb tide delta or the approaches below the 5 m depth contour. This stability has remained despite
both anthropogenic (human induced) and natural changes within the harbour. There appears to be
more change occurring above the 5 m depth contour and this is considered in the following section.

4.1.4

Mair Bank stability

Due to a Pipi population decline on Mair Bank over recent decades (Williams and Hume, 2014), there
has been a number of studies specifically looking at the stability of Mair Bank. Morgan et al. (2011)
analysed digitised aerial photography of Mair Bank over 56 years to determine multi-decadal
changes in the position and planform configuration of major morphological units (refer Figure 4-10).
It was identified that the footprint of Mair Bank has remained constant over this time period, but
significant changes in surface morphology have occurred with dynamic sediment reworking. These
changes were largely above chart datum, while contours below 5 m Chart Datum were largely
unchanged.
The dynamics of the surficial sediment are illustrated by western end of the seaward shell swash bar
migrating landward at an average rate of 10m/yr between 1950 and 2006. Morgan et al. (2011) also
calculated the largest subaerial change in sand storage volume occurred between 2003 and 2006,
when volume increased from 1.107 x 105 m3 to 1.690 x 105 m3. The change in volume is around
60,000 m3, or 20,000 m3/yr and equivalent to the full amount of net littoral transport estimated by
Hume and Herdendorf (1985). In terms of material accumulation over the extent of the ebb delta,
this equates to a uniform bed level rise of 10 cm across Mair Bank, or a 1.3% increase in total volume
of the bank.
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Figure 4-10: Mair Bank morphological changes from 1950 to 2006 based on interpretation of aerial
photographs using the wet beach line along the coast, the northern boundary of Mair Bank and the crest of the
southern seaward shell swash-bar as proxies to estimate changes over time (source: Morgan et al. 2011)

The Morgan et al. (2011) study also confirms that minor changes in delta configuration have been
shown to have pronounced effects on the erosion and accretion of adjacent shorelines (Oertel,
1977), particularly if the changes result in consequential impacts to wave energy and direction
arriving at the coast. Consequently the geomorphic stability of these sand bodies are important to
adjacent shoreline morphodynamics, as reduction in size, a change in position or loss of sediment
volume have the potential to alter physical processes acting on the coast and promote coastal
change.
4.1.4.1

Annual survey trends

Annual surveys have been carried out over Mair Bank from 2000 and they provide further detailed
information on changes to the ebb tide shoal and Mair Bank reported in Williams and Hume (2014).
This survey data has been applied to assess spatial and temporal elevation changes. Changes in
surface morphology over approximately 5 year periods are shown in Figure 4-11 to Figure 4-13 with
the overall change from 2000 to 2014 shown in Figure 4-14. Additional figures that show the change
of the 0m (Chart Datum) contour for the same time period are included in Appendix E. These are
useful as they allow a focus on the changes to the intertidal footprint of Mair Bank and the swash
channel that separates the bank from Marsden Point.
From 2000 to 2005 (Figure 4-11) the following processes were observed (Williams and Hume, 2014):
Erosion along shoreline of Marsden Point
Accretion on the northern shoreline of Marsden Point and along the edges of the entrance
channel and around the wharf
Movement of shoals on the surface of Mair Bank, characterised by areas of accretion adjacent
to areas of erosion.
From 2005 to 2010 (Figure 4-12) the following processes were observed (Williams and Hume, 2014):
Erosion in the nearshore along the southern refinery shore of Marsden Point
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Accretion on the northern shoreline of Marsden Point and a shoal extending north into the
main channel
Accretion in the channel separating Marsden Point and Mair Bank
Accretion around the margins of the shallower central parts of Mair Bank
Erosion along the southern seaward margin of Mair Bank and a migration northward of the
shell ridge of some 150 m.
From 2010 to 2013 (Figure 4-13) the following processes were observed (Williams and Hume, 2014):
Erosion in the nearshore along the southern refinery shore of Marsden Point
Accretion on the northern shoreline of Marsden Point and a shoal extending north into the
main channel
Accretion in the channel separating Marsden Point and Mair Bank
Accretion around the margins of the shallower central parts of Mair Bank
Erosion along the southern seaward margin of Mair Bank and a migration northward of the
shell ridge of some 150 m.

Figure 4-11: Differences in Mair Bank bathymetry from 2000 to 2005 (Source: Williams and Hume, 2014)
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Figure 4-12: Differences in Mair Bank bathymetry from 2005 to 2010 (Source: Williams and Hume, 2014)

Figure 4-13: Differences in Mair Bank bathymetry from 2010 to 2013 (Source: Williams and Hume, 2014)
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Figure 4-14: Differences in Mair Bank bathymetry from 2000 to 2013 (Source: Williams and Hume, 2014)

The simple plots of the change to the 0.5 m contour in the vicinity of Mair Bank and Marsden Point
(Appendix E) shows the swash channel changes over time more explicitly. There is a wider channel
in 2000 which noticeably begins to narrow in 2002 with a shore parallel nearshore beach bar evident
since 2000 increasing in size and migrating to the north and welding with Mair Bank that results both
a narrowing and shallowing of the swash channel in 2003. The channel deepens slightly in 2004 and
2005 but the welding of the nearshore beach bar becomes more dominant from 2005, with the
channel becoming narrower and shallower from 2005. In 2013 and 2015 the swash channel is
shallower than 0.5 m. The change in levels of the swash channel can also be seen in the long
section plot in Appendix F. This plot shows the variation in elevation along a transect that extends
from Marsden Point, through the swash channel and along Mair Bank to the channel. The location
of this transect can be seen in Figure 4-15. At this location the change from the relatively deep
channel to the shallower channel is evident from 2008 to 2009.
Overall these results indicate that there are natural fluctuations in the surface topography in the
order of ± 1 m (vertical) and ± 2 m (horizontally) as banks and channels shift in response to storm
events and tidal currents. Over the last 15 years there appears to have been a northerly migration
of sand towards and extending into the main channel and a narrowing and shallowing of the swash
channel that separates Mair Bank from Marsden Point. This shallowing and narrowing of the swash
bar seems strongly linked to the northward migration of sand from the ebb tide shoal south of Mair
Bank that is discussed in the following section.
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Figure 4-15: Location of sections through Mair Bank and the Ebb Tide Delta along the channel and a transect
from Marsden Point through Mair Bank

4.1.4.2

Volume and area changes

The analysis carried out by Williams and Hume (2014) has been updated in this study with total
volume changes from 2000, 2005, 2010 and 2016. The amount of change has been calculated
within the southern portion of the ebb tide shoal: up to the high point of Mair Bank (area 1); from
the crest of Mair Bank to the edge of the channel (area 2); and within the channel (area 3) as
indicated in Figure 4-16. The resulting volume changes in these areas is shown in Table 4-2 and
Figure 4-17. These results show some 308,000 m3 of sand has moved from the southern Ebb Tide
Shoal since 2000 with the majority of change occurring between 2000 and 2005. There has been an
increase in sand volume between the crest of Mair Bank and the edge of channel over the same time
period while the volumes within the channel appear to fluctuate.
These results indicate a movement of sediment from the southern part of the ebb delta to the
northern edge and along the channel with a net loss of some 210,285 m3 over the 16 year period
(around 13,150 m3/yr). During the period of greatest change (2000 to 2005) the net loss was around
47,800 m3/yr.
These overall changes have resulted in lowering of the seabed by up to 1 m within the southern part
of the ebb tide shoal (refer Figure 4-14). This reduction in seabed level is likely to have increased
wave action on the coast increasing erosion pressure along the beach and also assisted in reinforcing
the northern migration of sand. Examining the wave climate between 2000 and 2005 (refer Figure
3-18) there is no obvious increase in wave energy over the long term average from 1979 to 2014
(MSL, 2016b) that might explain the changes in volume observed over that period. However, due to
the still relatively short period of detailed data, these changes may be part of a longer term
fluctuation driven by climatic factors.
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a)

b)

c)

a

Southern extent of ebb tide shoal to the
crest of Mair Bank

b

From the crest of Mair Bank to the edge of
channel
Along the channel

c

Figure 4-16: Extent of volume change areas

Table 4-2: Volume change over time within three areas; southern ebb tide shoal, Mair Bank and
the edge of the channel from the year 2000
Year

Southern Ebb
Tide area

2000

Mair Bank crest
to channel
-

-

2005

-

212,460

-

2010

-

272,151

81,839

2016

-

308,019

106,841
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Left bank of
channel
-

-

-

21,370

- 239,017

1,261

- 189,051

9,106

- 210,285

Annual change
(m3/yr)
-

47,803
9,993

-

4,247
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Figure 4-17: Volume change from 2000 to 2016

4.1.5

Changes to the right bank of the channel along ebb tide shoal

The annual ebb tide shoal survey data was also examined to investigate changes along the edge of
the ebb tide shoal. This was done by examining 10 sections at around 150 to 200 m centres from
2000 to 2016 (refer Figure 4-15). Appendix F includes the profile comparison at 2000 and 2016 for
alternate profiles from 1 to 19.
Profile 1 shows the northward accretion of the shoal with more significant accretion at the upper
part of the shoal (i.e. above the -5 m depth contour). The base of the channel appears to have
lowered slightly.
Profile 3 shows a similar trend of accretion of the upper part of the shoal and a steepening and
lowering of the base of the channel.
Profile 5 shows a similar trend, but there is a smaller amount of change at the base of the channel.
Profile 7 shows slight accretion at the upper part of the bank and no significant changes at the lower
slopes or at the base of the channel.
Profile 9 shows only small changes with some accretion on the upper part of the bank and at the
base of the channel.
Profile 11 and 13 shows only small changes of both accretion and erosion.
Profile 15 shows erosion has occurred at this location at the top of the bank and at the toe. Slight
accretion is evident on the upper slope of the channel.
Overall this profile analysis confirms there is northward migration of the upper part of the shoal
between Profile 1 and 7, with some slight steepening of the side slopes at these locations due to
scour at the lower levels. This suggests the tidal flows are seeking to maintain the inlet’s crosssection area to compensate the accretion of the upper levels of the side slope.
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Between Profiles 8 and 13 there is no significant change, while at Profiles 17 to 19 there is evidence
of slight accretion. It is possible that sediment scoured from the lower levels of the channel
between Profiles 1 and 7 has been transported around to this area and some of the sediment has
settled out as a result of slightly lower tidal currents.
The net area change from 0 m CD to around 17.5 m CD was calculated and the resulting changes in
cross-sectional area is shown in Table 4-3 and Figure 4-18. This figure shows the area change at each
profile. Profiles 1 to 9 all show a net increase in areas (i.e. accretion along the edge of the channel)
although profile 7 tends to fluctuate. Profiles 11 to 15 show net erosion and profiles 17 and 19 show
accretion. The largest rate of accretion occurs at Profile 1 and 17 although the results of the profile
and area analysis show accretion encroaching into the channel at the upper parts of the ebb tide
delta (i.e. above -7 m CD) where the channel is the narrowest (Profiles 1 to 5) and there is an
associated scouring (lowering) of the seabed effectively maintaining the cross-sectional area. Some
of the eroded sand appears to migrate towards Bream Bay and may be deposited at the base of the
channel in the vicinity of Profiles 17 and 19.
Table 4-3: Changes in area at profiles along the ebb tide shoal from 2000 to 2016
Section

2002

2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

2013

2016

1

4.2

-25.5

-16.6

18.5

60.4

83.2

109

52.6

3

-38.5

-21.2

-99.9

-28.3

1.6

18.9

-76.1

50.2

5

-35.5

-0.1

151.6

155.8

140.4

252.7

194.7

71.3

7

-61.3

-72.7

-28.6

-29.6

-20.1

64.9

58.6

12.9

9

48.3

44.5

31.9

35.6

40.4

45.4

38.9

14

11

-29.7

-26.6

-12.3

-45.1

15

16.5

5.1

-56.5

13

-7.2

-37

-21.2

-28

-27.1

-19

-7.2

-44.2

15

-10.6

-11.6

-42.8

-41.4

-28.3

-12.5

-13.9

-39.5

17

-22.5

34.5

96.7

124.4

107

79.7

104.4

64.3

19

27.6

-5.2

-41

16.9

-4.5

-49

12.6

26.1
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Figure 4-18: Annual change of beach area for cross-sections through Mair Bank

4.1.6

Changes to the open coast beaches from Mair Bank to Ruakaka River mouth

The open coast beaches along the shoreline of the ebb tide shoal to the Ruakaka River mouth have
been experiencing low rates of erosion over the last few decades. Erosion in this location is likely to
be a result of insufficient sand transported alongshore, or increases in sand transport from this area
to the tidal inlet and inner harbour areas.
The assessment of existing survey data has shown that while the ebb tide delta is dynamically stable
below 5 m CD, there has been a recent northward shift in sand volumes and a loss of sand from the
southern part of the ebb tide shoal with an associated lowering of levels. This lowering of the seabed
close to the open coast beaches results in greater wave energy (higher waves) arriving at the coast.
The lowering of the seabed may change refraction processes which may result in changes to
alongshore drift as well as increase storm erosion of the beaches and dunes. This process may be
contributing to the observed erosion on the open coast at Marsden Point.

4.1.7

Stability of inner harbour

The lower harbour sediment dynamics are consistent with established patterns for tide-dominated
inlets, with separation of the channel into areas of ebb and flood dominance, and typical transport
patterns over the flood tidal delta. Broad-scale inlet geomorphology has been maintained, which is
consistent with other dredged tide dominated inlets (Longdill and Healy, 2007). Concentrations of
shell gravel lag were found to play an important stabilising role in determining the overall
characteristics of the inlet stability and sediment dynamics (Longdill and Healy, 2007).
The comparisons of bathymetric surveys carried out by Healy and Longdill (2007) revealed that the
lower harbour is very stable with essentially no change to bathymetry in many areas over a 20-year
interval. Recorded tidal flows were found to be faster than the threshold speed for typical sandy
sediments, but insufficient to disturb lagged shell beds (Black et al., 1989). Previous studies suggest
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that suspended sediment transport in the lower harbour is low and that the majority of sediment
transport in the channels and channel margins occurs as bed load (Longdill and Healy 2007).
Residual distance vectors computed by Longdill and Healy (2007) in the lower harbour indicate that
between 2002 and 2007 (i.e. post NorthPort developments), the large-scale pattern of sediment
transport dynamics remained consistent. Minor and localised modification of transport potentials
were observed immediately adjacent to the NorthPort developments. These modifications included
a slight realignment of current flows near the reclamation wall and some leakage from a previously
identified transport loop near the dredged basin. The potential for scour was identified by Longdill
and Healy (2007) along the eastern margin of the dredged basin, and they suggested this could
remove material moving downslope into the basin from its western edge. The observations were
considered to be consistent with the earlier numerical model results that predicted minimal
consequences resulting from the developments (Black and Healy, 1982). Since there has not been
significant changes to the bathymetry since that time, the findings from the earlier studies are still
valid.
Sediment transport pathways were inferred by Black et al. (1989) from observations and numerical
modelling (refer Figure 4-19). According to their results, there is a net ebb imbalance in the lower
harbour southern end and they suggested that deposition as a result of the NorthPort developments
should be minimal, which is in general agreement with the modelling carried out by MSL (2016b).

Figure 4-19: Schematic diagram showing sediment transport pathways within Whangarei Harbour based on
residual velocities (Source: Black et al., 1989)
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4.1.8

Summary of sediment budget for the present day

Figure 4-20 shows a summary of the existing sediment budget of the ebb tide shoal system, with
variability of volume due to annual fluctuations in the order of 100,000m 3/yr, sources (alongshore
drift and biological shell production) and known losses (shell removal through harvesting and
overwash). The resulting budget appears largely in equilibrium which supports the observations of
the overall stability of the ebb tide shoal based on long term historic survey analysis.

Figure 4-20: Sediment budget summary for existing situation

4.2

Potential effects of climate change on the inlet and ebb shoal

Assessing the potential effects of climate change, particularly sea level rise, on features such as the
ebb shoal is complex and uncertain. No modelling of possible climate change effects has been done
for this study.
With increased sea level rise there is likely to be an increase in the volume of water entering and
exiting the harbour (tidal prism). Based on Figure 4-3 an increase in tidal prism is likely to result
either in an increase in cross-sectional area or, if the area is confined due to structural controls, such
as is present at the entrance to Whangarei Harbour, an increase in tidal velocity. This increase in
tidal velocity can cause increased erosion along the channel edge and the scoured material
transported to either the flood or ebb tide shoal, possibly increasing the volume of these features.
However, recent research (Van der Wegen, 2013) has identified that tidal asymmetry is a key driver
of change within the estuarine area over long timescales where sea levels are increasing. Tidal
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asymmetry leads to small spatial gradients in tide residual sediment transport which results in
morphodynamic development of the estuary.
The results of modelling carried out by Van der Wegen (2013) suggests sea level rise can change the
trend of sediment transport from equilibrium/export (little or net seaward movement of sediment)
to import (sand moving into the estuary) as a result of sea level rise over long time periods due to
changes in tidal asymmetry. At Whangarei Heads the process of changing tidal asymmetry could
result in removal of sediment from the ebb tide shoal into the harbour area over a period of decades
to centuries of higher water levels. Unless replenished by alongshore transport, the loss of sediment
from the ebb tide shoal could result in changes to the nearshore wave environment which could
then lead to changes in the areas of accretion or erosion along the open coast shoreline adjacent to
the ebb tide shoal.
Due to the existing climate variability that includes varying tide levels due to decadal and longer time
cycles, as well as variations in annual wave climate, this process is unlikely to be noticeable over the
next few decades when the projected increase in sea level rise is still within the range of annual
fluctuations, but may become more noticeable over a longer time frame (many decades to
centuries).

4.3

Summary of coastal processes

The Whangarei Harbour entrance is stable, controlled by Whangarei Heads to the north and the
large ebb delta to the south. The northward directed net longshore sediment transport on the open
coast of Bream Bay is very small in comparison with the sediment flux that enters and exits the
harbour as a result of tidal exchange. Therefore the inlet is tide dominated, with tidal flows
significantly greater than the net littoral transport which results in a stable inlet.
The analysis of historic bathymetric data shows that over the 76 year period there has been no
significant change to the ebb tide delta below the 2 m depth contour. More detailed analysis of
Mair Bank at the shallower part of the ebb tide delta, shows that this feature has been dynamically
stable, but with natural fluctuations in the surface topography in the order of ± 1 m (vertical) and ± 2
m (horizontally) as banks and channels shift in response to storm events and tidal currents.
Over the last 16 years there appears to have been a northerly migration of sand towards and
extending into the main channel, with this change largely occurring between 2000 and 2010.
Surveys at 2015 and 2016 show much smaller changes. This has largely resulted in accretion of the
upper part of the channel slopes with some evidences of slight steepening with some erosion of the
lower slopes.
Ongoing and accelerated sea level rise may result in increased erosion pressure on the ebb tide
shoal with changes in tidal asymmetry increasing sediment transport potential into the harbour that
could increase erosion pressure along the open coast shoreline over a period of decades to
centuries.
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5

Assessment of effects of changes in physical coastal processes

This section summarises the changes to waves and currents in the nearshore environment resulting
from both the dredged channel and the placement of dredged material to marine disposal areas as
modelled by MSL (2016b) that may impact on coastal processes and the effect of these changes on
coastal processes for both the capital (Figure 5-1) and maintenance dredging campaigns (Figure 5-2).

Figure 5-1: Schematic of capital dredge volume disposal options

Figure 5-2: Schematic of maintenance dredge volume disposal options
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Effects have been assessed based against the criteria set out in Appendix G that describes the
definition of effects and the associated criteria.

5.1

Waves

The predicted change in wave height resulting from the dredged channel is shown in Figure 5-3 for
average and a selection of more extreme (lower probability) events. For average and moderate
wave climate conditions, the resulting changes are negligible (less than ± 0.02 m). Putting this into
context, the variation in mean wave heights over the 35 year hindcast is 0.31 m. Therefore the
average change is an order of magnitude less than the annual variability (refer Table 3-6).
During storm events (storms with significant wave heights offshore of 5 m or more), there may be
some channel refraction effects resulting in higher waves breaking on the edge of Mair Bank and
towards Busby Head. The increase in wave height at these locations is likely to be in the order of
between 0.1 m and 0.3 m for storms with 5 m high waves. While there is a broader change of ±0.1 m
over the majority of the ebb tide delta that can be characterised as a general reduction in wave
height over the majority of the ebb tide delta, there is a slight focusing of waves along the southern
flank (less than 2 cm change). Comparing the inter-annual variability on wave heights shown in
Table 3-6, the relative change as a result of the dredging during high energy wave events is an order
of magnitude less than the annual variability of 1.36 m for the 99% wave height (MSL, 2016b).

Figure 5-3: Changes in significant wave height resulting from channel dredging for average annual conditions
(top left) and 19% (top right), 6% (bottom left) and 1% probability of occurrence (Source: MSL, 2016b)

Based on the existing observed variability of the upper parts of the ebb tide shoal that occurs due to
the existing hydrodynamic variability on the upper parts of the shoal (±100,000 m 3/yr), these
relatively small scale changes in wave heights during high energy events are unlikely to create a
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noticeable or measurable effect on sediment transport patterns and coastal process effects and
therefore even for larger wave events will have negligible effects.

5.2

Currents

The effects on currents is limited to the harbour entrance and the ebb tide shoal as a result of the
channel dredging and marine disposal. There is no change to the regional scale hydrodynamics or
hydrodynamics within Bream Bay and no changes to tidal flows within Whangarei Harbour.
In the vicinity of the harbour entrance and ebb tide shoal the changes as a result of the dredging are
small changes in velocity (absolute changes no more than ±0.15 m/s). Figure 5-4 shows the
difference in peak flood and ebb velocities for the spring tide post channel deepening. As can be
seen, there is a small reduction in tidal velocities (generally less than 0.02 m/s) except along the
edges of the channel adjacent to Mair Bank, within the channel between Mair Bank and Home Point
and between Home Point and Busby Head where changes can reach 0.1 m/s.

Figure 5-4: Difference in peak spring tidal flows post channel deepening for flood and ebb tides (Source: MSL,
2016b)

The materiality of these changes in peak velocity is assessed by evaluating the impact of these
changes on the potential to increase, or decrease, the existing erosion potential resulting from the
modelled changes to the tidal flows.
Figure 5-5 shows the total percentage change in bed shear stress post channel deepening for flood
and ebb tides. As can be seen there are small reductions in bed shear stress in the outer part of the
Ebb Tide Shoal and the inner bay. The reduction in shear stress indicates these areas may be areas
where finer sediment can settle. The areas of slight increases in shear stress indicate areas where
finer sediments are unlikely to settle.
Figure 5-6 shows percentage difference in shear stress required to mobilise 200 µm sand particles
for flood and ebb tide (i.e. critical bed shear stress). A grain size of 200 µm is indicative of fine sand
and representative of the typical mean grading size from field investigations carried out for this
study. By only examining the critical shear stress there is a significant reduction in area potentially
affected which suggests for sediments of 200 µm or coarser there will be very little change in
sediment transport patterns. The figure also indicates a potential pathway for channel
sedimentation, with sediment transported from the south-east of Busby Head potentially settling in
the lower energy environment of the outer channel. These changes have no effect on the adjacent
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shoreline stability but may locally affect the seabed, principally resulting in sedimentation potential
within the dredged channel and the side slopes. These effects are assessed to be negligible.

Figure 5-5: Total percentage change in bed shear stress post channel deepening for flood and ebb tides with
small changes (±5%) not shown (Source: MSL, 2016b)

Figure 5-6: Percentage difference in shear stress required to mobilise 200 µm sand particles for flood and ebb
tide (Source: MSL, 2016b)

5.3

Water level

Modelling carried out by MSL (2016b) indicate that there is no measurable change to the water
levels within the harbour, although there may be some slight change to the phase of the tidal wave
with mean changes in the order of ±7 minutes which may require changes to the timing of the tide
arrival in the Nautical Almanac prepared by LINZ. The effect of changes to water level are
considered to be negligible.
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5.4

Tidal flux

Tidal flux is the rate of flow of water through a defined area. Examining the change in tidal flux as a
result of the proposed channel deepening can provide another indication of the potential effects and
extent of effects, particularly within the inner harbour area. Tidal flux was obtained from the tidal
model at four locations as shown in Figure 5-7 extending from a transect from Marsden Point to
Home Point within Bream Bay to a transect from One Tree Point to Reserve Point. The change in
flux was calculated for spring and neap conditions for both flood and ebb tides. The results of this
analysis is shown in Table 5-1.

Figure 5-7: Location of transects (yellow lines) to calculate tidal flux

Table 5-1: Changes in peak tidal flux
Tide phase
Spring ebb

Transect locations

Flux (m3/s)

Difference (original-dredge)

Original

dredged

m3/s

%

One Tree Point

9,778

9,768

10

0.10%

NorthPort

12,773

12,757

17

0.13%

RNZ Jetty

12,439

12,412

27

0.22%
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Tide phase

Spring flood

Neap ebb

Neap flood

Transect locations

Flux (m3/s)

Difference (original-dredge)

Original

dredged

m3/s

%

Marsden Point to Home Point

16,378

16,329

49

0.30%

One Tree Point

8,823

8,866

-43

-0.49%

NorthPort

11,657

11,711

-54

-0.46%

RNZ Jetty

12,187

12,083

104

0.85%

Marsden Point to Home Point

13,411

13,488

-76

-0.57%

One Tree Point

4,614

4,621

-6

-0.14%

NorthPort

5,876

5,852

24

0.41%

RNZ Jetty

6,241

6,196

46

0.73%

Marsden Point to Home Point

6,369

6,411

-43

-0.67%

One Tree Point

3,601

3,595

6

0.17%

NorthPort

4,650

4,642

8

0.17%

RNZ Jetty

4,555

4,545

10

0.23%

Marsden Point to Home Point

6,487

6,459

29

0.44%

The results show only very small difference in tidal flux as would be expected with the small changes
in velocity and water level. The largest change occurring during spring flood conditions at the RNZ
Jetty (0.85% increase in peak flow at that location). The average change across all the transects
during spring tide is less than 0.01% and 0.17% for ebb tide flows. This shows some small localised
changes with increases and decreases in flow but only with a small net change.
The present trend of reducing tidal flux from the Jetty to One Tree Point is unchanged with the
proposed works. The relative change at this location is also very small (less than 0.5% during spring
tide and 0.17% ebb tide). The effect of these tidal flux changes on coastal processes are negligible.

5.5

Expected changes to the inner harbour

The inner harbour area extends into Whangarei Harbour westward of Northport. Tidal flows are low
and confined to the channels and waves tend to be locally generated within the harbour.

5.5.1

Capital dredging

During the capital dredging works there are no construction activities proposed within the inner
harbour area. The progressive deepening of the access channel leading to Whangarei Harbour will
make small progressive changes in tidal flows over the course of the dredging activity. However, the
small amounts of tidal flow changes in this area is shown in Figure 5-4 for the complete channel and
are less than ±0.02 m/s. These small changes in tidal velocity do not change the forces acting on the
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seabed or the shoreline area. The changes in tidal flux are also very small. As a result, no change
either to existing sediment transport patterns or shoreline change is predicted. Therefore during
capital dredging effects on coastal processes are expected to be negligible within the inner harbour.

5.5.2

Maintenance dredging

There will be periodic maintenance dredging required in order to maintain the channel cross section
and enable safe access by more heavily laden vessels. This dredging may utilise a range of different
vessel types, depending on the location and volume of material to be dredged. The slight variation in
tidal flows identified in the section above will not result in any ongoing change to the tide and wave
forces currently acting on the seabed or shoreline. Therefore, during the period where the access
channel is maintained, effects on coastal processes within the inner harbour are also expected to be
negligible.

5.6

Expected changes along the entrance channel

The entrance channel is a tidal inlet to Whangarei Harbour. This area includes the small bays along
the rocky coast from Mount Aubrey to Home Point including Calliope Bank, Urquarts Bay and
Taurikura. This area is dominated by tidal flows following the alignment of the main channel with
smaller flows along the side channels around Calliope Bank. The entrance channel area is relatively
sheltered from waves generated in Bream Bay and, due to the small fetches in this area, locally wind
generated waves are low.

5.6.1

Capital dredging

During construction there will be dredging vessels operating within the entrance channel area and
sailing to the disposal areas. There is already marine infrastructure in place to service the vessels
(berthing areas and jetties of both Northport and Refining NZ) and therefore no other infrastructure
will be require as part of the construction activity.
The channel deepening will result in progressive changes to the seabed level within the channel and
therefore it will also make progressive changes to tidal flows. However, as set out in Section 5.2, the
resulting change of the completed works on tidal currents is small, with absolute changes of no more
than ± 0.15 m/s in this location and generally less than ±0.02 m/s and the tidal flux changes are also
very small. The changes in tidal currents include a reduction in tidal flows along the right bank of the
channel adjacent to the ebb tide shoal and smaller increases in tidal flow along the northern flank of
the inlet channel. In the outer channel area the combined effects of wave and tidal currents
increase the critical bed shear stress adjacent to Busby Head during higher energy events. However,
the seabed composition at this location, including shell lag and medium to fine sands increases the
resistance of the seabed to change at this location. Over the majority of the channel area the effect
on existing sediment transport patterns are expected to be minor during the capital dredging period.

5.6.2

Maintenance period

Over the maintenance period there will be periodic maintenance dredging using a range of different
vessel types, depending on the location and volume of material to be dredged, in order to maintain
the channel cross section and enable safe access by more heavily laden vessels. Sedimentation will
occur in the jetty berthing pocket and the inner channel area due to:
suspended sand transported through the tidal exchange settling out in areas where tidal flows
have been reduced, and
sand migration over the ebb tide shoal onto the side slopes of the right bank of the channel
and then distributed along the channel edge, depositing in areas where there are lower tidal
velocities.
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A similar process of sedimentation will occur in the outer channel area, with localised areas, such as
the channel adjacent to Busby Head, potentially more susceptible to sedimentation during higher
energy events.
Apart from the expected sedimentation within the channel footprint, the slight variation in tidal
flows and waves adjacent to the channel will not result in any change greater than the existing
variation in tide and wave forces currently acting on the seabed or shoreline. Therefore during the
period where the access channel is maintained there will be negligible effects on coastal processes
within the channel entrance.

5.7

Expected changes to the ebb tide shoal and Mair Bank

The ebb tide shoal is a large stable medium to fine sandy feature formed by tidal currents and
waves. Mair Bank is a coarse sand and shelly/gravel feature within the intertidal and sub-aerial part
of the shoal that has a large biological component (pipi and mussels). The upper parts of the shoal
and Mair Bank are more dynamic features that can vary in horizontal elevation by ± 0.5 m and
vertical position by ± 2.0 m from year to year responding to higher energy wave events. A 2.5km 2
area along the outer part of the ebb tide shoal has been identified as Disposal Area 1-2 and is to be
used as a deposition area of a portion of the capital (2.5 to 5%) and up to 100% of maintenance
dredging volumes as shown in the schematics in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2.

5.7.1

Capital dredging

The proposed channel alignment has been developed to limit disturbance of the ebb tide shoal and
Mair Bank, whilst achieving the target depth and adhering to navigational safety requirements.
Dredging will be carried out within the berth pocket area and at discrete locations along the subtidal
part of the ebb tide shoal. The volume of sediment removal from the more active part of the ebb
tide delta (i.e. above the 10 m depth contour) is relatively small (around 150,000 m3 or less than
0.1% of the total delta volume) with the greatest volume being taken from the deeper and less
mobile parts of the delta (around 3,470,200 m3).
The changes are predicted to increase tidal flows in the small channel present between Mair Bank
and Marsden Bank (refer Figure 5-4). This slight increase in tidal flow may assist in maintaining the
location of the channel between the two banks, but this will also be dependent on existing sediment
transport trends and the response to storm events.
Dredging is also expected to cause slight changes to wave refraction patterns which will typically
result in a slight reduction in wave heights along the ebb tide shoal (less than ±0.02 m), apart from
within a narrow area along the southern flanks of Mair Bank, which may have small increases in
wave height during higher energy events (0.1 to 0.3 m, refer Figure 5-3). However, as these changes
are an order of magnitude less than the annual variability for large waves that already result in
changes of ±100,000 m3/yr within the upper parts of the ebb tide shoal, these small modelled effects
are unlikely to manifest in measurable changes to sediment transport trends.
Capital dredging will include the placement of between 2.5 and 5% of sand from the dredging within
an area on the ebb tide shoal, being Disposal Area 1-2 (i.e. between 90,500 to 181,000 m 3). These
volumes are in the same order as the 150,000 m3 proposed to be dredged in the more active part of
the ebb tide delta (i.e. above the 10 m depth contour) and therefore retain the net volume of the
upper part of the ebb tide delta.
Based on the analysis of surveys of the ebb tide shoal and Mair Bank from 2000 to 2016 there has
been some global movement of sediment from the southern area of the ebb tide shoal with some
20,000 m3/yr moving from the southern part of the ebb tide shoal and being deposited along the
flanks of the tidal inlet over the 16 year time period where detailed surveys are available (refer
Figure 4-20). These changes are attributed to the natural fluctuations that occur at this location.
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The placement of a proportion of sand from maintenance dredging in the proposed nearshore
placement Area 1-2 will either assist in replacing the historic loss of sand and/or assist in maintaining
a supply of sand to the ebb tide delta. Modelling has shown that the mound formed will not result
in changes in wave conditions that could result in changes that would affect littoral drift or storm
effects on the beach environment. Modelling has also shown that sediment placed in this area will
migrate shoreward at a rate dictated by the natural processes of wave and tide activity. Therefore,
capital dredging and the placement of dredged material within Area 1-2 will have a beneficial effect
on coastal processes operating on the ebb tide shoal.
Therefore, as a result of the capital dredging works the effects on coastal processes within the ebb
tide shoal area are considered less than minor.

5.7.2

Maintenance dredging

The maintenance dredging activity will be similar to the capital dredging process, but with smaller
volumes and possibly smaller dredge vessels. Maintenance dredging may also include the
placement of sand within an area on the ebb tide shoal, at Disposal Area 1-2. Similar beneficial
effects associated with nearshore placement of dredged material at Area 1-2 will result during
maintenance dredging, as described above in Section 5.7.1.

5.7.3

Potential long term effects

The numerical modelling and analysis has shown that the proposed channel dredging has little effect
on the coastal processes operating in this area. However, it is recognised that both the capital
dredging and ongoing maintenance dredging may result in a net loss of sediment from the ebb tide
shoal over time that may not be replenished from natural sources (refer Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2).
The net loss is a potential effect whether disposal is to land or to Site 3-2 as in both cases the
dredged sediment is not within the active nearshore sediment system.
While the capital dredge volumes are small in comparison to the volume of sand stored in the ebb
tide delta (around 2.2% of the estimated volume of the ebb tide shoal) and the expected
maintenance dredging volumes are also small (between 0.03% and 0.07% of the estimated volume
of the ebb tide delta), these net losses of sediment may result in a reduction in the total volume of
the ebb tide shoal over time. Assuming full removal of both capital and maintenance dredging from
the ebb tide delta over the 35 period of the consent, this would result in around 5.6M to 7.9Mm 3 of
sediment removal that equates to around 3.3 to 4.7% of the existing ebb tide delta volume.
The reduction in volume could manifest in a reduction in level of the existing ebb tide shoal area (i.e.
assuming the footprint of the shoal remains the same). However, it is more likely to result in both a
reduction in level and a reduction in overall plan form size of the delta, as it would be expected that
ongoing coastal processes would move sand towards the shoreline. An overall change in area and
height would result in smaller observed changes than if only height was reduced.
The potential change in elevation over the 35 year period has been assessed based on the total area
of the ebb tide delta to the 15 m contour (around 35km2) and, conservatively, assuming the variation
would manifest in the upper part of the delta above the 5 m depth contour (an area of around 6
km2). Assuming a uniform change over the area as a result of the capital and maintenance dredging,
the change in elevation (vertical change) ranges from 0.16 to 0.23 m (spread over 35 km 2) to 0.9 to
1.3 m (focussed on changes only occurring above the 5 m contour). The associated net horizontal
reduction of the ebb tide shoal that currently extends around 5.6 km seaward from Marsden Point
would be in the order of 70 m. We note the vertical changes are of a similar range of the measured
vertical variability of levels of ±0.5 m within the upper part of the ebb tide delta (Morgan et al.,
2011). The potential change in plan form area for the full ebb tide delta would be between 0.75 km 2
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and 1.1 km2 taking into account the full removal of capital and maintenance dredging from the ebb
tide shoal.
However, full removal of sediment is not proposed and therefore actual effects will be less than
described in the paragraphs above. The proposed replacement of sand during in the active part of
the ebb tide shoal during the capital and maintenance dredging campaigns will effectively maintain
the sand volume in the active part of the ebb tide delta (i.e. above the 10 m depth contour).
Therefore the main loss from the ebb tide shoal will be the 3,470,000 m3 from the deeper part of the
delta during capital dredging and there will be no losses, and possibly gains, to the upper part of the
ebb tide delta during the maintenance dredging period and the effect of this loss on the delta
dynamics will not be measurable (that is effects will be negligible to nil). There will be no net
sediment loss, and possibly sediment gains, to the upper part of the ebb tide delta during the
maintenance dredging period. This will maintain and possibly enhance sediment volumes to offset
other effects such as sea level rise.

5.8

Expected changes to the open coast shoreline from Marsden Point to
Ruakaka

This is a dynamic area with existing coastal process trends of general stability in the vicinity of
Ruakaka to some locations of erosion in the vicinity of Mair Bank.

5.8.1

Capital dredging

The capital dredging will result in small changes, both in terms of the typical wave height (less than 2
cm) and storm waves (typically less than 5 cm) that are an order of magnitude less than the annual
and extreme variability in wave height. As the changes are small it is unlikely that these changes will
result in any measurable change to the existing coastal processes so effects are considered less than
minor.

5.8.2

Maintenance dredging

The nearshore placement of dredged material at Disposal Area 1-2 (as discussed in Section 6.4) can
assist in reducing the effects observed with existing coastal processes both during the capital and
maintenance dredging phases of the project so has a beneficial effect.

5.9

Expected changes to the open coast shoreline from Home Point to
Smugglers Bay

The shoreline from Home Point to Smugglers Bay comprises strong volcanoclastic cliffs with narrow
alluvial beaches at Home Point and Smugglers Bay (refer Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8). These cliffs are
already subject to very low rates of natural erosion processes both from weathering of the steep
subaerial cliff face and, to a less degree, tidal flows at the base of the cliffs that remove cliff debris.
The absence of significant wave cut platforms at the base of these cliffs shows that the existing
current and wave action has minimal effect of the cliff shore that has been exposed to these
processes for the last 6,500 years. Capital dredging
The proposed channel deepening results in an increase in wave height of around 0.1 m along
Smugglers Bay for the most extreme cases of high energy events with offshore waves of more than 5
m (annual occurrence of less than 5%) (refer Class 8, Figure 5-3). There is also a slight increase in
wave energy at Busby Head of the same order of magnitude for the same events but a reduction in
energy along Home Point to Busby Head.
Changes of this order will not make a noticeable change to the coastal processes operating in this
area as a result of these changes being small in relation to the annual variability in wave climate; the
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small changes occur during infrequent storm events and the main physical processes of erosion,
including weathering and land-sliding of the cliff shores are not driven by wave energy in these
relatively sheltered locations. These predicted changes in wave height as a result of the channel
dredging will have negligible effects on the physical coastal processes operating on the cliff and
beach coasts in this area.
Modelling of critical shear stress changes on the seabed off Busby Head suggested there may be
some minor effect on the seabed at the 10 m depth contour (refer Figure 5-6). However, this
theoretical effect is unlikely to manifest as the seabed condition at this location is more rocky and
shelly than the sandy seabed simulated in the modelling. Therefore erosion processes resulting from
the increased shear stress are likely to be negligible as they are not likely to result in measurable
changes to seabed levels.

5.9.1

Maintenance dredging

The effect on the coastal processes in this area as a result of the maintenance dredging activity is
expected to be negligible.

5.10

Expected changes to the seabed within Bream Bay

Bream Bay is a relatively sheltered embayment in the Hauraki Gulf. The shallower parts of the bay
has a medium to fine sandy seabed, with rocky reef outcrops and a variety of seabed forms resulting
from wave and current interaction.

5.10.1

Capital dredging

A 2.5 km2 disposal area is situated at the 45 m depth contour to the south east of the channel
(disposal area 3-2). This area has been designed to have the capacity to place all capital and
maintenance dredged material over the period of the consent without any loss of placed sediment
over time from within a slightly larger mixing area of 5.75 km2. The seabed sediment composition
within the disposal area is similar to the dredged material so it is anticipated that any sediment
placed in this area will perform similarly to the in situ sediment.
The potential effect of placing a mound of sediment on the seabed on coastal processes is that it
might change wave patterns that may result in changes to littoral transport along the open coast.
The results of hydrodynamic modelling show that for most wave conditions the wave orbital velocity
at the seabed is too small to cause sediment to move. Orbital velocities increase to potentially being
able to transport sediment during storms with significant wave heights greater than 5 m. Therefore,
sediment placed in this area is likely to largely remain within the disposal area, with only very small
amounts of migration from the 2.5 km2 area and all sediment remaining within the 5.75 km 2 area.
Modelling of the effects on waves over a period of a year, including storm events, was conservatively
carried out with a 4 m high mound over the entire disposal area as the worst case scenario with all
capital and maintenance dredging over 35 years placed at this location and no loss of sediment from
the system over the 35 year period. However, even with this conservative scenario, the change in
maximum wave heights along the open coast were ± 5cm from the existing situation. Variations in
maximum wave heights of ± 0.05 m are well within the annual variability of maximum waves height
within Bream Bay of ± 1.3 m. Therefore, placing capital dredging in disposal Area 3-2 will not have a
minor effect in the vicinity of the disposal area and negligible effects on the wider coastal processes
operation on the open coast of Bream Bay.

5.10.2

Maintenance dredging

Area 3-2 may be required to take additional sediment from maintenance dredging. The potential
effects of placing additional sediment is the modification of wave heights and the associated impact
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on the beaches in terms of littoral drift changes and storm effects. As discussed above, the modelling
for the entire amount of maintenance dredged material being disposed at Area 3-2 over the 35 year
term sought for the consent (and assuming no losses of material), indicated minor effects on the
seabed adjacent to the disposal area and negligible effects coastal processes on the open coast. As
the maintenance dredging volumes will be several orders of magnitude smaller than the capital
dredging, effects on both adjacent and wider environment will be negligible.

5.11

Expected changes to recreational surfing

While surfing can be carried out along much of the Bream Bay coastline, surfing spots are recognised
at the Ruakaka River mouth and at the Power Station sites. Wave modelling carried out by MSL
show that these areas experience a slight concentration of wave energy, supporting the likelihood of
these areas being favourable for surfing. Figure 5-3 shows modelled changes to the wave climate as
a result of the proposal. MSL conclude the modelling shows no fundamental changes to the mean
wave height and negligible changes to the maximum climate along the Ruakaka shoreline, changes
to recreational surfing would be negligible.

5.12

Expected effects resulting from relocation of navigations aids

The proposal includes the relocation and addition of navigation aids to clearly mark out the
navigation channel. These structures will have no effect on coastal processes.

5.13

Expected effects on public access to and along the Coastal Marine Area
and to culturally significant sites

The existing coastal processes described in Section 3 and 4 results in changes and modifications of
beach level and sand levels in the intertidal areas. Apart from localised limitations on access at
specific locations of the CMA during the dredge campaigns, the proposal has no change to the
existing public access available to and along the Coastal Marine Area or to culturally significant sites
such as Mair Bank. The placement of sediment on the ebb tide shoal may have some localised
beneficial effect by reducing existing erosion effects.

5.14

Expected effects on existing and future coastal hazards

The sandy shoreline along the northern part of Bream Bay and within Whangarei Harbour are
currently susceptible to coastal erosion and are likely to experience greater erosion pressure as a
result of sea level rise and climate change effects. The main driver for change will be increased sea
levels that allow higher waves to reach the nearshore environment for all wave conditions. As
identified in Section 3.10.1.2 the increase in average conditions is negligible while there is some
increase in the less frequent storm events.
The increased sea level will reduce the effect of the proposed dredging on wave processes (i.e.
reduced effects from the present day situation) as the greater water depth will reduce nearshore
processes. The potential for increased tidal flow from the harbour will not be affected by the
proposal as the throat of the inlet will not be modified and it is this area that controls the tidal flows.
The proposal has less than minor effects on coastal processes in the present day and the effect will
reduce as a result of expected climate change effects. By retaining additional sand volume in the
active part of the ebb tide delta it may provide a beneficial effect to assist in offsetting some of the
future coastal hazard effects.
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5.15

Tsunami

The existing harbour area is vulnerable both to distant and local tsunami sources. The high velocities
resulting from the tsunami are likely to result in large scale movements within the sandy systems of
the nearshore, ebbtide delta, coastline and inner harbour. Specifically scouring of the narrower
parts of the inlet throat with deposition both in deeper water seaward and landward of the inlet in
the present day situation. Even in the present day situation this is likely to require inspection of the
channel and inlet to confirm the safe operability of vessels accessing the port and jetty and it is likely
that some maintenance dredging may be required to maintain operability.
While tsunami wave modelling has not been carried out for this assessment, as the narrowest part
of the inlet throat has not been modified and, the channel deepening is unlikely to change the large
scale effects of the tsunami on the wider environment. However, it can be expected that the
dredged outer channel area may be subject to rapid deposition as this is the area that some of the
sand that has been scoured from the inlet throat is likely to settle. The dredge disposal areas may
also experience greater rates of localised change with higher forces exerted on the seabed than
typically occur from extreme storm events.

5.16

Overall cumulative effects

Overall the changes to tidal flows and wave conditions resulting from the channel dredging and
marine disposal are small and typically within the existing variability of tidal currents and wave
energy. Changes to existing coastal processes are anticipated to be negligible on the open coast
from Marsden Point to Ruakaka River or along the rocky coast from Home Point to Smugglers Bay,
on the ebb tide shoal and Mair Bank or within the inner harbour area.
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6

Proposed avoidance, reduction and mitigation measures

As discussed in Section 5.7.3 the numerical modelling and analysis has shown that the proposed
channel dredging has little effect on the coastal processes operating in this area. However, it is
recognised that both the capital dredging and ongoing maintenance dredging may result in a net loss
of sediment from the ebb tide shoal over time that may not be replenished from natural sources
(refer Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2). While the capital dredge volumes are small in comparison to the
volume of sand stored in the ebb tide delta (around 2.2% of the estimated volume of the ebb tide
shoal) and the expected maintenance dredging volumes are also small (between 0.03% and 0.07% of
the estimated volume of the ebb tide delta), these net losses of sediment may result in a reduction
in the total volume of the ebb tide shoal over the 35 year period of consent being sought. The losses
in volume due to the cumulative effect of the capital and maintenance dredge volumes could result
in a combination of a reduction in the footprint of the ebb delta as well as a general lowering in
elevation. Broad scale estimates of change suggest average changes in elevation of between 0.15 m
to 0.23 m, although there might be localised change of around 1 m if the elevation changes are
restricted to the upper parts of the delta.
It is also recognised that Mair Bank and the coastline extending southward from Marsden are
currently experiencing change and some net loss of sand. Future sea level rise may also result in a
loss of sediment from the ebb tide shoal. Both the possible ongoing removal of sediment from the
capital and maintenance dredging and future sea level rise effects may result in increased erosion
pressure on Mair Bank as well as ongoing shoreline erosion along the open coast beaches adjacent
to the ebb tide shoal. As such there is potential for cumulative effects of a continuous removal of
sand from the ebb tide delta reducing the net volume stored in the delta that would exacerbate
instability of the delta and have an associated adverse effect on the adjacent shoreline.
Placing suitable dredged sediment within the ebb tide shoal that both results in a reduction in the
volume of sediment removed from the ebb tide delta and enables the placed sand to be transported
within the nearshore sediment transport pathways (refer Figure 4-19) is a practical means of
maintaining the volume of the ebb tide shoal and maintaining a supply of sand to both the shoal and
the adjacent shoreline.
The proposed volume for placement at Area 1-2 has been derived to minimise the risk of potential
adverse effect (in terms of ecological effect), to replace the capital dredge volume from the more
active part of the delta (i.e. the area above the 10 m depth contour) and to protect to some degree
against the potential increase in losses of material in the future resulting from sea level rise by the
ongoing placement of maintenance dredging material that increased the net volume of sediment
entering the more active part of the delta.

6.1

Residual effects after treatment

Table 6-1 shows the total volume loss from the ebb tide shoal both in terms of cubic metres and
percentage of the total ebb tide shoal volume for three scenarios. The first is with all capital and
maintenance dredging being removed, the second is with between 2.5% and 5% of the capital
dredging placed in Area 1-2 and the third option includes 100% of the maintenance dredging as well
as between 2.5% and 5% of the capital dredging. The table also includes an assessment of the net
change that occurs above the 10 m depth contour with the return of between 2.5% and 5% of the
capital dredge on the basis that 150,000 m3 is removed from above this contour during the
campaign. We have not considered the ongoing effect of replacing the maintenance dredging
volume on the basis that this is effectively neutral, replacing material that is removed.
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Retaining a portion of the capital dredge makes a modest reduction in the overall volume removed
from the ebb tide shoal. Returning 100% of the maintenance dredging volumes effectively limits to
loss of sediment to the capital dredge volume, although it is noted that due to the fluctuation in
elevation and volumes of the ebb tide delta as discussed in Section 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 it may not be
desirable to place all maintenance dredging volumes in ebb tide shoal. If it is combined with periods
of higher elevations of the ebb tide shoal it could increase the likelihood of sand inundation over
Mair Bank, therefore evaluation of the amount to be returned would need to be assessed based on
ongoing monitoring. Looking at the net loss of the upper part of the delta, placing between 2.5%
and 5% of the capital dredge creates a situation where there is effectively very little net loss to the
active system, or potentially, a slight gain that can offset potential climate change losses.
Table 6-1: Volume of sand loss from ebb tide shoal (m3 and %) with a range of dredge disposal
scenarios
Maximum total loss with all capital and maintenance dredging placed out of ebb tide shoal system
Minimum

-5,598,000 m3

-3.33%

Max

-7,908,000 m3

-4.71%

Loss returning between 2.5% and 5% during capital dredging but no maintenance dredging volume
returned
Min

-5,507,050 m3

-3.28%

Max

-7,726,100 m3

-4.60%

Loss returning between 2.5% and 5% during capital dredging and 100% maintenance dredging volume
returned
Min
Max

-3,547,050 m3 (with 56,00 m3/yr)
3

3

-3,456,100 m (with 122,000 m /yr)

-2.11%
-2.06%

Net loss of upper part of delta (above 10 m depth contour) based on returning between 2.5% and 5%
during capital dredging
Min
Max

-59,050 m3
3

31,900 m (net gain)

N.A.
N.A.

Provided some portion of sand is retained within the ebb tide shoal system during both the capital
and maintenance dredging operation, the residual effects on coastal processes of the proposed
channel dredging and disposal regime is expected to be within the observed fluctuations currently
observed and therefore the effects on the coastal environment with treatment are expected to be
less than minor (i.e. negligible).
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7

Proposed monitoring conditions

7.1

Capital dredging related monitoring

No specific monitoring is considered necessary for coastal processes.

7.2

Long term monitoring requirements

The areas to monitor for long term potential change are Mair Bank and the shoreline in the vicinity
of the ebb tide shoal. Monitoring elevation changes (if any) in seabed and shoreline in the vicinity
of Mair Bank is the most useful form of long term monitoring combined with ongoing measurement
of waves and water level at the Wave Rider Buoy so that changes in shoreline and seabed elevations
can be assessed together with changes in wave energy and water level fluctuations.
It is anticipated that the dredged channel will need to be regularly dredged as part of ensuring safe
access to Refining NZ. We anticipate the monitoring of Mair Bank, the upper portion of the ebb tide
shoal and disposal Area 1-2 would be carried out at the same time and this would be done to
determine the need and the quantum of maintenance dredging that should be placed in Area 1-2.
It is recommended that annual monitoring of bathymetry of the upper part of the ebb tide shoal
(above the 5 m depth contour), Disposal Area 1-2 and dredged channel be continued for a period of
up to 5 years after capital dredging has been completed. At that stage an evaluation of the survey
data should be carried out to confirm effects are within the range assessed by the studies carried out
for this application and to determine the requirements (if any) of ongoing consent related
monitoring.
Pre and post dredging surveys should be retained by the consent holder in a compatible format to
augment this data set and information of the volumes and locations of deposition of both the capital
and maintenance dredging recorded.
Analysis of shoreline trends can be carried out by aerial photograph and LiDAR survey analysis, with
these data sets being regularly updated by Northland Regional Council (NRC) and Whangarei District
Council. NRC also carry out beach surveys at 5 locations within Bream Bay with data from the mid1970’s. These surveys provide a long term record of existing shoreline fluctuations and trends and
NRC should continue to carry out surveys at these locations. The initiation of additional detailed
beach profile monitoring at locations different to these long term profile sites is not recommended
as there is no effects-based reason to require such monitoring. Furthermore, such monitoring would
be limited in its applicability, as there is no good long term data set to provide the baseline context.
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8

Applicability

This report has been prepared for the exclusive use of our client Chancery Green on behalf of
Refining NZ Ltd, with respect to the particular brief given to us and it may not be relied upon in other
contexts or for any other purpose, or by any person other than our client, without our prior written
agreement. We understand and agree that Refining New Zealand will submit this report in support
of an application for resource consent and that the consent authority and third parties
(stakeholders, submitters and interested parties) will rely on this report for the purpose of assessing
that application.

Tonkin & Taylor Ltd
Report prepared by:

Authorised for Tonkin & Taylor Ltd by:

..........................................................
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Richard Reinen-Hamill
Coastal Engineer
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Project Director
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Historic and Current Hydrographic Charts

Hydrographic Survey 1848 – R B Graham
Hydrographic Survey 1849 – Captain Stokes
Fair sheet, 1939
Fair sheet, 1959
Hydrographic Survey 1964
Hydrographic Survey 1974
Hydrographic Survey 2004 – NZ5214
Hydrographic Survey 2004 – NZ5215

Figure A 1: 1848 Bathymetric Chart (Source: Alexander Townhall Collection

Figure A 2: 1849 Bathymetric Chart

Figure A 3: Fair sheet, 1939

Figure A 4: Fair sheet, 1959

Figure A 5: Hydrographic survey, 1964

Figure A 6: Hydrographic survey, 1974

Figure A 7: NZ5214 Hydrographic Chart (Source: LINZ)

Figure A 8: NZ5214 Hydrographic Chart (Source: LINZ)

Appendix B:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Historic aerial and satellite images

1942
1950
1958 (oblique)
18/04/1962 (oblique)
18/04/1962 (oblique)
06/02/1963 (oblique)
22/12/1965 (oblique)
05/04/1967 (oblique)
05/04/1967 (oblique)
20/11/1967 (oblique)
2/04/1976 (oblique)
21/02/1987 (oblique)
17/05/2006 (satellite)
2/11/2010 (satellite)
9/12/2012 (satellite)
6/03/2013 (satellite)
27/03/2014 (satellite)

Figure B 1: Marsden Point 1942 (Source: NZAM)

Figure B 2: Marsden Point 1950 (Source: NZAM)

Figure B 3: 1958 oblique Marsden Point (Source: NZAM)

Figure B 4: Marsden Point 18/04/1962 (Source: Whites Aviation)

Figure B 5: Marsden Point 18/04/1962 (Source: Whites Aviation)

Figure B 6: Marsden Point 06/02/1963 (Source: Whites Aviation)

Figure B 7: Marsden Point 22/12/1965 (Source: Whites Aviation)

Figure B 8: Marsden Point 05/04/1967 (Source: Whites Aviation)

Figure B 9: Marsden Point 05/04/1967 (Source: Whites Aviation)

Figure B 10: Marsden Point 20/11/1967 (Source: Whites Aviation)

Figure B 11: Marsden Point 02/04/1976 (Source: Whites Aviation)

Figure B 12: Marsden Point 21/02/1987 (Source: Whites Aviation)

Figure B 13: Marsden Point 17/05/2006 (Source: Google Earth)

Figure B 14: Marsden Point 02/11/2010 (Source: Google Earth)

Figure B 15: Marsden Point 09/12/2012 (Source: Google Earth)

Figure B 16: Marsden Point 06/03/2013 (Source: Google Earth)

Figure B 17: Marsden Point 27/03/2014 (Source: Google Earth)

Appendix C:

Coastal hazard maps

Appendix D:

Sediment grading information

Table D- 1: Sediment size distribution within channel footprint from vibrocore and historic T+T
data
Location

Sample Name
Clay

Upper channel

Berth

Outer channel

Mid Channel
Outer channel to busby head

Average

Fine Silt

Classification (%)
Medium Silt Coarse Silt Fine Sand

<0.002 mm 0.002-0.0063 0.0063-0.02 0.02 -0.063
0.0
0.2
0.9
1.1
0.0
0.3
1.3
1.6
0.8
0.6
1.2
1.5
2.3
1.8
4.6
3.5
0.0
0.5
1.4
0.9
0.2
0.5
1.6
1.3
3.8
2.4
4.9
4.1
0
0
0
7.0
0
0
0
3.0
1.3
1.1
2.7
2.2
0.2
0.7
1.9
1.3
0.8
0.7
1.9
2.5
V8 1.2-2 m
1.1
0.8
1.6
2.1
V8 1.2 - 2.4 m
0.0
0.4
0.9
1.0
V9 0.9 - 1.2 m
0.0
0.5
1.2
1.1
V10 0 - 0.6m
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
V10C 2.2 - 2.6m
0.0
0.2
1.0
1.1
V11 0-0.6m
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
V12 0-0.6m
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
V12 0.6-1.2m
1.7
1.2
2.6
2.5
V13A 2.9-3.5m
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
V13 1.7-2.1m
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
V14 0.9-1.2m
0.0
0.3
1.2
1.0
V14 1.5-1.8m
0.9
0.9
2.4
1.9
V15 1.2-1.6m
0.1
0.3
0.7
0.7
V15 2.4-2.8m
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
V16 1.2-1.8m
0.4
0.4
0.9
0.7
V17 0.4-0.7m
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
V17 1.8-2.2m
0.0
0.4
0.7
0.0
V17 3.4-3.8m
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.7
V18 0.9-1.2m
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
V18 2.4-2.7m
0.3
0.6
1.0
0.0
V19A 1.2-1.5m
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
V20 0-0.5m
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
V1A 1.50-1.90m
V1 0.3 - 0.8m
V2 1.2 - 1.78m
V3 0 - 0.4m
V4 0 - 0.5m
V5 0 - 0.5m
V5 1.5 - 1.8m
TT BH 6, 8.0 m
TT BH7, 3.0 m
V6 0.6-1 m
V7 0 - 0.7 m

0.063-0.2
11.4
34.0
11.4
25.6
10.4
5.2
31.4
43.0
47.0
15.7
10.8
22.4
17.8
14.2
7.9
4.2
6.1
1.9
0.2
18.0
2.2
3.8
2.3
6.9
1.9
0.1
3.0
0.0
18.2
7.3
15.1
30.0
19.3
22.1

Medium
Sand
0.2 - 0.63
60.7
62.7
55.8
56.6
57.5
60.5
44.7
49.0
50.0
56.2
64.5
56.2
63.1
59.9
58.6
72.8
61.9
72.7
86.1
57.2
71.8
79.5
51.4
45.6
38.1
49.2
17.6
56.8
77.4
55.3
84.5
57.5
79.8
68.8

Coarse
Sand
0.63 - 2
3.8
0.0
10.0
0.4
11.9
4.9
0.1
1.0
0.0
10.0
6.9
4.5
7.2
11.0
3.3
21.3
8.5
15.4
8.8
7.6
18.8
1.3
22.8
12.7
30.9
28.9
6.0
32.8
0.5
19.3
0.4
2.3
0.9
0.0

Gravels
> 2 mm
21.9
0.0
18.8
5.2
17.4
25.7
8.6
0.0
0.0
10.8
13.6
11.1
6.2
12.5
27.4
1.7
21.1
9.9
4.9
9.3
7.2
15.4
21.0
28.7
27.4
21.7
71.0
10.4
2.8
17.4
0.0
8.2
0.0
9.0

Table D- 2: Historic sediment grading data from T+T and Hawthorne Gedes

Reference
T+TBH1
T+TBH4a
T+TBH5a
T+TBH6
T+TBH7

MBH1
MBH1
MBH2
MBH2
MBH3
MBH3
MBH3

Depth below
surface (m)
6.0 - 6.45
6.7 m
3.0 m
8.0 m
3.0 m
Average
Max
MBH1 0.5 - 1.0 m
MBH1 1.0 - 1.5 m
MBH2 0.5 - 1.0 m
MBH2 1.0 - 1.5 m
MBH3 0.0 - 0.5 m
MBH3 0.5 - 1.0 m
MBH3 1.0 - 1.5 m
Average
Max

Silts
Fine Sand Medium Sand
Coarse Sand
Gravels
< 0.063 0.063-0.2 0.2 - 0.63 0.63 - 2 > 2 mm
8.0
17.0
72.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
13.0
66.0
7.0
12.0
6.0
30.0
62.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
33.0
58.0
5.0
2.0
8.0
36.0
37.0
6.0
13.0
5.2
25.8
59.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
36.0
72.0
7.0
13.0
9.0
1.0
5.0
7.0
3.0
5.0
6.0
5.1
9.0

51.0
36.0
45.0
43.0
47.0
50.0
40.0
44.6
51.0

40.0
58.0
48.0
49.0
50.0
39.0
54.0
48.3
58.0

0.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
2.0
0.0
0.6
2.0

0.0
4.0
2.0
0.0
0.0
4.0
0.0
1.4
4.0

Table D- 3 Sediment size distribution on ebb tide shoal
Reference

Clay

Silt

Fine Sand

Medium Sand

< 0.00390.063 - 0.00390.063-0.3 0.600 - 0.300

Coarse Sand

Gravel

0.63 - 2

> 2.00

DA1A04

0.0

0.0

57.7

41.4

0.9

0.0

DA1A05

0.0

0.0

56.7

42.2

1.1

0.0

DA1A06

0.0

0.0

59.8

39.3

0.9

0.0

DA1A07

0.0

0.0

56.1

42.5

1.4

0.0

DA1A08

0.0

0.0

60.1

38.9

0.9

0.0

DA1A09

0.0

0.0

52.7

43.2

4.1

0.0

47

0.0

0.0

74.7

25.3

0.0

0.0

48

0.0

0.0

71.7

26.6

1.7

0.0

49

0.0

0.0

59.4

34.0

6.6

0.0

50

0.0

0.0

12.8

46.3

38.5

2.4

51

0.0

0.0

45.6

47.9

6.6

0.0

52

0.0

0.0

25.2

52.2

21.7

0.9

53

0.0

0.0

20.0

50.0

28.7

1.3

54

0.0

0.0

17.2

46.8

34.3

1.6

55

0.0

0.0

19.3

47.8

28.2

4.8

56

0.0

0.0

11.2

36.5

34.6

17.6

57

0.0

0.0

48.0

44.6

7.4

0.0

58

0.0

0.0

67.2

30.4

2.4

0.0

59

0.0

0.0

13.6

43.3

31.6

11.6

60

0.0

0.0

24.6

40.5

29.2

5.7

61

0.0

0.0

21.0

33.1

31.5

14.4

62

0.0

0.0

17.8

45.6

34.3

2.4

63

0.0

0.0

60.7

33.6

5.7

0.0

64

0.0

0.0

77.6

20.5

1.9

0.0

Minimum

0.0

0.0

11.2

20.5

0.0

0.0

Average

0.0

0.0

42.9

39.7

14.8

2.6

Max

0.0

0.0

77.6

52.2

38.5

17.6

Table D- 4 Sediment size distribution within Bream Bay
Reference
DA2C

Clay

Silt

Fine Sand

Medium Sand

< 0.00390.063 - 0.00390.063-0.3 0.600 - 0.300
0.0
0.0
24.4
44.1

Coarse Sand

Gravel

D50

0.63 - 2
27.1

> 2.00

(mm)

4.4

0.377

DA2D

0.0

0.0

7.1

30.0

57.2

5.7

0.602

DA2E

0.3

3.0

70.7

20.5

5.6

0.0

0.185

DA2F

0.2

1.0

5.3

7.3

28.3

58.0

2.423

DA3A

0.8

5.4

41.3

28.4

17.1

6.9

0.262

DA3B

0.0

0.6

5.5

14.3

40.6

39.0

1.111

DA3C

0.0

0.2

2.5

27.5

64.0

5.9

0.660

DA3D

1.3

6.7

49.8

29.4

12.8

0.0

0.221

DA3E

0.0

0.7

15.2

46.4

32.2

5.4

0.420

DA3F

0.0

0.0

5.7

41.9

42.2

10.3

0.517

Table D- 5 Sediment size distribution around disposal area 3-2
Reference

23_ 3.2A
24_ 3.2A
25_ 3.2A
26_ 3.2A
27_ 3.2A
28_ 3.2A
29_ 3.2B
30_ 3.2B
31_ 3.2B
32_ 3.2B
33_ 3.2B
34_ 3.2B
11_3.2
12_3.2
13_3.2
14_3.2
15_3.2
16_3.2
19_2.2

Fine to
Gravel (> D50
Medium Sand 2 mm)
(mm)
(0.063 to 2
mm)
3.39
89.41
7.2
0.503
0
100
0
0.507
0
91.4
8.6
0.514
2.74
76.36
20.9
0.649
0.82
75.68
23.5
0.630
1.46
74.54
24
0.605
10.86
89.14
0
0.244
1.74
85.56
12.7
0.440
10.58
89.42
0
0.203
13.54
86.46
0
0.200
2.32
97.68
0
0.328
2.88
97.12
0
0.375
15.28
84.72
0
0.185
28.75
71.25
0
0.193
10.89
66.61
22.5
0.581
1.2
95.7
3.1
0.555
5.93
89.47
4.6
0.458
2.22
87.08
10.7
0.501
1.01
97.89
1.1
0.553

Silt (<
0.063
mm)

Table D- 6 Sediment grading properties of beach sediment along Bream Bay and Whangarei
Harbour
Site

Size Range (mm)

Description

ID
1

Name
Waipu

D10%
0.136

D50%
0.216

D90%
0.347

Wentworth Size Classification
Fine
Sand

2

Ruakaka

0.146

0.246

0.428

Fine

Sand

3

Marsden Point

0.158

0.238

0.357

Fine

Sand

4

Marsden Cove

0.120

0.200

0.336

Fine

Sand

5

One Tree Point East

0.327

0.567

1.012

Coarse

Sand

6

One Tree Point West

0.315

0.448

0.639

Medium

Sand

Appendix E:

Changes in the 0 m Chart Datum (CD) contour in
the vicinity of Mair Bank

Figure E 1 Year 2000 - Area of Mair Bank above CD (red)

Figure E 2 Year 2001 - Area of Mair Bank above CD (red)

Figure E 3 Year 2002 - Area of Mair Bank above CD (red)

Figure E 4 Year 2003 - Area of Mair Bank above CD (red)

Figure E 5 Year 2004 - Area of Mair Bank above CD (red)

Figure E 6 Year 2005 - Area of Mair Bank above CD (red)

Figure E 7 Year 2007 - Area of Mair Bank above CD (red)

Figure E 8 Year 2008 - Area of Mair Bank above CD (red)

Figure E 9 Year 2009 - Area of Mair Bank above CD (red)

Figure E 10 Year 2010 - Area of Mair Bank above CD (red)

Figure E 11 Year 2011 - Area of Mair Bank above CD (red)

Figure E 12 Year 2012 - Area of Mair Bank above CD (red)

Figure E 13 Year 2013 - Area of Mair Bank above CD (red)

Figure E 14 Year 2015 - Area of Mair Bank above CD (red)

Figure E 15 Comparison of 2000 and 2015 bathymetric data

Appendix F:

Profiles along the ebb tide shoal

Long section along the crest of Mair Bank

Appendix G:

Summary of the criteria for describing the
magnitude of effects on coastal processes

Significance

Criteria: Coastal Processes

Very High
/severe

Total loss of, or very major alteration to, key elements/features of the existing baseline
condition such that the post-development character, composition and/or attributes will be
fundamentally lost. This includes irreversible changes to tides, currents, waves and/or sand
transport causing adverse impacts on significant parts of the shorelines of Bream Bay or
Whangarei Harbour, causing increased erosion and/or significant environmental habitat
values. Substantial changes to the seabed morphology such that:
the majority of the regional distribution of a habitat type for nationally protected ecological
communities is lost or substantially depleted; or such that the sediment pathway for sand
flow to other areas is permanently intercepted.

High
(Significant)

Major loss or alteration to key elements/features of the existing baseline condition such
that the post-development character, composition and/or attributes will be fundamentally
changed. In particular, extensive or acute disturbance (major impact) occurring to the
shorelines bordering Marsden Point and Mair Bank, causing increased erosion and/or
significant environmental habitat values. Also, substantial changes to the seabed
morphology such that:
the majority of the regional distribution of a habitat type for regionally protected ecological
communities is lost or substantially depleted; or such that
the sediment pathway for sand flow to other areas is temporarily intercepted.

Moderate
/medium
(More than
minor)

Loss or alternation to one or more key features of the existing baseline conditions such that
the post-development character, composition and/or attributes will be fundamentally
changed. Changes to tides, currents, waves and/or sand transport affecting parts of the
shorelines bordering Bream Bay or Whangarei Harbour, causing short term increased
erosion that would affect communities or habitat values, such that natural recovery or
mitigation measures would alleviate adverse impacts. Also, substantial changes to the
seabed morphology such that the local distribution of a locally valued seabed habitat type is
permanently lost or substantially depleted.

Low/minor

Minor shift away from existing baseline conditions. Changes arising will be discernible, but
attributes of the existing baseline condition will be similar to pre-development
circumstances or patterns. Changes to tide levels, currents, waves and/or sand transport
processes causing changes in shoreline stability of limited or temporary nature. Changes to
the seabed morphology would be of local spatial extent with no impacts elsewhere.

Negligible
(Less than
minor)

Very slight changes from the existing baseline conditions. No perceptible impacts on
regional hydrodynamics beyond the immediate works area. Local hydrodynamic changes
that have no consequent adverse impacts elsewhere. Little or no changes to water level,
current, wave or sand transport processes at shorelines such that any impacts to shoreline
stability would be imperceptible. Changes to the seabed morphology would be temporary
with only local spatial extents and no impact elsewhere.

No effect

No detectable change in physical parameters.

Beneficial

Any effects or measures that are expected to result in reduced shoreline erosion where that
is presently a problem, or design features or management activities that would make a
positive contribution to shoreline amenity or coastal environmental values.

